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Chapterr 1

Introduction n
1.11

The VE Paradigm

Inn general, most business enterprises nowadays find themselves in a very aggressive environmentt set by the global market competition and fast commercialization streams.
Inn order to ensure their survival under these hard conditions, enterprises are facing
thee need to focus on their core competencies and to dynamically establish collaborationss with other partner enterprises in order to better react to market opportunities,
andd to provide better products or services in compliance with strict timing and cost
constraints.. In fact, this need does not represent a new requirement or trend among
enterprises,, and it has been repeatedly addressed in the past through the application
off different organizational re-structuring processes, such as the outsourcing strategies
thatt emerged some decades ago. However, it is also clear that the continuous evolutionn of information and communications technology certainly enables the creation of
neww paradigms and supporting infrastructures aimed at the reinforcement of complex
collaborativee scenarios among independent enterprises.
Inn this context, the Virtual Enterprise (VE) paradigm represents a promising
solutionn for those enterprises looking for new information models and technology that
allowallow them to create advanced forms of collaborations with other enterprises in order
too adapt to the current market trends. The VE paradigm has also emerged in the
lastt years as an active area of research and technological developments, and it has
givenn place for a large number of projects and initiatives focusing on different facets of
thiss paradigm in different application domains [34, 131, 164, 148, 72]. However, given
thee extension, complexity and multidimensional nature of the VE concept, there is
stilll no unified or standard conceptual framework and definitions for this paradigm,
andd a number of different terms are even competing in the literature that refer to
similarr concepts or to its associated branches. For instance, examples of related
termss include: extended enterprises, supply chain management, electronic commerce,
enterprisee clusters, networked enterprises, and virtual organizations among others;
seee also [42] for an analysis of some of these related terms.
Althoughh there is no standard definition or common agreement on this concept and
11
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associatedd terminology, the Virtual Enterprise concept used in this thesis is explicitly
statedd as follows:
"AA Virtual Enterprise (VE) is a temporary alliance of enterprises that
comee together to share skills, core competencies and resources in order
too better respond to business opportunities, and whose cooperation is
supportedd by computer networks" [42].
Otherr definitions of the Virtual Enterprise concept can be found in [114, 164, 32,
82,, 37]. However, the above definition tries to combine the main elements encompassed
byy various exiting definitions and terminologies.
Accordingg to the described VE conceptualization, the service provision or product
manufacturingg processes are no longer carried out by a single enterprise; instead, every
enterprisee is considered as a node in a network of enterprises that adds a given value
withinn a global production cycle (see Figure 1.1). As a result of the collaborative
andd coordinated interoperation of the individual enterprises, the entire enterprise
networkk operates as a single enterprise towards the accomplishment of a common goal.
Therefore,, a Virtual Enterprise represents a single entity that is realized through the
selectedd combination of particular skills and resources from different companies. The
benefitss and other implications of forming this kind of enterprise alliances have also
beenn analyzed in [52, 61, 81, 94, 57]. Furthermore, it is important to bear in mind
thatt every enterprise can simultaneously act as a member of different VEs and play
differentt partner roles in each of them.

Figuree 1.1: Example of collaborating manufacturing Virtual Enterprises.
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Althoughh some support for enterprise cooperation has been already provided in
somee areas for instance, focused on the technical product design and engineering in
thee automobile industry, the main issues addressed by the VE paradigm concentrate
onn the high level of integration among pre-existing heterogeneous companies, and on
thee proper "harmonization" of selected information and communications technology.
Inn other words, the provision of the support for the entire life-cycle of such virtual
entitiess consisting of autonomous heterogeneous enterprises that need to act as a
singlee unit, represents a challenge that needs to be entirely addressed by existing
advancedd technology and computational infrastructures. Furthermore, in addition
too the technological components and infrastructures necessary to materialize the VE
paradigm,, there is another unresolved challenge, which is to define and develop a
generall reference architecture for the VE support platform, its associated tools, and
thee protocols and mechanisms that would enable the desired level of cooperation
amongg a large number of potential partner enterprises around the world.
Inn relation to the existing information technology that can be applied in the designn and implementation of VE support infrastructures, there is an extremely wide
varietyy of approaches, tools, components, models and standards that can be consideredd [41, 70]. The following general areas need to be evaluated for their application
inn the VE infrastructure: distributed/federated information management systems,
workfloww management techniques, standard information models and protocols (e.g.
EDI,, STEP), ontology management systems, advanced Web applications technology,
securee and reliable communication protocols, high-performance computing environments,, distributed object management architectures, and multi-agent systems among
others.. One issue that has however become clear within the VE research community,, is that the materialization of the VE paradigm requires a level of organization
andd adaptation that cannot be totally supported by traditional plug-and-play portals,, that are sufficient for simple service and product provision scenarios through the
Web.. Furthermore, once the proper technological components and approaches have
beenn evaluated and selected to be applied into a given VE platform, it is necessary to
supportt their integration and interoperability.
Somee of the technological issues described above, are currently being tackled by
severall VE projects and initiatives aiming at the support for different aspects of the
VEE paradigm, addressing various application domains. These initiatives involve internationall R&D projects, university research efforts, and industrial initiatives among
otherr kinds of collaborations. The main projects more closely related to the work presentedd in this dissertation include: NIIIP, VEGA, X-CITTIC, PerDiS, PRODNET,
MASSYVE,, FETISH, COWORK, LOGSME, EisNet, GEN, and VIRTEC. These
projectss will be analyzed in details in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
Besidess the obvious impact of the VE paradigm on the technological infrastructure
off existing companies, the new forms of inter-enterprise collaborations induced by this
paradigmm will also drastically change the existing cultural, legal and organizational
settingss of the member enterprises. For example, the involvement in VEs may require
thee introduction of new work-related concepts that need to be handled by individual
employeess working for different companies and interacting with the VE platform,
includingg different emerging authority models, shared responsibility sense, protection
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off information privacy, etc. Namely, the VE concept also represents a challenge for
industriall sociology and international commerce legislation regarding the definition
andd reinforcement of a new unification framework between people, organizations and
society,, supported by the forthcoming technology [41, 112, 165, 108].

1.1.11

VE Characterization

Duee to the multiplicity of organizational variants, Virtual Enterprises can be classifiedd through many different perspectives [44, 42]. The fundamental characteristics
describingg the VEs analyzed in this section include:
Alliancee duration: a VE can be established in order to satisfy a single business
opportunity,, and when that objective is accomplished the alliance dissolves. On
thee other hand, the duration of an alliance may have a specified time span, or
continuee for an indefinite number of business processes.
Topologyy variation: the structure or topology of a certain VE in terms of partners
andd their particular roles can remain fixed until the target VE goals have been
achieved,, or it can be dynamically transformed due to for instance, resignation
off participating partners, joining of new enterprises, changes in the VE coordinationn or production roles assumed by different members, etc. Furthermore,
dependingg on the kind of VE being addressed, it may be necessary to allow
partnerss to dynamically join/leave the VE.
Participationn exclusivity: this characteristic determines the possibility of involvementt of an enterprise in only a single or multiple VEs. If enterprises can be
simultaneouslyy involved in several VEs, they must be able to distinguish which
informationn must be made available to every particular VE partner in any given
VE.. For instance, in case of two enterprises taking part simultaneously in two
differentt VEs, disjoint sets of local data may be shared among the same enterprises,, within each VE in which they participate.
Coordinationn approach: the approach taken by VEs in order to coordinate and
followw up the progress of the tasks being carried out by VE members can be quite
varied.. For instance, in some business sectors such as automotive industry and
agri-business,, the establishment of direct supplier /clients interactions among
partnerss frequently occurs. In these cases, there is typically one company that
iss "served" by a relatively fixed network of suppliers, which constitutes a starlikee coordination structure. While in other situations, a supply or service chain
mayy be defined without the existence of a dominant company, where enterprises
cann cooperate in a more democratic manner. Here, the coordination structure
iss usually defined through the joint agreement of the key enterprises within a
"democraticc alliance". In general, other forms of coordination may eventually
emergee and be accepted among VE member enterprises [18].
Visibilityy scope: this characteristic refers to the extent in which a given VE member
iss able to access and retrieve information from other partners which can be either
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directlyy or distantly related to it, in terms of the given production or supply
chainn relationships. In other words, the visibility scope determines how far
aa given partner enterprise can "see" inside the graph represented by the VE
network,, even beyond the scope of the immediate VE collaborating partners.
Forr instance, the enterprise at the beginning of a sequential production/supply
chainn may need to monitor activities being carried out by another enterprise that
iss positioned completely at the end of the chain (i.e. several nodes apart in the
productionn chain). Deep visibility levels are necessary for proper coordination
andd supervision of the production activities within certain VEs. Such a multilevell visibility scope is also necessary to implement "demand forecast" functions
basedd on information gathered from different members in the supply chain [42].

1.1.22

V E Life Cycle

AA Virtual Enterprise represents a complex and dynamic entity that undergoes a sequencee of stages during its life cycle. Currently, there is no common agreement on the
definitionn of a reference VE life cycle, and several different life-cycle models have been
usedd depending on the characteristics of the VE application domain and scenarios beingg addressed [135, 136, 121]. In this section, the minimum VE life cycle that is used
ass a reference in this thesis is presented (for a more detailed description, please see
[42,, 40]). Figure 1.2 shows the basic VE life cycle phases, as well as its preceding and
succeedingg stages. Please notice that a given enterprise may be involved in several
VEs,, each going through different life-cycle phases at the same time. The main VE
life-cyclee phases and associated steps are briefly described below:
1.. Pre-VE cycle stage. This stage takes place before the creation of any Virtual
Enterprisee and basically considers the steps that are required by an enterprise
inn order to become a node in the network of eligible VE partners. During this
stage,, an enterprise will install and configure the software layer that will allow
Enterprisee Nodes

..o.. .
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Figuree 1.2: Main Virtual Enterprise life cycle stages and associated steps.
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itt to get involved in actual VEs. This stage involves two main steps:
Setup of Infrastructure Resources: every enterprise must determine and acquiree the computational resources that are required in order to become a
potentiall "VE member enterprise". Thus, this point represents a preparatoryy step before installing and configuring the required software that will
enablee the operation of the company as a VE member. This step may includee for example, the purchase of computational equipment, software (e.g.
databasee management system, operating system) and Internet connection
services. .

VE node adaptation and manifestation: once the existing enterprise has
properlyy installed the resources specified in the previous step, it needs to installl a certain software to serve as its VE support layer, referred to as " VE
CooperationCooperation Layer" (VCL), which would actually enable it to prop
actt as a VE member in future collaborations. This layer is represented
ass the gray area in the enterprise nodes in Figure 1.2. Please notice that
ass mentioned before in this chapter, the architecture of the VE platform
cannott be entirely based on typical "portal" approaches, in which a broad
arrayy of resources and services, such as e-mail, forums, search engines,
on-linee shopping malls, etc., are offered through an enterprise Web site.
Namely,, the VE paradigm requires a much higher level of cooperation and
interoperationn among enterprises and their internal systems, which is not
welll supported by portals and their offered services. Thus, the need of a
"layer"" for VE support at each enterprise node is identified here, in order to
handlee the complexity of both cooperation and interoperation issues among
VEE member enterprises. The adjustment of the VCL to comply with the
existingg enterprise procedures and to interact with internal modules is performedd at this stage. After the VE Cooperation Layer is installed, the new
nodee would be announced within the network of potential VE members,
soo that it can be eventually considered as a partner by other nodes. For
thiss "manifestation" step, the enterprise can be for instance registered in
aa public directory including its general profile and other information that
mayy be interesting for other potential partners.
2.. VE Creation. This is the phase in which the VE is created and configured. This
phasee involves the following steps:
Identification of business opportunity and definition of VE goals. In this
step,, a business opportunity is identified, and a VE is conceived by a given
"initiator"" enterprise, in order to fulfill the target objectives. Here, the
initiatorr enterprise identifies the main resources or competencies that can
bee provided by other companies within a possible VE consortium.
Partners search and selection. Once the general VE goals are established,
thee suitable VE partners must be rapidly searched, identified and selected.
Thesee partners can be selected from internal lists of previous partners,
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orr from other sources of information such as for instance public/private
partnerr directories and Internet services offered by existing companies [46].
Iff necessary, call for tenders can be generated in order to collect bids with
moree specific information from potential partners. Furthermore, this step
mayy be supported by VE brokers, which enable the creation of VEs through
thee use of services provided by global industry clusters [31]. Please notice
thatt the partner search and selection step is necessary not only during the
creationn phase of the VE, but also during the operation phase in case a
givenn VE partner leaves the VE for any special reason, and needs to be
replacedd by another enterprise.
VE initial agreement and topology definition. In this step, the general
VEE structure and topology is outlined and initially agreed among the VE
partners.. To reach this initial agreement, a corresponding negotiation processs needs to take place. Furthermore, the VE partners may also agree on
somee common ontology definitions and information management standards
too support their future interoperability requirements.
Contract negotiation. After the VE has been initially agreed and defined,
aa "VE contract" must be negotiated in order to clearly establish the relationshipss and responsibilities among the VE members. This step may
involvee the definition and distribution of some "supervision clauses" that
mayy determine the level of visibility on information access among VE partners,, as well as the reporting duties of partners, among other aspects. In
general,, the proper establishment, representation and management of contractss that regulate the relationships among VE members, is a complex
issuee that still requires further research (see also [88, 121]).
VE partners configuration. Here, each VE partner defines and configures
itss local VCL in order to act in accordance with both the internal company
proceduress as well as the agreed VE topology and contract. This step is
donee specifically for each VE in contrast to the general VCL configuration
thatt needs to be done during the pre-VE life-cycle stage. For instance,
contractt clauses and/or VE network definitions can be loaded at every
VEE member in order to define the access rights on local information for
everyy "other" VE partner. Furthermore, workflow-based definitions of the
VCLL behavior and certain communication settings may also need to be
configuredd for each specific VE in which a given partner is involved. All
thiss information may need to be re-configured during the VE operation
andd evolution phase described below.
3.. VE Operation and Evolution. This phase mainly embodies the execution and
coordinationn of the processes that need to be carried out towards the fulfillment
off the VE goals. Furthermore, specific steps need to be considered in order
too support the dynamic evolution of the VE entity. The steps involved in this
phasee include:
Basic information exchange among VE partners. This point is necessary
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inn order to support for instance the basic collaboration among the VE
members.. It can include the exchange of: generic partner messages, commerciall order data, technical product information, delivery reports, VE
configurationn data, etc.
VE coordination and monitoring. The monitoring and coordination of the
VEE tasks and activities is a crucial issue during the operation phase of the
VEE life cycle. Given the fact that the VE sets forward one or more global
goalss involving several partners, which in principle can be completely autonomouss and independent, there must be a well-defined mechanism to
coordinatee and monitor their inter-related activities towards the achievementt of these global goals. Specific partners within a VE may assume
differentt coordination and monitoring responsibilities, as will be explained
inn Section 1.1.3.
VE evolution. This point refers to modifications in the general VE structuree or topology due to the departure, replacement, changes in roles, or
incorporationn of new VE members. This step implies the reconfiguration
off the VE cooperation layers to reflect the new VE structure and relationshipss among the members. Due to changes in partners memberships
andd roles, new contracts may need to be negotiated among the partners to
reflectt the evolution of the VE.
Events and exception handling. Certain asynchronous events and exceptionss that can occur during the VE operation, need to be properly handled,, in order to guarantee the consistency of the global VE network. These
eventss can be generated either internally within the company or from other
VEE nodes. For example, the generated exceptions may be related to internall production delays, changes in product delivery dates, communication
channelss disruptions and emergency situations, among others.
4.. VE Dissolution. This stage is reached when the VE operation and evolution
phasee finishes either because the final goals were achieved, or because the involvedd partners decided to cease their allied cooperation. At this point, proper
actionss must be taken in order to dissolve the VE according to the legal and
contractuall agreements defined in previous stages. This phase involves for example:: the assessment of accomplished VE goals, evaluation of partner obligations
andd eventual liabilities, "disassembly" of the VE structure and partner relationships,, reconfiguration of access rights by each partner, and gathering of partner
performancee and historical information to be used when creating future VEs.
5.. Post VE-life-cycle stage. The VE is dissolved after the VE life cycle is completed
andd the collaboration among the involved enterprises is finished, although some
off the enterprises may still remain partners and collaborate in the context of
otherr existing or future VEs. In this post-VE stage, valuable information may
bee gathered by looking backwards at the results of the different stages of VE life
cycle.. For instance, knowledge about partners performance/reliability, jointly
designedd business processes, successful (and unsuccessful) VE scenario cases,
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etc.,, may provide partners with useful feedback to be applied in future collaborations. .
Finally,, the support for agility during all the stages of the VE life cycle described
above,, represents a particularly important requirement for the successful operation
off the VE [45]. Namely, the VE infrastructure should provide the required mechanismss and tools in order to detect and rapidly react and cope with unpredicted
environmentall changes during the all the life cycle stages (see [82, 98]).

1.1.33

VE Member Roles

Besidess the evident role that a VE member can play in relation to for instance,
aa production chain in a manufacturing VE, e.g. supplier, client, distributor, etc.,
certainn enterprises need to play roles that are specifically related to the generic VE
structuree and operation. Examples of some VE member roles include: VE Member
Enterprise,, VE Coordinator, and Network Directory Node (see also [42, 44]). These
roless are described in more details next:
a.. VE Member Enterprise. Every enterprise in the network of nodes that have been
enabledd with a VE Cooperation Layer may eventually take part as a member
inn a VE. The main functionalities associated with a VE Member Enterprise
include: :
Execution of the VE tasks that have been assigned to this VE Member
Nodee according to the VE contract or general agreements.
Establishment of contact and interoperation with other VE nodes when
necessary. .
Sharing and exchange of part of its local information with other VE Memberr Nodes in the network.
Sharing and exchange of specific status information required for global
controll and monitoring of VE tasks.
Definition of the proper access rights and visibility levels on local informationn that needs to be shared with other VE nodes.
b.. VE Coordinator node. An enterprise in the VE network can take the coordinationn role in a VE. As a coordinator, this VE node may provide the following
functionalitiess (some of these tasks may be shared or delegated to several other
nodess with subordinated roles, e.g. VE supervisor nodes):
Configuration/reconfiguration of VE topology.
Distribution of the VE contracts and supervision clauses information
amongg VE partners.
Periodic control and monitoring of tasks assigned to VE Member Enterprises. .
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Conflict detection during VE operation and analysis of solution approaches.
c.. Network Directory node. One or more nodes in the network of actual and potentiall VE Member Enterprises may act as the network directory nodes. Directory
nodess may operate independently of each other, or they may work together to
maintainn a coherent set of information. Obviously in the second case, for any
nodee in the network it is enough to have access to one directory node only. The
mainn tasks of a directory node include:
Provide information on the enterprises in the network. Thus, enterprise
profiles,, mailing lists, classifications on product/services, etc. can be stored
andd maintained. This information is very important in order to support
thee partner search and selection steps during the VE creation phase.
Provide a public "board" for announcements that may be needed to be
used,, for instance for partner search in the network.
Finally,, please notice that VE network nodes may also assume other roles (e.g.
VEE brokers [31]), depending on the conceptualization of the VE paradigm being used.

1.22

Thesis Objectives and Proposed Approach

Ass mentioned previously in Section 1.1, although the currently available information
andd communications technology resources and tools provide solutions to certain specificc technical problems that arise when supporting certain basic interactions among
enterprises,, there are still many obstacles and open issues that need to be properly addressedd when supporting complex collaborations among enterprises involved in VEs.
Inn particular, one of the most challenging issues in the support of Virtual Enterprisee platforms is the sharing and exchange of information with proper mechanisms
andd regulations among pre-existing heterogeneous and autonomous enterprises and
theirr internal systems. It is clear that without an adequate support framework for
informationn management, it is impossible for enterprises to collaborate as a single
virtuall entity.
Amongg the key problems faced for information management approaches supportingg the VE domain we can mention:
Lack of standard definitions of information models and access mechanisms.
Support for sharing and exchange of distributed information, while maintaining
thee proper level of autonomy and security for each VE member.
High degree of heterogeneity encountered at every VE node.
Wide diversity of applicable information technologies and tools.
Functional generality and extensibility.
Adequate performance and scalability.
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Therefore,, the design and implementation of a distributed information managementt system aimed at the support of VE infrastructures must address these general
challenges,, as well as many other specific requirements related to the particular applicationn domain under consideration.

1.2.11

Thesis Objectives

Inn order to address these information management challenges for the support of Virtuall Enterprise infrastructures, the general objective of this thesis is:
"Thee analysis, design and implementation of a federated/Distributed Informationn Management System (DIMS), specifically tailored to properly
supportt the complex requirements set forward by Virtual Enterprise collaborativee scenarios."
Thee DIMS will be responsible for representing, managing, and providing the proper
meanss for accessing the information which is necessary for the operation of all VE
Cooperationn Layer components. The general interactions in terms of exchange of data
andd control information between two enterprise nodes is shown in Figure 1.3.
Thiss figure shows the general data and control information flow among two enterprisee nodes, from the DIMS point of view. Namely, the DIMS will provide the
requiredd functionality to support the proper information management of the data
comingg from: the local internal enterprise management systems, the other VE Cooperationn Layer components, and also other DIMS components located in remote VE
Cooperationn Layers. Since a good part of this information is distributed, one of the
majorr tasks of the DIMS is to properly support its features, with the expected data
locationn transparency for the user, and the necessary transparency for distributed
queryy processing, site autonomy, and reliability, among other requirements.
Furthermore,, other specific objectives associated with the development of the federatedd DIMS include:

-**
Informationn Flow
Figuree 1.3: Role of the Distributed Information Management System for VE support.
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•• Support general collaboration scenarios among VE member nodes through the
provisionn of specialized VE-oriented data management services.
•• Support for integration of the information that is made available from one VE
nodee into another one. As a result, the DIMS will support the seamless access
too up-to-date information that is physically distributed among the VE nodes.
•• Reinforcement of the concept of enterprise autonomy, where enterprises have
theirr own information, and decide by themselves which subset of this information
iss made available to other determined members.
•• Definition of an information access mechanism among the VE nodes, through
whichh secured fine-grained access rights and visibility levels can be defined locallyy at every node to determine which other VE partners are allowed to access
whichh part of the local information.
•• Support for storage and management of information handled by each component
modulee of the VE Cooperation Layer.
•• Proper support for handling information represented according to specific standardss and/or data models within the VE Cooperation Layer e.g. EDI, STEP.
Furthermore,, interoperability issues among these standards must be addressed
whenn necessary.
•• Storage and management of a wide variety and kinds of information associated
withh the internal business processes defined at each enterprise.
•• Provision of an interoperability mechanism to support data exchange functionalitiess with internal enterprise systems.
•• Provision of data query /update operations through diverse mechanisms, includingg for instance SQL queries, generic data management functions, highlevell functions for specific components of the VE layer, and generic distributed
queries. .
•• Development of flexible and configurable information management functionalitiess in order to support the evolution of the VEs as they follow the different
stagess of their life cycles.
•• Use of secure and reliable network communication services and protocols in
orderr to guarantee the protection of private enterprise information.
Inn the next section, a summary of the general approach that has been followed in
orderr to achieve these objectives, is presented.
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Summary of General Solution Approach

Thee wide range of complex characteristics describing the VE paradigm introduce
manyy information management requirements that need to be addressed by an IT
platformm aimed at the support of this form of enterprise collaborations. A set of generall challenges faced in the design and development of the information management
systemm of a given VE support platform, were already introduced in Section 1.2. Many
off these requirements stem from the high degree of heterogeneity and autonomy of the
pre-existingg nodes that simultaneously need to act together as a single unit. However,
somee of these general requirements may become more relevant or acquire a different
significancee depending on the VE application domain and the target objectives of the
particularr VE support platform under consideration.
Therefore,, as a first step towards the accomplishment of the objectives stated in
Sectionn 1.2.1, an extensive analysis of the information management requirements for
thee DIMS was carried out considering different scenarios to support different stages of
thee VE life-cycle, with special focus on Small- and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs)
inn the industrial manufacturing sector.
Basedd on this extensive analysis of the information management requirements for
DIMS,, one main conclusion is that to handle the complex requirements set by the VE
paradigm,, an advanced federated/distributed information access mechanism among
thee VE nodes is required. In order to briefly introduce the motivation for applying
federatedd information management in VEs, we need to consider the fact that Virtual
Enterprisee members need to have access to up-to-date information that is physically
distributedd among different nodes in the VE network. This is necessary in order to
supportt for instance, the basic data exchange operations among VE members, as well
ass more sophisticated functionalities regarding the coordination and monitoring of
thee tasks that are being independently executed by different VE members. Clearly,
ann advanced information management mechanism must be designed and implemented
inn order to provide seamless access to VE distributed information.
Furthermore,, even though enterprises involved in a VE must share and exchange
aa part of their information in order to achieve the common VE goal, it is also true
thatt not all members of a VE play the same role and not all of them should have
thee same access level to the information stored in other enterprises. It is clear that
amongg competitive enterprises in a VE the amount of trust is limited, and that every
enterprisee needs to precisely define the specific access rights and visibility levels on
itss information for every other VE partner. As a result, within the VE, support for
thee security and provision of different rights to access shared data - mostly based on
otherr enterprise's role in the VE - are required to be provided and reinforced.
Inn order to address these and many other issues identified during the requirement
analysiss phase, the approach for VE information management adopted in the design of
thee DIMS is based on a federated database architecture [71, 11, 65, 74]. Through this
federatedd approach, data can be imported/exported/integrated among VE members,
butt the proper access rights are defined locally at every enterprise to precisely specify
thee rights of external nodes. The federated architecture approach has proven to
adequatelyy facilitate and support the sharing and exchange of distributed information
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betweenn enterprises in VEs, while providing the necessary information visibility levels
too ensure their own autonomy and information privacy. The design of the DIMS
federatedd architecture has its roots in the P E E R federated database system [169, 16].
Inn summary, the general design of the DIMS federated architecture is defined by
severall elements or components, among which the following can be briefly mentioned
inn this section: the VCL Integrated Schema, the Export Schema Manager, and the
Federatedd Query Processing component. The functionality of these and other internal
DIMSS components will be described in details in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Thee practical application of the DIMS architecture has been validated in the contextt of several real-case VE demonstration scenarios. Namely, the main features of the
DIMSS have been specifically applied to support several steps of the VE life-cycle describedd in Section 1.1.2, including for instance, the protected exchange of distributed
informationn among regular partners, and the VE coordination and monitoring tasks
thatt take place during the VE operation phase.
Alll the DIMS components and functionalities presented in this section were fully
implementedd at the University of Amsterdam, and were properly validated, tested
andd integrated within the context of the VE Cooperation Layer architecture designed
forr the PRODNET II project. This project is described in details in the next section.

1.33

Related Projects and Scientific Publications

Thiss section describes several research and development projects and scientific publicationss that have directly or indirectly contributed to this thesis work.

1.3.11

PRODNET II Project Overview

AA summarized description of the PRODNET reference architecture is provided in
thiss section, since this project served as the main context in which the framework for
federatedd information management for VE support presented in this thesis, has been
developed.. For a more detailed description of this project, please see [40, 39].
Thee European ESPRIT project PRODNET II (1996-1999) aimed at the design
andd development of an open IT platform to support industrial virtual enterprises,
withh special focus on the needs of Small- and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs).
Onee of the general requirements identified in PRODNET in order to develop a
VEE support infrastructure was the fact that the involved SMEs must be able to interoperatee and exchange information in real time so that they can work as a single
integratedd unit, while at the same time keeping their own independence and autonomy.. Furthermore, these enterprises typically already exist before they decide to join
inn an information sharing and exchange network. Consequently, every enterprise is
autonomous,, developed independently of other enterprises and uses the specific informationn management and control strategies that serve its purposes best. The situation
iss thus one of great heterogeneity and requires the adaptation of existing Production
Planningg and Control (PPC) systems to a much more open and distributed virtual
productionn environment.
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Too support this VE environment and to properly cope with legacy systems in
SMEs,, PRODNET II proposed an infrastructure considering three main components:
thee PRODNET Cooperation Layer (PCL), the Advanced Coordination Functionalities
(ACF),, and the Internal Module (see Figure 1.4).
Thee Internal Module of a node basically consists of the internal Enterprise Resourcee Planning (ERP) systems of the company, such as its Production Planning and
Controll (ERP/PPC) system, as well as other engineering systems necessary to accomplishh its regular operations [49]. The functionalities supported by the E R P / P P C
systemm include for example: (a) Industrial Logistics Management: Orders flow management,, Product data management, Sales Forecasts handling, Actual Requirements
Planning;; (b) Master Production Scheduling; (c) Production Control; (d) Quality
Controll / Tracking; and (e) Industrial Costing.
Thee PCL component is responsible for the actual inter-operation between a given
nodee and other nodes in the network. PCL provides a wide variety of services that
alloww the enterprise to interoperate with others in the context of the VE. The PCL
itselff consists of several internal components:
LCM - Local Coordination Module. This component is responsible for implementingg the desired behavior as defined in the configuration phase of the VE
[47].. It handles all the cooperation events related to a given VE member enterprisee according to the specified rules for the particular enterprise. These events
havee an asynchronous nature and are generated either by other nodes of the
VE,, by the Internal Module of the enterprise, or by the Human Interface. LCM
actss as a workflow engine according to the reference model of the Workflow
Managementt Coalition [167].
•• DIMS - Distributed Information Management System. The DIMS of the PRODNETT Cooperation Layer is responsible for modeling and managing the exchange
off all integrated VE cooperation-related information, while preserving the autonomyy and information privacy of the involved enterprises [71, 65, 74]. Different
levelss of information visibility for other enterprises, defined at every enterprise,
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guaranteee the enterprise's autonomy and sharing of information. Furthermore,
informationn privacy and ownership are also preserved when an enterprise is involvedd in more than one VE. The PRODNET DIMS represents the actual systemm in which the federated information management approach for VE support
proposedd in this thesis, has been applied and validated.
EDIEDI Module. This module is responsible for receiving and formatting orderrelatedd messages in EDIFACT format [79]. Among other functionalities, the EDI
modulee parses EDIFACT messages (for various versions of the standard), checks
forr completeness of message contents, and generates appropriate formats for
sendingg out EDI messages. It also detects and extracts information embedded
inn other kinds of EDI messages such as order-associated STEP specifications
(viaa EDIFACT CONDRA messages).
STEPSTEP Module. The major task of the STEP module is to handle the technical
productt data used within PRODNET [142]. Ideally, all product data should
bee exchanged in STEP format. The STEP services provided in PRODNET
alloww the transmission and reception of STEP files between two VE member
companies.. Complementarily, higher-level functionalities for product data visualizationn and product administrative data management are provided.
PCIPCI - PRODNET Communication Infrastructure. This module is responsible
forr handling communications with the other nodes in the network [119]. It includess functionalities such as: selection of communications protocol and channels;; basic communications management; privacy reinforcement mechanisms;
andd secure message communication channels between nodes. Regarding the
securityy aspects, the following features are included in PCI: symmetric and
asymmetricc cryptography, authentication based on signed certificates, adoption
off emerging security standards, digital signature and certificate management,
andd tunable security levels.

ConfigurationConfiguration and User Interface. The PRODNET platform is intende
supportt a large diversity of enterprises and interconnection modes. Therefore,, it is necessary to specify the desired cooperation behavior, regarding both
thee business processes and the information exchange, in terms of an explicit
plann (each enterprise has to define its particular behavior) that will be "executed/controlled"" by the Local Coordination Module (LCM). Additionally, the
Configurationn Component allows a specification of the structure of the VE and
thee access rights of all its members. The User Interface offers a friendly interface
betweenn the human operator and the PCL. The level of human intervention in
thiss process will depend on the policy of each company and will be specified
att the configuration step of the VE creation phase through the configuration
specificationn and the workflow plan definition.
Furthermore,, the Advanced Coordination Functionalities (ACF) of PRODNET
hass been conceived in order to address some advanced VE life-cycle functionalities
suchh as: i) Partners search and selection; ii) Integrated logistics decision support,
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whichh aims at providing the enterprise with "real-time" information about the ongoingg operations of its current suppliers. The ACF integrated logistics support has
beenn implemented as a system called "Distributed Business Process Management System"tem" (DBPMS). The main objectives of the DBMPS are to provide reliable and periodicc information about the supply-chain, and to support rapid decision making, in
orderr to improve the agility of the enterprise and hence its competitiveness [99].
Itt can also be mentioned that a complex demonstration scenario was developed
inn order to demonstrate and assess the architecture and infrastructure proposed by
PRODNETT [43]. This demonstration took place at the Pro-VE'99 conference in
Octoberr 1999 in Porto, Portugal. The reference scenario involved the functionality of
alll the aforementioned PCL modules in order to support the creation and operation
phasess of Virtual Enterprises composed of European and Brazilian enterprises. The
demonstrationn scenario was formulated based on real business requirements identified
byy actual end-user companies.
Thee PRODNET II project was partially funded by the European Commission (ESPRITT programme), and by the Brazilian research council (CNPq). The PRODNET
projectt consortium was represented by three kinds of European and Latin American
partners:: software development companies, universities and research institutes, and
end-userr SMEs. The specific partners are grouped according to this classification in
Figuree 1.5.

1.3.22

Other Related Projects

Besidess t h e P R O D N E T II project, which served as the main context to develop the
V EE federated information management approach presented in this thesis, there have
beenn several other projects t h a t have directly or indirectly contributed to, as well as
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Figuree 1.5: The PRODNET II consortium.
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benefitedd from the research work developed in this thesis. For instance, the FETISH
projectt has allowed the extension and validation of the proposed federated information
managementt approach in another VE application domain, i.e. the tourism Virtual
Enterprises.. Furthermore, several other projects in which the author has been involvedd as member of the Cooperative Information Management (CO-IM) database
groupp of the University of Amsterdam (UvA) [55], have indirectly contributed to this
dissertationn work in the sense that they have provided several reference scenarios for
whichh different aspects of the distributed and federated information management approachh have been developed and applied. Namely, through the partial involvement
inn these projects, the author has gained valuable experience and technical skills that
havee been implicitly applied to achieve the work presented in this dissertation. A
brieff description of these projects is provided below:
•• European 5FP FETISH project 13015 - Federated European Tourism Informationtion System Harmonization (2000-2002). The general goal of FETISH is to integratee the fragmented tourism information systems and their IT-based services
intoo a federation of distributed resources that are presented through a single
infrastructuree to end users and other service provider enterprises [8]. Furthermore,, the project also aims at supporting the concept of Virtual Enterprises
inn the tourism sector, based on the VE framework developed in PRODNET II.
Inn FETISH, the VE paradigm is applied in order to promote and reinforce the
properr cooperation among service provider enterprises that can work together
inn order to offer new high-level value-added services, which are in turn defined
ass a composition of other existing basic and/or value-added services. The main
taskk of the CO-IM group of UvA in this project concerns the development of
thee federated/distributed information management component that can properlyy support the requirements set by the FETISH VE application domain. The
authorr has been actively involved in the requirement analysis, system design,
andd development phases of this federated information management system.

DutchDutch ICES-KIS HPCN project Virtual Laboratory (1999-2003). The Virtual
Laboratoryy (VL) project initiated at the University of Amsterdam aims at the
developmentt of a hardware and software reference architecture, and an open,
flexibleflexible and configurable laboratory framework to enable scientists and engineers
too work on their experimentation problems by making optimum use of modern
informationn technology approaches. The general design of the VL architecture
iss based on multiple functionality layers, so that the application- and domainspecificc computational and engineering issues can be separated from the generic
computingg aspects. In particular, the VIMCO co-operative information managementt layer, which constitutes the main task of the CO-IM database group
off UvA, provides archiving services as well as the information handling and
dataa manipulation within the virtual laboratory. This layer supports a wide
rangee of functionality ranging from the basic storage and retrieval of informationn (e.g. for the raw data and processed results) to advanced requirements
forr distributed information integration. In this context, the author has been
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partiallyy involved in the requirement analysis and system design aspects of the
internall components of the VIMCO layer [6, 13].
•• European ESPRIT IV Watemet project 22.186 (1996-1998). This project aimed
att the design and development of a knowledge capture and knowledge managementt system towards the control, optimal operation, and decision support for
waterr distribution networks. The Watemet system developed in this project,
assistss the distributed control within a water management network through the
utilizationn of several subsystems in charge of the following functionalities: machinee learning, optimization, simulation, water quality monitoring, federated
informationn management, and the supervision system. In order to support the
cooperationn and the sharing and exchange of information among remote water
managementt nodes, each node in the network has been extended with a federatedd cooperation-layer, supported by the federated information management
subsystem.. Please notice that although the application domain of this project
iss not related to Virtual Enterprises, it does share many similar characteristics
associatedd to a network of autonomous, distributed, and heterogeneous nodes.
Inn this project, the research developed by the CO-IM database group of UvA focusedd on the analysis, design, and implementation of this federated information
managementt component based on the P E E R federated database system. The
authorr participated in the early requirement analysis and design phases of this
federatedd database system [4].
•• Dutch HPCN project 3DOME (1996-1998). This project (in cooperation with
severall Dutch industries and software houses) aimed at the design and developmentt of a 3D graphic object mediator center on the Internet. The mediator centerr provides a graphic object-broker facility (the model shop), high-performance
3DD model render services (the render farm), and additional complementary services,, such as a talent pool and graphic software tools for rent. In this project,
thee CO-IM database group of UvA developed the information management systemm required for all 3D OME broker services. This system handles a library of
hierarchicallyy defined objects and a catalog of the 3D models accessible through
thee Internet. Different kinds of access, through the diverse views (e.g browsing
andd administration) denned on the graphic data needs to be supported. Due
too the brokerage nature of this application, different security levels for access
too database, and efficient database search mechanisms are required. Some of
thee information management addressed in 3DOME can also be found in certainn scenarios related to the application domain of VEs (e.g. partner profile
andd product/service catalogue management). In this project, the author assistedd with the design and development tasks associated with the information
brokeragee system.

1.3.33

Summary of Related Scientific Publications

Mostt of the content of this thesis has been published earlier in different forms including
severall book chapters, journal articles, international conference papers, newsletters
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contributions,, and technical reports. Below, an executive summary is provided in
Tablee 1.1, regarding the publications of the author, according to different subjects
addressedd in this thesis. The complete list of publications achieved by the author is
providedd in Appendix A of this thesis.
Book k
Chapters s
Generall VE Paradigm Issues s
Surveyy of VE Information
Managementt Approaches
DIMSS Requirement Analysis s
DIMSS Design and Implementation n
DIMSS Extension and Applications s
Relatedd Virtual Collaborativee Environments
Totals s

Journals s Confer-ences s
11

News-- Technical l
letters s Reports s

55

22

11

11
33

22

11

11

11

Total l

22

11

44

33

33

10 0

33

33

11

11

33

rr

22
11

77

23 3

Tablee 1.1: Executive summary of author's publications.

Tablee 1.1 indicates that a relatively high amount of publications have been producedd specifically addressing issues related to the VE paradigm, VE distributed informationn management, and other related virtual collaborative environments (e.g.
Virtuall Laboratories).

1.44

Structure of Thesis Document

Thiss thesis document is organized in several chapters as described next.
Chapterr 1 defines and characterizes the VE paradigm as the general target domainn considered in the thesis. Furthermore, this chapter also provides an overview
off the thesis research work in terms of the main challenges to be faced, the target
objectives,, and the general solution approach that has been taken in order to properlyy address the distributed information management requirements for a generic VE
supportt infrastructure.
Chapterr 2 presents an extensive analysis of distributed information management
approachess for Virtual Enterprise infrastructures, that are closely related to the researchh in this thesis. In order to accomplish this goal, this chapter first provides a
surveyy of related information management technologies, including general approaches
too manage distributed information, as well as some relevant information management
standardss and tools. Secondly, this chapter presents a study of information managementt approaches that have been applied in several actual VE-support research
andd development projects. These projects represent a selected group of relevant VE
supportt infrastructures, which are described and compared according to a predefined
sett of information management characteristics specially designed and introduced in
Chapterr 2 for this evaluation purpose.
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Chapterr 3 focuses on the analysis of the specific VE information management requirementss for the Distributed Information Management System (DIMS) component
off a generic VE support infrastructure. These requirements include both the informationn modeling and the functional requirements for the DIMS. Furthermore, based on
thee results of the performed analysis, this chapter proposes the federated information
managementt architecture as the support framework for effective information sharing
amongg the VE member enterprises.
Chapterr 4 aims at describing the general design and implementation of the DIMS
federatedd architecture and its major elements, including for example the integrated
federatedd schema, the Export Schema Manager, the Federated Query Processor, and
thee internal DIMS kernel. In addition, Chapter 4 also illustrates the combined applicationn of these components and mechanisms in the context of real application cases
fromm the manufacturing sector, used for the VE demonstration scenario.
Inn Chapter 5, the main objective is to demonstrate and validate how the general
federatedd information management approach that has been presented in Chapters 3
andd 4, can be tailored and extended in order to cope with the requirements found in
differentt VE application domains, taking as an example the tourism service provision
sector.. For this purpose, the requirement analysis, general design and development
phasess for a federated information management system supporting service-oriented
Virtuall Enterprises in the tourism application domain, are presented in this chapter.
Finally,, Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions derived from this research
andd provides some directions for further potential extensions and future work.

Chapterr 2

Distributedd Information
Managementt Approaches for
Virtuall Enterprises
2.11

Introduction

Thee Virtual Enterprise (VE) concept represents an interoperable network of preexistingg enterprises that collaborate by means of specific IT components, towards
thee achievement of a common goal (see also [42]). In principle, these enterprises can
functionn together and be regarded as a single organization, for a determined period
off time, until the common objective is achieved or until the enterprises decide to
dissolvee their cooperation. In most cases, the driving force for enterprises to join
suchh collaborations, derives from the emergence of a business or market opportunity,
whosee fulfillment would not be feasible for a single enterprise under normal circumstances.. The Virtual Enterprise goal becomes viable thanks to a global management
off activities and coordination of a selected set of resources and services that are made
availablee by individual members of the VE. The VE paradigm is nowadays an activee research area, for which many existing technological approaches and tools are
requiredd to be applied. In recent years, several significant research efforts and initiativess addressing this field have materialized in the form of international and European
researchh projects and workshops/conferences [72, 70]. However, there is still a lack of
commonn terminology regarding the concept of VE and its complete life cycle phases
andd elements, as well as the nature and consequences caused by the new interactions
thatt VEs introduce in existing organizations.
Currentlyy available Information and Communications Technology (ICT) resources
andd tools, such as those offered by the Internet environment, enable enterprises to
sharee information and strengthen their interactions with other companies representing
partners,, clients or suppliers in different collaboration scenarios. Nevertheless, most
off the current ICT developments provide solutions to only certain specific technical
23 3
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problemss that arise when supporting certain basic interactions among enterprises.
Theree are still many obstacles and open issues that need to be properly addressed
whenn supporting complex collaborations among enterprises involved in VEs. Here, one
challengingg case for virtual enterprise platforms is the proper sharing and exchange of
informationn among pre-existing heterogeneous and autonomous enterprises and their
internall proprietary systems. In general, without an adequate support framework
forr information management, it is impossible for enterprises to collaborate as a single
virtuall entity. Among the key problems faced in information management approaches
supportingg the VE domain we can emphasize the following:
•• Lack of standard definitions of information models and access mechanisms. In
general,, the definition of common enterprise information models and data accesss services introduces key problems for the VE support infrastructure [140].
Existingg standard representation models and data access interfaces are usually
applicablee to a specific field (such as ISO/STEP for technical product data representationn and exchange), and in most cases they cannot be generalized to be
usedd by VEs infrastructures in other application domains, such as tourism or
agribusiness.. However, VE member enterprises definitely need to adopt a commonn understanding in terms of semantic models and data access issues. These
issuess also involve aspects related to the common VE reference model, including
thee VE topology, VE partner roles and VE contracts.
Supportt for sharing and exchange of distributed information, while maintaining
thee proper level of autonomy and security for each VE member. In order to
successfullyy collaborate towards the achievement of the common VE goals, VE
memberss are compelled to exchange and share certain information. However,
thee level of collaboration among the partners is in practice limited by many
aspectss such as mutual trust, market competitions, and bilateral contractual
agreements,, which need to be translated into proper authorized information
accesss and visibility rights defined individually by enterprises. For instance,
itt is possible that competitor enterprises may eventually find themselves being
memberss of the same VE. In this case, these enterprises will not be willing to
exposee private know-how information to each other. On the other hand, they
mayy be contractually obliged to share a part of the data related to the operationn of certain internal production processes. The VE information management
systemm must address this trade-off between information sharing and protection,
andd must provide a flexible mechanism to define fine-grained information access
rightss on local information for other VE members.
Highh degree of heterogeneity encountered at every VE node. Typically, when
enterprisess come together to form a VE, they already exist and operate using
predeterminedd hardware and software platforms including legacy systems, which
needd to be partially integrated to the VE world. In order to properly support
thee required collaboration among VE members, the information management
systemm must define a common approach and set of mechanisms that enterprises
cann adopt in order to overcome the interoperability gaps.
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•• Wide diversity of information technologies and tools. The VE information managementt platform could incorporate an extremely wide variety of technologies
andd tools originating from different computational fields. These technological
elementss need to be evaluated and harmonized in order to work together accordingg to the ultimate objectives and functionalities addressed by the VE supportt platform. Examples of these related fields include workflow management
techniques,, distributed database systems, Web technology, middleware architectures,, communication and security components, and multi-agent systems. The
architecturee of the VE information management component may need to be
extendedd or adjusted in order to properly inter-operate with these related tools
orr applications.
•• Functional generality and extensibility. The VE problem domain is deceitfully
broadd and complex, and the information management system should be sufficientlyficiently general and extensible to support the wide range of requirements in
termss of data storage and access that are posed by different applications and
VEE scenarios. For example, the information management system should be able
too cope (in a generic and extensible way) with new functional requirements that
mayy be identified in the future for the support other VCL components (e.g.
EDI,, STEP, VE Coordination modules), end users, and different VE scenarios.
Namely,, it would be desirable to add new information management functionalitiess to the system in an orthogonal way, without investing too much effort in
theirr development.
•• Adequate performance and scalability. The information management system
supportingg the VE operation must provide the required level of performance
andd scalability, independently of the number and physical location of VE nodes,
thee volume of the information being exchanged, and the intensity of data access
operationss that need to be processed. In some VE applications, e.g. concurrent
engineering,, the performance aspects can become critical, and advanced techniquess such as distributed shared memory and intelligent cache mechanisms
mayy have to be considered in the implementation of the information managementt component (see for instance [140]).
Thee design and implementation of an information management system aimed at
supportingg VE infrastructures must address these general challenges, as well as many
otherr specific requirements related to the particular application domain under consideration.. A list of information management requirements related to VE support have
alsoo been identified in [12] and [133].
Inn this context, one of the objectives of this chapter is to present an analysis of
severall information management techniques and V E support infrastructures,, that need to be considered when designing and developing an information
managementt system for a given virtual enterprise support platform. Due to the diversee nature and complexity of the requirements described above, the intention of this
analysiss is to identify a set of potential technological solutions and reference infrastructuress that are applicable for addressing the described information management
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needs.. The presented work is also useful for enterprises that are considering to join
virtuall organizations, since it points out some crucial ICT administration issues that
willl be faced by these companies.
Inn order to achieve these objectives, this chapter addresses two main aspects relatedd to the VE information management:
1.. It provides a survey of related information management technology, including
generall approaches to manage distributed information, as well as some relevant
informationn management standards and tools.
2.. It presents a study of information management approaches that have been appliedd in several actual VE-support research and development projects. The
studyy of those approaches reflects the way in which existing VE infrastructures
incorporatee and adjust some of the standards and tools described in the first
pointt above.
Thee main focus of this chapter however, resides on the second point above, for
whichh specific relevant research projects in VE support infrastructures are described
andd compared according to a predefined set of information management characteristics
thatt have been specially introduced in this chapter for their evaluation purposes [72].
Thee structure of this chapter is therefore organized as follows. Regarding the
subjectt of the first point above, Section 2.2 provides a summarized description of VE
relatedd information management technology, including generic approaches for distributedd information management, information representation models and standards,
andd other related technologies and tools. In relation to the subject of the second point
above,, Section 2.3 provides a survey and evaluation of existing information managementt approaches for VE support platforms developed in several research projects.
Furthermore,, for the evaluation of different approaches, a set of information managementt criteria is defined, and consequently, a comparison of the different infrastructures
iss carried out and shown in a tabular form according to this defined criteria. Finally,
Sectionn 2.4 summarizes the major conclusions and future directions of this work.

2.22

VE Related Information Technology

Inn order to address the information management requirements described in Sectionn 2.1, there are many different technologies that can be applied. In this section,
threee main areas of information management technologies relevant to VE support
infrastructuress are introduced. The first area refers to the generic approaches for distributedd information management, through which certain level of information sharing
andd exchange among VE nodes can be achieved. Secondly, several related informationn representational standards and proposals are analyzed. As will be described for
thiss second area, a good part of the success in the adoption of a VE infrastructure
byy existing enterprises lies on the support of widely accepted information managementt and modeling standards in specific domains. The third and last related area
analyzedd in this section addresses several component technologies that definitely play
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aa crucial role in the VE information management support, including the workflow
managementt techniques, distributed object computing, advanced Web standards and
tools,, secure communication techniques, high-performance computing environments,
andd multiagent systems.

2.2.11

Approaches for Distributed Information Management

Thee need to support the general information sharing and exchange among different
organizationss is not something particularly new nor exclusively related to the VE
domain.. For example, different multi-database management approaches have been
historicallyy conceived and designed in order to support interoperability and integrationn among independent databases, based on fundamental principles such as seamless
accesss to distributed data, support for different degrees of software/hardware heterogeneity,, interoperability mechanisms, and reinforcement of database autonomy [28].
Inn general, the application of heterogeneous distributed database management
systemss in VE infrastructures seems a natural choice because in the end, the VE
itselff can be regarded as a network of distributed autonomous nodes that exchange
andd share particular sets of local information. These advanced database management
systemss can provide a good base for information management in VE infrastructures,
sincee much of their functionality can be reused in order to avoid the "reinvention
ofof the wheel", i.e. to avoid the development of existing mechanisms for consistent
managementt of local and distributed information in a network of heterogeneous and
autonomouss systems. Furthermore, aspects related to transaction management, recovery,, concurrency control, and deadlock resolution techniques, which have been
extensivelyy addressed in the past by distributed database systems, can be effectively
usedd in certain situations to support advanced collaborative applications such as those
requiredd for VE infrastructures.
However,, most existing multi-database systems are still research prototypes, and
thee commercially available DBMSs provide only limited functionalities for the fundamentall principles mentioned above [28], In practice, the full use and exploitation of
advancedd multi-database management systems by typical potential VE member enterprisess is not common, and the diversity of the used approaches make it even more
difficultt to generalize the application of database theoretical frameworks in this field.
Furthermore,, as mentioned in the introduction section, there are also other specific
VE-relatedd issues, which are not well covered by pure multi-database approaches.
Nevertheless,, advanced distributed information management techniques provide a
solidd technological base that must be studied, evaluated, and eventually tailored to
applyy it to the VE infrastructure. A detailed analysis and comparison of particular
multi-databasee approaches is outside the scope of this survey. Some classifications
andd taxonomies can also be found in [33, 146, 28]. In the following sections, a short
descriptionn of some generic approaches for interoperable distributed information management,, is provided as a reference.
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Distributedd Information Management Systems
Inn general terms, the "distributed information management systems" can be found
withinn a wide variety of architectural approaches and may run on different hardware
architectures,, ranging from several tightly coupled computers with a centralized control,, to geographically distributed machines. The data itself may also be represented
andd modeled in different ways. But the fundamental feature that makes these systems
differr from a traditional centralized database system is that the data is partitioned
andd physically stored on different computers [67].
Despitee the big diversity of possible classifications and architectures of these systems,, after an analysis of the VE application domain to identify the information
managementt requirements, the following approaches seem relevant to be considered
inn the design of a VE infrastructure support framework: distributed databases, multidatabases,, and federated databases (see Figure 2.1). These approaches are briefly
describedd below.
Inn the first approach, the most coupled version (e.g. in terms of control) of
aa distributed database management system involves the administration of several
databasess by one general management system. Usually, the management system and
thee depending databases have the same data model, provide the same functionality
att all levels, and one global schema is kept where every database is represented. The
userss can submit queries applied to the global schema, and the management system is
inn charge of the distribution of subqueries between the components and the processing
off the individual results to satisfy the global request. Since there is a high level of
integrationn between the management system and its components, and all of them are
veryy homogeneous regarding their functionality, this approach can be implemented
withh a good global performance. However, the same characteristics can also imply
highh local modification costs as well as loss of control at every remote component site.
Onn the other hand, a multidatabase system supports the operation of several
databases,, where each of these components is ruled by a given database management
system.. The management subsystems for every database may be different, and could
bee either centralized or distributed among several computers. If the management
subsystemm is the same for all databases, then the multidatabase system is homogeneous;; otherwise, it is heterogeneous. Well-known commercially available relational
DBMSS such as Oracle and Sybase can be seen as examples of homogeneous multi-
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Figuree 2.1: Main distributed information management systems relevant to VEs.
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databasee management systems. On the contrary, systems like Pegasus [144] can be
cataloguedd as heterogeneous multidatabase language systems. In this architecture,
thee multidatabase system acts as a front end that interacts with the database componentss through a particular interface embedded in every subsystem. The component
databases,, despite this interaction with a global system, preserve their local autonomy.. Furthermore, a specific kind of multidatabase system arises when one global
schemaa is maintained and the local nodes must cooperate very closely in this task.
ADDSS [30] and Dataplex [54] are examples of this approach. However, the database
managerr of the global schema does not have control on the local schemas.
Finally,, the federated database systems represent a variation of the multidatabase
systems.. In this case, instead of creating a single local schema, every node in the
federationn maintains local autonomy on the data, and defines on it a set of export
schemass that are made available to other specific nodes. Also, every node will be able
too import schemas from other nodes according to the defined access permissions. As a
consequencee of this general interaction, this approach allows the cooperation between
thee nodes in the federation to accomplish a common or global task, while the local
autonomyy and independence of every node is preserved and reinforced.
Analysiss of closely related distributed systems
Thiss section contains a brief overview and general description of some distributed,
multidatabase,, and federated database systems that are closely related to the approachh presented in this dissertation (see Figure 2.2). An extensive classification and
analysiss of such systems is outside the aim and the scope of this chapter. However,
thee architecture and approach of some of these systems is described here, since it
iss definitely related to the design of the information management approach for VE
infrastructures.. A general survey of multidatabase prototypes can be found in [28].
Thee IRO-DB federated database system supports seamless access to distributed
heterogeneouss databases [60, 95]. The IRO-DB architecture consists of three layers:
thee local layer, supporting access to heterogeneous component database systems; the
communicationss layer, to provide services for remote database and object access; and
thee interoperable layer that integrates the various local schemas into an interoperablee schema. The interoperable schema combines data from the local databases and
handless inconsistencies in structure, naming, scaling behavior and semantics.

Distributedd Database Management Systems

Others s
UniSQL,, Pegasus,
VHDBS,, VODAK,
Disco,, Oracle, etc.

Figuree 2.2: Examples of VE-related distributed database management systems.
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Basedd on the interoperability approach developed in IRO-DB, the Miro-Web
projectt aims at the development of middleware components in order to provide integratedd access to multiple data sources using Internet /Intranet protocols [63]. Please
noticee that architectures like Miro-Web can be used to support the operation of VEs
inn some domains, by integrating distributed enterprise data, based on Inter/Intranet
protocols. .
Thee P E E R system [156, 15, 169], is designed and developed at the CO-IM group of
thee University of Amsterdam (but its development is not a part of this dissertation).
P E E RR is a federated object-oriented information management system that primarily
supportss the sharing and exchange of information among cooperating autonomous
andd heterogeneous nodes. The PEER federated architecture consists of a network of
tightly/looselyy interrelated nodes. Both the information and the control mechanisms
aree distributed within the network. The interdependencies between the information
storedd at different nodes are established through specific federated schemas; thus there
iss no need to store the data redundantly in different nodes. Every node is represented
byy several schemas: a local schema (LOC), several import schemas (IMPs), several
exportt schemas (EXPs) and an integrated schema (INT) [14]. The local schema is the
schemaa that models the data stored locally. The various import schemas model the
informationn that is accessible from other databases. An export schema models some
informationn that a database wishes to make accessible to other nodes (usually, a node
definess several export schemas). At last, the integrated schema presents a coherent
vieww on all accessible local and remote information. A prototype implementation of
thee P E E R system is developed using the C language in the UNIX environment, and
includess two user interface tools: a Schema Manipulation Tool (SMT), and a Database
Browsingg Tool (DBT). The P E E R architecture inspired the design of the federated
informationn management system in VE support infrastructures such as PRODNET
III [71] andMASSYVE [127].
Thee WebFindlt project applies an architecture that allows the description, location,, and access of data in large networks of databases, towards the support of
somee kind of "world-wide database" [29]. In other words, the target infrastructure
wouldd provide the end-users and applications with one single logical database, which
componentss represent database sites connected to the WWW. It is based on a previouss project called Findlt that aimed at supporting interoperability among very large
multi-databasee management systems. The WebFindlt prototype was implemented
usingg Web, Java and CORBA technologies.
InfoWebb is a general-purpose information management infrastructure based on
interoperablee and independent components that are interfaced by specific middleware
[104].. The main tiers of the InfoWeb systems are the client, the object server and
thee component databases. Part of the client layer interface is built with dynamically
generatedd HTML pages, while more interactive interfaces are supported with Java
applets.. The object server acts a mediator between the client layer and the underlying
databases.. The object server defines an InfoWeb standard data model on the existing
databasess and supports the integration of legacy databases and Web server engines.
Forr this purpose, a logical database interface has been defined, which can be used to
integratee other external sources that comply with standards such as the SQL language
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andd ODBC protocol. The end-user has access to Info Web through a Web browser
interface,, and all the distributed information that is retrieved from local and remote
sourcess is presented in a uniform and consistent way. The Enterprise Intelligence
Systemm Network (EisNet) project uses InfoWeb to integrate internal and external
enterprisee information resources [104].
InfoSleuthh is an agent-based system, aimed at the integration of heterogeneous
distributedd information sources using common ontologies definitions [115, 62]. The
sourcess can be for instance, traditional structured databases or unstructured sources
suchh as collections of text documents. The InfoSleuth agents collaborate with each
otherr to retrieve and process information distributed in a dynamic Web-based environment.. Agents can communicate among them using the Knowledge Query and
Manipulationn Language (KQML). The end user can issue queries using his/her own
vocabularyy based on the common ontologies, without being concerned about where
thee data is physically located. The application of InfoSleuth intelligent agent technologyy is being evaluated for VE environments such as EisNet (although InfoWeb is
currentlyy used).
Ass mentioned before, the general approaches and systems described in this sectionn can provide a base for the development of VE information management infrastructures.. Examples of other related federated and multidatabase management systemss that may eventually be applied in these VE infrastructures include UniSQL/M
[97,, 21], Pegasus [144, 28], VHDBS [172, 171], VODAK [35, 28], and Disco [155].
Furthermore,, several well-known and widely accepted relational DBMSs among small
andd medium enterprises in different sectors have also been used by some VE infrastructures,, in order to support local and distributed information management functionalities.. These DBMSs include Oracle, Microsoft Access and SQL Server among
others. .
Thee actual application of some of the systems described in this section as internal
DBMSS in existing VE platforms will be illustrated in Section 2.3 of this chapter.

2.2.22

Related Information Models and Standards

Besidess the generic distributed information management approaches described in the
previouss section, there are a number of existing (and under development) information
managementt models and standards that also need to be carefully considered for the
designn and implementation of the VE information management platform. For example,, EDI and STEP technologies represent consolidated standards that are currently
beingg used by many industries in certain commercial and manufacturing domains to
supportt the execution of their daily business operations. The management of informationn represented in some of these standards can become crucial for the adoption of
VEE infrastructures for enterprises whose operations heavily rely on these standards.
Furthermore,, the existence and current usage of these technologies can facilitate
thee integration of internal company information with the information managed by
thee VE platform. Some of the heterogeneity issues that must be addressed in order
too exchange and share meaningful data among VE partners, have been addressed
byy these standards. Namely, enterprises which have adopted them already count
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onn common data models with well-defined semantics, and with a set of information
managementt tools that allow the exchange of this information with other enterprises.
Severall VE support projects have also adopted standards such as STEP as their
generall model for information representation.
Inn other words, this kind of standards provide a working platform enabling the
processingg of information across company boundaries that also needs to be considered
whenn designing and implementing more general and complex VE scenarios. In this
context,, there exist many standards, proposals and tools aiming at the definition of
commonn data models and access mechanisms in different fields. It is a challenge for
thee information management system to devise a flexible mechanism that allows the
properr support of the necessary management of data models standards in the context
off the VE application domain.
Thesee models and standards include the following among others (see Figure 2.3):
•• Electronic Data Interchange - EDI.
•• Distributed Business Processes - DBPs.
•• Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data - STEP.
•• Ontology Models and Definitions.
•• Data Model Standardization Initiatives.
Inn the next sections, each of these points is briefly described.
Electronicc Data Interchange
EDII (Electronic Data Interchange) encompasses a set of standards that basically definefine a common format for representing and exchanging business data. The EDIFACT
(EDII for Administration, Commerce and Transport) standard is an EDI family standardd which is one of the most widely used today. In order to support the automated
exchangee of business documents among companies, standards such as EDIFACT definefine a framework that specifies conventions for character sets, data structures, data
semanticss and implementation guidelines, among other related aspects [79]. EDIFACTT suggests structures for commonly used business messages, and specifies which
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partt of the information is mandatory and which part is conditional. The messages
aree coded as character strings containing data elements that represent for instance,
orderr items such as price, quantity, product description, and so forth. By adopting
thee EDI standard, companies have achieved to a certain extent their goal of having
aa mechanism for business data exchange that is independent of existing applications,
communicationn media and hardware systems at each site. Nevertheless, some vendorss and enterprises foresee important changes in the role that EDI may play in the
future,, specially regarding the emergence of new Web-based standards that may have
significantt advantages over EDI.
Distributedd Business Process ( D B P ) Models
Inn general, the Business Process (BP) concept encapsulates a global goal or objective
beingg carried out by an enterprise, such as the manufacturing of a product, provision
off a service, delivery of goods, etc. In the context of VEs, the VE goals can be
modeledd as a Distributed Business Process (DBP) composed of a set of BPs, where
eachh BP can be in turn carried out by a different VE member [99]. Clearly, the
BPss that are being fulfilled separately by each VE member, must be periodically
monitoredd and coordinated in order to guarantee their combined progress towards the
accomplishmentt of the global DBP. The application of DBP models in the context
off VEs has proven to be very advantageous in several projects, such as PRODNET,
FETISH,, and MASSYVE (to be described in Section 2.3.1). The DBP can also
bee modeled in terms of workflow management plans, as it will be discussed later
inn this chapter. Please notice that in order to enable the proper coordination and
monitoringg of the DBP activities, a distributed data model and access functionality
mustt be defined and supported by the VE information management infrastructure at
eachh VE member site [74]. Examples of currently available tools that can be applied to
modell and manage BPs include ARIS [22] and PROSIM/PROCAP [96], among other
systems.. Also, there exist several standards and working groups for the exchange of
BPP information, such as the WPDL (Workflow Process Definition Language) and PIF
(Processs Interchange Format) initiatives.
S T E PP Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data
Thee Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP - ISO 10303) has
ass main goal the uniform representation and management of product-related data
duringg the whole life cycle of the product [141]. Different application protocols have
beenn standardized in STEP in order to define application-specific product data modelss in different sectors such as mechanics, automotive, aerospace and manufacturing
industries.. The STEP EXPRESS language is an object-oriented-like language used to
definee data models that can be used in turn by different applications to interoperate
basedd on such common data definitions. Data defined in EXPRESS can be exchanged
throughh files using an ASCII format, which is determined by STEP as well. Furthermore,, STEP also specifies a Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI) that regulates
howw applications can store and retrieve information from data repositories. In general,
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thee use of STEP applications promotes the sharing of a common product data model
inn which system independence, data consistency, and interoperability features are
fullyy supported. As mentioned previously, several VE research projects have adopted
thiss standard in particular VE application fields [142, 140].
Ontologyy Models and Definitions
Inn a few words, an ontology can be defined as a shared understanding of some domainn of interest [158]. It encompasses a set of concepts and their definition within
aa given domain, as well as the interrelationships among these concepts. In the contextt of IT developments, ontologies may be used in order to address several problems
thatt arise when a shared conceptual understanding is missing in a specific domain.
Thesee problems include for instance: inefficient communication between people and
organizations,, difficulties in requirement analysis and functional specifications, and
operationall mismatches among software systems and tools. In the case of Virtual Enterprises,, ontologies can facilitate the integration of different enterprise information
modelss by providing a common interpretation of their semantics. For example, the
aimm of the TOVE (Toronto Virtual Enterprise) project is to create a set of enterprise
ontologiess that can be used and understood by different applications [85]. The TOVE
ontologiess constitute an integrated enterprise model that can support other enterprise
intelligentt tools, such as production planning systems. Furthermore, the Enterprise
Ontologyy defined within the Enterprise project, provides a collection of terms and
definitionss relevant to business enterprises, which can be used as an inter-lingua to
integratee different software tools [159]. Also, in the FETISH project [8], an integrated
knowledgee based is developed to store and manage ontology definitions in the tourism
domain,, in order to enhance the interoperability among tourism organizations. Please
noticee that other information representation standards that are also described in this
section,, such as STEP and EDIFACT, play an equivalent role in terms of defining a
commonn understanding for interoperability in a given domain.
V EE Related Data Modeling and Standardization Initiatives
Theree are several other industrial consortia and initiatives aiming at standardizing
informationn models and processes in specific fields. The results of these efforts usually
takee the form of XML Data Type Definitions (DTDs) and Application Program Interfacee (API) specifications. Although most of them cannot be regarded as a standard
yet,, they may eventually gain this official status. Therefore, these promising initiativess or proposals may need to be considered and supported in the context of VE
infrastructures.. As an example of these cases, the Open Applications Group (OAG)
proposall for modeling business data is briefly described next.
Thee Open Applications Group is a non-profit industry consortium formed by many
world-widee distinguished enterprises in the area of software component interoperabilityy [116]. The mission of OAG is, as stated by the group itself, "to define and encouragee the adoption of a unifying standard for eBusiness and Application Software
interoperabilityy that reduces customer costs and time to deploy solutions". The OAG
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applicationn integration approach is based on the definition of a "Business Object Document"" (BOD). The Business Object Document is the model used to communicate
aa service request from the originating business application to the destination businesss application. The BOD consists of two main parts or areas. The Control Area
specifiess items to characterize the sender application, the receiver application, and
thee business service request. The Business Data Area contains all the codes, sizes
andd values needed to support the Business Service Request. The BOD is in the end
codedd as a sequence of strings of characters, with some tag/delimiter strings to specify
thee structures and values of data. In this sense, it is similar to the kind of message
formulatedd by an EDI application. Using the BOD, a large set of predefined services
cann be requested among different modules or even different enterprises. Finally, the
OAGG proposal considers not only the data structures passed among enterprises, but
alsoo the possible services that can be requested among enterprises, and the protocol
functionss that an OAG-compliant API should support.
Beforee finishing this section, it is important to mention that most of the informationn models and standards described here, have been developed with different
objectivess and for different target application domains. Namely, many of these technologiess complement each other, and none of them can be exclusively used in order
too design a generic and flexible infrastructure to support realistic VE scenarios in a
givenn sector, i.e. without some of the others being involved. As mentioned before, it is
necessaryy to synthesize them within a common framework that provides an adequate
levell of integration and interoperability of the involved standards.

2.2.33

Other related technologies and tools

Inn addition to the information representation models such as those described in the
previouss section, there are many other technologies, standards and tools that are
stronglyy required and related to the information management aspects of VEs. Therefore,, in order to guarantee the success of the VE application, these existing componentt technologies also need to be properly synthesized and integrated into the new
VEE framework [41]. The interactions between each corresponding component module
andd the information management module that supports the VE infrastructure, need
too be carefully identified. The main component technologies required for VEs include
(seee Figure 2.4):
•• Workflow management techniques.
•• Advanced Web application support mechanisms.
•• Distributed Object Computing.
•• Secure and reliable communication protocols and services.
•• High-performance computing environments.
•• Multi-agent systems.
Thesee component technologies and their relationship with VE infrastructures are
brieflyy described next.
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Figuree 2.4: VE-related component tecnologies and tools.

Workfloww management techniques
Thee diverse and complex nature of the interoperation among independent enterprises
towardss the achievement of common VE goals, introduces a plausible need for advancedd coordination mechanisms in order to support flexibility and configurability
withinn the VE environment. Workflow management techniques represent a particular
coordinationn approach that can be conveniently applied in VE support infrastructuress at different levels (for a study of other general coordination approaches, see
[125]).. For instance, they can be applied to coordinate the sequenced execution of
servicee requests among different VE infrastructure components that need to closely
interoperatee in order to process a given external event, such as the reception of a
purchasee order. Furthermore, the execution of distributed business processes representingg the activities of the VE itself (see Section 2.2.2), can also be supported by
workfloww management techniques. In fact, workflow management systems represent
ann approach that has been extensively applied by several VE projects such as PRODNETT [40], VEGA [176] and NIIIP [114]. In all these cases, the reference model defined
byy the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) [167] has been followed. In contrast
withh other coordination approaches, workflow management techniques present certain
featuress that make their application to the VE environment very suitable and convenientt [48]. For instance, workflow plans can be easily configured by human operators
throughh friendly graphical interfaces, without any need for low-level programming
tasks.. Currently, there is a wide variety of available commercial and experimental
workfloww management systems and tools, including METEOR [147, 111], WIDE [84],
andd WebFlow [166], among many others. In some particular cases, it could be possiblee to integrate existing tools like these with a VE infrastructure. In addition, some
exampless of interaction scenarios that demonstrate the combined application of informationn management and workflow-based coordination functionalities within an actual
VEE environment can be found in [9, 74].
Advancedd Web applications technology
Webb application standards and technologies obviously play an important role in the
supportt of VE infrastructures. For example, the development of VE infrastructures
basedd on Internet communication protocols, Java applications, and XML, not only
allowss a high degree of portability, but also opens new possibilities to deal with the
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associatedd enterprise heterogeneity problems [154]. The worldwide communication
facilitiess provided by Internet represent a mature and accessible information transportt layer that should be exploited by VE support infrastructures. For instance,
Internett protocols such as T C P / I P play a fundamental role in many of the existing
VEE support architectures. Furthermore, many information sources and management
servicess that are readily available through Internet are crucial to certain VE platforms,, including: WWW servers, Internet clients, public forums, public information
cataloguess and directories, relevant mailing lists, and F T P servers. Namely, the VE
creationn and some aspects of the operation phases in some particular scenarios can
bee conveniently supported by taking advantage of information obtained from these
sourcess and services.
Distributedd Object Computing
Servicee brokerage and middleware interoperability approaches based on objectorientedd technology such as CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture
[117]),, can be applied to integrate external enterprise information sources with the
VEE platform in a flexible and dynamic way. For example, existing software modules
runningg on heterogeneous environments at different enterprises, could be extended
withh a CORBA layer to be connected to the VE infrastructure, and to enable the
interoperationn and exchange of information among each other. In order to achieve
thiss interoperability, the Object Management Group (OMG) has defined three main
buildingg blocks for the CORBA architecture: the Interface Definition Language (IDL),
thee Object Request Broker (ORB), and the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (HOP) [87].
BrieflyBriefly speaking, specific application object types can be defined through IDL, which
determinee the operations and parameters that the object type instances will recognizee (these object type definitions are independent of the programming language or
systemm platform in which the actual object methods or services are implemented).
Thee ORB is the middleware that allows a client object to transparently invoke a
methodd of a server object, which can be on the same machine or across a network.
Finally,, the HOP is the standard protocol that defines the way in which ORBs can
communicate,, by specifying for instance the target object, the operations, and the
parameterss representations required for each object type. As will be described in
Sectionn 2.3.1, CORBA architectures have been extensively applied by a number of
VEE research projects such as NIIIP and VEGA, in order to provide seamless access
too data in distributed and heterogeneous environments.
Securee and Reliable Communication Protocols
Inn the design and implementation of any VE platform, the importance of a reliable,
securee and efficient communication channel between any two VE members is clearly
evidentt [120]. Probably, different layers of communication protocols need to be designedd to support the information exchange among enterprises. The application of
sophisticatedd data encryption algorithms, digital signatures, and other security mechanisms,, is also essential in this kind of enterprise collaborations. Taking into account
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thatt VE members need to protect sensitive know-how procedures and confidential
informationn from other VE partners, it is mandatory to provide services that assure
securee point-to-point communications between every two VE members. More specific
functionall requirements for the VE platform communication module include: communicationn availability and quality assurance, efficient management and monitoring
off communication resources, reinforcement of information security and privacy, authenticationn support, maintenance of data communication logs, proper handling of
time-stampss for communication events, correct incorporation of legal issues, and provisionn for status notifications and delivery reports [120]. In practice, these low-level
communicationn functionalities are usually encapsulated in a specialized communicationn module, which makes them available as services for other components of the
VEE infrastructure, such as the distributed information management module. In this
way,, all the secure and reliable communication requirements are implicitly considered
byy the information management module, when sharing and exchanging information
amongg VE members.
High-performancee computing environments
Besidess the secure and reliable communication services described before in this section,, some VE scenarios may demand an information management architecture able
too handle extremely large data collections that need to be accessed by geographically
distributedd users who in turn, want to apply computationally-intensive analysis on
particularr data sets. For instance, let us consider the case of VE infrastructures in the
areaa of large-scale engineering, in which many end-users at different locations can participatee in the concurrent design of a particular structure; e.g. a new building, an offshoree platform, a ship, an underground tunnel, etc. The size of the technical product
dataa that needs to be exchanged among user sites for the execution of certain queries,
mayy be sometimes in the order of gigabytes of data. In this kind of scenarios, the
applicationn of a high-performance distributed resource and data management architecture,, such as the Data Grid, may be required for the VE infrastructure. The main
objectivess of the Data Grid are to integrate huge heterogeneous data archives into
aa distributed data management grid, and to identify services for high-performance,
distributed,, data intensive computing [51]. As such, this infrastructure may offer a
widee variety of high-performance services that could be well used by VE information
managementt infrastructures (see also [90]). For example, the application of the Data
Gridd is being considered in similar kinds of virtual collaborative environments, such
ass the Virtual Laboratory project [6]. Nevertheless, Data Grid technology is still not
veryy stable at this moment, and is evolving at a high pace.
Multiagentt systems
Multiagentt approaches have been successfully applied in the past as a base for the
dataa sharing and exchange mechanisms among autonomous and independent nodes.
Inn fact, several advanced multidatabase database systems, such as the systems describedd in Section 2.2.1, have adopted agent architectures to achieve the required
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levell of interoperability and autonomy among distributed nodes. As mentioned before,, these agent-based multidatabase systems can offer a construction ground to implementt VE information management infrastructures. Moreover, collaborative agent
architecturess have being proposed as a suitable framework to directly enable VEs,
ass well as supply chain management in extended enterprises. For instance, the approachh presented in [145] proposes the use of a collaborative agent system to support
VEs,, and describes its main advantages in terms of openness, modularity, reconfigurability,, scalability and robustness, among other points. In [128], another approach
iss presented in which the cooperation among autonomous agents is enhanced with
federatedd database functionalities, in order to support distributed scheduling scenarioss in VEs. In addition, mobile agent technology is also being applied to implement
certainn VE functionalities involving the intelligent retrieval of information from other
VEE nodes, such as partner advertising, negotiation and exchange of control data [53].

2.33

A Framework for Information Management Evaluationn of VE Infrastructures

Inn Section 2.2, a set of information management technologies and standards were described,, which can be applied by the VE infrastructure in order to cope with some
off the challenges identified in Section 2.1. In this section, a framework for evaluation
off VE support infrastructures is developed, in order to illustrate the way in which
existingg infrastructures incorporate and adjust some of the technologies described
inn Section 2.2. The resulting evaluation framework can be used as a common base
forr comparison of existing VE information management infrastructures [72]. The
evaluationn results are represented in a matrix format composed of VE information
managementmanagement infrastructures (e.g. related projects or other approaches), and the identifiedtified set of VE information management requirements and criteria used to compare
andd evaluate different platforms.
Consequently,, the proposed approach for evaluation of VE information managementt infrastructures is described in the next sections, in terms of the following points:
(1)) a classification and description of specific existing VE platforms; (2) a set of requiredd features and criteria for evaluation of VE information management infrastructures;; and (3) a description of the tables that compare the specific VE infrastructures
accordingg to the identified set of features. The actual tables are included in Appendixx B of this thesis.
AA related VE comparison approach can be found in [157], where a framework
forr analysis of VE infrastructures is provided. However, this framework is based on
thee conceptualization of VEs as an extension of Electronic Commerce (EC) applications,, and does not focus on specific information management aspects of different VE
platforms. .
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Specific VE Information Management Platforms

Inn this section, a description of several specific VE projects and initiatives is provided.
Thee VE platforms analyzed in this section were selected since they represent some
thee most significant initiatives towards VE support, including international R&D
projects,, universities research efforts, and industrial attempts among other kinds of
collaborations.. In order to achieve a more comprehensive presentation of the initiatives,, they need to be classified according to some criteria. For example, depending on
thee purpose of the analysis, the VE infrastructures could be classified depending on:
specificc application domains, e.g. industrial manufacturing, concurrent engineering;
approachess to represent and manage the VE itself, e.g. one single VE vs. multiple
VEss support architectures; or even the kind of consortium developing the infrastructure,, e.g. European-Union supported vs. world-wide industry initiatives, etc. Given
thee nature and focus of this chapter, different projects are categorized according to
thee main technological approach used to manage and integrate the VE-related informationn that is actually distributed among the VE nodes. In particular, the projects
aree classified according to the following technological approaches for distributed data
integration: :
Internet-basedd Integration Approaches. In these approaches the distributed
VEE information is retrieved and integrated by making an extensive use of Internett information technology and resources, such as Web browsers and other
clientt interfaces, public Web pages information, URLs as object identifiers,
XMLL documents, etc.
Object-Model-basedd Integration Approaches. In this category, the integration
off the VE distributed information mainly relies on the consistent application
off object-oriented models and interoperability architectures, such as CORBAbasedd implementation approaches.
Federatedd Database Integration Approaches. This particular approach for distributedd information integration is based on the principles of federated/distributed
databases,, including different levels of schema definitions that ultimately supportt the integration of distributed data (see Section 2.2.1).
Message-passingg Approaches. Here, the VE information is queried, retrieved, and
presentedd to the end user or application through the exchange of specific messagess among VE nodes. The messages comply with a predefined format and
protocoll such as email or special service request functions among tools.
Otherr Integration Approaches. This category encompasses systems that cannot
bee properly classified under the above categories. Some platforms may use a
particularr implementation approach to support certain aspects of VEs, which
mayy not be based on one particular technology. For example, some approaches
mayy tend to support the VE life-cycle through a set of independent tools that
applyy different data integration strategies at different VE phases. In this case,
thee application of the proposed classification method would not be very suitable.
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However,, in most cases it is actually possible to categorize the initiatives under
onee of the general approaches above.
Pleasee notice that this general categorization does not mean that a given project
classifiedd under a given approach, does not apply the other kinds of technologies used
too characterize the other approaches. In other words, it is possible that for instance,
integrationn approaches based on object-oriented models or federated database architectures,, can also take advantage of Internet facilities such as communication services.
Nevertheless,, it is the main technology supporting their integration approach which
iss used as the reference point to classify the projects in this chapter. For example,
thee high-level access functions offered by a given VE information management system
cann be based on one of the above technologies, but the other techniques may be also
appliedd at lower implementation levels.
Inn the following subsections, several VE projects are classified according to the
presentedd classification approach (see Figure 2.5).
I n t e r n e t - b a s e dd Integration A p p r o a c h e s
Thee VE support infrastructures presented in this section are strongly based on the
Internett environment and facilities in order to query, retrieve, and integrate the distributedd VE information to be used by end-user operators and applications.
E i s N e tt The Enterprise Intelligence System Network (EisNet) project has as main
objectivee the integration of diverse internal and external enterprise information resourcess in order to make them accessible to users in a consistent and seamless way
[104].. These resources include local databases, corporate databases, and external
Webb sites. The EisNet system platform uses the Info Web™ multimedia information
managementt system (see also Section 2.2.1) to integrate information originating from
thee sources mentioned above. In this way, different databases can be wrapped and
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Figuree 2.5: Classification of approaches for integration of VE distributed information.
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incorporatedd to the virtual integrated environment. The EisNet system can therefore
supportt end-user decision-making processes by integrating information coming from
distributedd data sources that are accessible through Internet and intranet technologies.. The physical location of the data in the network remains hidden to end users,
whoo only need to focus on the content and the meta-schema information that is retrievedd for the submitted queries. Information access mechanisms were designed for
thee case of the local InfoWeb-managed databases, based on a user accounts/password
approach.. A prototype implementation of the EisNet architecture has been developed
andd used by a selected community of users. Further research will evaluate the incorporationn of intelligent agent technology into EisNet, using for instance the InfoSleuth
agentt software.
G E NN The Global Engineering Networking (GEN) initiative has been established
byy a group of European organizations in order to address the cooperation challenges
facedd when supporting virtual engineering enterprises in the areas of building construction,, mechanics and electronics [133, 132]. The architecture of the information
managementt system in GEN is composed of GEN client modules and GEN cooperationn layer (server) modules. By using the GEN clients, end users have access to
bothh local and remote data distributed in other enterprises. The Web-based client
interfacess allow the search, input and management of data and metadata information.
Thee GEN cooperation layer serves as the gateway between the internal systems of the
companyy and the VE environment. This layer handles all the metadata information
andd controls the access to the information distributed along the enterprise network.
Inn terms of data access security, the approach is based on engineer's access rights
definitions.. Access to the internal information is granted only to employees of the
correspondingg company, and the public VE information is clearly specified as such by
thee end user after it is introduced into the system via the GEN client. In the GEN
prototype,, Java and CORBA technologies were also used, and multiple operating
systemm platforms can be supported.
Objectt model-based Integration Approaches
Thee approaches presented in this section are strongly based on object-oriented technologyy in order to represent and manage the VE distributed information. For example,, several approaches described this section are based on the CORBA reference
architecture,, although this is not the only possibility.
N I I I PP The NIIIP (National Industrial Information Infrastructure Protocols) project
hass as main objective to develop, demonstrate, and transfer technological solutions
too support Industrial Virtual Enterprises [114]. The NIIIP project is one of the most
representativee ones in the VE domain. The NIIIP architecture provides a set of standardd protocols that will support the sharing and exchange of industrial information
amongg systems in many application areas. For this purpose, the architecture model
definess three main sets of entities: a set of resource objects that are manipulated
byy the NIIIP protocols; a set of interface objects, which wrap existing commercial
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productss so that they can provide NIIIP services; and a set of protocols that determinee the way in which the NIIIP servers can consistently intemperate. Following
thiss model, the resources of a VE are described as objects in a VE Global Schema.
Thee VE schema encompasses several submodels regarding the VE organization and
goals,, VE gateways, protocols, resource models and security aspects. In terms of the
NIIIPP interfaces for existing commercial systems, these are grouped into components
includingg STEP, data management, Internet tools, user desktop, and workflow managementt services, among others. In relation to the NIIIP protocols, these are defined
andd organized in functional horizontal layers. For example, the top layer includes
protocolss for VE creation, VE resource registration, and VE operation. A given
protocoll in one layer may issue requests for protocol objects in a lower layer. The
coree technologies that support the NIIIP infrastructure are Internet communications,
OMGG object model, WfMC for knowledge and task management, and ISO-STEP as
dataa modeling and access standard.
V E G AA The VEGA project aims at the support of the technical operations and businesss activities of VEs in the area of Large Scale Engineering (LSE) projects [176, 175].
Thee VEGA infrastructure incorporates four main kinds of information management
technologiess or standards: product data modeling (ISO STEP), middleware technologyogy (CORBA), workflow management (as defined by WfMC), and Web-related standardss (HTML, VRML, Java, etc.). Namely, the representation and management of
thee VE-related data in VEGA is based on the STEP standard; the global VE process
iss managed through workflow specifications; and the data and service interoperability
issuess in a distributed network are addressed using CORBA and Web technology. In
termss of internal architectural components, the COAST (CORBA Access to STEP
repository)) component represents the system integration backbone, which provides
transparentt access to distributed product data specified in the EXPRESS language.
Thee COAST layer is based on the OMG standard with specific extensions. COAST
alsoo offers several distributed transaction support services in order to ensure the safe
andd consistent execution of concurrent operations in the VEGA platform. The DWS
(Distributedd Workflow Service) component supports workflow management and monitoringg of the global VE activities. Furthermore, the DIS (Distributed Information
Service)) supports access to distributed information on top of the COAST layer, and
alsoo works as a presentation layer for human operators. Finally, VEGA also includes
aa Schema Interoperability Service (SIS) component to address interoperability issues
amongg different STEP product models.
X-CITTICC The X-CITTIC (Planning and Control System for Semiconductor Virtuall Enterprises) project focuses on the support for VEs in the microelectronics industryy [173, 25]. This project aims at the development of software components mainly
addressingg the planning and the control of order flow in semiconductor virtual enterprises.. These tools will provide the required connectivity between existing semiconductorr manufacturing systems, in order to support the planning, scheduling and
controll of an order flow in the context of a global VE. The distributed information
managementt component of X-CITTIC offers a "virtual object world" to the other
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systemm components, which allows them to have access to both local and remote data.
Theree are two main layers composing the information management system: a top
layerr with one global object server, and a lower layer with several local object servers
thatt manage the local and private data of each enterprise [173]. The information is
alsoo classified in two categories, global and local, and for each category the informationn is further divided as static or dynamic data depending on the persistence of the
data.. The different servers can communicate with other components based on several
kindss of pre-defined interoperation interfaces. The information management system
wass implemented using CORBA, C++ and Oracle DBMS.
PerDiSS The PerDiS system targets the support for cooperative engineering applicationss in the VE by providing an efficient and secure platform for distributed data
sharing,, called the Persistent Distributed Store [140]. PerDiS is based on a distributed
shared-memoryy store for the VE applications. This means that applications located
att different sites can access distributed objects as if they were stored in local memory.
PerDiSS incorporates a "distributed persistence by reachability" approach, in which
alll objects that can be directly or indirectly accessed from a persistent root, become
persistentt as well and are stored on disk. As applications traverse the data structures
inn main memory, objects are brought into memory from the local and remote nodes.
Thee physical location of the data itself remains hidden for the user applications. In
termss of data organization, the shared store is divided into clusters of objects that
aree accessed together. Application programmers can allocate logically-related objectss in a specific cluster. Cluster objects may point to objects located in another
cluster.. Advanced cooperative caching and lacy replication techniques guarantee the
coherencee and consistency of the data, as well as the required access performance
andd availability. Transaction, locking mechanisms, and check-in/out operations are
providedd in order to control the concurrent distributed data access. In terms of security,, a trust model based on users' tasks and roles has been defined, which allows
thee management of access rights to data. Furthermore, the communication channels
alsoo reinforce security by incorporating different message encryption mechanisms. In
orderr to validate the PerDiS platform, a distributed version of the Standard Data
Accesss Interface (SDAI) of STEP was ported to PerDiS and several applications have
beenn developed for testing purposes.
Federatedd Database-based Integration Approaches
Thee approaches for integration of VE distributed information presented in this section,, have as common feature the application of federated database concepts in the
designn and implementation of the distributed information management system. In
thesee cases, the generic federated database approach for information integration has
beenn specifically tailored in order to cope with the specificities of the VE application
domain.. As will be illustrated next, the federated architecture approach has proven
too adequately facilitate and support the sharing of information between enterprises
inn the corresponding VE scenarios, while at the same time providing the necessary
informationn access rights to ensure their own autonomy and information privacy.
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P R O D N E TT The project PRODNET II (Production Planning and Management
inn an Extended Enterprise) had as its main objective the development of a referencee architecture and a support infrastructure for industrial VEs [41]. In the general
PRODNETT architecture, every enterprise in the network of potential VE-members is
consideredd to be a "node", where each node may play different roles such as a material
supplier,, producer, or final consumer of goods or services. Every PRODNET node
iss composed of three main modules: an Internal Module, a PRODNET Cooperation
Layerr (PCL), and an Advanced VE Coordination Functionalities (ACFs) module.
Thee Internal Module consists of the company's internal systems, including its Productionn Planning and Control systems (PPC), and other engineering and information
managementt systems. The Advanced Coordination Functionalities (ACFs) provide
somee additional features to extend the scope of the PCL, including the advanced
monitoringg and coordination of VE-related activities, and supporting tools for partnerr search and logistics operations. The PCL provides the necessary functionalities to
supportt the inter-operation between nodes in the network, and it consists of several
internall components, some of which are briefly described below. For example, the
Locall Coordination Module (LCM) executes and controls the activities of the PCL
(definedd as workflow plans), according to the policies of each enterprise. The STEP
andd EDI components support the exchange of technical product data and commerciall order-related data respectively. The PRODNET Communication Infrastructure
(PCI)) module supports the actual communication channel between a given node and
otherr nodes in the VE network. Finally, the Distributed Information Management
Systemm (DIMS) supports the PRODNET VE information management requirements,
andd provides an interoperability platform to exchange and cooperatively manage large
amountss of data between VE members. The DIMS approach for distributed informationn management provides an innovative mechanism for defining access rights and
visibilityy levels among VE member enterprises [65, 74]. This approach is based on
thee federated/distributed database principles [11, 71], and has its roots in the P E E R
federatedd system (see Section 2.2.1).
M A S S Y V EE The MASSYVE (Multi-agent Agile manufacturing Scheduling Systemss for Virtual Enterprises) project investigates the application of multi-agent systemss in agile scheduling, and its extension towards the operation in a virtual enterprise
environmentt [130, 128]. In this project, the HOLOS framework [129] is applied as a
basee for advanced scheduling. In HOLOS, a given multi-agent scheduling system is
composedd of a set of distributed nodes with particular capabilities, that need to exchangee and process information in order to address the global scheduling problem.
Thee HOLOS agents are configured to exchange information about production orders
relatedd to a global production schedule in a given shop floor. The information integrationn approach to support multi-agent systems is based on the PEER federated
informationn management framework (see Section 2.2.1), as well as the distributed
informationn management system developed for the PRODNET project. The integrationn of the multi-agent system architecture with a federated database mechanism in
MASSIVEE has brought several advantages in terms of for instance, the proper support
forr different levels of data access rights that need to be configured for other agents
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inn the community. This functionality also supports the proper degree of autonomy
requiredd by each VE member enterprise.
FETISHH The main objective of the Federated European Tourism Information Systemm Harmonization (FETISH) project is to build a "federation" of both basic and
value-addedd services in the tourism sector [8]. Examples of these tourism services
includee hotel reservation and booking facilities, car rental, organization of holiday
packages,, mobile access to travel information, etc. In order to be integrated with
thee federation, the actual tourism services are extended with Java/Jini proxies developedd by the corresponding service provider companies themselves, according to
predefinedd FETISH specifications. The service proxies can be physically stored at
differentt FETISH nodes and a distributed lookup service mechanism has been implementedd to allow end users and client applications to search and retrieve the service
proxiess that match a desired criteria. Therefore, external applications can use the
matchingg proxies in order to have seamless access to the actual tourism services. The
FETISHH project has its roots in two other European projects: PRODNET II and InTouriSME.. Basically, the VE conceptual framework, advanced workflow coordination,
andd federated distributed information management capabilities developed in PRODNETT II are being applied to the specificities of the tourism sector in FETISH. On the
otherr hand, the InTouriSME project (now EnjoyEurope.com) has built a common
entryy point to access European tourism information via the Internet, for which 40
Europeann regions agreed on a common metadata definition for tourism information
sets.. These common data definitions are also being used in FETISH. In terms of
informationn management, the requirements being analyzed in the project include the
supportt of: catalogues for common service interfaces and data definitions, federated
databasee features, and distributed business process support. The system infrastructuree is developed using Java and Jini [24] as core technologies.
Message-passingg Integration Approaches
Thiss section includes examples of projects that use some kind of message-passing
approachh to integrate physically distributed VE-related information.
COWORKK The COWORK (Concurrent Project Development IT Tools for Small
andd Medium Enterprises Networks) project aims at the development of a software
infrastructuree to enable Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in the mechanical
sectorr to cooperate in a distributed engineering environment [19, 78]. The objective
iss to promote the systematic application of concurrent engineering and co-design techniquess in the target SMEs in order to achieve a significant performance improvement.
Thee main information models that support the COWORK application are: the standardizedd product model, for representation of the product data handled by a single
nodee in the network; the design process model, to describe the process and activities
aroundd the product design; and the SME Competence Model (SCM), which includes
companyy profile information for partner search and selection [56]. Each node in the
networkk has a database with product and process information, and possibly a local
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SCMM data storage (however, a centralized server was foreseen for the SCM repository).
Nodess in the network are classified as main contractors (MC) and co-designers (CDs).
Eachh node maintains information about which node is its MC, and which nodes are
itss subordinate CDs. Every change in the project data is stored until it is decided
too be forecasted to its MC and some of its CDs (this propagation actually triggers a
recursivee notification mechanism). The design process model in COWORK is based
onn a workflow approach; however, some conceptual modifications and extensions were
appliedd to the general workflow management model. Finally, network interoperation
inn COWORK is achieved by means of an Internet-based message passing mechanism.
LOGSMEE The main objective of the LOGSME project is the development of an
openn platform and appropriate protocols and tools to support VE environments in
thee area of food supply chain [89, 105]. The designed platform would provide SMEs
inn this sector with a set of reliable and low-cost modules to support their operation
withinn several food supply chains. These modules include for example, the LOC.CPR
module,, which provides visibility of stock levels and replenishment orders for suppliers,, clients, and distributors in a given supply chain. The LOG.MPT module
supportss basic functionalities for production planning in the food industry, including
bills,, inventory and production orders. The LOG.Forecast component provides facilitiess to carry out advanced forecasting techniques without needing the presence of
expertt staff. LOG.Warehouse supports applications that manage transactions on a
logicall warehouse based on movements generated by externally generated orders. The
LOG.Simulatorr module is an independent tool that demonstrates the benefits that
SMEss can obtain through integration across the supply chain. Finally, LOG.INFO
iss responsible for the local and remote connectivity between LOGSME modules and
legacyy systems. It provides access to information located at the local and remote VE
partnerr nodes. Data access requests coming from other modules can be processed locallyy and/or forwarded to other remote nodes. Once the requested data is available, it
iss made accessible to the original applications through a database view (e.g. an Access
databasee record set). Information from other SMEs in the supply chain is exchanged
throughh some form of standard messages. For instance, external data requests are
receivedd from other enterprises via e-mail or HTTP communication protocols. The
dataa results for external requests can comply with different data formats, which are
configurablee depending on the request made. This functionality is very important
inn order to allow enterprises to participate in multiple VE chains. The LOGSME
architecturee is based on standards such as DCOMM and CORBA.
Otherr Integration Approaches
Thiss section covers projects which approach for integration of distributed VE-related
informationn is not mainly based on Internet, object-oriented models, federated
databasess nor message passing. For instance, the VIRTEC architecture is based
onn a Virtual Shop System (VISHOF) in order to manage the enterprise competence
informationn that is required to support specific decision making processes during the
VEE creation phase.
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VIRTECC VIRTEC is a Brazilian project aimed at the support of the concept of
Virtuall Organization (VO) applied to the Brazilian SMEs environment [32, 143].
VIRTECC is based on a conceptual framework called Global Virtual Business (GVB).
Inn this context, a VO is a network of potential partners with the purpose of setting up
Virtuall Enterprises. Besides the VO concept, the main business entities in the GVB
frameworkk are the Virtual Enterprise (VE), the Virtual Industry Cluster (VIC), and
thee Virtual Enterprise Broker (VEB). VICs are well-defined groups of companies with
differentt expertise that are willing to cooperate with other partners when a good markett opportunity materializes. The VEB is the entity responsible for instantiating VEs
byy using services provided by the VICs entities. A VE is then a cooperation formed
withinn a VO, where the partners exploit a given business opportunity. Currently, the
VICC members in VIRTEC include nine SMEs providing different technological productss and services, and the VEB is represented by the NUMA research institute, which
initiatedd the project itself. In terms of the information management approach, the VO
infrastructuree in VIRTEC is supported by the Virtual Shop Floor (VISHOF) informationn management system. The main use of VISHOF in VIRTEC is to manage the
competencee information that is required to support the VEB operation when the VE
iss being set up. VISHOF can also provide access to information about the shop-floor
resourcess related to VIRTEC members in a specific region. The VISHOF architecture
iss based on Internet mechanisms and exchange information among enterprises.
Beforee finishing this descriptive analysis of specific VE information management
platforms,, it must be mentioned there are many other relevant initiatives and projects
relatedd to VE support infrastructures, including for instance:
•• PLENT

PLanning small-medium Enterprise NeTworks [102].

•• CALS - Continuous Acquisition and Lifecycle Support.
•• FREE - Fast Reactive Extended Enterprise [124].
•• GERAM - Generalized Enterprise Reference Architecture Methodology [92].
•• MARVEL OUS

Maritime Industry's Virtual Enterprise Linkage [109].

•• CROSSFLOW - Cross-Organizational Workflow for Virtual Enterprises [83].
Nevertheless,, the detailed study and analysis of these and other initiatives is outsidee the scope of this work.

2.3.22

Characterization and Evaluation of VE infrastructures

Basedd on the requirements and challenges identified in Section 2.1, and the VE related
informationn management techniques identified in Section 2.2, a basic set of required
featuress and criteria for evaluation of VE information management infrastructures
hass been defined. In Table 2.1, this set of characteristics and features are represented
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ass the critical points to be used for evaluation and comparison of information managementt approaches adopted in different projects. This criteria has been applied to
thee projects described in Section 2.3.1 and the results are reported in Appendix B.
Thee tables included in this appendix represent a classification and characterization
off several projects based on the criteria defined in the previous section. The tables
includedd in Appendix B depict the main features and capabilities that are commonly
providedd by VE information management infrastructures. These tables also identify
certainn features that are not supported by most of the systems analyzed here.
Inn particular, Table B.l of this appendix shows the information and characterizationn of the projects EisNet and GEN, which represent the Internet-based approaches
forr integration of VE information according to the classification strategy introduced
inn Section 2.3.1.
Tabless B.2 and B.3 describe the infrastructures which distributed information
managementt approach is based on an object-oriented model, including the NIIIP,
VEGA,, X-CITTIC and PerDiS projects. Table B.4 characterizes the projects PRODNET,, MASSYVE and FETISH in which University of Amsterdam (UvA) has been
aa partner and has developed the information management functionalities for their
VEE infrastructure. In these projects, the VE distributed information management
approachh is based on a federated database architecture, also designed and developed
att UvA.
Finally,, Table B.5 includes the characterization of the COWORK and LOGSME
projects,, which are mostly based on a message-passing approach to integrate the VE
distributedd information.
Inn Section 2.4 of this chapter, some general conclusions regarding the analysis of
thee information gathered and presented in all these tables will be included. Furthermore,, a detailed evaluation of the PRODNET VE information management approach
inn relation to the other VE infrastructures, is provided in the next section.
Detailedd Analysis of the P R O D N E T D I M S approach
Thee general evaluation criteria introduced in the previous section can be used as
aa starting point to study in more details the specific information management capabilitiess of a given VE infrastructure. As an example, the Distributed Information
Managementt System (DIMS) of the PRODNET project, which was briefly introduced
inn Section 2.3.1, is further analyzed in this section as it is the subject of this dissertation.. Here, the analysis is carried out based on the identification of three main classes
off DIMS features, namely: distinctive features that are unique to the DIMS approach;
commonn features that are supported by DIMS as well as by other VE information
managementt systems; and at last, features which are not directly addressed by the
DIMSS approach.
Ass can be noticed in the tables of Appendix B, the information management approachh of the DIMS is supported by a federated information management architecture.
Thee DIMS federated approach represents the major distinguishing characteristic in
relationn to the other projects. Similar architectures are only identified in the other
projectss in which University of Amsterdam has also been in charge of the VE informa-
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Characteristicc
| Description
GeneralGeneral System Information
Mainn developer/funding provider organization, company, consortium, etc.
Organization n
Fieldd of application (e.g. manufacturing, tourism, engineering)
Sector r
Computerr system platform and/or operating system
Platform m
DataData Management Framework for Information
Sharing/Exchange
Standardd or proprietary data models applied (e.g. EDI, STEP)
Dataa Models
Usee of base underlying DBMS (e.g. Oracle, Sybase, 02 , Access)
Internall DBMS
Supportt mechanism for basic data access (e.g. ODBC, JDBC, HTTP, CGI)
DBB access method
Provisionn of specific high-level information management functions developed
High-levell functions
onn top of basic mechanisms such as ODBC
Supportt for local and/or distributed transaction management (e.g. transTransactionss Mgmt.
actionn process monitors, transaction services, rollback mechanisms)
Usee of some kind of middleware technology (e.g. CORBA, RPC, RMI)
Middleware e
Externall Systems Inte- Definitionn of a communication protocol for external systems in order to
supportt interoperation with existing legacy systems (e.g. specific APIs; ongration n
linee pull/push information strategies)
VEE Information Access Accesss rights and visibility levels for protected information access among VE
memberss (e.g. account/password approach for registered users; mechanisms
Rights s
too define access rights per VE partner role)
Explicitt use of federated/distributed database concepts (e.g. local/import/Federated/Distributed d
export/integratedd schemas)
DBB architecture
SpecificSpecific VE management
functionalities
Supportt for dynamic creation/initialization of multiple VEs collaborations
VEE creation
inn terms of for instance, VE partners and their roles
Supportt for advanced specific information management functionalities reVEE operation
latedd to the VE operation cycle using VE topology information (e.g. special
queryy functions based on VE structure; explicit management of VE and VE
partnerss identifiers to retrieve specific VE information)
Supportt for "disassembly" of the VE structure and partner relationships,
VEE dissolution
evaluationn of partner obligations, gathering of partner performance and historicall information to be used when creating future VEs
OtherOther characteristics
Directoryy information management for partners, products, etc.
Directoryy Mgmt.
Applicationn of workflow techniques to support information management acWorkfloww Mgmt.
tivities s
Safee Comm.
Tech- Supportt for communication techniques to ensure safe and reliable data exchangee (e.g. encryption, digital signature, firewalls, access logs)
niques s
Applicationn of Internet technology and tools to support high-level aspects of
Internett Data Access
VEE information management (e.g. use of friendly Internet client interfaces,
Internett browsers, use of Java/XML tools)
Provisionn of specific support for other kinds of special information manageMainn special features
mentt functionalities including: data warehousing, main-memory caching,
metadataa information, directory services, etc.
Tablee 2.1: Key characteristics of VE information management systems.

tionn management system. In the case of DIMS, the federated database architecture
hass proven to provide particularly attractive features for handling some open-issues
associatedd with the management of information in VEs, including the support for:
•• Seamless access to VE distributed information. The DIMS federated architecturee defines a "VCL Integrated Schema" that is shared by all nodes and that is
queriedd by end-users and client applications. Through this integrated schema,
enterprisee users and systems are able to access both its local information and
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thee information that is imported from other enterprises. Thus, the two kinds of
informationn are seamlessly integrated into one coherent schema for the sake of
enterprise'ss convenience of access and retrieval of information.
•• Advanced and secure mechanisms for data sharing and exchange among VE
nodes.. The data sharing and exchange mechanisms offered by DIMS rely on
federatedd query processing techniques, which provide protected access to proprietaryy VE information while hiding the data location details from end users
andd applications. Furthermore, the federated query mechanism also avoids the
needd for data centralization or redundancy. Consequently, the up-to-date data
cann always be accessed by the end-user or application queries if necessary.
•• Definition of fine-grained VE access rights and visibility levels. The management
off a hierarchy of federated export schemas by DIMS, supports a flexible and
granularr definition of information access rights among VE partner enterprises.
Thee access rights configuration is done independently at each VE member node
forr every other VE partner (or group of partners), and can be based for example,
onn mutual trust or on VE contract clauses.
•• Specific high-level information management functionalities for VE creation and
operationn phases. The DIMS offers a wide set of high-level functions that store
andd manage enterprise information according to a reference VE topology model,
whichh is instantiated during the VE creation phase. Namely, most of these
functionss explicitly receive VE and VE partner identifiers as parameters, in
orderr to reinforce the consistent application of VE paradigm.
Thee preceding points represent some of the novel features introduced in the DIMS
architecturee that are not directly incorporated in the other VE infrastructures. In
addition,, the DIMS properly supports functionalities that can also be identified in
somee of the other VE infrastructures:
•• Integration of different information representation models and standards. The
DIMSS integrated database schema supports the representation of enterprise data
inn compliance with some of the standards and models presented in Section 2.2.2,
includingg STEP, EDI and DBP models. External applications can store and
accesss data using these formats through DIMS client interfaces.
•• Interoperability with internal company systems. To properly support the integrationn with internal company systems, the DIMS module is extended with an
interoperabilityy layer (currently based on RPC mechanisms), through which servicess can be reciprocally requested and answered. This layer copes with some of
thee associated heterogeneity problems among DIMS and other external systems.
•• Interoperation with workflow management systems. The DIMS works in close
co-operationn with a workflow management engine, i.e. the LCM component,
inn order to coordinate the execution of different PRODNET architecture components.. Together, the DIMS and LCM modules represent a coordination and
informationn management kernel within the PRODNET infrastructure.
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•• Incorporation of safe communication techniques. By using the services offered
byy the PRODNET Communication Infrastructure (PCI) module, the DIMS implicitlyy applies safe and reliable communication mechanisms when transmitting
dataa among VE member enterprises. The functionalities supported by PCI include:: enterprise/users authentication, dynamic communication resource management,, wide variety of message formats, logged information for auditing or
diagnosiss purposes, support for X509 authentication standard, and file signature
andd ciphering options.
Finally,, the comparison tables also point out some features that were only partiallyy addressed and not directly considered by the DIMS development, in relation
too the other VE infrastructures. In fact, most of these features correspond to functionalitiess that are either not relevant and applicable to the federated architecture
designedd for the PRODNET Virtual Enterprises, or that are identified as work for
futuree extensions. These aspects include:
•• Directory management. The need for directories of public information related
too VE support was identified quite early in the requirement analysis phase of
thee DIMS (see [10]). For example, for every enterprise it would be convenient
too keep a directory with information describing the company profile and the
rolee that it would like to take in potential VEs. This information would be
madee available for all other nodes in the network. The support for this kind
off directories was not fully implemented in the PRODNET DIMS, mainly becausee it was out of the scope of the main objectives of the project. However,
directoryy information management capabilities have been incorporated within
ann extended DIMS architecture as will described in Chapter 5.
•• Distributed transaction management. For some VE infrastructures, there is a
prominentt need to support advanced distributed transaction management mechanisms.. For example, in the VEGA approach described in Section 2.3.1, distributedd transaction management is fundamental in the context of concurrent
engineeringg environments, in order to ensure that design modifications applied
too the same model by different engineers, will be carried out in a controlled
fashion,, and that some resolution or warning mechanism will be activated when
conflictss arise. In other cases, distributed transaction management can be requiredd to support the execution of distributed workflow plans involving multiple
enterprises,, which may need to be rolled backed in case one enterprise is not
ablee to fulfil a given process activity at some point. Even though the described
scenarioss represent important information management issues in certain VE environments,, they are certainly not applicable to the PRODNET environment
andd therefore, the support for advanced distributed transaction management
wass not a topic to be addressed in DIMS. However, the support for local transactionn management was required and is provided.
Advancedd Internet data access. The development of Internet client applications
andd tools to access data stored in the DIMS was not strictly mandatory in the
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PRODNETT project, mainly because the PRODNET Cooperation Layer softwaree was conceived to be installed locally at each enterprise, and therefore the
VEE information can be accessed by end users and applications through specific
DIMSS tools included in the local layer. In this way, given the situation of the
smalll and medium enterprises targeted by PRODNET, they were not obliged to
dependd on an Internet connection to conduct businesses in a VE environment.
Instead,, the communication module would be able to exchange messages with
otherr nodes using alternative means when necessary, such as communications
viaa modems (although TCP/IP protocol is also supported). In other applicationn domains, Internet technologies and related standards have been extensively
appliedd in other PRODNET follow-up projects such as FETISH, including Java
applicationn developments and XML support facilities. The necessary extensionss to the PRODNET DIMS architecture to incorporate these facilities will
bee addressed in Chapter 5.
Somee of these extensions to the PRODNET DIMS platform as well as several
additionall functionalities related to other application domains, are further addressed
inn Chapter 5 of this thesis. Please also notice that the main achievements and conclusionss about the VE information management approach followed by DIMS will be
describedd in Chapter 6.

2.44

Conclusions and Future Directions

Inn this chapter, several information management challenges for the specific field of VE
supportt infrastructure were introduced. In order to harness the involved complexity
inn this application, a survey of VE related information management techniques was
presented,, including: (1) distributed information management techniques, (2) related
informationn representation models and standards, and (3) other technologies and tools
closelyy related to VE support. This kind of analysis provides the necessary base for the
properr design and development of the information management system for different
VEE support platforms.
Furthermore,, a set of international VE projects were described and classified in
termss of the main approach being used for integration of the VE distributed information.. The projects were also analyzed against a specific criteria for comparison and
evaluationn of their different features. The results of this analysis were arranged and
presentedd in a tabular form. The definition of the criteria parameters and the evaluationn of the information management approaches proposed by some important research
projectss in the VE application field, represent one of the major contributions of this
survey.. Namely, the presented analysis of the projects constitutes a representative
surveyy of the state of the art regarding the application of information management
standardss and technologies in existing VE support platforms. Also, the evaluation
frameworkk introduced in this chapter, can be used to characterize and compare other
existingg and future information management platforms for VEs.
Ass main conclusions in relation to the analysis of VE related information managementt techniques addressed in Section 2.2, the following points can be highlighted:
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•• Existing heterogeneous multi-database systems and approaches provide a solid
basee to support the required information management functionalities in VE
infrastructures.. These systems offer advanced mechanisms for management of
informationn distributed in a network of heterogeneous and autonomous nodes,
whichh could be enhanced to support VE networks to some extent. However,
theree are several specific VE-related issues that are not well covered by pure
multi-databasee approaches.
•• A crucial issue in the design of the VE platform is the proper incorporation of existingg official and de facto standards for data models and information exchange
mechanismss in the target application domain. Relevant standards should be
evaluatedd and supported in order to reinforce the openness and interoperability
off the VE infrastructure.
•• Many other constituent technologies complementary to the information managementt are readily available to support the implementation of different aspects of
thee VE paradigm. For example, technologies such as workflow management,
Internet,, and distributed object-based architectures play an important role in
thee design and implementation of VE information management facilities. However,, they need to be properly integrated and harmonized through a common
VEE infrastructure.
Regardingg the characterization and evaluation of the VE information management
approachess presented in Section 2.3, there are some global conclusions that can be
drawnn by analyzing the comparative tables:
•• The characterization and comparison of existing VE information management
approachess is a difficult task to achieve, mainly due to the wide diversity of VE
definitionss and models being used and applied by the described projects.
•• In most cases, the approaches for distributed information management found in
thee evaluated projects are based on the common acceptance and consistent applicationn of specific information models and data access functions used by enterprisess within a given domain. This situation contrasts with more "theoretical"
approachess based on a generalized use of multi-database systems supporting
mechanismss such as bilateral (or multi-lateral) negotiations for heterogeneous
databasee schema integration. In other words, the application and support of
genericc multi-database schema integration approaches is rarely encountered in
VEE infrastructures.
•• Nevertheless, it should be noticed that some projects have successfully adopted
andd customized a federated database architecture in order to provide seamlesss access to VE distributed information, and to offer a flexible mechanism to
definee information access rights among VE member nodes. In these particularr cases, the federated database components have been specifically tailored to
handlee the complex interoperability and functionality requirements set by the
VEE paradigm.
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•• Furthermore, a high percentage of the reviewed projects have focused on VE
domainss related to industrial manufacturing and concurrent engineering. This
mayy be due to the fact that enterprises in those domains have faced for many
yearss the need to support some kind of VE collaborations. Also, common data
modelss and access mechanisms, such as STEP and EDI, have been extensively
usedd in this context for a long time. Of course, other application domains, such
ass tourism and agribusiness are also being addressed by some VE projects, and
itt is expected that the VE paradigm will be incrementally applied to other areas.
Inn terms of future directions, the following issues can be mentioned based on the
analysiss of the described projects:
•• It is clear that there is still a sensible need for a common reference model for
thee VE paradigm, encompassing different functionalities along the full VE life
cycle.. Currently, there are too many independent efforts with distinct points of
view,, and the definition of a common VE conceptual framework has not been
achievedd yet.
•• In terms of Web technology, it can be noticed that at present, only a few projects
havee taken advantage of XML as a standard to represent and exchange data
betweenn VE member nodes. This can be explained considering that most of
thesee projects started long before XML became widely recognized. However, a
moree extensive support of XML by VE platforms is foreseen in the near future.
•• In order to facilitate and promote the data exchange among enterprises, there
iss also a trend towards the establishment of commonly-agreed data documents,
basedd on for instance, standardized Data Type Definitions (DTDs) in a given
applicationn domain. Here, the use of XML will again play an important role.
Furthermore,, the definition of these DTDs in relatively new application domains,
mayy be better supported in the future by formal ontological methodologies.
•• Also, given the wide variety of existing interchange data formats (even consideringg a given sector), it remains a challenge for the VE platform developers
too design and implement an information management mechanism that can accommodatee different formats in the most flexible and generic way. A more
extensivee use of metadata models may contribute to the design of extensible
VEE information management systems.
•• The concept of access rights and visibility levels in VEs is also an issue that needs
too be better supported and reinforced by most VE infrastructures. Most of the
analyzedd VE information management systems do not support a proper level
off granularity and flexibility regarding the definition of access rights on shared
informationn among VE members. Usually, the need to support autonomy and
too protect internal enterprise information is well identified, but the implemented
mechanismss do not address properly this requirement.
Otherr VE related challenges and future developments have been identified in [38],
including:: improved mechanisms for integration of enterprise applications; standard
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modelss for certain types of information such as quality-related data; better support
forr creation and dissolution phases of VEs; definition of VE contract frameworks;
applicationn of telework techniques; and development of generic software installation
andd configuration tools.
Ass a final remark in relation to the complexity associated with the VE paradigm
andd its enabling technologies, it is also foreseen that enterprises will more frequently
needd to use information management surveys and evaluation frameworks similar to
thee work presented in this chapter, in order to successfully join and adapt to existing
VEE platforms.

Chapterr 3

Analysiss of VE Information
Managementt Requirements
andd the Proposed Federated
Approach h
3.11

Introduction

Thee wide range and variety of characteristics describing the VE paradigm introduce
particularr information management requirements that need to be addressed by any IT
platformm aimed at the support of this form of enterprise collaborations. For example,
aa set of general challenges faced in the design and development of the information
managementt system of a generic VE support platform, were already introduced in
Chapterr 2. Many of these requirements stem from the high degree of heterogeneity
andd autonomy of the pre-existing nodes that simultaneously need to act together as a
singlee unit. However, some of these general requirements may become more relevant
orr acquire different significance depending on the VE application domain and the
targett objectives of the particular VE support platform under consideration. For
instance,, the information management requirements to support VEs in sectors such
ass industrial manufacturing, tourism, and concurrent engineering, may share some
commonn characteristics, but others may be substantially different depending on the
aimss of the VE support platform.
Therefore,, the objective of this chapter is threefold. First, it introduces several
exampless of VE collaborative scenarios in the industrial manufacturing sector. Secondly,, taking as a reference the described VE scenarios, this chapter describes the
analysiss of the specific VE information management requirements for the Distributed
Informationn Management System (DIMS) of a given VE support platform focusing on
thee industrial manufacturing sector. These requirements include both the information
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modelingg and the functional requirements for the DIMS. Finally, based on the results
off the performed analysis, this chapter describes the federated information managementt architecture that is proposed as the support framework for effective information
sharingg among the VE member enterprises. As will be shown in forthcoming sections
off this chapter, the proposed federated architecture introduces particular advantages
andd novel features to adequately support the definition of information access rights
basedd on the existing legal contracts among the VE partner enterprises.
Furthermore,, in this chapter it is assumed that the reference architecture of a VE
supportt platform is represented by a VE Cooperation Layer (VCL) connected to each
enterprise'ss internal modules (e.g. the E R P / P P C -Production Planning and Controlsystem),, where the VCL supports among others, the basic inter-linking among the VE
memberss (see also Chapter 1). In such architecture, the functionalities required for
properr management of information in VEs are supported by the Distributed Informationn Management (DIMS) component within the VCL. Similarly, other functionalities
necessaryy for the VE platform (e.g. communication handling, technical product data
management,, EDI processing, etc.) are supported through the other modules of the
VCLL (see for instance, the PRODNET reference architecture described in Chapter 1).
Thee content of this chapter is structured as follows. First, several examples of
industriall manufacturing VE scenarios are introduced in Section 3.2. Secondly, the
informationn management requirements identified for the reference VE scenarios are
classifiedd in Section 3.3. For this point, an analytic study of the VE application
domainn is presented and an initial classification of the information that needs to be
modeledd in the VE application domain is defined. In Section 3.4, an analysis of the
generall functionality requirements and the information management operations that
aree needed to support the VE Cooperation Layer are described. Section 3.5 of this
chapterr illustrates how the required information management models and operations,
necessaryy for the VCL, can be supported by means of a distributed/federated informationn management component. For this purpose, the features offered by the P E E R
federatedd system are presented, and its eventual application to the VE domain is
demonstratedd as a reference. Furthermore, an example regarding the DIMS federated
approachh for data integration to support certain VE collaborative scenarios is provided.. Finally, a summary of the main conclusions achieved after the data modeling
andd functional requirement analysis of DIMS, is presented in Section 3.6.

3.22

Industrial Manufacturing V E Scenarios

Inn this section, some examples of industrial manufacturing VE scenarios are described,
inn order to define the scope of the information management requirement analysis addressedd in further sections of this chapter. The scenario cases included in this section
aree based on the VE demonstration scenarios that were elaborated for the PRODNET
projectt and presented at the Pro-VE'99 international conference in October 1999 in
Porto,, Portugal (see also [43]).
Beforee describing the specific VE collaboration cases, it is necessary to first introducee the assumed reference VEs and their corresponding VE partners. Thus, Fig-
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uree 3.1 represents a general overview of an intercontinental VE scenario to be used
ass a reference for the DIMS requirement analysis. In this scenario, the roles played
byy each VE member are described next:
•• Enterprise 1 (El) is a European bicycle producer that requires bicycle frames
andd pedals to support its internal production.
•• Enterprise 2 (E2) is a European manufacturer company, which produces and
suppliess bicycle components, including frames and pedals.
•• Enterprise 3 (E3) is a PVC (polyvinyl chloride) resin supplier located in Brazil.
Here,, it can be mentioned that the PVC resin (after being mixed with plasticizerss and other components) can be used for example, in the injection molding
processs for the bicycle pedals required in this VE scenario.
•• Enterprise 4 (E4) designs and creates product moulds. For instance, in this VE
scenario,, a new mould will be created and used in the construction of a new
typee of bicycle pedals. This enterprise is also located in Brazil.
Havingg defined these general enterprise roles, let us consider two specific VEs
establishedd among these companies as follows:
•• Virtual Enterprise 1 (VE1): in this VE, Enterprise 2 produces and supplies
bicyclee frames for Enterprise 1. Enterprise 1 is the coordinator in this VE.
•• Virtual Enterprise 2 (VE2): this VE involves all four enterprises. Namely, in
thiss VE, Enterprise 2 must deliver a new kind of bicycle pedal to Enterprise 1,
forr which it needs PVC resin material from Enterprise 3, and a specific pedal
mouldd from Enterprise 4. In this case, Enterprise 2 is the VE2 coordinator.

Figuree 3.1: General VE Reference Scenario.
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Thesee VEs can operate in a simultaneous and independent manner for an indefinite
periodd of time, and a given company may play different roles in different VEs (e.g.
Enterprisee 2 is a regular partner in VE1 and the coordinator in VE2).
Basedd on these enterprise roles and VE scenarios, some VE operation cases are
describedd in the next sections. In order to facilitate the presentation of the involved
stepss and functionalities, most of the cases focus on the main interactions that take
placee between two given companies at a time. These cases will contribute to the
identificationn of the information modeling and operational requirements for the DIMS.

3.2.11

Scenario Case 1 — Interactions between V E M e m b e r s

Thiss scenario case shows some of the possible interactions among enterprises El and
E22 within the context of VE1, with focus on commercial order functionalities. This
scenarioo represents a situation in which El searches for suppliers of bicycle pieces
(e.g.. frames), and selects E2 with whom a contract is signed. After this, El can
generatee purchase orders for E2. Once an order is accepted, E2 starts the internal
production,, which can be monitored by El (VE1 coordinator) according to the VE
contract.. When the ordered frames are ready, they are dispatched to E l . An example
interactionn scenario for a VE established among these two companies is described in
Tablee 3.1 below (see also Figure 3.2), where the capital letters inside parenthesis also
indicatee and correspond to the arrows in the diagram.
Steps s
Ell searches for a bicycle frame supplier and selects E2;
AA contract is signed and VE1 is created; (A)
Ell generates a purchase order and sends the corresponding EDIFACT message to E2; (B)
Orderr acceptance is generated by E2 (e.g. via PPC based on contract rules) and sent to El; (C)
PPCC at E2 generates a production order according to El order; (D)
Ell monitors and supervises the VE orders (J);
_^____
Ell can request "production follow-up" bulletins from E2 (K);
E22 delivers the product and delivery record to El; (E, F)
Ell receives and inspects the frames;
Ell sends a "reception report" to E2 if any manufacturing problem is found in the frames; (H)
E22 (PPC system) generates an invoice and sends it to El; (G)
Tablee 3.1: Main enterprise interactions to support Scenario Case 1.

3.2.22

Scenario Case 2 - V E Order Related Functionalities

Thiss scenario case illustrates some of the interactions between Enterprises 2 and 3
withinn the context of VE2, also focusing on order-related functionalities. In this case,
E22 is looking for a supplier of PVC resin and signs a contract with E3. Based on this
contract,, a long-range collaboration is established in which the supply of this material
willl be delivered on request. For instance, E2 can dynamically issue PVC resin orders
forr E3. After E3 has accepted and confirmed a given requested order from E2, it can
initiatee the internal production of the resin, and finally deliver the material to E2.
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Figuree 3.2: VE Scenario Case 1 — Basic Interactions among VE member enterprises.

Ann example of the sequence of interactions among these companies is described in
Tablee 3.2 below (see also Figure 3.3).
Steps s
E22 searches a PVC resin supplier;
E22 identifies E3 as a resin supplier;
Contractt is signed and a long-range supply is planned; (A)
Supplierss data is configured in E2;
E22 generates a programmed order and sends it to E3; (B)
E33 sends notification of order acceptance to E2 (according to the contract rules) ;(C)
E22 monitors and coordinates the VE orders (J);
Productionn is started by E3;
E22 can request "production follow-up" bulletins; (E)
E33 delivers both resin and invoice to E2; (F, G)
E33 (PPC system) generates an invoice and sends it to E2;
E22 receives and inspects the product;
E22 sends a "reception report" to E3 if any manufacturing problem is found in the product; (H)
E22 sends the invoice for payment; (I)
Tablee 3.2: Main enterprise interactions for commercial order support within Scenario Case 2.

3.2.33

Scenario Case 3 — P r o d u c t Design Negotiation

Thiss third scenario case focuses on the interactions that take place between Enterprisess 2 and 4 in order to agree on the design of the pedal mould that E2 needs to
orderr from E4. In this case, E2 designs a proposed pedal mould using specific CAD
toolss (e.g. AutoCAD), a Product Data Management (PDM) editor, and local visualizationn tools with markup facilities (e.g. IntraVISION). The related technical product
informationn is sent to E4 using an EDI/CONDRA message to exchange the STEP
informationn associated with the pedal mould design. The EDI/CONDRA messages
alloww the referencing of product data files, containing CAD descriptions, together
withh pertaining trade data like price, shipping address, part number, etc. When the
messagee is received and interpreted at E4, the pedal design is studied and revised
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Figuree 3.3: VE Scenario Case 2 - Order-related functionalities among VE member enterprises.

usingg similar tools. For instance, new versions of the PDM files can be generated,
andd the graphical design can be red-lined or marked-up to reflect suggested changes.
Then,, another CONDRA message is sent from E4 to E2 with the proposed changes,
andd the design is finally agreed among both companies. After this, the new pedal
mouldd can be ordered from E4 as any other product following a sequence of steps
similarr to scenario cases 1 and 2. The described scenario is detailed out in table
Tablee 3.3 (see Figure 3.4).
Steps s
E22 searches a mould maker supplier;
E22 identifies E4 as a pedal mould supplier;
E22 sends proposed pedal design to E4 using an EDI/CONDRA message; (C)
E44 and E2 interactively analyze the product design, exchanging STEP models; (E)
E22 agrees with the design and sends a "design acceptance" to E4; (F)
E44 sends proposal for the mould production; (G)
E22 evaluates the proposal and sends a "confirmation order" to E4: (H)
Contractt is signed and sporadic supply is planned; (A)
Supplierss and product data are configured in PPC;
E22 generates and order entry and sends it to E4; (B)
E44 sends the order and the project confirmation; (D)
E22 manages the VE orders; (N)
E22 can request "production follow up bulletins" from E4; (I)
E44 sends all exportation (process) and releases documentation with product; (J) (K)
E22 receives and inspects the product;
E22 sends a "reception report" to E4 if any manufacturing problem is found in the product; (L)
E22 sends the invoice for payment; (M)
Tablee 3.3: Main interactions among VE members to support product design negotiation.

3.2.44

Scenario Case 4 - V E Monitoring and Coordination

Inn this scenario case, the emphasis lies on the VE monitoring and coordination functionalities,, which are crucial for the proper operation of the VE as a whole entity.
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Figuree 3.4: VE Scenario Case 3 - Product design negotiation in VEs.

Ass mentioned in Chapter 1, "VE Coordinator" is one of the roles that a VE member
enterprisee can assume within a VE. The VE Coordinator is responsible, among other
duties,, for the periodic control and monitoring of the tasks assigned to VE Member
Enterprises.. For instance, as described in the previous VE scenario cases, the VE coordinatorr enterprises (e.g. E l in VE1 and E2 in VE2) "monitor and coordinate" the
VEE orders that are being fulfilled by themselves and other partners. This interaction
wass indicated as a single step in the scenario cases, but it actually involves the executionn of several other tasks. Namely, based on the specific production information
gatheredd from the VE partners, the VE Coordinator can be able to detect potential
conflictsconflicts in the execution of the tasks assigned to different VE members, and even to
analyzee and propose solution approaches.
Forr example, in this scenario case, the coordinator of VE2 (E2) needs to monitor
andd coordinate the tasks associated with the VE orders that have been sent to Enterprisess E3 (PVC resin) and E4 (pedal mould), as well as the tasks related to its own
locall production (bicycle pedal production for E l ) . Please notice that E2 needs to
retrievee up-to-date information from E3 and E4, but that other VE partners, such as
E l ,, should not be able to have access to this internal information from E3 and E4.
Sincee this internal information is not required for El, these enterprises have decided to
protectt it and to avoid the exposure of protected information to eventual competitors.
Ass mentioned in Chapter 1, the access rights on local information must be agreed,
defined,, and distributed among the VE members in the form of VE contract clauses
duringg the VE creation phase (although, they can be modified later). However, in
thiss particular scenario, the focus is put only on the VE operation phase. A sample
sequencee of interactions among Enterprises E2, E3 and E4 regarding the monitoring
andd supervision tasks within VE2, is provided in Table 3.4 (see also Figure 3.5).
Pleasee also notice that most of the production information associated to the global
VEE goals is fully distributed and managed independently at the remote sites of the
VEE members accomplishing particular tasks. Furthermore, in order the carry out
thee monitoring of VE tasks (e.g. task status, progress, etc.), the VE coordinator
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Steps s
PPCss notify VE coordinator module about availability of new production-related data; (A)(B)(C)
VEE Coordinator receives notifications and requests up-to-date production information about the VE
orderss from all producer enterprises in VE2 (including local production information): (D)(E)(F)
VCLL receives coordinator request and determines if information must be retrieved online from
ERP/PPCC (PPC pull approach) or if the information is already available in VCL (PPC push approach);; (G)(H)(I)
Iff necessary, up-to-date information must be pulled out from ERP/PPC system into VCL; (J)(K)(L)
Remotee VCL must verify access rights on local information being requested from other enterprises;
(M)(N) )
Remotelyy stored information must be sent back to VCL of VE coordinator; (Q)(P)
VCLL merges the distributed information gathered from other VE nodes and returns it to VE Coordinatorr (e.g. an end-user or client application) to support decision making processes; (Q)
Tablee 3.4: Main VE member interactions to support VE coordination and monitoring.

Figuree 3.5: VE Scenario Case 4 - VE monitoring and coordination.

mustt rely on a mechanism able to retrieve the most recently updated data available
att one or more given VE partner sites, when necessary. Otherwise, it would not
bee possible for the VE coordinator to detect production delays with enough time to
triggerr re-scheduled production plans.
Besidess the functionality to support VE task monitoring and coordination, this
scenarioo case also introduced the need to support proper access rights and visibility
levelss among VE members. In fact, this requirement must be thoroughly satisfied
duringg the complete VE life cycle (including the VE functionalities described in the
previouss scenario cases), but it becomes especially evident when several different VE
memberr roles are defined within a VE. Namely, depending on the VE partner roles,
differentt information items must be made accessible for other nodes. For example,
thee VE coordinator needs to gather some production information from a given VE
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member;; however, the requested information may need to be withheld from other
partnerss due to security reasons or because it is simply irrelevant to other partners.
Thiss situation will be further analyzed in Section 3.5 of this chapter.

3.33

Information Modeling Requirements for VEs

Consideringg the main functionalities addressed by a VCL focusing on the industrial
manufacturingg scenarios described in Section 3.2 and the studies performed by the authorr in the related R&D projects, the following information management requirements
aree of special interest and need specific support by the corresponding Distributed Informationn Management System (DIMS) component of the VCL:
•• Exchange of technical product data (e.g. STEP files for product data).
•• Exchange of commercial orders data (e.g. EDI messages).
•• Enforcement of autonomy and privacy of pre-existing industrial SMEs. Namely,
VEE member enterprises must be able to individually decide which part of their
locall information must be made available to other enterprises based on VE
agreementss or contracts.
•• Monitoring of distributed production order information among VE nodes.
•• Management of the necessary information to support the proper coordination
andd execution of services offered by different VE platform components. Specific
informationn is needed to be handled for the support of internal VCL coordination
mechanismss provided for instance by a workflow management component.
•• Proper integration of information coming from the E R P / P P C and other internal
companyy systems (e.g. other systems that may also need to interact with the
VEE layer, such as for example product design and engineering systems).
•• Cooperative information management, regarding the information that a given
enterprisee decides to make available to other specific nodes in the VE network.
•• Management of VE configuration data, concerning the definition of the VEs and
thee parameters for the operation of the internal VCL components.
Itt must be mentioned that although this list of requirements is quite varied in naturee and involves functionalities that correspond to specialized VE Cooperation Layer
moduless (e.g. specialized STEP and EDI modules), the VE information management
componentt (i.e. DIMS) must also represent and handle a part of the information
associatedd with these functionalities.
Thesee and other preliminary information management requirements are clearly
identifiablee based on the described VE reference scenarios and a general description
off a VE platform architecture (other challenging enterprise collaborative scenarios
aree described in [103]). However, in order to achieve a complete identification of
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thee information modeling and data access requirements for the corresponding informationn management component, a systematic analysis of the VE cooperation layer
functionalityy and application domain is mandatory.
Duee to the potential complexity of the virtual enterprise domain and the diversity
off the components needed to support its required functionalities, both the analysis of
thee shared and exchanged information, and achieving a comprehensive classification
off this information are difficult tasks. Thus, in order to facilitate this analysis, the
followingg step-wise approach is applied:
1.. As a first step, the study domain is divided into three focus areas that represent
thee main kinds of interactions and exchange of information between different
elementss of the VCL reference architecture.
2.. As a second step, a comprehensive classification and structuring of the data
needss to be performed. This analysis will allow the identification of a wide
varietyy of categories and types of information that need to be handled at every
node,, and a large set of requirements for information exchange among the nodes.
3.. As a third step towards the modeling of this diverse information for every enterprise,, the information is divided into three categories of Self-, Acquaintanceandd VE-related information (with corresponding intuitive meanings).
Inn the following subsections, these steps are described in more details.

3.3.11

Analysis of Information Focus Areas

Inn this section, the three focus areas for the analysis of the DIMS information managementt requirements are introduced and briefly described (see Figure 3.6):
Focuss Area 1 - FA1, focuses on the Internal VCL support. Namely, it encompassess the management of the information that is exchanged among different
componentss inside the VCL. Here, this focus area addresses all the main componentss that together provide the coherent cooperation layer for every node
inn the virtual enterprise. For instance, to support the EDI module of the
VCLL with its management of information, the identified set of data elements
includes,, among others: partner enterprise identification information, partner
application-dependentt information, EDI subset group information, order information,, and order line information.
Focuss Area 2 - FA2, focuses on the PPC-VCL interoperation support, addressing
thee exchange of information between a E R P / P P C (or other enterprise internal
modules)) and its VCL. Some of the information that needs to be managed
withinn the interoperation layer involves a part of the information stored in the
ERP/PPCC system of the enterprise. The structure of this information must be
carefullyy defined (if it is not defined according to existing standards), through
analyzingg the typical E R P / P P C information that either needs to be used by
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interoperationn layer, or needs to be exchanged with other enterprises. For example,, part of the information that has collected and analyzed for a particular
PPCC includes: the order production planning and scheduling, contract information,, supervision clauses for specific orders, and machine utilization.
Focuss A r e a 3 - FA3, focuses on the interoperation support among enterprise
nodes.. It addresses the information sharing and interoperation between everyy two enterprises in the VE; namely the information exchange and data access/retrievall queries between the two VCLs of two given enterprises. Clearly,
withinn each VE, the VE members have specific privileges and there is a wide
varietyy of requests that need to be handled. Also, the fact that an enterprise
cann be simultaneously involved in several VEs must be carefully considered.
Thee identified information that needs to be exchanged may include: enterprises
profilee information, product information, contract information, information relatedd to VE cooperation and coordination, client orders, orders status reports,
orderr execution diagrams, and unformatted information, among many other
possiblee information classes.
Thee proper support for these three focus areas in turn constitutes the main goal of
thee design of the DIMS for the VE Cooperation Layer. A more detailed description,
withh several data examples for each focus area, follows next.

3.3.22

VE Information Categorization

Thee study of the VE scenarios and the requirement analysis for the DIMS define a
richh set of sample information that needs to be managed by this component. Before
anyy approach to model the collected data however, first that data must be properly
classifiedd and structured. The proper approach for modeling of information is thus
too follow a stepwise classification approach. In this section, six categories (classes)
off data are defined, which primarily represent all the collected information from the
threee focus areas. This classification is further used as the base for the information

FA3, ,

Figuree 3.6: Focus areas for information management requirement analysis.
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modelingg approach described in the next section. Following there is a list of these
categoriess (see also [71, 12]):
1.. Public enterprise information: information accessible by all the nodes in the
networkk (i.e. the network formed by all the enterprises enabled with a VE
Cooperationn Layer; see Chapter 1). For example, a part of the information
describingg the enterprise and the role it would like to take in potential virtual
enterprises,, shall be made accessible to all the nodes in the network. Considering
thee fact that this information may be updated progressively at the PPC, access
too the current up-to-date data through the DIMS component is desired.
2.. Enterprise information for members of a virtual enterprise: a subset of the data
storedd in the internal enterprise modules that needs to be accessed by other
memberss of that VE. Namely, for every virtual enterprise that a node is involved
in,, a subset of the data stored in the PPC and other internal ERP systems is
neededd to be accessed by other members of that VE. Therefore, access to the
up-to-datee version of such data must be possible. Clearly, the authorization of
thee VE members accessing such data must be checked by the DIMS module.
3.. Enterprise information for a "sister" company: part of the data accessible to
otherr enterprises with a higher degree of trust than regular partners of this
enterprise.. In this case, a sister company represents an enterprise that has a
highh degree of access to the internal information of a given company, due to for
instance,, a solid mutual trust that has been built during long-term collaboration
relationships.. Thus, similar to the situation described for VE members, every
sisterr company of an enterprise also needs authorized access to a "bigger part"
off the data available at the enterprise.
4.. Directory of enterprise profiles: directory of some information describing enterprisess that represent actual or potential VE partners. At every enterprise,
itt is desirable to have access to a directory with some information describing
somee other relevant enterprises, being a competitor or a complementary enterprise.. This information is usually gathered from other nodes through their
"Enterprisee information for public access" as described above, and is used by
thee node's E R P / P P C to make new orders, search and select VE partners, etc.
5.. Data from other VE members: when the enterprise is involved in a VE, it needs
too access some information from other members in the VE. This information
iss gathered from the other nodes through their "Enterprise Information for
memberss of a virtual enterprise" as described above and is used by internal
enterprisee applications such as the E R P / P P C , to for instance check the status
off the processing of certain order in the VE. Shared data from other members to
supportt team work in areas such as concurrent engineering represents another
examplee of this category.
6.. Data from another sister company: similar to the situation described for the
dataa availability to other authorized VE members, there is a need to access a
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partt of the data available at other sister companies through the corresponding
authorizedd rights.
Att each of the above points, there is a need to guarantee that: current up-to-date
dataa can be retrieved through the VLC component, and that the proper authorization
off the VE members accessing such data is properly checked by the VCL. Please also
notee that a VE information management approach based on provision of access to
duplicatedd information stored at every node would not be suitable to cope with certain
VEE scenarios in which sensitive data is frequently updated. For instance, in order to
supportt the periodic monitoring of the internal production status for a given purchase
order,, an on-line information access mechanism is more convenient than a mechanism
basedd on duplication and actualization of local production information.
Oncee the tailored exchange of information, as defined in items 1 to 6 above, is
supportedd by the DIMS component at the VCL of every node, then the users at a
nodee can request information from other nodes in the network. In order to support all
thesee information exchange possibilities, a set of database query/update commands
andd mechanisms need to be provided through which the involved elements can communicatee (this issue will be addressed in Section 3.4).

3.3.33

V E Information Modeling Approach

Takingg into account the preliminary classification of information described above
(whichh is actually based on the Focus Areas analysis), the following basic reference
modell is defined for all the information classes treated along the main VE life cycle
activities.. It is important to carefully define this reference model, since with a proper
strongg base for information modeling, both the current and the potential future requirementss can be structured and supported. Following these general assumptions,
thee reference model is composed of three basic categories of information aimed at
thee classification and modeling of VE information. Namely, specific categories are
definedd for: Self information, Acquaintance information, and Virtual Enterprise information.. These categories (and their subsequent subcategories) are described below
andd illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Selff Information category
Thiss category corresponds to the part of the enterprise information which is managed
andd controlled at every node in the network in an independent way, and that may not
bee directly related to the concept of VE (for example, the information that is needed
too be managed by the VCL components for their internal operation). Part of this
informationn comes from the internal E R P / P P C system, in which case the PPC system
iss responsible for keeping that information up-to-date. Also, in order to properly
ensuree the information security at every node, different access level mechanisms must
bee defined. Through these mechanisms, this information can then be shared with
otherr nodes. Here, three further sub-categories are defined for the Self information
forr every node:
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Self-publicc information: for instance, general description of the enterprise that in
aa way advertises the company, and is made accessible to public, e.g. the company
profile,, enterprise product/services, etc. Some information about the general
configurationn of the enterprise node also may be included (e.g. availability or
nott of STEP/EDI services).
Self-restrictedd information: a part of the enterprise information that will be
madee available either to some particular company (e.g. a sister company or a
partner),, or to a group of enterprises to which this enterprise is related in a
certainn way. This particular information can be very diverse: text documents,
productt descriptions, market analysis, commercialization strategies, inventory
information,, customers, etc. Access to every piece of this information is only
possiblee by authorized users.
Self-privatee information: this type of information includes the data, which is
neededd to support the regular operation of the VE cooperation layer itself, and
iss not shared with other nodes in the network; it is intended to be accessed only
forr local processing. This information includes: components' local configuration
information,, log files, network communication parameters, passwords for local
users,, local coordination information, and so on.

Acquaintancee Information category
Thee acquaintance information is obtained by one enterprise from other remote enterprisess to serve different internal purposes. For instance, this information provides
aa general description of other enterprises, necessary for making a local directory of
productss and services available in the network. For this category, the correspondingg access level mechanisms of other nodes ensure their information security. The
followingg divisions are defined for the acquaintance information:
i.. Acquaintance-public information: information which is acquired from the Selfpublicpublic information of other nodes in the network. For example, an enterprise
cann acquire the general information that other enterprises in the network have
madee available as a profile.
PCLL Information

Acquaintance e

S-Publicc

\\

S-Restrictcd

/

\

S-Private A-Public A-Restricted

VE-Self

VE-Acquaintance
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:: Acquaintance
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F i g u r ee 3.7: Classification of V E i n f o r m a t i o n s u p p o r t e d b y different s c h e m a t y p e s .
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ii.. Acquaintance-restricted information: information which is acquired through accesss to Self-restricted information in other nodes. For instance, similar to the
Self-restrictedSelf-restricted information described above, some companies have certain leve
off confidence established with some other partner enterprises that makes them
collaboratee in a closer way, without necessarily forming a VE. In this case,
thee companies are willing to exchange particular information under this mutual
trustt situation.
Virtuall Enterprise Information category
Thee VE Enterprise Information refers to all that information which is related to
thee actual involvement of a particular enterprise node in a given VE. Here, this
informationn is systematically defined with the corresponding self and acquaintance
sub-categories.. Therefore, the VE information is composed of the following categories:
i.. VE-Self information: enterprise information related to its participation in a
VE,, that is managed and controlled entirely by this enterprise. A part of this
informationn will be shared with other VE members. The VE-Self information
iss further divided in:
-- VE-Self-public information: information which this enterprise makes availablee to all the members in the VE. This information can include product
information,, order descriptions, VE customer descriptions, the schemadescriptionn of the information that is available through the VE Selfrestrictedrestricted information, for other VE members to investigate and request
thiss node for access privileges if interested, etc.
-- VE-Self-restricted information: information that this enterprise is willing
too make available to certain other authorized VE members. In one given
case,, the other VE member can be the VE Coordinator; then, examples of
thiss information class include: production orders, internal production plans
andd schedules, enterprise order status, inventory, resource management,
orderr descriptions, etc.
-- VE-Self-private information: information regarding the participation of
thiss enterprise in a particular VE, that is stored only for internal purposes,
andd is not shared with any other node. This information includes the
configurationn of the interoperation layer components for a particular VE,
internall confidential order information (e.g. internal status and progress),
domesticc planning and scheduling, local coordination support information,
somee VE coordination support information, etc.
ii.. VE-Acquaintance information: information related to other enterprises regardingg their participation in the VE. This information can be remotely accessed
fromm other VE nodes. The acquired VE information can be categorized as:
-- VE-Acquaintance-public: information acquired from other nodes that have
definedd this information as their VE-Self-public.
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-- VE-Acquaintance-restricted: information acquired from other nodes in the
VEE through their VE-Self-restricted information access.
iii.. VE Messages: a basic model for interaction and collaboration between the memberss of a VE can be supported by the sending and reception of "VE messages".
Namely,, VE members need to exchange asynchronic messages during negotiationn or re-negotiation of VE contract clauses. These messages can be also
representedd and stored in the VE information management system, including
forr instance: VE-Restricted Messages (sent to a specific set of partners among
aa VE) or VE-Public Messages for all the partners in a VE.
iv.. VE n-lateral workspaces (VE-Workspaces): this point addresses the need to also
modell a generic workspace mechanism among the VE members. This facility
cann be used at the level of two or more particular members, in order to cowork,, reach an agreement, or "negotiate" on a particular issue. However, this
requirementt is more relevant in other sectors such as concurrent engineering,
thann in general industrial manufacturing VE scenarios.
Inn the next section, the functionalities (operations) that need to be provided by
DIMSS to support the global VE operation are identified.

3.44

Functional Requirements for VE Information
Management t

Besidess the identification of required data elements and structures for the VE environment,, the identification of the operations that need to be performed on the data,
iss the next important issue. For this purpose, the following sub-tasks are necessary
ass a general strategy to achieve the design of a set of DIMS query/update operations
too support all the possible requirements:
1.. Identification of the general DIMS operation requirements and necessary design
considerations. .
2.. Analysis of the general information management query/update functionalities
requiredd by the VCL modules.
3.. General identification and specification of the set of required DIMS access (retrieve/update)) commands and/or service functions.
Thesee three main steps are described in the following sections. The first point
addressess the identification of certain aspects or guidelines, which are either desirable
orr mandatory for the design of the DIMS operations. The second point involves a
carefull study of the information management functionality that needs to be provided
forr every module of the interoperation layer. At the third point, after the identification
off the general service functions for the VCL modules, a general design and specification
off the operations to support these functionalities must be outlined.
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General Requirements for DIMS Functionalities

Theree are several important points to be considered when analyzing the required functionalityy and specific operations for information management in VE support platform.
Followingg is a list addressing these considerations:
—— Support for the fundamental functionalities of the VE infrastructure. The DIMS
operationss must provide information management facilities to support all the
requiredd functionalities of the VE support platform, as mentioned previously in
Sectionn 3.1.
—— Compatibility with the reference VCL architecture. The interface between
DIMSS and the other VCL modules must be in strict compliance with the general
architecturee design. Some architectural aspects and division of roles among differentt modules can have a strong influence on the DIMS operations design and
itss latter implementation. For instance, the VE cooperation layer architecture
mayy define the specific types and interoperation mechanism that the informationn management system must follow in order to interact with other components
withinn the VE layer.
—— Operations completeness and simplicity. The set of operations must provide the
otherr modules with all their required information management features, but at
thee same time must be kept as simple and easy to use as possible.
—— Flexibility and configurability. Furthermore, in order to satisfy the wide variety
off information management requirements of the different nodes in the VE, the
correspondingg VE Information Management System must be a highly flexible
andd configurable environment. Namely, the system should be scalable and new
informationn management functionalities should be easily adapted and made
availablee to other layer components.
—— Access to up-to-date distributed information. The DIMS must provide the
necessaryy functionalities to allow seamless access to VE distributed data that is
physicallyy located at different VE nodes. The provided mechanisms need to be
implementedd in such a way that up-to-date information can always be retrieved
iff required by the query-issuer node.
—— Support for visibility access levels on specific information. Based on the VE
informationn modeling task described in Section 3.3.3, a mechanism to define
andd reinforce information visibility levels for secure access and retrieval of data
amongg the VE nodes is one important aspect to consider in the design of the
DIMSS support operations.
Inn addition to the considerations above, the possibility that the DIMS component
mayy be built on top of an already existing DBMS with its own query/update language
supportt (e.g. the SQL) must be fully exploited, trying to reduce the implementation
effortss and the "reinvention of the wheel".
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Anotherr list of general information management requirements related to VE supportt has also been identified in [133]. However, in that work the requirement analysis
focusess mostly on the area of engineering sector, and the need to support and reinforce
fine-grainedd access rights among VE members playing different roles is not analyzed.

3.4.22

Analysis of required DIMS query/update Functionalities

Havingg defined the general design considerations described in the previous step, it is
possiblee to proceed to analyze the required DIMS query/update functionalities. For
thiss task, an approach similar to the analysis of the information models is applied as
describedd next.
Ass mentioned previously in this chapter, the first step towards the modeling of the
informationn management requirements is the definition of three focus areas. Similarly,
andd in the same way, the analysis of the required DIMS query/update functionalities
cann therefore start with an in-depth look to these areas, but now concentrating on
thee required information access/update mechanisms instead of on the structure of the
exchangedd information. Consequently, the access/update requirements, i.e. informationn management queries that need to be supported within the three areas can be
definedd as follows:
—— In Focus Area 1: queries needed by different components inside every interoperationn layer. For every component inside the VCL, for instance for EDI: the
EDII order messages which arrive at the VE member enterprise should be stored
inn the information management component of the interoperation layer with a
commonn structured form so that enterprises' legacy systems can access it.
—— In Focus Area 2: queries that need to be supported between the company's
internall modules (e.g. E R P / P P C system) and its interoperation layer. As an
example,, legacy systems need to store/read the VE-related order information
thatt is requested by the VE coordinator who needs to monitor it. Furthermore,
theyy need to store/read the order information for purchasing products from
otherr enterprises.
—— In Focus Area 3: queries needed to share information, and support the interoperationn between every two nodes in the virtual enterprise. For instance, in this
case,, any communication service for the interoperation layer needs to store/read
inter-VEE member messages. Update/read operations on the information to encryptt and deliver the VE messages are also required. Furthermore, in order to
enablee VE coordination, it is necessary to gather distributed VE order-related
informationn which can be a detailed commercial specification of the product
orderss requested from a VE member, production information, etc.
Afterr the identification of these general focus areas, the next step is the analysis
off the specific requirements for every interoperation layer module to clearly identify
theirr particular query/update operations needs. This issue is the subject addressed
inn the paragraphs below.
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General Specification of DIMS Access Functionalities

Basedd on the study and analysis of the three focus areas, the DIMS query/update
operationss must be provided through the following mechanisms:
—— Local SQL queries.
—— Generic data management functions.
—— High-level functions for specific modules of the VCL.
—— Generic distributed/federated queries.
Thesee categories represent the services that the DIMS makes available to other
VCLL modules and also to the E R P / P P C (through specific VCL services). Each of
thesee mechanisms is described in the following subsections. In addition, for every
mechanismm some example DIMS functions are provided (the complete list of the identifiedd functionalities is described in [68]).
Locall SQL queries
Thiss mechanism makes some functions available to allow both the E R P / P P C and
otherr VCL modules to issue a generic data management query to be evaluated locally
att the DIMS of the node. These functions represent the minimal DIMS access/query
supportt for the interoperation layer components. For example, the queries may be
formulatedd in a language such as SQL. The definition of this DIMS function could be:
—— Result DIMSXocalSQLQuery (query)
Wheree Result represents some kind of record set data type. This functionality
mayy be directly supported by making available ODBC facilities to client modules.
Genericc data management functions
Thee functions described in this section aim at providing access to local data through
somee form of generic mechanisms, which encapsulate and internally represent query
commands.. Using this facility, the applications do not need to deal with database
languagee specificities, and may just provide the necessary information through these
accesss functions. Furthermore, these functions do not necessarily imply a one-to-one
mappingg in relation to query commands; they can even encapsulate a sequence of
languagee commands. For example, in certain application domains specific informationn access methods are sometimes necessary to handle definitions complying with a
specificc industrial standard such as the ISO Express language. In the case of DIMS,
thee functions that are under this category, include:
—— Access protocol functions. The access protocol functions involve connecting and
disconnectingg functions to the DIMS, as well as local transaction support. As
ann example of these two functions, the following definitions are given:
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-- DIMSConnection DIMS_Connect (module_id, password)
-- Result DIMS_StartTransaction ()
—— General data access functions. The general data access functions basically cover
thee select, update and delete commands on the table records. For instance, the
followingg function would return all the records for a given table:
-- Result DIMS_SelectAll (table_name)
—— Meta data access functions. The meta data access functions are used to perform
operationss on the database schema. These functions can only be used during
thee "development of the VCL". Namely, most of the meta-data access functions
aree used only by the DIMS designers for the DIMS development purposes and
aree not made available to the other modules. These functions include operations
forr database creation/deletion and schema definition. For example:
-- Result DIMS_Create_Table (table_name, desc)
—— Other operations. Besides the functions described so far, other miscellaneous
functionss may be defined. For example, the following function can be used to
gett the next integer number in an internally managed number sequence:
-- Result DIMS.GetSequenceNumber (sequence_id)
High-levell functions for specific modules of the VCL
Thee support for certain specific advanced database-oriented functions can be extremelyy convenient to facilitate the work of the other VCL modules. Through the
specifiedd functions for every module of the VCL, sequences of query statements and
genericc data management functions can be encapsulated to provide a higher level of
abstractionn for the module. The functions can be designed to retrieve local and distributedd data as well. For instance, the VE monitoring and coordination module (e.g.
representedd by the DBPMS module in PRODNET) needs functions to retrieve specific
informationn related to the requested (purchase) orders, requested order items, and internall production orders, that have been assigned to a given set of the VE partners.
Thesee kinds of high-level functions involve the retrieval of distributed information
thatt is physically stored along the VE network.
Inn order to identify these functions, the specific requirements of each VCL module
needd to be studied. As an example, the following operations are respectively required
forr the PCI, STEP, and ACF modules of the VE cooperation layer in PRODNET
(seee Chapter 1):
—— Result DIMSJJetPublicKey (VE_id, VE_Partner, PublicKey): gets the publicc key of the specified node for the encryption algorithm used by the PCI
module,, for a given partner in a given VE.
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-- Result DIMS_StoreBlob (blob): stores the data as a "blob", and DIMS providess an identification for this blob (the blob-id).
—— Result DIMS_PutAuditingInformation ( a u d i t - i n f o ) : stores the requests
andd acknowledgements of control actions of a distributed production process
plan. .
Pleasee notice that besides the functionalities described in this section, many other
functionss can be identified for each module of the VCL (see [68]).
Genericc d i s t r i b u t e d / f e d e r a t e d queries
Thee VE reference scenario cases introduced in Section 3.2, as well as the VE informationn categorization described in Section 3.3, introduce some challenging requirements
regardingg the integrated access to local and distributed information at a given VE
node.. Namely, the distributed VE information from other remote partners must be
transparentlyy integrated with local information at every node and made available for
VCLL modules operation. Therefore, the general DIMS queries described in this section
aree queries that are applied to the VCL integrated schema, which provides a comprehensivee view of all the data that is available to be access at a given node, including
thee distributed VE information that is made available by other enterprises. These
distributed/federatedd queries may be stated for instance, in the SQL language. The
specificc format that has been identified for these queries as a result of the requirement
analysiss phase is described in the next paragraphs.
Inn order to request these DIMS operations, the sender of the query can specify two
parameterss (besides the query itself) if it wishes to determine the specific "context"
inn which the query must be evaluated. These parameters are: the VE identification,
andd the VE partner identification.
Inn a typical federated query, the sender specifies only the VE identification as the
contextt for the query. However, if the sender wishes, it can also direct this query to
specificc nodes. If one or both of these parameters are specified, they will be analyzed
inn order to distribute the original SQL query among the relevant set of partner nodes.
Noticee that in the case that the two parameters are explicitly provided, there is no
needd to parse and decompose complicated SQL queries into subqueries at the sender
DIMS.. Namely, the original SQL queries are sent directly to the specified VE partner
nodess without parsing. In this case, the detailed interpretation and parsing of the
queriess will be done locally by the internal database engine at the receiving node.
Thee format for the specification of queries for distributed VE information access is
representedd as follows:
-- Result DIMSJ3istributedQuery(VELid, V E J a r t n e r - i d , query)
Iff both the VE and VE partner are explicitly given, the specified query will be sent
too the given partner (VE_Partner Jd) and evaluated in the context of the specified VE
(VEJd).. However, either one or both of the VEJd and the VE_PartnerJd parameters
mayy contain a "star value", which means that this parameter must be interpreted as
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aa wild card. The possible combinations of these two parameters, when containing the
starr are analyzed and described below (see also Figure 3.8):
-- Result DIMS_DistributedQuery ( " * " , VE_Partner_id, query). In this
case,, the query will be evaluated in the context of all the VEs associated to the
givenn partner.
-- Result DIMS_DistributedQuery (VE_id, " * " , query). The query will be
evaluatedd against all the partners participating in the given VE.
-- Result DIMS_DistributedQuery ( " * " , " * " , query). For this case, the
queryy must be sent to all the partners participating in all the VEs in which this
nodee is involved.
Thee formulation of federated queries as specified above, supports the required
functionall specificities of the application domain (in this case, the Virtual Enterprise
Paradigm),, while reinforcing the preservation of relevant context through the provisionn of the VE and VE partner identification by the DIMS user. Namely, all queries
relatedd to VE information retrieval among VE partners can be stated through the
generall distributed DIMS queries defined in this section.
Finally,, the use of the generic federated queries described in this section, will be
furtherr clarified in the next section with some examples regarding VE coordination
andd monitoring tasks.
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Federated Information Management for VEs

Somee of the information modeling and data access requirements that have been identifiedd for DIMS in the previous sections point out the need for an advanced information
retrievall mechanism, through which VE members are able to issue queries involving
accesss to distributed data located at other VE nodes. The support for the informationn categories introduced in Section 3.3.2, as well as the generic distributed/federated
queriess described in Section 3.4.3, are examples of DIMS requirements that involve
thiss distributed data access mechanism.
Inn the support for this mechanism in DIMS, the main issues to be considered are:
•• The VE members must be able to have seamless access to up-to-date distributed
VEE information through the on-line execution of distributed queries. This means
thatt the VE partners should not be concerned about specific details regarding
thee physical location of the distributed data in the VE network. The physical
addresss and internal organization of the data being stored in another VE node
mustt remain hidden to end-user and applications at the query issuer node.
Furthermore,, the evaluation of the distributed queries must return the most
up-to-datee data from the VE nodes, when required.
•• In all the tasks involved in the retrieval of distributed information, the autonomy
off each VE node must be maintained and reinforced. Namely, considering the
classificationn of VE information carried out in Section 3.3.3, every VE node
mustt be able to determine which information is made available for access to
otherr specific nodes, and which part of the information must be kept protected
fromm external access. The concept of autonomy must be reinforced through
thee careful definition of fine-grained access rights and visibility levels on local
informationn for other VE partners nodes. These access rights will be taken
intoo account by the distributed query processing tasks during the evaluation of
individuall subqueries at each VE node.
Inn order to illustrate the application of these points, let us consider a specific case
off VE coordination and monitoring within the context of a VCL architecture in the
industriall manufacturing sector. Please remember that in general, every node in an
industriall VE can play different roles, such as supplier, producer, or final consumer
off good or services [7]. Furthermore, one node will assume the role of VE coordinator
inn order to monitor and coordinate the independent tasks of the other nodes (VE
partners)) towards the accomplishment of the global VE goals.
Pleasee also notice that to achieve this important task, the VE coordinator needs
too have privileged access to certain proprietary data that is located at different nodes
(thee local data related to subtasks of each enterprise) in order to monitor the status of
theirr tasks execution. Here, the coordinator should be able to issue a complex query
withh consequences on several enterprises. In principle, the complex compound query
processingg may involve several steps, including: query decomposition, issuing several
remotee subqueries to the involved enterprise nodes, collection of partial results from
thesee nodes, and generation of the final result to the coordinator. However, from
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thee coordinator perspective, the distributed data access should take place without
beingg concerned about the data location over the VE network. This means that
thee information must be integrated in some way in order to allow this transparent
accesss to distributed data (point 1 above). The distributed information for the VE
coordinatorr can be gathered for instance, through the use of DIMS functions such as
thee distributed/federated queries described in Section 3.4.3.
Furthermore,, the VE integrated information that must be made available for access
too the VE coordinator, actually corresponds with the union of all the data definitions
thatt each VE member is willing (or is obliged) to share and exchange with the VE
coordinator.. However, this information should not be available for access to the other
regularr VE partners since on one hand, it is probably not relevant to their role as
regularr partners, and on the other hand, it may contain sensitive data that should
nott be accessible for other enterprises (see Section 3.2.4). Consequently, each node
mustt carefully decide which part of the information must be made available to which
specificc VE partner. In other words, it becomes clear that there is a strong need
forr a mechanism to support and reinforce the autonomy of every individual VE node
(pointt 2 above).
Inn summary, we can conclude that every enterprise must share and exchange a
partt of its information available at its VCL, with other enterprises. Similarly and
att the same time, some information from other nodes must be made accessible in
orderr to be acquired and integrated with the local information of this enterprise.
However,, the visibility levels of the enterprise information from external nodes, must
bee carefully determined by the node data (mostly based on other enterprise's role in
thee VE), in order to ensure both its autonomy and information privacy. In addition,
properr sharing and exchange of up-to-date information must be supported when an
enterprisee is involved in more than one VE.
Inn order to support these particular requirements, and the proper interoperation
amongg VE interoperation layers in different nodes, a federated database architecture
hass been designed and developed for the DIMS module of VCL [71, 12, 44].
Inn the next sections, two preliminary examples are provided to illustrate some of
thee different features and facilities of the federated architecture, and how it matches
thee requirements of the management of information in VEs. In the first case, the
approachh presented in Section 3.5.1 is based on the P E E R system and its fully federated
informationn management architecture, which has been developed at the CO-IM group
off the University of Amsterdam but its development is not a part of this dissertation.
Thiss general federated approach covers some of the basic information management
requirementss for VE support, but it still needs to be substantially extended and
adaptedd to properly satisfy the particular VE paradigm requirements. In fact, in
thee proposed DIMS design, the general federated architecture features and principles
havee been properly extended and tailored for this purpose. Therefore, Section 3.5.2
includess an initial example of data integration for VE support based on the DIMS
federatedd approach. More examples and details about the application of the DIMS
federatedd architecture to different VE scenarios will be addressed in Chapter 4.
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Application of PEER Architecture for VE Support

Inn this section, the P E E R federated database system is described in details, and its
potentiall application to support some VE information management requirements is
demonstrated. .
Thee P E E R Federated Database Architecture
Federatedd database systems are multidatabase systems, in which every node in the federationn maintains its local autonomy on the data and defines a set of export schemas
throughh which the data is made available to other specific nodes. Conversely, every
nodee will be able to import data from other nodes through their import schemas, and
accesss their data according to the pre-defined "access permissions". As a consequence
off this general data integration facility, the approach allows the cooperation between
thee federated nodes in order to accomplish a common or global task, while the local
autonomyy and independence of every node is preserved and reinforced.
Inn this context, P E E R is a fully federated and object-oriented information managementt system with special emphasis on the node's autonomy and the complete
distributionn of both data and control within the cooperative network [169, 16, 156].
Namely,, it supports the sharing and exchange of information among cooperating
autonomouss and heterogeneous nodes without the need for any centralization and
data-redundancy. .
Everyy node is represented by several schemas (see Figure 3.9): a local schema
(LOC),, several import schemas (IMPs), several export schemas (EXPs) and an integratedd schema (INT) [14]. The local schema is the schema that models the data
storedd locally. The various import schemas model the information that is accessible
fromm other databases. An export schema models some information that a node wishes
too make accessible to other nodes (usually, a node defines several export schemas).
Thee integrated schema presents a coherent view on all accessible local and remote
information.. The integrated schema can define a particular classification of objects
whichh are classified differently by the schemas in other nodes.
Moree specifically, the local schema is the private schema defined on the physical
dataa in a given node. Derived from the local schema there are export schemas, each
onee defining a particular view on some local objects. Export schemas restructure
andd represent several related concepts in one schema. For every export schema,
thee exporter node manages the information on nodes who can access it, by keeping
theirr node-id, their access rights on the exported information, and the agreed schema
modificationn conditions to notify the nodes who use this export schema of its changes.
Too obtain access to data in another node's export schema, a node has to input it as
importt schema. An import schema in one node is an export schema in another node.
Originally,, a node's integrated schema is derived from its local schema and various
importt schemas. In later stages of integration, instead of the local schema, the previouss integrated schema will be used as a base. At the level of the integrated schema,
thee physical distribution of information becomes hidden, and the contributing nodes
aree no longer directly visible to the end user. Different nodes can establish different
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correspondencess between their own schema and other nodes' schemas, and thus there
iss no single global schema for the network.
Thee functionality of the P E E R federated system is supported by the specific architecturee of each P E E R node and its PEER-kernel, and by the existence of the community
dictionarydictionary in the network. The community dictionary is the ''source of information
withinn the network and can be consulted at any time by other nodes. Its function
iss to provide up-to-date information on all the nodes in the network. It contains the
networkk addresses of the active nodes and their current state. For every node, it
alsoo stores its export schemas and the specific access rights and schema modification
rightss that the node supports. The dictionary can also be used as the general store
forr other static information that concerns the entire community such as the objects'
name-tables.. Although, in the architectural design of PEER, the community dictionaryy is represented as a separate node to be accessed when needed, any other node
inn the community can keep local copies of all or parts of its information.
Too this federated architecture, some extensions can be added to support a real coworkingg environment where the remote object references are handled together with the
locall objects [169, 16]. To define the interrelations among the local and remote objects,
thee local schema needs to be extended. An extended local schema extends the local
schemaa by a specific type called extended local type. Extended local types are derived
fromm a type defined in an import schema and support the interrelation of specific
locall objects through a remote reference to objects accessible from other nodes. The
remotee reference is a mapping (attribute) defined on a local type (as its domain)
andd an extended local type, corresponding to a remote type, as its range. Actually,
instancess of an extended local type are object-identifiers of the remote objects that
aree stored locally at the node as references to the real remote objects.
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Inn general, the schemas for a node are defined using the P E E R Schema Definition
andd Derivation Language (SDDL) [14]. SDDL includes facilities for defining schemas,
types,, and maps, and for specifying the derivation among a derived schema and a
numberr of base schemas using a set of type and map derivation primitives. An
integratedd type is constructed from other types defined in different nodes by the union,
restrict,, and subtract primitives. Map integration is accomplished by specifying a map
ass either a union of other maps, or as a threaded map, or some combination of these
twoo primitives. A prototype implementation of the P E E R system is developed using
thee C language in the UNIX environment, and includes two user interface tools [15]:
aa Schema Manipulation Tool (SMT), and a Database Browsing Tool (DBT). A client
libraryy has also been developed for Windows NT.
Inn terms of other related approaches, some taxonomies and surveys of architectures
forr federated database systems are described in [33, 146, 28]. Furthermore, some other
systemss or conceptual models that are closely related to P E E R are included here as a
reference: :
•• UniSQL/M. This multidatabase system is a commercially available product,
whichh schema architecture supports the integration of relational and objectorientedd schemas [97, 21]. Structural conflicts involved in multidatabase integrationn can be resolved within the UniSQL/M system through SQL language
commands. .
•• Pegasus. Pegasus is a multidatabase prototype that supports the definition of
virtuall types and functions, where functions represent properties, relationships,
orr computations [144, 28]. Both data definition and data access operations
aree expressed using the HOSQL language (Heterogeneous Object SQL). This
languagee is also used to define the Pegasus global schema based on imported
typess and functions.
•• VHDBS. The architecture of the VHDBS system aims at the support for cooperativee access to distributed heterogeneous databases [172, 171]. VHDBS is
basedd on OMG/CORBA 2.0, and uses an object-oriented data model as a commonn framework to integrate heterogeneous data. The kernel component of the
architecturee is a federated management system based on a four-level schema
architecturee constituted by the local schema, server schema, federated schema,
andd client schema.
•• VODAK. This is a distributed multimedia object-oriented database managementt system addressing the dynamic integration of heterogeneous autonomous
informationn sources [35, 28]. The VODAK data model incorporates all the main
elementss of an object-oriented model including inheritance, class, and object
methodd definition mechanisms.
•• Disco. The Distributed Information Search COmponent (Disco) system is a
searchh mediator for retrieving information distributed among heterogeneous
dataa sources within an Internet/Intranet network [155]. It is based on extensions
off ODMG-93 and OQL for data modeling and access language specifications.
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Thee two main components of the architecture correspond to a mediator, used
too manage and homogenize the metadata information about the different data
sources,, and a set of wrappers that carry out the execution of access queries on
thee particular information sources.
PEER-basedd Information Management Support for VEs
Ass mentioned earlier in this chapter, in order to fully support the complex information
managementt requirements for VE support in industrial VEs, a federated architecture
cann be used as the base to provide for seamless access to distributed data with proper
definitionn of access rights at each VE node.
Inn particular, the P E E R federated modeling approach described in the previous
sectionn can support some of the basic functionalities for an effective information sharingg and cooperation among different enterprises. Among the generic P E E R capabilities
thatt can be used for this purpose, the following can be emphasized:
1.. Objects stored in a node can be shared with other nodes.
2.. It is possible to access up-to-date remote objects shared by other nodes.
3.. Different levels of access privileges and information visibility for other nodes can
bee defined.
4.. The physical and logical information distribution among the nodes becomes
transparentt to the users.
Applyingg these fundamental capabilities, the P E E R federated system can support
somee of the required features to model the dynamic relationships between the members
off a Virtual Enterprise, for example (see also [69, 7]):
•• Different types of schemas are suitable to share and exchange the information
maintainingg the basic necessary level of security access. Thus, for every node
inn the domain of the enterprises network, the self-information would be stored
inn the export schema to allow the rest of the network to access it, the private
informationn would be located in the local schema to guarantee its confidentiality,
thee acquaintance information is composed of a set of imported schemas, and the
VEE information is modeled as an integrated schema.
Throughh its export schemas an enterprise can determine which other enterprises
aree allowed to access and/or update a specific subset of its local information.
Throughh the importation of export schemas, the shared information is read
on-linee and always reflects the current state.
Noo redundant information is needed to be maintained in the network.
Throughh the schema integration and remote referencing it is possible to provide
somee support for enterprises to negotiate the products and/or services contracts,
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monitorr the progress of an order along the network, modify and re-adjust the
incompletee order information (e.g. the delivery date), and coordinate tasks with
otherr enterprises in a value-added chain.
•• Through the remote referencing and extended local schemas, the local planning
off an enterprise can establish references to orders submitted by one or more
differentt enterprises, therefore representing for example, joint work within a
supplyy chain.
Inn Figure 3.10, the different information categories that were identified earlier
inn this chapter and illustrated in a tree structure (see Figure 3.7) are represented,
wheree additionally every leaf node is associated with elements of the P E E R federated
schema,, namely the LOC, IMP, EXP, and INT schemas. As can be seen in this figure,
wheneverr support for private information is needed (i.e. S-Private, VES-Private), the
informationn is defined within the LOC schema. All the acquaintance information
(i.e.. A-Public, A-Associated, VEA-Restricted, VEA-Public) can be made available
throughh the IMP schemas. The categories which concern restricted or public data to
makee available to other interoperation layers (S-Associated, S-Public, VES-Restricted,
VES-Public)) are modeled within the EXP schemas. Finally, the support to workspaces
andd messages within VEs is represented through the INT schema of an enterprise.
Clearly,, the federated architecture is a strong base approach for VE paradigm.
However,, in order to effectively support the cooperation of enterprises and the dynamicc creation and dissolution of the virtual enterprises, it is necessary to further
extendd the general federated architecture approach with many other features, such as
forr instance:
•• Definition of access rights (e.g. through export schemas) among VE member
enterprisess based on for instance, existing trust relationships, legal contracts,
andd supervision clauses.
•• Provision of high-level functions regarding specific functionalities required to
supportt the VE life-cycle. For example, specific functions are required to properlyy support VE creation phase and VE monitoring tasks.
PCLL Information

S-Publicc

S-Restricted

S-Private A-Public A-Restricted

VES-Publicc
(EXP))

VE-Self

VE-Acquaintance

VES-Restricted VES-Private VEA-Public
(EXP)
(LOC)
(IMP)

VE-Messages

VEA-Restricted VEM-Public VEM-Restricted
(IMP)
(INT)
(INT)

Figuree 3.10: Classification of VE information supported by different schema types.
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•• Explicit management of information represented and stored according to standardss and models related to the VE application domain, such as EDI, STEP,
distributedd business processes, etc.
•• Definition of a standard interoperability approach through which internal enterprisee modules and VCL components can make use of distributed information
managementt functionalities.
•• The traditional federated query processing tasks need to be extended to supportt a high level of flexibility and configurability in order to support different
interactionn scenarios among both internal and external modules of the VE Cooperationn Layer. For this purpose (as will be illustrated in Chapter 4), the use
off workflow management can be incorporated in the design and implementation
off the DIMS federated query processing tasks within the VCL.
•• The federated data exchange must support the required level of security and
authenticityy in the communication channel used for data exchange among enterprises. .
Inn the specific case of P E E R , other extensions that would be required to apply this
particularr federated system to support different VE scenarios can be found in [7]. For
instance,, an on-line message passing mechanism between the nodes, to facilitate more
dynamicc and asynchronic interactions can be incorporated. Also, automatic update
notificationss may be considered to support the on-line status monitoring of production
orderss within the VE. In addition, changes in the definition of export schemas may
needd to be reported to the VE coordinator in some cases.
Takingg into account some of these extensions and specific requirements for VE
support,, in Chapter 4 it will be explained how the generic federated database architecturee has been used as a conceptual base in order to design and implement the
DIMSS to support VE collaborations in the industrial manufacturing sector. Namely,
thee P E E R system is not directly used in the federated approach proposed in this thesis,
butt a similar federated architecture is properly extended and tailored in the DIMS
componentss according the specific requirements of the VE application domain. The
nextt section provides an example of how the DIMS federated architecture can be used
too support the integration and exportation of information within the VE environment.

3.5.22

DIMS Federated Data Integration for VE Support

Ass mentioned previously, the DIMS module follows a federated database approach
(influencedd by the P E E R architecture), in order to allow transparent access to the VE
distributedd information, with proper support for enterprise node autonomy and access
rights.. For example, taking as a reference the VE demonstration scenario presented
inn Section 3.2 (Figure 3.1), the DIMS integration approach for distributed VE data
iss illustrated in Figure 3.11. This figure shows the DIMS components at each VE
memberr enterprise node (i.e. enterprises E l , E2, E3 and E4) in relation to the two
VEss that were introduced in Section 3.2 (i.e. VE1 and VE2). Similarly to the P E E R
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federatedd approach, each DIMS component handles different database schemas to
representt and manage the local enterprise data ("Local Data"), VE integrated data
("VEE Int Data") and VE export data ("VE Exp Data"). Please notice that in this
case,, the importation of export schemas into the integrated schema is done in an
implicitt and automatic way since all enterprises share the same integrated schema
definition;; i.e. there is no need to explicitly handle import schema definitions that
wouldd be mapped into the integrated schema.
Thee DIMS local schema manages the local enterprise data that needs to be shared
withh other enterprises or that is necessary to support the operation of other VCL
components.. Internal enterprise modules such as E R P / P P C systems will interact
withh the DIMS in order to store information in the local schema when necessary.
Basedd on the local schema, enterprises are able to define the export schemas for other
VEE partners. Therefore, the objective of supporting and reinforcing enterprise autonomyy and access rights to local information is achieved. Furthermore, the local node
informationn and the distributed information that is made available to a given node
(throughh export schemas) is integrated into a VE integrated schema. The DIMS providess different query access functionalities that allow end users and client applications
too issue queries on this integrated schema, while hiding the fact that the information is
actuallyy physically distributed in other nodes. Also, during this access to distributed
information,, the remote export schemas are used in order to guarantee that the access
rightss that have been defined at each node are properly considered and reinforced.
Forr instance, let us consider a DIMS federated data integration example in the
contextt of the VE scenario described in Section 3.2 (see Figure 3.11). In this case,
everyy enterprise must be able to define the access rights on local information for each
otherr partner in each VE in which it is involved. In this definition, the role that each
enterprisee plays in each VE must be carefully considered. For example, the DIMS
supportss the following data sharing and exchange situations among the enterprises
representedd in Figure 3.11:
•• Integration of distributed information for VE monitoring and coordination.
Pleasee remember that E2 is the coordinator of VE2. Therefore, enterprises
E l ,, E3 and E4 will make available internal production information to E2, which
iss required for VE monitoring and coordination activities as specified in commonlyy agreed VE contracts or supervision clauses. This information is defined
throughh the "E2 Exp Schema" of the "VE2 Exp Schema" at each enterprise,
andd integrated into the "VE Int Schema" at E2. In this way, through the VE
integratedd schema at E2, the VE coordinator module or end-users at E2 are
ablee to monitor the up-to-date progress of the production orders for the PVC
resinn at E3, and the pedal mould at E4. Furthermore, since the DIMS provides
specificc access functions on the VE integrated schema, E2 components do not
havee to know the details about the physical location of the VE data at the other
partners 11 nodes.
•• Protection of sensitive information among VE partners. Please notice that
thee regular partners of VE2 may not want to share with other partners, the
potentiallyy sensitive information that is made available to E2 (VE coordinator)
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VEVE Coordinator, end users and VCL components issue
lederated/dstributedlederated/dstributed queries on VE Integrated Data Definitions
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Figuree 3.11: Example of federated integration/exportation of VE data.

inn VE2. For this purpose, every enterprise has the possibility to specifically
configuree different access rights to other VE partners in VE2. For instance, E4
mayy decide (based on VE agreements) that local internal scheduling information
relatedd to the pedal mould production must be made available to E2, but not
too E l and E3, because there is no need for it at all. Thus, E4 may define that
thee data that is shared through the E l and E3 export schemas, is null data. Of
course,, the export schemas may be modified on-line in order to reflect changes
onn the policy of data sharing with other partners. Namely, at some point of the
VE22 operation, E4 may decide to make available a part of its internal production
informationn exclusively to E3, so that E3 may count on some mould production
detailss at E4 in order to better determine the composition of the PVC resin
thatt should be delivered to E2. This exchange of information among partners
takess place in exactly the same way as for the VE coordinator. In other words,
everyy VE partner can also have seamless access to other partners' information
throughh the VE integrated schema of the DIMS, and the corresponding access
rightss are reinforced in the same manner. In this particular example, E4 will
makee available the desired mould production information to E3 via the "E3
Expp Schema" within "VE2 Exp Schema". Changes in this export schema will
bee immediately detected in the accesses to the "VE2 Int Schema" of E3.
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•• Support for visibility access levels within the context of specific VEs. In the
DIMSS approach, the export schemas are defined for specific partners within
specificc VEs. For instance, since E2 is involved with E l in two different VEs,
E22 has defined specific export schemas for E l in the context of VE1 and VE2
(andd the same applies for El). Since E l is the VE coordinator of VE1, this
meanss that E l will have a higher visibility level on the internal production of
E22 in the case of the bicycle frames order within VE1, but a regular visibility
levell on the production information for the bicycle pedals that are produced
withinn VE2. Thus, the case when a given enterprise plays different roles in
differentt VEs, and therefore, its visibility levels on the local information are
different,, is properly handled. Furthermore, since E l and E2 have not defined
anyy export schema for E3 and E4 in the context of VE1, these latter enterprises
willl not have any access to VE1 information, which is consistent with the fact
thatt they are not members of VE1 (although they may access information in
thee context of VE2).
Inn general, many other scenario cases for federated data sharing and exchange
amongg these VE member enterprises can be supported in a similar way. Moreover, the
supportt for this kind of data sharing and exchange based on the different roles played
byy the VE partners, would be very difficult to achieve without a federated database
architecturee approach. The DIMS federated database architecture has proven to providee particularly attractive features for handling some open-issues associated with the
managementt of information in VEs. For example, the fine-grained definition of access
rightss that can be achieved by defining export schemas based on projections and selectionss of fields on underlying database definitions, is one of the features that is not
welll supported by other VE infrastructures. In fact, as was analyzed in Chapter 2,
thee DIMS federated approach represents the major distinguishing characteristic in relationn to the other projects. Furthermore, the DIMS properly addresses the extended
functionalitiess that would be necessary to incorporate to the P E E R system in order to
directlyy apply it to support real case VE collaboration scenarios (see Section 3.5.1).
Thee details about the internal DIMS components and mechanisms that support these
facilitiess are described in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

3.66

Conclusions

Afterr the extensive analysis of the information management requirements for DIMS, a
mainn conclusion is that to handle the complex requirements set by the VE paradigm,
ann advanced federated information access mechanism among the VE nodes is required.
Inn order to introduce the motivation for applying federated information managementt in VEs, we discussed the fact that even though enterprises involved in a VE
mustt share and exchange a part of their information in order to achieve the common
VEE goal, it is also true that not all members of a VE play the same role and not all of
themm should have the same access level to the information stored in other enterprises.
Inn general, it is clear that among competitor enterprises in a VE the amount of trust
iss limited, and that every enterprise needs to precisely define the specific access rights
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andd visibility levels on its information for every other VE partner. As a result, within
thee VE, support for the security of shared data and provision of different rights to
accesss shared data - mostly based on other enterprise's role in the VE - are required
too be provided and reinforced.
Inn this context, the DIMS federated architecture approach proposed in this chapter,, offers certain novel features and mechanisms for distributed information managementt in the context of VE collaborations. Among others, we can mention:
—— VE enterprise members have transparent access to up-to-date VE distributed
informationn through different DIMS query functionalities applied on the integratedd schema.
—— The DIMS integrated schema represents and provides access to all the informationn classes that are necessary to support the operation of the VE Cooperation
Layerr as a whole unit.
—— VE partners can rely on a mechanism to define and configure secure fine-grained
accesss rights on local information for other VE partners depending on their role
andd on specific VE agreements, contracts or supervision clauses. These access
rightss are applied and reinforced in all DIMS tasks involved in the retrieval of
VEE distributed information.
—— There is no need to maintain redundant information along the VE network
nodes. .
—— The DIMS federated system incorporates specific high-level information managementt functionalities for VE creation and operation phases (e.g. VE monitoringg and coordination tasks).
Inn this way, the general federated database architecture concepts and principles
havee been specifically tailored in the DIMS architecture to handle the complex interoperabilityy and information management functionality requirements for VEs, set
byy the target industrial/manufacturing SMEs (these and other advanced federated
featuress offered by the DIMS architecture will be further analyzed in Chapter 4).
Furthermore,, based on the VE scenario cases presented in Section 3.2, and the
VEE information modeling analysis described in Section 3.3, the following requirements
mustt be considered and supported in the design phase of the DIMS:
—— Proper support for handling the EDI and STEP data must be provided. The
specificc design considerations to model, represent and manage EDI and STEP
informationn must be carefully taken into account in the design and development
phasess of DIMS.
—— Storage and management of a wide variety of kinds of information need to be
supported,, depending on the internal business processes defined at each enterprise. .
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—— Storage of objects of "any" size must be supported, as an outcome of the potentiall diversity of data.
—— Often, for a large amount of information the structure can be common for
alll the VE members (specially considering the application of standards such
ass EDIFACT), but also the possibility of storing objects as "blobs" must be
providedd in order to support the interaction of enterprises.
—— Definition of enterprise information that is shared with other enterprises with
differentt security levels (public, restricted, private) must be supported. The
conceptt of enterprise autonomy must be reinforced, where the enterprise has its
ownn information, and decides by itself which subset of this information is made
availablee to other determined members.
—— Integration of the available information from one node into another one needs to
bee supported. This will allow the sharing and exchange of information among
differentt enterprises.
—— Storage and management of information handled by each component module of
thee VCL must be supported.
Inn terms of DIMS operational requirements, the main conclusions as the outcome
off the analysis performed in Section 3.4 are summarized below:
—— DIMS functions must provide seamless access to up-to-date information that is
distributedd among the VE nodes.
—— An information access mechanism among the VE nodes is required, where securedd fine-grained visibility levels are defined locally at every node to determine
whichh other VE partners are allowed to access which part of the local information. .
—— DIMS query/update operations must be provided through various mechanisms,
includingg local SQL queries, generic data management functions, high-level
functionss for specific VCL modules, and generic distributed/federated queries.
—— Considering the dynamic and evolving nature of the VE life-cycle, the DIMS
componentt must be flexible and configurable enough to support the easy evolutionn of the VEs as they follow the different stages of their life cycles.
Furthermore,, depending on the functionalities provided by other modules of the
VEE cooperation layer, the support of the following "advanced" features within DIMS
mayy prove beneficial (although their support is not strictly mandatory):
—— A "notification mechanism" associated with the operations of insertion, deletion,
andd modification on a particular class of information may be needed. This
featuree in turn can support the update notifications on shared information e.g.
thee status of a production order.
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—— Support for the "joint workspace area" between two or more enterprises may
bee useful. This point aims at the collaboration support between two or more
enterprises.. Additionally, this feature will support the information management
andd exchange requirements for any action that requires reaching an agreement
byy two or more parties, e.g. in order to negotiate a contract.
Finally,, Chapter 4 of this thesis will describe how the general federated database
architecturee concepts and principles have been specifically tailored in the DIMS design,, in order to handle the information management requirements identified in this
chapter. .

Chapterr 4

Designn and Implementation of
t h ee Federated Information
Managementt System for VEs
4.11

Introduction

Ass identified during the requirement analysis phase of the DIMS, Virtual Enterprise
memberss need to have access to up-to-date information that is physically distributed
amongg different nodes in the VE network. This is necessary in order to support for
instance,, the basic data exchange operations among VE members, as well as more
sophisticatedd functionalities regarding the coordination and monitoring of the tasks
thatt are being independently executed by different VE members. Clearly, an advanced
informationn management mechanism is needed to be designed and implemented in
orderr to provide transparent access to VE distributed information. In principle, the
designn of this mechanism could be based on a single globally accepted VE schema,
throughh which different VE nodes can make available their information to all the
otherr nodes that represent actual or potential VE partners. Through this single global
schema,, enterprises would have access to an integrated view of the VE distributed
informationn and the physical location details of the data would remain hidden.
However,, due to the competitiveness of pre-existing enterprises and their proprietaryy information, it is not realistic to assume in the design of the information
managementt platform for the VE network, that such a single global schema can be
usedd to define all the information that is visible and exchanged by all partners. For
instance,, it is evident that the degree of trust among competitive enterprises in a
VEE is limited, and that each enterprise needs to precisely define the access rights
andd visibility levels on its local information for every other VE member. Besides the
issuess of trust and protection of sensitive information, there are many other factors
thatt determine the information access rights among individual VE members, such as:
thee relationships with other VE members (e.g. producer, consumer, retailer) within a
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givenn distributed production chain, the function that they play in the VE (e.g. coordinator,, supervisor, regular partner), and the legal rights/obligations that they may
havee acquired through the VE contracts.
Inn order to address these and many other issues identified during the requirement
analysiss phase, the approach for VE information management adopted in the design
off the DIMS is based on a federated database architecture [71, 11]. In particular,
thee design of the DIMS accomplished in the context of the ESPRIT PRODNET II
projectt and described in this dissertation, introduces a "VCL integrated schema"
thatt not only supports transparent access to distributed VE information, but at the
samee time it allows the proper definition of access rights among VE members through
thee creation and maintenance of export schema hierarchies defined on the local VCL
databasee schema.
Thee main objective of this chapter is to describe the general design and implementationn of the DIMS federated architecture and its internal components. In particular,
thee main DIMS elements that are analyzed in this chapter include:
a.. The VCL federated schema that provides an integrated definition of both the
locall and the distributed VE information that can be accessed by end users and
applicationss at each VE node.
b.. The DIMS Export Schema Manager, which allows each VE member to create
exportt schemas hierarchies that implement the proper access rights and visibility
levelss on the local information that needs to be shared with other VE members.
c.. The Federated Query Processor, whose major goal is to handle the local and
distributedd queries issued on the VCL integrated schema, while respecting the
accesss rights defined at each node through the export schemas. The DIMS
federatedd query processor also incorporates a workflow-based mechanism to intemperatee with the internal systems of the company in order to retrieve the
mostt up-to-date information when required.
d.. The DIMS Server Agent, which supports the interoperability between the internall DIMS elements and the other VCL components and external enterprise
systems. .
Additionally,, this chapter illustrates the actual application of these generic DIMS
componentss and mechanisms in the context of the general PRODNET VE demonstrationn scenario.
Consequently,, the structure of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2
presentss the general approach for the design of the DIMS architecture and introduces
itss major internal components. Section 4.3 focuses on design of the VCL integrated
schemaa and its high-level data structures (based on the requirement analysis phase
describedd in Chapter 3). Section 4.4 provides a more detailed analysis of the concepts
off roles and access rights definitions for VE partners, and how they are properly supportedd by the DIMS Export Schema Manager Tool (ESMT). Section 4.5 describes
thee specific tasks associated with the DIMS Federated Query Processor (FQP) component,, and illustrates how they are assisted by internal VCL workflow management
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activities.. Section 4.6 addresses more specific design and implementation details regardingg the DIMS interoperable Server Agent component. Section 4.7 demonstrates
thee application of the aforementioned DIMS architectural components and mechanismss in several actual VE scenarios in PRODNET. Section 4.8 includes some possiblee directions for future work and extensions to the DIMS functionalities, focusing on
thee export schema management approach. Finally, Section 4.9 summarizes the main
conclusionss of this chapter.

4.22

General Approach for the Design of the DIMS

Inn the next sections, the details of the DIMS reference architecture and its main
internall components are described.

4.2.11

The DIMS Three-tier Architecture

Inn addition to the traditional client-server applications, some multi-threaded applicationss are conveniently modeled using a three-tier architecture, also called client-agentserverr architecture. In this architecture the client is only concerned with presentation
services.. The agent (or application server) processes the application logic for the
clientt tier, hiding the underlying implementation and access details of the server tier
andd adding higher level support functionalities for the client. In this way, the server
tierr is designed in order to encapsulate lower-level implementation details of the data
managementt services required by the agent tier.
Inn this sense, the DIMS design and implementation approach follows a three-tier
architecturee of this type (please see Figure 4.1). The client tier is represented by all
thee other VCL components that request DIMS services via a DIMS client library.
Thee applications server (agent) is represented by the DIMS Server Agent, together
withh the other DIMS internal operational components. The DIMS Sever Agent acts
ass a client of an internal database server (i.e. Oracle), which in turn represents the
serverr tier in this scenario. Bearing in mind this general three-tier architecture will
helpp understanding the relationships among some DIMS components that will be
addressedd in forthcoming sections of this document.

Otherr VCL
componentss and
externall modules

^>>

DIMSS Server Agent andb
internal components^B---^' Serverr Agent Tier

^
Serverr Tier

Clientt Tier

33

DIMSS Database Manager
(ORACLEE server)

Figuree 4.1: General DIMS three-tier architecture.
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The Internal DIMS Reference Architecture

Thiss section focuses on the main components of the DIMS applications server tier
introducedd in the previous section. The general reference architecture of this tier
embodiess the following components, as depicted in Figure 4.2:
•• VCL Integrated Schema.
•• Export Schema Manager and Tool.
•• Federated Query Processor.
•• DIMS Server Agent.
•• Internal DIMS Database Manager.
•• DIMS Kernel Configurator.
AA general description for every component is given in the paragraphs below.
Thee DIMS VCL Integrated Schema
Ass mentioned in Chapter 3, the DIMS component adopts a federated database approachh in order to allow transparent access to the VE distributed information, with
properr support for enterprise node autonomy and access rights. In particular, the
designn of the DIMS is based on a "VCL integrated schema" that provides a unified
definitionn of both the local and the distributed VE information that can be accessed
byy end users and applications at each VE node. Other VCL components and external
enterprisee modules issue federated database queries on this schema through the DIMS
serverr agent, which takes care of the interaction with the federated query processor
(forr federated and distributed queries), or with the local database schema (for certain
kindss of queries that do not require advanced query processing). The VCL integrated
schemaa is described in details in Section 4.3.
Exportt Schema Manager and Tool
Thee Export Schema Manager (ESM) is the component that encloses the functionality
too create and maintain the hierarchy of export schemas that are defined on the VCL
locall schema, based on the visibility access that need to be specified for a given node.
Thee ESM functionalities are used for instance, to create a basic VCL export schema,
andd then, to define VCL partner export schemas based on it. The ESM will ensure
thatt the export schema hierarchy remains consistent, and that the schema definitions
forr every dependent partner export schema are properly created. The ESMT (Export
Schemaa Manager Tool) developed for DIMS provides a user interface to support the
definitionn and creation of the export schemas as part of the local information that is
sharedd with other enterprises. This component is further described in Section 4.4.
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Figuree 4.2: General DIMS architecture approach.

Thee D I M S Federated Query Processor
Thee main objective of the Federated Query Processor (FQP) is to transparently supportt the access to data distributed over the nodes of the VE network, taking into
accountt the specific visibility access rights (represented by export schemas) defined
forr every node. As will be described in Section 4.5, the federated query processing
functionalityy of DIMS enables end users such as the VE Coordinator to query the
privilegedd VE-related information for which the coordinator is authorized, while hidingg the data location details. Furthermore, considering that the information in legacy
systemss and internal modules (e.g. ERP/PPC) of the enterprises is updated independentlyy of the VCL operation, the federated query processor in the DIMS is also
responsiblee for retrieving the most up-to-date generated data, in case it is required
byy the query issuer application or end user.
Thee D I M S Server Agent
Thee multi-user DIMS Server Agent corresponds to the heart of the "agent tier" of
thee DIMS architecture introduced in Section 4.2.1. Basically, the DIMS Server Agent
iss responsible for receiving and dispatching all the DIMS service requests issued by
thee other VCL modules. The Server Agent first determines the nature of the service
requestss and then triggers the activation of the involved DIMS internal components,
forr instance, the Federated Query Processor. The Server Agent also contains a library
off services that support a part of the general operation of the VCL modules. As
willl be explained in details in Section 4.6, the Server Agent represents the gateway
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too the internal DIMS architecture, which encapsulates all the specific information
managementt services for the VCL modules. The DIMS agent tier is implemented
usingg a sophisticated multithreading mechanism implemented in C++ through which
multiplee service requests can be processed concurrently. For instance, Figure 4.3
representss an example in which the DIMS agent dynamically creates multiple working
threadss depending on the incoming service requests from end-user applications or VCL
moduless (e.g. LCM, DBPMS, PCI components described in Chapter 1), or sends a
threadd message to the FQP server, which in turn instantiates multiple working threads
iff necessary.
Internall DIMS Database Manager
Fromm the DIMS implementation point of view, it is highly desirable to utilize a good
commerciall existing DBMS in order to avoid the construction of a complete data managementt system platform from scratch (namely, the reinvention of the wheel). The
DBMSS used as the "construction ground" for the development of the DIMS is Oracle
versionn 7.3. In the context of the general DIMS three-tier architecture, this component
representss the server tier that provides the fundamental functionalities expected from
aa database management system including: transactions management, data storage
andd retrieval facility, stored procedures management, SQL support, interface libraries
forr front-end development environments, database triggers, etc. These functionalities
providedd by the Oracle Server are exploited by the DIMS component.
Thee Oracle Server is used by the DIMS internal components through a specific set
off access mechanisms including [100]:
•• ODBC driver. The facilities of the Microsoft ODBC driver for Oracle are used

>> Inter-thread Message

Dynamic Thread Instantiation

Figuree 4.3: Example of DIMS server multi-threading capabilities.
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inn most DIMS data access scenarios.
•• Oracle Call Interface (OCI). OCI is a specific Oracle interface that allows developerr users to directly embed Oracle calls into high-level applications. It provides
aa lower-level program call interface to an Oracle database.
•• Oracle stored procedures and packages management. A stored procedure or
functionn is an object that logically groups together a set of SQL (and PL/SQL)
programmingg language statements to perform a specific task. Procedures and
functionss are stored in a database for continued use. Furthermore, a package is
aa group of related procedures and functions that are stored in the database for
furtherr use as a unit.
•• Oracle embedded PL/SQL. PL/SQL is the Oracle procedural language extensionn of SQL. PL/SQL combines the simplicity and flexibility of SQL with the
procedurall functionality of a structured programming language, including for
instancee IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE, and LOOP language instructions. It is also
possiblee to embed PL/SQL blocks directly in the applications.
•• Specific Oracle tools. For instance, the Oracle Data Loader functions were used
byy the DIMS server in order to load ASCII files containing the VE topology and
configurationn information.
Inn general, all of the above means to access the Oracle server were used to some
extentt for the DIMS implementation (see Figure 4.4). For every specific implementationn case, the possibility to apply a specific mechanism was evaluated and the best
choicee was selected. For example, in some cases the use of ODBC interface (through
Microsoftt ODBC database classes) facilitated the implementation of the DIMS functions,, but in some cases, a lower-level and more flexible mechanism such as the OCI
wass required to develop the required DIMS functionality. All the mechanisms were
usedd at some point for some functions in the DIMS implementation.
Itt is also important to mention that all the low-level details to access these Oraclespecificc tools remain hidden from the VCL components that use the functionality

Oraclee Server

Figuree 4.4: DIMS use of Oracle programming interfaces and tools.
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providedd by DIMS, and therefore they do not access the Oracle server directly. The
VCLL modules do not need to know which internal DBMS is used for the DIMS kernel.
DIMSS Kernel Configurator
Thee DIMS Kernel Configurator is an interface application that allows the user to
specifyy configuration of certain DIMS operation parameters. The main parameters
include: :
•• DIMS users and access security definitions (accounts and passwords). The local
userss of the enterprise that will have access to the DIMS applications need to
bee identified and access security needs to be reinforced. These users will be the
generall VCL users.
•• Communication port number of DIMS server. The port number used by the
DIMSS service interface library must be specified (the details of the service interfacee mechanism will be described in Section 4.6).
•• Timeout duration for distributed queries. When a distributed query is sent to a
givenn node, there must be a timeout mechanism to decide how long the query
processorr must wait for the answer to arrive from the remote node.
Inn this section, the internal components of the DIMS have been briefly introduced
inn order to provide a global view of the system architecture. In the next sections of
thiss chapter, the main DIMS components are individually described in more details.

4.33

Design of the DIMS VCL Integrated Schema

Thee analysis of the wide variety of shared and exchanged information among VE
memberr nodes in order to achieve a comprehensive description and classification of this
information,, represents one of the main tasks tackled within the design of the DIMS.
Ass described in Chapter 3, a step-wise approach has been followed for this analysis,
including:: (1) the definition of several distinct focus areas, (2) the categorization of
thee information according to different enterprise data exchange scenarios, and (3) the
divisionn of the enterprise information into three categories (Self, Acquaintance, and
Virtuall Enterprise) with corresponding public, restricted and private subdivisions.
Basedd on this extensive analysis of the information modeling requirements for the
DIMS,, it is possible to identify:
1.. Which part of the information is generated, stored and maintained in one enterprise,, and thus becomes local (i.e. partially the Self and partially the local
partt of the Virtual Enterprise information).
2.. Which part of the information needs to be accessed from the other enterprises,
andd thus needs to be imported from other enterprises (i.e. partially the Acquaintancequaintance and partially some other enterprises' information that is related
thee Virtual Enterprise).
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3.. Which part of the local enterprise information needs to be shared with other
enterprises,, that thus needs to be exported to other enterprises (partially the
SelfSelf information and partially some local part of the Virtual Enterprise information).. However, the visibility levels of the enterprise information from external
nodess must be carefully determined by every node in order to ensure its own
autonomyy and information privacy.
4.. Since every enterprise needs to have access to both its local information and the
informationn imported from other enterprises, thus the two parts of information
needd to be integrated into one coherent schema for the sake of enterprise's
conveniencee of access and retrieval of distributed information. Then, this integratedd information includes also part of the VE-Self and VE-Acquaintance
informationn at this node.
Therefore,, in order to support all the specified information management requirements,, and the proper interoperation among VCLs in different nodes, a federated
databasee architecture is designed for the DIMS component [71, 11, 65, 74]. The
DIMSS federated architecture approach has proven to adequately facilitate and supportt the sharing and exchange of distributed information between enterprises in VEs,
whilee providing the necessary information visibility levels to ensure their own autonomyy and information privacy. The design of the DIMS federated architecture has its
rootss in the PEER federated database system, and it has been properly extended and
adaptedd to cope with the specificities of the VE paradigm, as described in Chapter 3
(seee also [169, 16]).

4.3.11

General DIMS Federated Approach

Thee design of DIMS is based on the definition of the VCL integrated schema, describedd in the next section, that is represented and handled in all nodes. Data can be
imported/exportedd through this VCL schema, but the proper access rights are defined
locallyy at every enterprise to precisely specify the rights of external nodes. Therefore,
althoughh the sharable data at every node can be accessed through the same schema
structuree representing the VCL information (as illustrated in Figure 4.5), DIMS properlyy preserves the federated information access and visibility constraints by means of
well-determinedd export schema definitions.
Thee export schemas are specified for every other VE partner for every VE in which
thiss node is involved. This addresses the fact that depending on the VE, an enterprise
mayy play a different role and therefore may have a different access level in each VE.
Inn other words, the information stored in a node about a particular VE is not made
availablee with the same visibility level to all VE members (for instance, in one VE,
thee visibility can be defined differently for every node).
Thee concepts of roles, visibility levels, and access rights among VE partners will
bee addressed in details in Section 4.4. But, what is important to notice here is that
regardlesss of these access rights considerations, the VCL schema itself remains the
samee along the network of cooperating nodes. As a result of this design decision,
thee nodes do not need to physically import the schema descriptions from each other,
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Figuree 4.5: Partial high-level DIMS integrated schema.

inn order to identify the structure of the data available in other nodes. Consequently,
thiss design decision has simplified the adoption of the actual VCL platform and DIMS
systemm for the involved enterprises.

4.3.22

The DIMS VCL Integrated Database Schema

Thee federated architecture of the DIMS handles the local, import, export and
integratedd schemas for the enterprise, while supporting the expected data location
transparencyy for the user, the site autonomy, and the access security (associated to
distributedd query processing) among other requirements. As mentioned before, every
enterprisee needs to have access to both its local information and the information
importedd from other enterprises, and thus the two parts of information need to be
integratedd into one coherent schema in order to provide enterprises with seamless
accesss to distributed VE information. Then clearly, always a part of this integrated
schemaa represents the local schema (of which a part is also exported), and the other
partt represents some imported schemas at the node.
Basedd on the initial analysis and identification of the wide variety of information
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describedd in the previous section, the integrated object-oriented database schema
forr enterprise information has been designed, and is depicted in Figure 4.5. This
integratedd object-oriented database schema represents a unified inheritance hierarchy
(subtype/supertype)) with the corresponding association relationships among different
typee (class) definitions. Here, the DIMS schema diagram is described in the style of
thee Object Modeling Technique (OMT) notation [139]. The notation used for this diagramm is depicted at the bottom corner of Figure 4.5. Please notice that for simplicity
reasons,, this figure represents only partial high-level categories of the actual informationn handled within the VCL. This integrated schema has been developed taking as
aa reference the VE cooperation layer architecture of PRODNET (see Chapter 1).
Thee class that represents the integrating focal point in this schema is the "VCL
class"" (appearing in the middle of this schema in Figure 4.5). The comprehensive
VCLL information is basically composed of three major parts:
•• VE-related information (represented at the bottom right side of this schema
diagram) )
•• Local VCL components' information (represented on the top left side of the
diagram) )
•• Directory information (represented at the top right side of this schema diagram).
Thesee main clusters of classes are briefly described below.
Locall VCL components information
Alll the information that different components of the VCL need to handle in order to
functionn properly and perform their activities is embodied in the VCL_Component
class.. These components consist of, for instance, the DBPMS, the LCM, the
EDIJMngr,, STEP_Mngr, PCI_Mngr, the Human-Interface, and the LocaLConfigurator
module.. Every one of these VCL components is represented as one "class" in Figuree 4.5, where clearly, the class for each particular component is defined as a specializationn of the VCL.Component class.
VE-relatedd information
Ass depicted in Figure 4.5, a given VCL node can be involved in any number of
differentt VEs. The VE information (VE class) encompasses the information about
thee structure for these involvements, such as their members' composition (i.e. VE
topology),, identification of the VE coordinator, etc. as its attributes. Furthermore,
itt covers the detailed information about the partners of the VEs. The VE_Partner
classs represents the concept of the VE-member. A VE-member can be the enterprise
itselff (Self_Partner) or can be another partner (Other_Partner). As can be seen in the
figure,figure, every instance of class VE is associated with one instance of Self-Partner and
withh one or more instances of Other-Partner.
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Furthermore,, within each VE, for the enterprise itself (Self-Partner), a set of local
enterprisee information (e.g. ERP/PPC information) is managed and stored (Partnerr Jnfo) at the enterprise's VCL. This information encompasses different kinds of
dataa at the enterprise that can be potentially shared with the other partners. The locall information contains the ERP/PPC information, EDI-related data, STEP-related
andd DBPMS-related data. All this information is kept locally for every enterprise.
Thee information of other partners is captured through the association defined betweenn the Other_Partner class and PartnerJnfo (has-partner-info association). Please
noticee that this information is not physically stored locally at this node for the other
partners,, rather this information is distributed over the corresponding other-partners'
nodes.. In other words, this part of information will be imported from other partners
whenn there is a federated query at this node that needs to access it and if the node
iss authorized to access it. Now, from the point of view of the users and the applicationss issuing such queries, this association between Other_Partner and Partner Jnfo
iss treated as any other local relationship that is also represented in the integrated
schema.. This means that the DIMS provides transparency on data location, that supportss the queries on other nodes' local information through the distributed/federated
queryy processing on the integrated schema at every node. It is important to notice
thatt with the design of DIMS integrated schema structure for the nodes, the schema
forr this node's Partner Jnfo and other nodes' Partner Jnfo is the same. This design reflectsflects the fact that the schema for what a company makes available to others, is in turn
thee same as the schema of the information that is imported from those companies.
Thee Other J^artner class is also associated with the Partner J5xport_Schema. This
classs provides the facility to make the Partner Jnfo partially available to be exported
too other partners. The Partner J^xport-Schema class is introduced as a mechanism to
supportt these different levels of visibility to local information for every other partner
inn the VE. Through this concept an export schema for every other partner is defined.
Thee details of the export schema definition mechanisms are given later in this chapter.
Finally,, there is some information that needs to be kept for all VE J^artners within
onee VE to facilitate the communication and interactions with them. This informationn corresponds to the VE-partners' VCL.Config class. For every VE-partner, a
descriptionn of its VCL configuration is needed, in order to know its specific "VE
platform-related"" capabilities, and to determine the way in which the communicationss between the nodes can be held. For instance, the communication configuration
establishess the means by which a node can be addressed (e.g. Internet, ftp, email)
andd the corresponding addresses. The VCL configuration also describes whether the
nodee uses a STEP module, for example. For efficiency and reliability reasons, this
informationn is kept locally at every node. Then, when it changes at a given node,
thee update-and-notification mechanism must propagate this information to others in
orderr to inform the other nodes about these changes.
Directoryy Information
Thee descriptive information that every enterprise is willing to make publicly available,
regardlesss of cooperating with them or not, is represented by the directory informa-
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tionn (Directory_Info) in VCL schema for both the enterprise itself (Self_Dir_Info) and
forr other enterprises (Others_Dir_Info), in which this enterprise is interested. The
directoryy information can include a general description of the products, services, and
activitiess of the company.
Inn terms of other research related to the VCL integrated schema, a comprehensive
analysiss of other approaches to integrate VE distributed information was presented
inn Chapter 2. In particular, the DIMS approach was also evaluated in that chapterr against other VE information management infrastructures. Furthermore, other
genericc approaches of integrated schema management in the context of federated
databasess can be found in [63], where the emphasis is on a federated database approachh with one integrating schema that uses an ODMG interface to different DBMSs.
Also,, in [138] and [3], other techniques are presented to define user-specific 'views1
forr supporting authorized database access based on the underlying database schemas.
However,, in contrast to the DIMS architecture, these generic approaches do not aim
att the specific support for the VEs and their requirements. For instance, there is
noo notion of enterprise roles and visibility levels supported by hierarchies of export
schemas,, as will be explained in more details in the following section.

4.44

Federated Export Schema Management

Thiss section presents how specific access rights on local information can be defined at
eachh enterprise node through export schema definitions for every other VE partner.
Thesee export schema definitions are created and maintained by the DIMS Export
Schemaa Manager Tool (ESMT). However, before addressing the detailed design and
functionalityy of the ESMT, the underlying concepts of roles and visibility levels in
VEss are introduced next.

4.4.11

The Concept of VE Partner Roles

Ass mentioned in Section 4.3.1, not all members of a VE need or can request and
acquiree the same access level to the local information of other enterprises. This is
partlyy due to the fact that enterprises play different partner roles in different VEs.
Forr instance, two given regular partners involved in the VE production chain may
onlyy require to exchange data about product descriptions, while the VE coordinator
mayy need to have privileged access to more detailed information about internal productionn processes at several individual partner sites in order to monitor the progress
off global VE activities. Furthermore, it cannot be denied that the level of trust among
competitorr enterprises in a VE is limited (even when they are collaborating towards a
givenn goal), due to the risk of involuntarily disclosing sensitive know-how information
too rival companies (see also [86, 153]). In addition, the access rights on local informationn may be determined by legal contracts or agreements among VE partners, which
alsoo need to be considered when deciding what information to make available and
underr which circumstances. Therefore, based on certain parameters or attributes,
everyy enterprise needs to rely on a mechanism to precisely define the specific access
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rightss and visibility levels on its local information for every other VE partner. In the
approachh presented in this thesis, the varied parameters that will determine the level
off access rights on local information for other VE partners, are merged into one main
attributee called "ifo/e".
Inn related literature, different concepts of role in the context of VEs have been
introduced.. For instance, a role can be defined as an "access control group" [58], as
aa "named set of privileges" [118], or as a "task-oriented relationship" [80]. In this
dissertation,, a role is defined for every enterprise as a category (or class) that is associatedd to VE partners, depending on a combination of the determining characteristics
mentionedd above. Roles are used here in order to facilitate the proper definition of
accesss rights of other VE partners on local information of an enterprise [65].
Furthermore,, the notion of role usually implies some context that explains how
roless interact and that determines certain relationships among them [107]. Based on a
similarr idea, an extended concept of role is handled in this chapter, where a complete
hierarchyhierarchy of roles is defined, representing the relationships among enterprises such
ass the coordinator, supervisor (subordinated to coordinator but enabled to monitor
certainn VE activities), and regular partners. The advantage of defining this hierarchy
off roles is that then it is possible to associate to every "different category of functions"
(i.e.. "roles") an individual definition of the access rights. Thus, the partner role
conceptt can also be used to determine the position of each partner in a hierarchy of
accesss rights definitions. In this way, both the description of the VE in terms of roles
andd associated privileges and its relation with the export schemas, remain relatively
fixedd as enterprises join/leave the VE or change the role within the VE. Also in [151]
thee importance of a flexible and dynamic support of roles in a shared environment is
described,, in relation to shared-space applications and programming environments.
Figuree 4.6 shows two example role hierarchies that can be defined for a VE. In
bothh cases, we assume that in the VE there are certain well-defined roles, such as
thee coordinator, supervisor, partner, client and supplier. In general, a role definition
cann be either based on (a restriction of) another role, or stand-alone. For instance in
casee (B) in Figure 4.6, the functions/responsibilities of the Supervisor are modeled
ass a direct restriction of the functions of the Coordinator, while in case (A) the functions/responsibilitiess of Supervisor and Coordinator are independent of each other.
Ass such, in case (B), the access rights of the Supervisor role, are a restriction of the
accesss rights of the Coordinator, which is the immediate predecessor in the hierarchy.
Therefore,, the export schema of the Supervisor is also a restriction of the export
schemaa of the Coordinator as will be explained in the next section.
Itt is important to mention that the role assumed by an enterprise is established
duringg the initialization/creation stage of the VE. Thus, according to the VE initialization/creationn model described in [39], once the VE partners are identified and
selectedd after some negotiation process, the VE structure (topology) is defined, as
welll as the role that each partner will play in the VE. This VE topology and role informationn is distributed among the VE members and the generated VE configuration
iss loaded at every partner site. Please notice that before this step, formal contracts
needd to be signed with individual partners, in order to formalize their agreement and
determinee their rights and obligations in the context of the new collaboration. Con-
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tractt terms can then be defined in terms of "supervision clauses" that can for instance
enforcee the rights of the VE coordinator in order to monitor the progress of a local
productionn order at individual partner sites. The supervision clauses can be defined
byy the VE coordinator, based on commonly agreed VE contracts, and distributed to
everyy VE partner [99, 152]. Each individual partner can in turn load this information,
validatee it, and then define the proper information access rights and visibility levels
forr the VE coordinator and other VE partners as follows.

4.4.22

Visibility Levels in VEs

Ass mentioned in the previous section, the level of visibility of each other VE partner
onn local information must be determined individually at each enterprise, based on the
rolerole and associated characteristics of the other partner enterprises. In other words,
everyy node in the federation must decide what part of its local information to make
availablee to every other partner within every particular VE in which the enterprise is
involved.. Therefore, the level of visibility and access rights that other partners have
onn the local VCL schema of an enterprise must be clearly determined [65].
Inn order to accomplish this objective, a federated database approach can be used
inn which every node can protect its autonomy and privacy by defining one detailed
individualindividual export schema based on its VCL local schema, for every other node with
whichh it shares information. Every partner export schema represents a partner visibilityity level that defines the proper access rights of another node to this node's local data.
Forr every class defined in the local schema, the individual export schema determines
whichh instances (i.e. horizontal class partitioning) and which attributes (i.e. vertical
classs partitioning) of those instances will be made available to every other node (see
alsoo [149, 123]. Through this mechanism, different degrees of granularity can be preserved,, ranging from a small atomic value of one specific attribute of a determined
classs instance, to the complete VCL information being accessible from another node.
Inn the DIMS approach, the basic idea of defining individual export schemas on
thee local schema for every external "user", has been extended and generalized to the
definitionn of a hierarchy of export schemas (i.e. a hierarchy of visibility levels) [71, 10].
Thiss hierarchy allows the grouping and classification of common export schema characteristicss based on the roles of enterprises in a VE, facilitating the task of individual
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exportt schema definitions.
Too explain a situation where this hierarchy becomes highly valuable and convenient
forr the VE creation and configuration tasks, let us assume that for a specific VE there
aree three different kinds of roles that a given enterprise can play: the coordinator,
supervisor,supervisor, and regular VE partner. Clearly, for every role, different informati
itemss must be made accessible from other nodes. For example, the VE coordinator
needss to know some information, which is actually concealed to other VE partners.
Thee support for a fine-grained visibility level mechanism is required in this case.
Byy using the described concept of hierarchical export schema definition, different
visibilityy levels can be properly defined for every partner based on their role in the
VE.. Figure 4.7 represents an example of a general export schema hierarchy definition.. At the first level of visibility it is needed to extract the data that corresponds
too every given VE from the local VCL schema. Namely, a horizontal partitioning of
informationn that chooses all objects related to one VE (e.g. VE-j in the figure) is
achieved.. Further, a second level of visibility is defined for every VE export schema,
throughh a vertical partitioning that supports the proper information access rights
forr the different partner roles, i.e. coordinator, supervisor, and regular partner. For
instance,, the VE coordinator will obviously have more access visibility to other partners'' data than a simple regular VE partner due to its inherent control, monitoring,
andd possibly auditing responsibilities. Similarly, a supervisor in charge of the proper
accomplishmentt of a specific subtask inside a VE, will have more access visibility to
partners'' information than other regular VE partners, but certainly more limited than
thee coordinator. However, all these three kinds of export schemas are defined on top
off the initial export schema (for a VE) as the base. Furthermore, at the third level
off visibility, the definition of the export schema, even at the level of partners of the
samee VE, can still be different for every particular partner (e.g. for Pi, P 2 , and P„
inn Figure 4.7) since a node needs to exchange different information with every other
VEE member.
Clearly,, when further layers for visibility levels become necessary to define, the
exportt schema hierarchy can be extended and modified.
Eachh partner export schema is actually composed by a set of individual export
definitionss at the level of VCL schema classes, as will be described in the next section.
Therefore,, the partner export schemas correspond with export schema sets that are
specifiedd for each role. Through the external schema sets, the proper visibility levels
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forr the partners on the local schema of the enterprise are specified and maintained.
Anyy change applied to an export schema will be perceived by the involved enterprises
duee to the reduction and/or extension of the visibility level when accessing the correspondingg remote data. Depending on the trust or contractual relationship among
enterprises,, an update notification mechanism for this point could be implemented if
required.. For instance, a VE coordinator may want to be notified when a VE partner
makess a change in the data set definitions for the internal production information
thatt is exported to the coordinator. This notification could be automatically done by
thee DIMS component.
Finally,, please notice that the export schema definitions based on the VCL schema
inn Figure 4.5, represent the derivations from that VCL's local schema in the federatedd database architecture of the DIMS. Also remember that no schemas need to be
"physicallyy imported" due to the fact that the schema structure is the same for both
thee exported and imported information at every VCL. In other words, as was explainedd in Chapter 3, the "importation" of the export schemas is automatically done
byy DIMS since there is a common unified integrated schema among all VCL nodes.
Therefore,, there is no need to explicitly handle import schema definitions that would
bee mapped into the integrated schema. Nevertheless, this does not mean that all
thee "information" is available to every given node, since the visibility levels carefully
definedd through their export schema definitions.

4.4.33

DIMS Federated Export Schema Manager

Inn order to properly manage the application of the hierarchy of export schemas describedd in the previous section, and to assist the end user with the sequence of steps
forr their definition, an "Export Schema Manager Tool" (ESMT) has been developed
ass part of the DIMS [11]. The ESMT is used for instance, to create the hierarchy of
roless and the hierarchy of export schemas at each VE node. The ESMT will ensure
thatt the export schema hierarchy remains consistent, and that the export schema for
everyy VE partner is properly created and defined. Clearly, simple information access
scenarios,, which can also occur, are fully supported. For instance, even if no hierarchy
iss required and only basic independent export schemas for every partner are needed,
thee ESMT can support this functionality operating on the described schema in the
samee way. In this simplest case, independent roles can also be associated with the
exportt schema sets; no further composition is required here.
Thee ESMT offers a graphical user interface which makes it a comprehensive, easyto-use,, and friendly tool, that is provided as a part of the VCL human interface.
Therefore,, the ESMT highly facilitates the definition of fine-grained access levels at
eachh node for every VE partner.
Pleasee notice that by using the ESMT to support the scenarios described in the
previouss section, proper access rights among enterprises can be defined in an easy and
systematicc way, and therefore, the necessary trust that enterprises need to participate
inn this kind of intricate collaborative environments is not only supported but also
reinforced.. This trust reinforcement is a key issue to guarantee the success of the VE.
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Internall Representation of Export Schemas
Thee database definition in Figure 4.8 is designed to store the information that is
handledd by the ESMT of the DIMS. The database structures for export schema representationn properly support the recursive definition of elements, as required by the
exportt schema hierarchy.
Pleasee notice that according to this figure, every Partner is associated with a
Role.. Every Role has as attributes: the role identifier, the general type of the role
(e.g.. coordinator, supervisor, regular), the name, and eventually the identification of
thee parent of the role in the hierarchy.
Ass mentioned in the previous section, the access rights are expressed in terms of
thee role that enterprises play within the VE. Thus, for every VE partner role, an
externall schema set (Export-Set) is defined, which at the end corresponds with the
partnerr export schema. Through the Export-Set, the proper visibility levels for the
partnerss on the local schema of the enterprise are specified. An Export-Set can be
eitherr a single or a dependent export set depending if they are based on other export
setss or not. With this approach, the support for the general export schemas definition
iss provided, where no pre-defined export schema definitions are strictly required at
thee level of for instance, coordinators, supervisors, and partners, but rather any kind
off other hierarchies can be defined and supported as necessary.
Furthermore,, an Export-Set consists of a set of schemas, which in turn can be
singlee schemas (EXP) or dependent schemas (Dependent-EXP) following this definitionn strategy. Every EXP schema has as attributes: the identification of the physical
schemaa definition for the exact table (e.g. an Oracle view name), a list containing the
attributess selected from that table (selectSpec), a condition on the specified attributes
(whereSpec),, and the original table on which the schema is defined (fromSpec). These
threee strings are used to generate the SQL statement, used to define the physical view
inn the local data base system (i.e. Oracle). If a schema is a Dependent-EXP schema,
thenn the fromSpec refers automatically to the corresponding EXP schema.
Inn order to illustrate the use of these schema definitions, some specific examples of
instancee diagrams for the schema classes are presented in Figure 4.9. Two database
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tabless (Order and Product) are shown, first with single EXP schemas (tvl and tv2)
forr each table, containing only the information about orders and products related
too the VE identified by "vel2". The single EXP schema construction establishes the
firstfirst visibility level, to filter only this information. Then, these schemas are associated
withh a single export schema set instance called "pvl", which represents the general
exportt schema for "vel2". Based on this VE export schema, a VE coordinator export
schemaa is defined. To do this, two dependent table schemas are defined (tv3 and tv4),
andd associated to a dependent export schema set pv2. Please notice that the definition
off the dependent table schemas hide those fields that were present in the previous
visibilityy level, but that for example are not made available to the VE coordinator.
Anotherr example is provided in the same figure, and in this case first a general
partnerr export schema (tv5, tv6) is defined based on the general VE export schema
(tvl,(tvl, tv2). In this case, the fields which can be made accessible to any given partner
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Figuree 4.9: Instance diagram of view hierarchy for regular VE partners.
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aree provided (in this example the order price information is removed in tv5 and
tv6tv6 definitions). On top of this generic partner export schema, a specific partner
exportt schema is defined for Partner 1 in "vel2". For Partner 1, only the information
relatedd to the partner (clientld = 1) is made accessible through tv7 and tv8. The
specificc partner export schema definitions provide examples of how the export schema
hierarchyy can be defined to support a flexible visibility level definition approach for
everyy partner, based on its function in the VE, e.g. coordinator, regular partner,
supervisor. .
Definitionn of V E Export Schemas using the E S M T
Inn this section, a specific methodology for the definition of the VE Export Schemas
usingg the Export Schema Manager Tool (ESMT) is presented. As mentioned in the
previouss section, the Export Schema, that will define visibility levels and access rights
too other nodes' information, consists internally of a set of export table schemas (EXP)
andd dependent export table schemas (Dependent-EXP). The EXP refers to an export
schemaa defined on one database table, and the Dependent-EXP is a schema defined
onn an EXP. Then, the Export Schema is assigned to a role, and every partner will be
associatedd with one of the roles that have been defined.
Thee ESMT was developed for DIMS to support the definition and creation of the
Exportt Schemas as part of the local information that is shared with other enterprises.
Itt helps the user of VCL to define and create the export schemas, during the configurationn phase of the VE. Also, it can be used during the execution phase of the VE,
ass access rights need to be modified due to for instance, agreement modifications or
whenn defining access rights to new partners that have just joined the VE.
Thee main window of the ESMT interface contains a menu bar that enables the
userr to perform different operations, such as the definition of different schemas (see
Figuree 4.10). These operations will be illustrated below.
Thee VE Export Schemas and their relation with every node in the VE need to
bee defined in several steps. These specific steps and the actions associated to each of
themm using the ESMT are described next:

Createe EXP Set
Createe Role Schema
Createe Enterprise EXP Schema

r-i\ r-i\
Figuree 4.10: Export Schema Manager interface.
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1.. Define the Role Schema hierarchy. A complete hierarchy of the roles that every
nodee can play in a VE must be created (as described in Section 4.4.1), including
forr instance, the three basic kinds of roles: coordinator, supervisor, and regular
partner.. The Create Role Schema option in the main ESMT window allows
thee user to create this role hierarchy schema, by specifying the type of role, the
namee that will identify it and its parent role in the hierarchy. As mentioned
inn Section 4.4.1, this hierarchy of roles can be automatically distributed by the
VEE coordinator and loaded by each partner during the VE configuration phase.
2.. Create an EXP schema for every database table (Figure 4.11). The EXPs
determinee which instances (i.e. horizontal partitioning) will be available, for
instance,, to the Coordinator node. In this case, it is also necessary to define
whichh database tables will be accessible by another node. In the ESMT, the
Createe EXP window supports the creation of the EXPs, and the user has to
enterr a unique name for the EXP name (these identifiers could be generated automatically).. Then, the attributes that define the EXP need to be specified, i.e.
thee original table on which the schema is based on, the list of attributes selected
fromm the table, and the conditions on the specified attributes. In principle, defaultt EXPs could be created automatically for the whole VCL schema (e.g. an
EXPP could be created for all tables with no selected instances by default).
3.. Define zero or more Dependent-EXPs for every EXP schema defined above. The
Dependent-EXPss determine which attributes will be available for instance, to
thee nodes in the Supervisor level. The Create Dependent-EXP window supportss the creation of the Dependent-EXPs when necessary. This operation is
equivalentt to the previous one, except that the base is not a table, but an EXP.

-EXPSFEEHCATIONS--

EWNaree e
JExpReqlteml l
Basedd on table 11
|DBPMS_REQUESTEDITEM M
-Atfe&tóess and Coraüora—
UstofASflbutes s
ASSOCIATEDREQORDERID D
CODE E
DELIVERYDATE E
DESCRIPTION N
EARUESTENDDATEOFPRODUCTION N
EARLIESTSTARTDATEOFPR0DUCTI0N N

Figuree 4.11: Create enterprise EXP schema.
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4.. Define zero or more Dependent-EXPs for every Dependent-EXP defined above.
Thiss operation is equivalent to the previous one, except that the reference is
nott an EXP, but another Dependent-EXP. These schemas determine which attributess will be made available for instance, to the nodes in the Enterprise level.
5.. Define the EXP/Dependent-EXP Set (Figure 4.12). This set groups the EXP
andd Dependent-EXPs that will specify the proper visibility levels for the differentt kind of roles. The Create EXP/Dependent-EXP set window supports
thee creation of the export schema set. An EXP/Dependent-EXP hierarchy
(whichh represents the specific instance diagram for the export schema hierarchy)) is displayed in order to show how EXP schemas are defined for each
databasee table, and how the Dependent-EXPs are based on the EXPs. Also,
thee EXP/Dependent EXP Set is displayed showing how the set is taking form
accordingg to what the user has selected or removed from the hierarchy. Finally,
thee SQL description of the chosen database-table, EXP schema or DependentEXPP schema is also displayed on screen.
6.. Create the association Role/Export Schema. Each role in the hierarchy of roles
(definedd in Step 1) is associated with one EXP/Dependent-EXP Set (defined in
Stepp 5), so that every defined role is able to access only predefined information.
Thee advantage of associating every role with a EXP/Dependent-EXP Set is that
thenn it is easier to define different visibility levels for every actual VE partner.
7.. Assign an Export Schema to an Enterprise. This step associates an enterprise
withh one of the roles of the Role Schema hierarchy defined above, so that every
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Figuree 4.12: Create EXP/Dependent-EXP set.
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nodee will be able to access specific information, according to the role that it
playss in the VE. The Create Enterprise EXP Schema window supports the
definitionn of the export schema for an enterprise. It allows the association of a
specificc enterprise (Enterprise ID) with a specific Role (Enterprise Role ID).
Afterr having followed this sequence of steps accordingly for each VE partner, the
accesss rights on local information would be properly defined at a given enterprise
forr all the other VE partners. Please also notice that since these steps are carried
outt independently and asynchronously at different VE enterprise nodes, there may
bee a need to notify other partners when the export schemas have been properly
definedd (although this is not needed if there is a fixed deadline agreed for this process
amongg the VE members). If necessary, this "notification mechanism" could be done
automaticallyy by the DIMS as described in Section 4.4.2. Then, the end users or
applicationss at different VE enterprise nodes can issue distributed queries on the VCL
integratedd schema described in Section 4.3.2, and the access rights defined at every
nodee will be respected. The evaluation of the distributed queries is accomplished by
thee Federated Query Processing mechanism, described in the next section.

4.55

Federated Query Processing

Thee main objective of the federated query processing (FQP) in DIMS is to support
seamlesss access to protected information that may be physically distributed over
differentt nodes of the VE network [74]. The FQP component enables user applications
(forr instance, the DBPMS module), to query some proprietary VE-related information
fromm other enterprises (for which the application is authorized), while hiding the
physicall data location details. Please notice that the federated queries are issued on
thee DIMS integrated VCL schema (described in Section 4.3.2), and that the authorized
accesss on the local data is always controlled by the FQP mechanism through the
exportt schema definitions described in Section 4.4.3. Furthermore, considering that
thee information stored in internal modules (e.g. E R P / P P C system) of the enterprises
iss constantly updated, the federated query processor in the DIMS can retrieve the
mostt up-to-date generated data from these modules, when necessary.
AA simple example of a federated query is the query issued by a human operator
att an enterprise who requests some information from other VE members. Another
federatedd query example can be related to the advanced VE coordination module,
thatt requires to access information from many enterprises. For instance, the coordinatorr enterprise in the VE needs to access certain information (spread over many
nodes),, so that it can monitor the status and performance of VE nodes. Thus, the
coordinatorr enterprise (represented by for instance the DBPMS coordinator module)
askss its own DIMS for this information. For this purpose, the DIMS provides a set of
high-levelhigh-level functions based on the VCL interface standard for module interoperation,
soo that the enterprise DBPMS does not need to worry about low-level database access
mechanism/languagee details and/or the location of the data required to be accessed.
Inn order to explain the internal mechanisms and functionality of the FQP componentt of DIMS, it is necessary to first classify different kinds of queries that it processes.
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Inn the most general case, two kinds of federated queries may arrive at the DIMS of
ann enterprise, i.e. an internal query: a query arriving from the PPC or other VCL
moduless in the node, such as DBPMS; or an external query: a query arriving from
anotherr enterprise's DIMS. Furthermore, there are two forms of internal queries that
needd to be handled. The internal query can be either a local query, which will be
answeredd without acquiring any information from other enterprises, or a distributed
query,query, which involves the retrieval of information from one or a specific set of other
enterprises.. In either case, the original federated query is processed against the DIMS
integratedd schema, through which the local and imported data is seamlessly accessed
fromm any higher-level application interacting with the DIMS.
Pleasee notice that in order to identify if the requested data at the query receiver
nodee has been properly granted to the query issuer, the FQP component must work
withh data definitions gathered and configured through the ESMT. Namely, FQP controlss the access to the local data using the export schema definitions generated by
usingg ESMT, as described in Section 4.4.3.

4.5.11

Federated Query Processing Tasks

Thee processing of general federated queries can be summarized as follows: when the
queryy arrives at the DIMS, it is analyzed and decomposed into a set of single-node
subqueries,, each of which needs to be sent to only one site (VE node) to be processed.
Afterr that, the results of the sub-queries are gathered and merged into the final result.
Iff necessary, the FQP module interacts with the corresponding internal enterprise
moduless e.g. E R P / P P C , to retrieve up-to-date local production data, during this
process. .
Ass will be described later in this section, given the complexity associated with
thee FQP subtasks and the need to involve several VCL modules to provide the query
results,, the FQP process heavily relies on the workflow management features offered
byy the LCM module of VCL.
Inn order to better understand the internal operation of the FQP module in DIMS
(andd also its relationship with the ESMT), Figure 4.13 describes the main subtasks
off the federated query processing. These subtasks are described next, starting with
thee query processing steps that take place at the query issuer node (Node A in Figuree 4.13):
1.. Query Reformulation. The FQP module provides a high-level function library
thatt contains both general and application-dependent functions for the DIMS
clientt applications. Besides those functions, a friendly user interface has been
developed,, which enables the end-user to issue certain queries by selecting menu
items.. In general, the query requesters do not need to worry about the low-level
databasee access language and details, when using the DIMS high-level functions.
Whenn one of these library functions is called, the first step in the FQP is to
parsee it and reformulate it into an internal query format, depending on the
parameterss specified for every function.
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Figuree 4.13: Federated Query Processing subtasks and interactions.

Queryy Decomposition. In this step the reformulated query is analyzed to determinee the specific VE partners involved in the original query. This can be
donee by analyzing the input parameters of the DIMS access services, such as
thee high-level functions and generic distributed/federated queries described in
Chapterr 3. The incoming query is then decomposed into a set of simpler subqueries,, so that each subquery involves the retrieval of data from only one VE
nodee at a time. Namely, each subquery needs to be sent to only one correspondingg partner to be processed locally at that side. Some subqueries may
needd to be processed locally at the node of the application that originated the
federatedd query, or may need to be sent to other nodes. It is also important
too point out again that the FQP mechanism operates on the integrated schema
describedd in Section 4.3.2. In PRODNET, all the nodes have agreed on this
commonn integrated schema, and as a result, it is not necessary to keep extra
informationn about different import schema structures at each node. Therefore,
theree is no transformation needed to be applied on the external queries before
theyy are sent.
Subqueryy Transmission. Here, the subqueries that need to be sent out to remote
nodess (external subqueries) are properly handled and transmitted. Furthermore,
thee external subqueries are coded according to an internal DIMS message structure,, which contains: the type of message (subquery in this case), the query id,
thee id of the sender node, the id of the query receiver node, and the query itself.
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4.. Local Subquery Evaluation. The local queries in DIMS are evaluated on enterprisee data that is temporarily stored in the DIMS database. Depending on the
informationn request (a query parameter) the end user application can decide if
thee query should be evaluated against the data that is stored in the local DIMS
databasee at the point of evaluation, or if the up-to-date data must be pulled
outout from the PPC. In the first case, it is assumed that the PPC pushes the
informationn periodically when it is necessary and that therefore, the data in the
DIMSS database is up to date. In the second case, the local subquery evaluation
stepp must wait until the information is pulled from the PPC or until a timeoutt occurs. Please notice that the DIMS properly handles both PPC push/pull
mechanismss depending on the parameters specified by the query issuer application.. Different workflow plans will be executed in each case, as will be explained
laterr in this section. Furthermore, the DIMS can also be configured to remove
unusedd data from the local database at some point during the execution of the
workfloww plans. For example, as the last step of a given VCL workflow plan
execution,, the LCM can notify the DIMS to delete some data that the PPC
mayy have temporarily stored for the processing of a given workflow event.
5.. Pull PPC Data. The DIMS can communicate with the local data sources of the
enterprise,, through a specific application programming interface (API). The
functionss in the developed API are executed within a workflow plan (controlled
byy the LCM module) that allows the retrieval of data from the internal database
system.. The API functions convert the internal results into the common data
formatt defined by the VCL interoperability approach. In this way, any internal
systemm of an enterprise can interoperate with the VCL components. Consequently,, when it is necessary to apply the "PPC pull" strategy described in
thee previous step, the DIMS can get the up-to-date data from enterprise's local
productionn system through the specific API, and store it in its internal database
temporarilyy during the processing of the query. As mentioned before, after this
stepp the modified external subquery or local subquery can be executed on the
dataa stored temporarily in the DIMS database.
6.. Subquery result merge. In this step, the data results for local and/or distributed
subqueriess are gathered and interpreted. This step must wait for the results
associatedd with the external queries that may have been transmitted to another
VCLL node. When all the expected results have arrived or a time-out event is
triggered,, the results are merged and returned to the originating application.
Thee mechanism through which the data is returned, can be synchronous or
asynchronouss as will be detailed out later in this chapter.
Furthermore,, the query processing steps that take place at the query receiver
nodess (e.g. Node B in Figure 4.13) are described next:
1.. Subquery arrival. An internal DIMS "dispatcher" thread is always active and
listeningg for incoming queries from other DIMSs. When an external query is
received,, a new thread is launched in order to initiate the local query processing
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att the receiver node. The arriving external query is actually contained in a
DIMSS message according to the format described in the subquery transmission
stepp for the query issuer node.
2.. Query rewriting against Export Schema Definitions. The correct processing and
evaluationn of the subquery at the receiver node is crucial from the point of view
off secure data access. There is a number of steps that must be followed in order
too convert the incoming subquery into a local query that can be properly evaluated.. As described earlier, the VCL schema definition is the same in all nodes.
Therefore,, any node can issue a query against the whole VCL schema. But
clearly,, the access rights of every node to the data that it can actually import
fromm a second node, are precisely specified in the export (individual) schema
definedd for it in the target node. Therefore, the arriving query will be evaluated
againstt the corresponding export schema. However, before this query evaluation
step,, the query specification first needs to be rewritten according to the particularr export schema definition. For example, the class names of the individual
viewss that ultimately implement the export schemas, will be definitely different
thann the actual class names specified in the incoming subquery. In other words,
sincee names of VCL integrated schema classes are the ones used by the incomingg query, these names need to be replaced by the names specified through the
correspondingg local export schema. For this purpose, the FQP mechanism must
havee access to the information generated by the Export Schema Manager Tool.
Afterr the rewriting step, the query can be evaluated locally, and all the visibility
accesss constraints are preserved.
3.. Pull PPC data. This step is exactly the same as in the query issuer node (please
seee corresponding step above).
4.. Subquery result transmission. Once the result of the evaluation of the external
queryy is received, it must be transmitted back to the query issuer node as a
DIMSS message. The format of a DIMS query-result message contains: the type
off message (query answer in this case), the query id (the same that arrived with
thee DIMS query message), the id of the receiver node (the query sender), the id
off the query receiver node as message sender, and the result of the query itself.
Thee DIMS FQP also implements the mechanisms to properly handle the errors
andd exceptions that might eventually occur during the query processing steps. For
example,, the DIMS timeout mechanism properly handles PPC delays when updating
data,, as well as delays in other nodes when resolving an external query. In the case
off a failure in a single site or the communication links, some data will be unreachable
too the end user module. However, the end users should be allowed to access the
partiall information, which was successfully retrieved. In the DIMS federated query
processingg approach, the end user is informed about the incompleteness of the data
andd the incomplete query results are provided to him. Afterwards, the requesting
modulee or user can issue another query to try to access the unreachable part of
informationn again.
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Otherr approaches to the federated query processor design and development can
bee found in [174] and [95]. In these works, the query processing mechanism is designedd and developed to support a general multi-database architecture where there is
aa central interoperable layer to handle global queries, and a component layer at each
databasee system participating in the federation. However, this general approach does
nott support all the VE environment requirements and peculiarities that have been
describedd in Chapter 3.
Itt should be mentioned that in the PRODNET project the DIMS-to-DIMS communicationn involved in some of these steps is not done directly. For the sake of
uniformityy of interactions, and to ensure the security and authenticity of informationn exchange among enterprises, the DIMS-to-DIMS communication is performed
viaa two other VCL modules, namely, the local coordinator module LCM (developed
inn PRODNET by the New University of Lisbon) and the communication interface
modulee PCI (developed by the ESTEC software company). The strategy used for
interactionss among DIMSs is consistent with the general VCL architecture, while at
thee same time the PCI advanced communication functionality is exploited. As such,
thee inter-DIMS messages among enterprises are always embedded within the PCI
messages. .
Pleasee also notice, that all the messages exchanged between VCL nodes are properlyy encrypted and secured by the PCI communication component of the VCL, applyingg algorithms such as the DES, RSA, and digital signature for message authentication
(seee [119] for more details). The communication protocol parameters for exchanging
low-levell messages are also handled by this VCL component (e.g. using T C P / I P communicationn parameters). The PCI is also in charge of handling very large messages,
whichh may for example contain the results from the evaluation of a federated query.
Thiss component determines the best way to send large amounts of information along
thee network, embedded in VCL messages. Thus, the DIMS federated query processor
exploitss all these PCI features when passing the inter-DIMS messages.

4.5.22

Workflow Support for D I M S

Ass mentioned in the previous section, the DIMS in PRODNET does not use its own
"dedicated"" mechanism to communicate either with the legacy systems or with remotee DIMSs. Instead, the DIMS follows the common VCL approach, that exploits
thee facilities of the VCL communicator (PCI) and the VCL workflow manager componentss (LCM). Due to the involved complexity associated with FQP, the workflow
managementt facilities of LCM are used in order to coordinate the operations performedd by multiple internal and external VCL components. To achieve this purpose
inn PRODNET, close inter-relations are created between the DIMS and LCM modules
off VCL as described in the next section.
Workfloww support for federated query processing
Theree are several specific workflow plans designed for DIMS in collaboration with
thee LCM developers to support the FQP mechanism, including plans for: (1) send-
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ing/receivingg DIMS-to-DIMS query messages; and (2) DIMS data retrieval from the
enterprise'ss E R P / P P C legacy system. These workflow plans are referenced as AC1
andd AC2 respectively in Figure 4.13. In the first case, sending DIMS-to-DIMS query
messagess can be generalized as sending/receiving messages between two enterprises
inn the VE (e.g. EDIFACT messages). Clearly, within each enterprise the specific
activitiess in these workflow plans can be defined and configured differently dependingg on the business processes and procedures applied at every enterprise. The second
workfloww plan is defined for data retrieval from the legacy systems. Namely, it enables
thee DIMS to get data from legacy systems of the enterprise.
Figuree 4.14 represents an event-trace diagram that illustrates the complex sequencee of actions that need to take place among VCL components during the combinedd execution of these FQP workflow plans. In particular, the figure represents
thee flow of activities involved in the processing of a DIMS federated query initiated
byy the DBPMS. This particular query involves an inquiry about the status of the
requestedd orders, from the involved partners in a VE. The diagram shows the major
stepss in the activity flows for the part of the query processing where the coordinator
nodee (Enterprise A) sends a subquery to one of the remote nodes (Enterprise B), and
requestss the most recently updated data (order status) from its PPC.
Thee sequences in this diagram can be summarized in the following list. First, the
stepss at the sender node where the query is generated (Enterprise A) include:
•• DIMS processes the federated query and calls VCL_SendExternalQuery core
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servicee with datakey of the message kl. This core service aims at sending an
inter-DIMSS subquery message, embedded in the PCI message format, to one
remotee node.
•• LCM calls PCLDeliverMessage, to send the message which is identified by DIMS
too remote node Enterprise B.
•• PCI requests the message content from DIMS by calling DIMS_GetPciMsgContentt service and builds the PCI message.
•• PCI sends the message to the remote node and calls LCM_ServiceAnswer.
•• LCM calls DIMS .Service Answer to inform that the inter-DIMS message is sent.
Furthermore,, at the remote node (Enterprise B) the steps include:
•• PCI receives the message and puts the content of the message in DIMS by
callingg DIMS. PutPciMsgContent service.
•• PCI asks LCM the VCL_RecognisingMessage service with the datakey of the
comingg message, k2
•• LCM interprets that the message is inter-DIMS message and calls DIMS_ReceiveMessage. .
•• DIMS processes the message in its database and invokes the VCL_SendInternalDimsQueryy core service to ask the PPC to update the requested data in the
DIMS. .
•• LCM asks PPC_PutData to perform the DIMS request.
•• PPC stores/updates data by using DIMS internal services and calls LCM_ServiceAnswerr to inform DIMS about the updated data.
•• LCM calls DIMS -Service Answer so that DIMS knows that PPC finished the
requestedd task.
•• DIMS evaluates the query and embeds the result in the inter-DIMS message and
callss LCM_SendDimsQueryResult core service with the datakey of the message,
k3.k3. This core service aims at sending the answer of external query to the query
issuerr (Enterprise A).
Finally,, the steps that take place at the node Enterprise A, when the query results
aree sent back, are:
•• PCI receives the message and puts the content of message in DIMS by calling
thee DIMS. PutPciMsgContent service.
•• PCI asks LCM VCL_RecognisingMessage service with the datakey of the message,, k4-
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•• LCM interprets that the message is inter-DIMS message and calls DIMS_Receii veMessage.
•• DIMS parses the message in its database, processes the result and if all the
resultss have arrived then the DIMS returns the answer.
Dataa Availability Notifications for the V E coordinator
Ass another example of workflow management applications to support DIMS-related
functionalities,, let us consider the case in which local systems need to inform the
VEE coordinator component about the availability of new specific local data. Namely,
sincee the production-related order information within a VE is generated individually
inn different VE nodes depending on their own local production planning, the VE
coordinatorr needs to be informed about the availability of such information in every
VEE node. Figure 4.15 represents the approach followed by DIMS, which allows the
legacyy systems of the VE node to inform or notify the VE coordinator about the
availabilityy of new production information.
Ass described in the example below, the PPC of Enterprise A stores the notification
inn DIMS and informs LCM (that asks PCI) to send it to the coordinator Enterprise B.
Enterprisee B receives the notification and the VE coordinator module (DBPMS) will
pickupp the notification message. After this process, the VE coordinator starts asking
federatedd queries to the node's DIMS in order to gather the data necessary for the
supervisionn of the VE nodes.
Thee general steps of informing the VE coordinator are provided in the following
listt to have a better understanding of this diagram. First, let us consider the steps
thatt take place at Enterprise A:
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DIMS S

I_l_pims_PutDbpmsNotificatio

LCM M

PCI I

PCI I

DBPMS S

LCM M
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ServiceAnswer r
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PCL_InformRemoteDbpm m
ServiceAnswer r

PCl_DeliverMM ;ssage
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ServiceAnswer r
ServiceAnswer r
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n

(ServiceAnswer
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==
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ENTERPRISEE B I
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Figuree 4.15: VCL Module interactions for informing VE coordinator.
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•• When the production information of VE order is available in PPC, PPC calls
DIMS_PutDbpmsNotification. .
•• After DIMS stores the PPC notification given in the input parameter of
thee DIMS_PutDbpmsNotification service, it answers this request with the
datakey(fc-Z)) of the notification in the DIMS database and also the "location of
thee coordinator".
•• If the coordinator is the local node, PPC invokes the VCL JnformLocalDbpms
whilee passing the DIMS datakey (kl). Otherwise, it invokes the VCLJnformRemoteDbpmss (in Figure 4.15, the coordinator is a remote node).
—— VCL-InformRemoteNotification
** LCM receives the VCL JnformRemoteDbpms core service and calls the
PCI_Delii ver Message, to send the notification message to the coordinatorr node (Enterprise B).
** PCI requests the message content from DIMS by calling the DIMS_GetPciMsgContentt service with key kl and builds the PCI message.
** PCI sends the message to the remote node and calls LCM_ServiceAnswer. .
** LCM calls PPC-ServiceAnswer to inform that the notification is sent.
—— VCL-InformRemoteNotification (not shown in the figure)
** LCM calls DBPMSJnformNotification.
** DBPMS asks DIMS to get the PPC notification by calling the DIMS_GetDbpmsNotificationn service.
** DIMS returns the notification data structure to DBPMS.
Consequently,, the corresponding steps at Enterprise B (VE Coordinator) include:
•• PCI receives the message and puts the content of the message in DIMS by
callingg the DIMS_PutPciMsgContent service.
•• PCI asks LCM the VCL_RecognisingMessage service with the datakey of the
comingg message, k2.
•• LCM recognises the message and calls the DBPMSJnformNotification service.
•• DBPMS asks DBPMS to get the notification that arrived in the PCI message
byy calling the DIMS_GetDbpmsNotification.
•• DIMS returns the notification data structure to DBPMS.
Otherr scenarios regarding the application of workflow management techniques to
supportt the DIMS information management tasks have been described in [76, 9].
Finally,, it can be mentioned that in the reference VCL architecture, the LCM
componentt actually works very closely with the DIMS component, and together they
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constitutee a kernel for information handling and coordination. In other words, the
relationshipp between DIMS and LCM is in fact "symbiotic", in the sense that they
establishh a mutually beneficial cooperative relationship in order to support different
VCLL functionalities. Namely, the DIMS provides LCM with specific information managementt functions that support the proper flow of data between the VCL components
involvedd in the execution of a given workflow plan.

4.5.33

FQP End-user Interface

Besidess the FQP services that the DIMS offers for other VCL components and internal
enterprisee modules, a user interface is also developed that demonstrates the advanced
functionalityy of FQP and how the FQP works in conjunction with the Export Schema
Manager.. This user-friendly interface allows the end users to form a query by selecting
queryy parameter items from a dialog window. For example, one of the main users of
thee federated query processing is the person in charge of the VE coordination and
monitoring.. However, any other user can send different requests to the DIMS FQP
componentt by using this interface. Figure 4.16 shows a snapshot of the FQP interface
throughh which the end user can retrieve different data fields of specific production
orderss from several VE partners within a given VE.

4.66

DIMS Internal Kernel Implementation

Thiss section addresses more specific design and implementation details regarding the
DIMSS Server Agent that was introduced in Section 4.2.2.
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Figuree 4.16: FQP demonstration interface.
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T h e D I M S Server Agent

Thee Server Agent is the gateway to the internal DIMS architecture, which encapsulatess all the specific information management services for the VCL modules (here,
"module"" refers to the system implemented for each VCL component). The Server
Agentt can be seen as a bi-directional gateway, in the sense that it also provides a
mechanismm that allows internal DIMS components to reach the service interface of
otherr VCL modules when required. For example, when internal DIMS components
requiree a specific service from another VCL module, the request will be canalized
throughh the DIMS Server Agent, so that both the in-going and out-going service requestt functionality between the DIMS and other VCL modules is encapsulated in the
Serverr Agent.
Too support this interoperation, a mechanism must be defined through which the
DIMSS services are made available to be requested by the other VCL internal modules
(ass well as E R P / P P C and DBPMS). The mechanism used by DIMS complies with
thee common mechanism that has been defined in the PRODNET project, in order to
achievee the required level of interoperability among all the VCL modules. Here, we
needd to take into account that the VCL modules in PRODNET have been developed
independently,, and that different development tools and implementation languages
havee been adopted by different partners of the consortium. Even though all the moduless have been developed for the Windows NT operating system, there is still a very
widee range of possibilities for development environments and tools as represented in
Figuree 4.17. Since every partner has specific reasons or preferences for one or another
environment,, a common interoperation mechanism has been defined and agreed by
thee consortium. In this section, the implementation of this common interoperation
mechar r
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•• Borland C++
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DIMS S
STEP P
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'' Developer: PROSTEP. Germany
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** Developer: LICHEN. France
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•• Borland C++
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Figuree 4.17: Diversity of implementation environments and interoperation mechanisms used by the
developmentt teams of P R O D N E T modules.
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Inn order to reach the desired level of interoperability between the DIMS and the
otherr VCL modules, both DIMS and the other VCL modules should be extended
(wrapped)) with some sort of common interoperation layer, through which services
cann be reciprocally requested and answered. This layer couples with the associated
heterogeneityy problems among modules that are autonomous and independently developed.. There are some considerations for the design of such a layer, for instance:
•• Dynamic Integration. No compilation process should be required when the
DIMSS is installed in a company, or even when it is coupled to other modules.
•• Bi-directional interoperation. This means that the VCL modules should be able
too access the DIMS services, and viceversa.
Takingg these points into account, the interoperation layer is actually composed of
twoo main parts (see Figure 4.18): the VCL Module Interoperation Layer (developed
forr each individual VCL module) and the DIMS Interoperation Layer. Each of these
layerss consists in turn of two major components: the client interface component
andd the interoperation server (or proxy) component. Please also notice that the
DIMSS Interoperation Layer actually represents a part of the DIMS Server Agent
interoperationn functionality described before in this section. In order to understand
thiss model, it is important to keep in mind that the interoperation between the VCL
modulee and the DIMS is managed by a dual client-server interaction. In other words,
eachh interoperation layer needs to act both as client and server of the other layer
simultaneously.. For instance, the DIMS is able to request services from any VE
Cooperationn Layer Module (here called LM), via the LM client interface (which is
dynamicallyy embedded in the DIMS interoperation layer). The LM client will in turn
contactt the LM interoperation server that will carry out the service request (at the
LMM side). Similarly, the LM needs to be able to request services from the DIMS via
thee DIMS client, which is dynamically embedded in the LM interoperation layer. In
thiss way, the DIMS client will in turn contact the DIMS interoperation server (proxy)
thatt will carry out the service request, as shown in Figure 4.18.
Inn the case of PRODNET, all LMs and DIMS client interfaces are provided as
DLLss that are linked to the corresponding main application. Each DLL supports the
interfacee to specific services that will be implemented in the associated interoperation
server.. The LM client DLLs must be dynamically loaded by the DIMS in order to
enablee the sending of messages from DIMS to that LM; similarly, the LM must load
thee DIMS client DLL in order for the LM to be able to send messages to the DIMS.
Thee DIMS and each LM also have to implement a communication mechanism in order
too receive messages from other modules through the corresponding client interface.
Thee protocol or mechanism adopted to support the communication between the client
interfacess and respective interoperation servers is totally dependent of the LM itself
andd the PRODNET approach does not impose any constraints about this.
Generall Functions for Interoperation among VCL modules
Ass it was already mentioned, the integration of DIMS and LMs via interoperation layerss involves a bi-directional "message exchange". Namely, the DIMS needs to request
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Figuree 4.18: General DIMS - VCL modules interaction.

servicess (and get the service result or answer) from the LMs, and conversely, the LMs
needd to request services (and also get the service answer) from the DIMS. Furthermore,, please notice that the communication mechanism to implement the functions
providedd in the client DLLs to request internal services, can be implemented in either
synchronouss or asynchronous manner. In the synchronous approach, the requesting
clientt application program will not proceed with its execution until the request is
fullyy processed at the server application side, and the service answer is returned as
parameterss of the service request itself. The service requests can also be satisfied
asynchronously,, which means that the issuing application program will send the requestt and will be "released'' to do other tasks while the requested service is being
carriedd out at the server application side. Once the service request is accomplished at
thee receiver server side, the answer is sent (at some point) to the issuing application
viaa a specific function. Both approaches are supported by the general PRODNET
modell and the DIMS implementation, however in this chapter the asynchronous approachh is assumed and described since it is the most commonly used approach by the
PRODNETT VCL components.
Inn order to support the asynchronous approach, a pre-requisite for each LM (and
thee DIMS as well) is the inclusion, in the corresponding LM client interface, of a
pairr of services that are required for the bilateral interoperation mechanism. These
interfacee services are included in the client LM DLLs.
Thee basic declaration for both of the LM interface services is as follows:
<< LM-ID > _ServiceRequest (parameters)
<LMJD><LMJD>.Service.ServiceAnswerAnswer

(parameters)

Inn these declarations, <LMdD> is a unique identifier for each LM, i.e. an acronym
usedd to uniquely represent each LM within a certain enterprise environment. The
LMJDLMJD is just a string of characters, for instance, it may be instantiated as: "Dims",
"Lcm",, "Step", etc. For both of the request/answer functions, the parameters comply
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withh a generic type definition that allows the transmission of elements of all the
necessaryy parameter types, as will be described in the next section. Furthermore, the
LMM DLL is named as VCL<XM_/D>.dll, and will be distributed together with a
headerr file (VCL<ZM1/D>.h), containing all the data type and service definitions
thatt are required in order to use the corresponding library file. Furthermore, all the
VCLL modules will use a common header file (VCLDefs.h), that contains the common
definitionss that are shared among all the VCL modules.
Inn order to support the DIMS service request/answer mechanisms, the DIMS client
interfacee provides two services that comply with the same criteria established for the
LMM client interfaces as described above. Namely, the DIMS client interface provides
thee following two functions:
•• DIMS_ServiceRequest (parameters)
•• DIMS_ServiceAnswer (parameters)
Bothh services will be available too the LMs through a header file called VCLDims.h
andd a DLL named VCLDims.dll.
AA basic interaction scenario of the general DIMS-LMs integration model using
thee service request/answer functions is depicted in Figure 4.19. For instance, let
uss suppose that an LM needs to request a DIMS service. Then the LM will asynchronouslyy call the DIMS_ServiceRequest function of the DIMS client interface, which
iss distributed through the VCLDims.dll library file. After this invocation, the LM
iss released to continue with its regular execution, and the request is transparently
transferredd to the DIMS interoperation server at the DIMS interoperation layer side.
Then,, the DIMS Server Agent will contact the internal DIMS components that need
too be activated in order to satisfy the service request. When the DIMS service request
iss fulfilled, the answer is sent to the LM via the <LMJD>.ServiceAnswer function of
thee LM client interface that is included in the VCL<Z/Af_/D>.dll library file. This LM
clientt interface will in turn seamlessly contact the LM interoperation server, which
willl eventually trigger LM specific functionalities in order to process the service answer.. It is also possible that the DIMS requests a service from another LM, in which
casee an equivalent sequence of steps will be followed, achieving therefore the desired
full-duplexx asynchronous communication between the DIMS and all other LMs.
Parameterss of Service Request/Answer Functions
Thee parameters of the service request/service answer functions are specified using
twoo main predefined types: a token parameter type (VclTokenPtr), and a linked list
off VCL parameters of an generic VCL parameter type (VclParametersList), which
supportss all possible parameter types that are required to be exchanged among VCL
modules.. In other words, thee service function declarations for DIMS (considering only
thee asynchronic approach) are specified as follows:
•• int DIMS_ServiceRequest (VclTokenPtr token, VclParametersList inputParams);
•• int DIMS_ServiceAnswer( VclTokenPtr token, VclParametersList outputParams);
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Figuree 4.19: DIMS - VCL module integration scenario.

Thee token parameter type supports the context definition for the execution of the
servicee request, and specifies among other fields:
•• A unique service request identifier (used for workflow management purposes).
•• The identifier of the VCL "core service" (i.e. specific VCL workflow plan) in
whichh context the specific service request is being issued.
•• The identifier for the VE and the VE enterprise node where the service request
iss issued.
•• The identifier of the specific "module service" that is being requested from the
correspondingg module.
•• A token creation timestamp. among other fields.
Furthermore,, the nodes of the VCL parameters list allow the specification of the
actuall parameters that the specific service being requested (or answered) needs. For
thee VCL parameter list nodes, a generic VCL data type has been defined from which
aa large set of specific data types can be derived and used in any module service.
Forr instance, the union type definition in the C language depicted in Figure 4.20.
illustratess some of the possible data types that have been defined for a VCL parameter
listt node.
Throughh the agreed parameter-passing mechanism, the DIMS can offer high-level
servicess to other VCL modules. For instance, to support the VE monitoring and
coordination,, specific DIMS services are used in PRODNET by the DBPMS module.
Onee such example is when the DIMS needs to receive specific information related
too for instance: the requested (purchase) orders, requested order items, and internal
productionn orders, that have been assigned to a given set of the VE partners (these
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unionn VclGenericParameter
VclResultConditionn vclResultCondition;
VclMessageContentt vclMessageContent ,VclLoglnformationn VclLoglnformation;
VclEnterpriseListNodee vclEnterpriseListNode,PciDeliveryConditionss pciDeliveryConditions;
PciSecretKeyy pciSecretKey;
PciAuditlnfoListt pciAuditlnfoList;
PciAuditlnfoBufferr pciAuditlnfoBuffer;
DimsDataKeyy dimsDataKey;
StepDataExchangee stepDataExchange;
AttachedFileNodee attachedFileNode;
DimsQuerySpecc dimsQuerySpec;
LcmMessageContextt lcmMessageContext;
DbpmsRequestedOrderTreee dbpmsRequestedOrderTree;
DbpmsRequestedOrderr dbpmsRequestedOrder;
DbpmsRequestedltemm dbpmsRequestedltem;
DbpmsProductionOrderr dbpmsProductionOrder,DbpmsDbpp dbpmsDbp;
DbpmsDpp dbpmsDp;
DbpmsSupervisionClausee dbpmsSupervisionClause;
VclCompleteOrderr vclCompleteOrder;
/** default */ Opaque opaque;
}; ;
Figuree 4.20: Partial definition of VCL parameter list node structure.

dataa structures will be further described in Section 4.7.1 of this chapter). A partial
definitionn for the requested order type is included in Figure 4.21.
Byy properly filling the VCL token and parameter structures of the DIMS service
requestt function, the VCL modules as well as other internal enterprise systems, can use
thiss kind of high-level functionality involving the retrieval of distributed information
thatt is physically stored along the VE network. In PRODNET, the DIMS offered
manyy specific services for different VCL and PPC modules involving a large variety
off data types, as will be described in Section 4.6.3 of this chapter.
Thee detailed description of the files and type declarations for the services and data
structuress mentioned in this section is outside the scope of this chapter. However,
theyy have been properly documented in [76].
Remotee Procedure Call Implementation
Thee two DIMS DLL functions to answer/request DIMS services have been implementedd using a specific Remote Procedure Call (RPC) mechanism [150]. This mechanismm avoids the development of complicated low-level communication code that would
bee necessary in order to cope with the interoperability among DIMS and the other
VCLL modules.
Furthermore,, the RPC mechanism clients can make a function call that is actually
executedd in the server, which does not need to be running in the same machine as the
client.. All the parameter-passing details are managed internally by the RPC. As any
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typedef f
{ {
TimeStampp plannedStartDateOf Product ion,TimeStampp plannedEndDateOfProduction;
TimeStampp startDateOfProduction;
TimeStampp endDateOfProduction;
TimeStampp deliveryDate;
floatt priceTotal;
DbpmsRoStatuss orderStatus;
floatt orderProgress;
TimeStampp lastFeedback;
unsignedd int manufacturingLeadTime;
Identifier322 code;
Identifier322 name;
Identifier322 officialName;
Identifier644 description;
Identifier322 operationResponsibility;
Identifier322 operationAuthority;
}} DbpmsRequestedOrder,Figuree 4.21: Sample definition for DBPMS requested order structure.

regularr function, the remote function may receive input/output parameters of any
built-inn or user-defined data type.
Therefore,, the two DIMS services included in the DIMS DLL actually perform a
calll to a remote procedure for which the implementation resides in the DIMS server.
Thee DIMS DLL acts in this sense as an RPC client that connects to the RPC server
(inn the DIMS server).
Finally,, it must be mentioned that the reliability and the performance results using
RPCC for the DIMS implementation were satisfactory considering the PRODNET
demonstrationn scenarios (these scenarios will be described in Section 4.7.2). In other
words,, the mechanism proved to be robust, efficient, and convenient to implement the
PRODNETT interoperation approach in the DIMS case. For more information on how
too use RPC, please see for instance [150].

4.6.22

D I M S Implementation Environment and Tools

Regardingg the specific implementation environment and tools that were used in
thee DIMS development, the system was implemented on Windows NT using Microsoftt Visual C++ (MVC++), Professional Edition, version 5.0 [101, 170, 134]. The
MVC+++ tools used to support the DIMS implementation include: Microsoft Foundationn Classes (MFC), MFC Database classes, Microsoft ODBC driver for Oracle,
andd RPC support tools. The Oracle tools used in the DIMS implementation include
thee Oracle Enterprise Manager Utilities and the Oracle Data Loader, among others
[100,, 106]. Finally, it can also be mentioned that the tools and mechanisms mentioned
inn this section were successfully used during the development phase of the DIMS, and
contributedd to a satisfactory level of performance and robustness of the final system.
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4.6.33

S u m m a r y of D I M S Implemented Services

Theree is a wide variety of DIMS high-level services that were developed and made
availablee for other VCL and internal enterprise modules, based on the interoperation
mechanismm described earlier in Section 4.6. In PRODNET, the DIMS offered a total
off (roughly) fifty services for different VCL modules involving many varied parameter
dataa types. In Table 4.1, a brief classification and summary of these DIMS services
iss provided.
AA short description of each of these services is included in Appendix C of this
thesis.. Besides these high-level services, other kinds of lower-level data access services
(e.g.. through ODBC or Oracle package functions) could be used if necessary, in some
particularr scenarios. Nevertheless, the use of these low-level services is discouraged for
1.. Support services for LCM
1.1.1.1. Service DeleteDataElements
1.2.1.2. Service AttachFilesRef
1.3.1.3. Service GetDBP
2.. Support services for D B P M S
2.1.2.1. DIMS support for DBPMS workflow
2.1.1.. Services for DBPMS registers requests
2.1.1.1.. Service GetRequestedOrderTree
2.1.1.2.. Service GetRequestedOrder
2.1.1.3.. Service GetRequestedltem
2.1,1.4.. Service GetProductionOrder
2.1.2.. Services for querying DBPMS registers
2.1.2.1.. Service GetResultRequestedOrderTree
2.1.2.2.. Service GetResultRequestedOrder
2.1.2.3.. Service GetResultRequestedltem
2.1.2.4.. Service GetResultProductionOrder
2.1.3.. DIMS services for Informing DBPMS
2.1.3.1.. Service GetDBPMSNotification
2.2.2.2. Services for Dbpms Supervision Clauses
2.2.1.. Service Put„SupClause
2.2.2.. Service Get_Result.Dps_Sup-Clause
2.3.2.3. Services for getting DP information
2.3.1.. Service GetDPId
2.3.2.. Service GetDBPId
3.. Support services for P P C
3.1.3.1. Services for PPC purchase orders
3.1.1.. Service PutVclOrder
3.1.2.. Service GetVclOrder
3.2.3.2. Services for PPC generic "blobs"
3.2.1.. Service GetPPCMessageContent
3.2.2.. Service PutPPCMessageContent
3.3.3.3. Services for PPC'/Informing
DBPMS
3.3.1.Servicee PutDBPMSNotification
3.4.3.4. Services for PPC putting DBPMS data
3.4.1.. Service PutReqOrdTree
3.4.2.. Service PutRequestedOrder
3.4.3.. Service PutRequestedltem
3.4.4.. Service PutProductionOrder

4.. Support services for EDI
4.1.4.1. Services for sending /receiving orders
4.1.1.. Service PutOrder
4.1.2.. Service PutOrderLines
4.1.3.. Service GetOrder
4.1.4.. Service GetOrderLines
4.1.5.. Service FetchOrderLine
4-2.4-2. DIMS services for EDI blob services
4.2.1.. Service PutBlob
4.2.2.. Service GetBlob
4.3.4.3. Services for EDI CONDRA services
4.3.1.. Service GetStepDataExchange
4.3.2.. Service PutStepDataExchange
4.3.3.. Service GetStepDataElements
4.3.4.. Service PutStepDataElements
5.. Support services for STEP
5.1.. Service PutStepDataExchange
5.2.. Service GetStepDataExchange
5.3.. Service PutAttachedFileNames
5.4.. Service GetAttachedFileNames
6.. Support services for PCI
6.1.6.1. Services for PCI message mgmt.
6.1.1.. Service PutPciMessageContent
6.1.2.. Service GetPciMessageContent
6.2.6.2. Services for PCI enterprise node
6.2.1.. Service PutVEPartner
6.2.2.. Service GetVEPartner
6.2.3.. Service PutPrivateKey
6.2.4.. Service GetPrivateKey
6.2.5.. Service PutPublicKey
6.2.6.. Service GetPublicKey
7.. Services for VE configuration
7.1.7.1. Service DIMS Load VE Configuration

Tablee 4.1: List of DIMS services implemented in P R O D N E T .
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thee reasons of functional generality, data access independence, and compatibility with
thee workflow management approach that provides coordination among VCL modules.
Forr a full description of the parameters and data types associated with these
services,, please see the UvA Technical Report on the implementation of the PRODNETT DIMS [76]. This technical report also includes the complete definitions of the
DIMSS internal database schema, the DIMS Oracle stored procedures and packages,
thee DIMS interface header files, and the DIMS end-user installation manual.
Inn order to show an example of the run-time interoperation of DIMS with other
VCLL components, and the on-line execution of some of the DIMS services listed
inn Table 4.1, Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 are provided in this section. Namely,
Figuree 4.22 illustrates a run-time service request call (for the PutVclOrder service)
fromm the E R P / P P C module to the DIMS component of VCL, in order to store the
informationn related to a purchase order that is being sent to another VE partner
enterprise. .
Furthermore,, Figure 4.23 represents an example of the run-time module interactionn between the DIMS and the STEP components. In this case, the STEP module
requestss the DIMS service PutStepDataExchange in order to store the STEP informationn that is required to send an EDI/CONDRA message to another enterprise,
whichh needs to analyze the technical information about a given product. Please notice
thatt these module interactions strictly follow the interoperation approach described
inn Section 4.6.

4.77

Application of DIMS Approach in P R O D N E T

Inn this section, the application of the main DIMS architecture components described
inn this paper is demonstrated in the context of a real PRODNET VE scenario. For
thiss purpose, the main features of the VCL integrated schema, the Export Schema
Managerr Tool, and the Federated Query Processor will be specifically applied to supportt the VE coordination and monitoring tasks associated with the DBPMS module
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Figuree 4.22: Example of run-time service request call from P P C to DIMS.
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inn PRODNET. In addition, the DIMS support for the basic VE operation and the
protectedd exchange of distributed information among regular partners will also be
demonstrated. .
Therefore,, Section 4.7.1 introduces the DIMS information modeling and data accesss requirements associated with the support for VE coordination and management
off Distributed Business Processes (DBPs). Further, the application of the FQP and
ESMTT components to support these VE coordination requirements is demonstrated
inn Section 4.7.2, within the context of the general PRODNET VE scenario.
Pleasee notice that all the DIMS components and functionalities presented in this
sectionn were fully implemented within the COTM group of the University of Amsterdam,, and were properly tested and integrated with the other components of the
PRODNETT architecture developed in conjunction with the other European and Latin
Americann partners of the PRODNET consortium.

4.7.11

DIMS Support for VE Coordination and Monitoring

Thiss section first introduces the specific information modeling and management requirementss to support DBP management in VEs. After this analysis, the general
designn of the DIMS integrated schema and high-level functionalities to support these
needs,, are also presented.
Applicationn of Distributed Business Processes for V E Coordination
Thee monitoring and coordination of the VE tasks and activities is a crucial issue
duringg the operation phase of the VE life cycle. Given the fact that the VE establishes
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Figuree 4.23: Example of run-time interoperation between STEP and DIMS modules.
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aa set of global goals involving several partners, which in principle can be completely
autonomouss and independent, there must be a well-defined mechanism to coordinate
differentt partners activities towards these global goals. In PRODNET, the DBPMS
module,, strongly supported by the DIMS and the LCM modules, accomplishes this VE
coordinationn task. The DBPMS module provides a set of advanced functionalities that
havee been identified and developed in PRODNET to tackle some specific problems
involvedd in the coordination of VE distributed activities [99].
Thee VE monitoring and coordination approach in PRODNET is based on a referencee model for Distributed Business Process representation. This model has been
usedd in order to properly represent the abstract concepts of VE, VE member, and
itss associated complex production chain, in such a way that the coordination and
monitoringg of VE tasks is adequately facilitated and supported [99]. The model is
designedd and developed at the Federal University of Santa Catarina in Brazil, based
onn some concepts and definitions specified in [20], among other sources. The complete
descriptionn of the DBPMS operations and DBP data models are outside the scope
andd the aim of this chapter. However, in the next paragraphs, those aspects of the
DBPMSS data model that require support by the DIMS functionality, are analyzed.
Inn particular, the following concepts are defined for the DBPMS:
•• Business Process (BP): structure that models the set or pool of VEs within a
particularr enterprise node. Several VEs can be managed inside a given enterprise
nodee (one enterprise can be involved in many VEs simultaneously).
•• Distributed Business Process (DBP): represents a specific VE instance, irrespectivelyy of the particular service or products being addressed. A DBP is associated
withh the corresponding VE partners (Domain Processes) described below.
•• Domain Process (DP): represents a specific VE member enterprise (i.e. a given
VEE partner). A DP is also associated with a set of zero or more requested orders
e.g.. specific product purchase orders.
•• Requested Order (RO): represents a specific Requested Order from another VE
member.. A RO is composed of (a set of) Requested Items. The RO contains
detailedd commercial specification related to the purchase order. The purchase
orderr could correspond to any product or service being provided by a given
company. .
•• Requested Item (RI): represents a specific Requested Item (or line) associated
withh one RO. The RI contains descriptive information about the different items
off the purchase order. An RI is in turn composed of a set of Production Orders.
•• Production Order (PO): contains the detailed description of an internal productionn order to be supervised. It contains specific internal production chain
informationn that is specific to the E R P / P P C of every company.
•• VE-Intra: contains extra intra-organizational parameters used for an analysis
off the progress evolution of each production order in a given VE.
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Inn reality, the coherent support and management of the above concepts results in a
flexibleflexible approach to cover the complicated distributed production chain interactions
involvedd in manufacturing VE scenarios. Every VE coordinator node has one or
moree instances of the described data model. In this way, the VE coordinator, e.g.
thee DBPMS system, can actually ask questions about the orders and monitor their
status,, progress, and the other information related to other partners in a given VE.
D B PP Distributed Information Management Requirements for DIMS
Inn order to properly support the distributed business process model described in the
previouss section, a set of distributed data structures and data access functions must be
developed.. It must be noticed that the DBP information needed to be handled by the
VEE coordinator, is actually spread along the network of the VE member enterprises.
Inn other words, in fact the requested order information with its associated requested
items,, production orders and VE-intra parameters, represents a distributed "requested
orderorder tree", that is constantly updated at the local site of each VE partner fulfilling
thee requested order. When a given VE coordinator needs to monitor some of the
informationn contained in this tree, it must be provided with the most up-to-date
information.. This means that the DIMS must implement an access mechanism in
suchh a way that the data stored in the internal module of a remote node, can be
seamlesslyy queried, and accessed by the coordinator node. An important issue to
keepp in mind in this process is that in the access to any information associated with
thee requested order tree needed for the advanced coordination modules, such as the
DBPMSS in this case, the physical location of the distributed data shall remain hidden
andd only known to the DIMS module.
Forr instance, the VE coordinator must be able to ask the following kind of queries
onn the DBP model involving several VE members:
•• Get all the DBP identifiers, i.e. which VEs are being coordinated at this node.
•• Get all the DP identifiers associated with a given DBP, i.e. which partners are
involvedd in a given VE.
•• Get all the RO identifiers for a given DBP.
•• Get the RO (including status/progress information) for a given RO in a DBP.
•• Get all the RO tree information for a given RO in a DBP.
•• Get the most up-to-date RI information in a DBP regularly.
•• Get the most up-to-date PO information in a DBP regularly.
Att the same time, while the distributed queries are issued, data access rights for
thiss kind of data retrieval must be always supported by the information managementt component. Please notice that as mentioned previously in Section 4.4, the VE
coordinatorr will obviously have more access visibility to the data stored in a given
enterprise,, than a simple regular VE partner, due to the control, monitoring, and
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possiblyy auditing responsibilities (and access rights) of the VE coordinator. Also, we
needd to remember that the visibility levels on the local enterprise information must
bee individually defined and configured for every other partner in every VE.
Thee PRODNET DIMS not only supports the transparent access to the complete
DBPP distributed information model, but at the same time, it supports the autonomy
andd independence of every involved enterprise. For example, the DIMS VCL integratedd schema, previously introduced in Section 4.3.2, also considers the integration
off the distributed information of the DBP, and provides the DBPMS with a unified
andd coherent schema that hides all the details of the physical distribution of data,
whenn issuing the database queries. A partial and simplified description of the DIMS
integratedd schema designed for DBPMS support is illustrated in Figure 4.24. This
partt of the DBPMS integrated schema basically represents the information related to
thee data structures described for the DBP model in Section 4.7.1. Namely, the diagramm clearly illustrates the relationship between DP and DBP, and the composition
off RO, RI, PO, and intra-VE structures as a requested order tree.
Pleasee notice that by allowing the DBPMS module (or other end-users) to execute
queriess and other specific high-level data access functions on this integrated schema,
thee ultimate goal of monitoring and coordination of distributed requested order trees
inn a VE is accomplished. Furthermore, the federated query mechanism will take care
off retrieving the proper up-to-date data from the corresponding remote PPC system,
whenn required. In addition, the corresponding export schemas and access rights will
bee defined through the ESMT and will be considered during the FQP tasks. In
thee next section, several example scenarios are given regarding the application of
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Figuree 4.24: Partial high-level DIMS integrated schema for DBPMS.
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bothh FQP and ESMT mechanisms to support general VE operation and coordination
activities.. These scenarios rely on the DBP models and operations described above.

4.7.22

DIMS FQP/ESMT Example Scenarios

Ass mentioned in Chapter 3, a big live demonstration scenario was prepared for the
PRODNETT project and presented at the Pro-VE '99 international conference in Octoberr 1999 in Porto (Portugal) [43]. This scenario involved the functionality of all the
VCLL modules of PRODNET. In the case of the DIMS, several specific demonstration
casess were also developed to show the main functionalities of its FQP and ESMT moduless within the PRODNET context. The following sections represent some of such
scenarioo cases. In order to describe these cases, let us first recall the main PRODNET
demonstrationn scenario.
P R O D N E TT Demonstration Scenario
Figuree 4.25 represents a general overview of the PRODNET intercontinental VE scenarioo to be used as a reference for the DIMS demonstration cases. It presents the VE
purchasee orders that were requested and received on each node (see also [43]). Please
rememberr that in this VE (corresponding to the VE2 described in Chapter 3), Enterprisee 1 is a bicycle producer that requires bicycle pedals and bicycle frames to supply
itss internal production. Therefore, it issues a purchase order to Enterprise 2 for each
kindd of product. In order to attend the order for bicycle pedals, Enterprise 2 needs
pedall moulds and some raw material (in this case PVC resin), which are ordered from
Enterprisess 4 and 3 respectively, which are located in Brazil (Enterprises 1 and 2 are
locatedd in Europe). The bicycle frames are produced and supplied by Enterprise 2
itselff (for more details about this scenario, please see Chapter 3).
Forr the DIMS demonstration, we use the same data applied in the general PRODNETT scenario. As shown in Table 4.2, Enterprise 2 locally stores the production
informationn of bicycle frames, Enterprise 3 the production information of PVC resin,
andd Enterprise 4 the production information of pedal moulds. Further, let us bear in
mindd that Enterprise 2 is the coordinator in this scenario.

Enterprisee 1 j

Bikee Frames f
and Pedals /

^ \
Enterpr

jse

2

Figuree 4.25: Purchase orders flow in PRODNET demonstration scenario.
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D I M SS Case 1 - Definition of Access Rights for V E Partners
Thee main goal of this case is to demonstrate the definition and creation of the export
schemass at a given VE node. As explained in Section 4.4.3, this definition takes place
att every enterprise and is part of the Enterprise Configuration/Reconfiguration step.
Ass mentioned in Section 4.4.1, it is not desirable that all the enterprises involved
inn a VE have the same access rights to information of a specific node. For instance, an
enterprisee with a role of regular partner should not have access to the internal informationn managed by an enterprise with coordinator role. In this specific demonstration
case,, Enterprise 2 will then define restrained access rights on its local information for
thee enterprises with a "Regular Partner" role, i.e. Enterprise 3 and Enterprise 4.
Thee main steps in the general process to define the access rights are illustrated in
Figuree 4.26 and briefly described next (please notice that these steps are consistent
withh the methodology described in Section 4.4.3):
1.. Define the role hierarchy. For this first step, we assume that the basic Role
Schemaa hierarchy has been already created as described in Section 4.4.1, and
definedd as in Figure 4.26. This role hierarchy just defines the Coordinator and
thee Regular Partner roles.
2.. Definition of export schemas. This step includes the definition of EXPs
forr the database tables of the DBPMS integrated schema described in Sectionn 4.7.1. These tables include the production orders (Dbpms-ProductionOrder),Order), the requested orders (Dbpms-RequestedOrder) and the requested items
tabless (Dbpms-Requestedltem). Figure 4.26 also depicts the detailed definition
off the export schema for the production order table, namely the ExpProdOrderl.. The other export schemas are defined in a similar way for the other tables,
ass specified in the EXP hierarchy. The ExpProdOrderl definition determines
thatt all the attributes ('*') of the local Dbpms-ProductionOrder table in Enterprisee 2 can be made available, for those rows associated with VE1 and regarding
thee information about pedals (see conditions VE = VE1, Name = 'Pedals' in
Stepp 2).
3.. Define the EXP Set. The third step is the creation of the export schema set.
Thiss EXP Set groups the EXPs and/or the Dependent-EXPs that will specify
a)) Enterprise 2 2
Enterpriseld d Name e
Enterprisee 2 Frame e
Enterprisee 2 Pedal l
b)) Enterprise 3 3
Enterpriseld d Name e
Enterprisee 3 PVCResin n
c)) Enterprise 4 4
Enterpriseld d Name e
Enterprisee 4 PedalMould d

StartDate e EndDate e
l-Apr-99 9 l-Nov-99 9
2-Aug-99 9 5-Nov-99 9

Delivery y
3-Nov-99 9
8-Nov-99 9

Requested d Produced d Price e

StartDate e EndDate e
l-Sep-99 9 8-Oct-99 9

Delivery y
3-Oct-99 9

Requested d Produced d Price e

StartDate e EndDate e
l-Sep-99 9 8-Oct-99 9

Delivery y
3-Oct-99 9

Requested d Produced d Price e
2000 0
11
11

100 0
200 0

70 0

50 0

10 0

100 0

22

40 0

Tablee 4.2: Sample of Local production information at every VE member.
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Figuree 4.26: Definition of Export Schemas.

thee proper visibility level that Enterprise 2 wants to have for enterprises with a
givenn role (to be defined next).
4.. Associate Exp Set with Role. In this step, the export schema set ExpSetl is
associatedd with the role for Regular Partner.
5.. Associate VE partner enterprise with Role. At last, it is necessary to specify
whichh is the role that Enterprise 3 plays in the Virtual Enterprise; in this case,
itt corresponds with the Regular Partner role. The same must be specified for
Enterprisee 4. In this case, both nodes have access to the same information.
Throughh the steps defined above, this scenario case demonstrates how the ESMT
componentt of the DIMS can be used at the VE setup time (initialization) to give
specificc information visibility rights to other partners.
D I M SS Case 2 - FQP Reinforcement of VE-Partners Access Rights
Inn this DIMS demonstration case, it will be shown how the FQP mechanism works
togetherr with the ESMT access rights definitions specified in Case 1. Please notice
thatt according to the previous definitions, both Regular Partners (Enterprise 3 and
4)) have exactly the same access rights on the local information of the Coordinator.
Also,, notice that these rights do not grant full access to the local information, but
onlyy to the part of it related to the pedal product in this specific VE.
Inn this second case, the regular partners in the VE will ask information that is
distributedd over the VE network. For example, let us assume that Enterprise 3 is
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expectingg a delay in its local production plan, and therefore it would like to postpone
itss delivery date of the PVC resin. For this reason, it needs to ask Enterprise 2 for some
productionn information about the pedal, such as the delivery date in Enterprise 2, and
alsoo needs to check it against its own production information, so that it can compare
thee two delivery dates. Then, it could propose a new delivery date for its local
productionn considering the delivery date of the pedal in Enterprise B. Enterprise 4
mayy encounter a similar situation at some point of its mould production process, and
mayy as well issue distributed queries involving the retrieval information from other
remotee nodes.
Inn order to validate the definition of the export schemas at Enterprise 2 for Enterprisee 3 and Enterprise 4, the DIMS Browsing Interface of the Federated Query Processorr can be used to execute certain specific queries on the VCL integrated schema.
Forr example, any of the Regular Partners (e.g. Enterprise 3 and Enterprise 4) can
askk the query GetProductionOrder to gather the production information about the
orderss in the VE. Thus, the DIMS at Enterprise 3 (or Enterprise 4), after sending
thee query to the other enterprises, and after collecting, processing and merging the
results,, will present the final results through the Browsing Interface.
Inn this case, Enterprise 3 (or Enterprise 4), as a Regular Partner node, will not
gett all the information from Enterprise 2, since this enterprise has defined the access
rightss in such a way that only the information of Pedals will be presented, as it is
shownn in Table 4.3b.
However,, if the Coordinator node (i.e. Enterprise 2) asks the same query, then
thiss node will be able to see all the local and distributed VE information, since
thee Coordinator does not have any restricted access, as it is shown in Table 4.3a.
Thiss result is consistent with the fact that the DBPMS module of the Coordinator
enterprisee may need to gather production order information from all the VE partners,
whichh are involved in producing a VE order, in order to check if there is any delay in
thee delivery date.
Pleasee notice that all the queries issued by the end users and modules are applied
onn the DIMS integrated schema defined for DBPMS, and that the FQP properly
collectss and merges the partial results of the sub-queries (sent to all partners), before
returningg the final result to the coordinator as described in Section 4.5.1.
a)) Results at
Enterpriseld d
Enterprisee 2
Enterprisee 2
Enterprisee 3
Enterprisee 4
b)) Results at
Enterpriseld d
Enterprisee 2
Enterprisee 3
Enterprisee 4

Enterprise 2
StartDate e EndDate e
Name e
l-Apr-99 9 l-Nov-99 9
Frame e
2-Aug-99 9 5-Nov-99 9
Pedal l
PVCResin n l-Sep-99 9 8-Oct-99 9
PedalMould d l-Sep-99 9 8-Oct-99 9
Enterprise 3 and Enterprise 4
Name e
StartDate e EndDate e
2-Aug-99 9 5-Nov-99 9
Pedal l
PVCResin n l-Sep-99 9 8-Oct-99 9
PedalMould d l-Sep-99 9 8-Oct-99 9

Delivery y
3-Nov-99 9
8-Nov-99 9
3-Oct-99 9
3-Oct-99 9

Requested d Produced d Price e

Delivery y
8-Nov-99 9
3-Oct-99 9
3-Oct-99 9

Requested d Produced d Price e

100 0
200 0
70 0
11

50 0
100 0

10 0
22

40 0

11

11

2000 0

22

200 0

100 0

70 0
11

40 0

11

11

2000 0

Tablee 4.3: Final results for Demonstration Case 2.
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DIMSS Case 3 - Dynamic Modification of Access Rights for V E Partners

Thee aim of this scenario case is to show how the access rights for an enterprise can be
changedd at any time during the VE operation, due to for instance, changes in bilateral
agreementss or contracts among other reasons.
Followingg an approach similar to the export schema definition process illustrated
inn Case 1, Enterprise 2 can later limit the access rights for any other enterprise. For
example,, let us assume that now Enterprise 2 does not want to allow Enterprise 3
too see all the information about pedal, but only some part, since Enterprise 3 does
nott need to know the content of some fields related to specific internal production
processes.. For this reason, Enterprise 2 will make changes in the information visibility
rightss defined for Enterprise 3 by modifying the Export Schema associated to Enterprisee 3. Please notice that the changes on the visibility levels are only for Enterprise 3
butt not for the other enterprises with a Regular Partner role (e.g. Enterprise 4 will
keepp the same access rights).
Thee process to change the access rights is very similar to the previous case, except
thatt at the first step instead of creating an "EXP" schema, the "Dependent-EXPs"
(seee Section 4.4.3) need to be defined for the existing EXPs of the production orderss (ExpProdOrderl), the requested orders (ExpReqOrderl) and the requested items
(ExpReqlteml).(ExpReqlteml). For example, the Dependent-EXP for the EXP ExpProdOrderl i
Enterprisee 2 determines that only some attributes (e.g. Enterpriseld, Name, Description,, Delivery Date and Produced Quantity) can be made available to Enterprise 3.
Ass such, when Enterprise 3 asks through the DIMS Browsing Interface for the GetProductionOrderProductionOrder query, to gather the production information about the orders in
VE,, only the specified attributes related with 'Pedals' will be received from Enterprisee 2 (see Table 4.4). In other words, the information for the StartDateOfProduct,
EndDateOfProduct,, RequestedQuantity, PricePerUnit attributes for Enterprise 3 will
nott be accessible. At the same time, Enterprise 4 is still able to access the entire set
off information.
Thee DIMS scenario cases presented in the previous sections, demonstrate how
thee ESMT tool of the DIMS can be used at the VE creation and set up phase to
definee specific information visibility rights to other partners, and also show how the
informationn access rights for other partners can be dynamically changed during the
a)) Results at
Enterpriseld d
Enterprisee 2
Enterprisee 3
Enterprisee 4
b)) Results at
Enterpriseld d
Enterprisee 2
Enterprisee 3
Enterprisee 4

Enterprise 3
Name e
StartDate e
Pedal l
-PVCResin n l-Sep-99 9
PedalMould d l-Sep-99 9
Enterprise 4
Name e
StartDate e
Pedal l
2-Aug-99 9
PVCResin n l-Sep-99 9
PedalMould d l-Sep-99 9

Endd Date

-8-Oct-99 9
8-Oct-99 9

Delivery y
S-Nov-99 9
3-Oct-99 9
3-Oct-99 9

EndDate e Delivery y
5-Nov-99 9 8-Nov-99 9
8-Oct-99 9 3-Oct-99 9
8-Oct-99 9 3-Oct-99 9

Requested d Produced d Price e
200 0

--

--

70 0
11

40 0
11

2000 0

11

Requested d Produced d Price e
200 0
70 0
11

Tablee 4.4: Final results for Demonstration Case 3.

100 0
40 0
11

22
11

2000 0
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VEE operation time.
Pleasee also notice that the information retrieval in all these scenarios takes place
accordingg to the FQP steps and workflow activities described in Section 4.5, thorough
whichh several VCL modules (e.g. LCM, PCI, DIMS, DBPMS) and external modules
suchh as the E R P / P P C , work together in order to satisfy a federated query issued on
thee DIMS integrated schema.

4.88

Extensions and Future Work

Althoughh the research work presented in this chapter can be extended in many directions,, this section principally focuses on some possible extensions for the ESMT
designn and implementation. In particular, the concept of export schema templates,
andd a mechanism to automatically create export schemas based on VE contract and
supervisionn clauses information, are introduced in this section in the context of the
PRODNETT approach. Further extensions will also be suggested in Chapters 5 and 6
off this thesis.
Pleasee notice that in general, issues related to the formalization of the interactions
amongg VE partners in terms of contracts and supervision clauses represent an active
fieldfield of research. For example, regarding other approaches related to VE contract
management,, in [88] an approach towards automation of contract match making is
described,, where standard form contracts and standard contract clauses are proposed.
Inn [122], contracts are used to specify the roles and relationships among "objects",
suchh as enterprise objects. However, the approach presented in this chapter exhibits
uniquee features towards the automatic reinforcement of the contract and supervisionn clauses via the definition of fine-grained access rights based on export schema
definitions. .

4.8.11

Export Schema Templates

Besidess the concept of role defined in Section 4.4.1, there are other mechanisms that
couldd simplify the task of export schema definition for a specific VE partner. For
instance,, the concept of "export-schema-set template" can be introduced. Such templatess represent a predetermined VCL export schema set, which will be used to create
neww export schema sets with similar characteristics. The idea of the template is to
capturee the general descriptions of certain VE member roles; for example, a default
regularr VE partner, or a default VE coordinator. In this way, a set of templates (builtinn default descriptions of general export schema sets) are pre-defined and stored in
DIMS,, and the creation of new export schema sets can be carried out based on these
profiles.. A constructor function for an export schema set template would include a
listt of parameters that would be used to create the particular export schema set instance.. The concept of template suggested here is similar to the use of class templates
handledd in object-oriented programming languages such as C++ [126].
Ass a simple example of template definition and instantiation, please see Figuree 4.27. In this figure, a template for export schema sets is defined, where it is
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possiblee to specify parameters for the VE identifier and the client (VE member) identifier.. If many export schema sets present a given "pattern" such as the characteristics
definedd for this template, then the template can be used many times to create any
numberr of export schema instances. Please notice that a template could be based on
otherr template definitions, giving place to the concept of dependent templates.
Otherr applications of the concept of "templates" and "roles" applied to VE modelingg can be found in [122]. In that approach the template refers for instance to the
specificationn of the common features of a collection of objects of a particular type e.g.
enterprises,, so that other object collections can be instantiated using it. These other
definitionss of roles and templates are related to our suggested approach; however the
emphasiss in that work is on formally modeling the general characteristics, behavior
andd interactions among abstract entities involved in a VE, while our emphasis is on
thee specific application of these concepts to the definition and support of the visibility
levelss for information exchange among the VE partners.

4.8.22

Automatic Creation of E x p o r t Schemas

Att the VE creation time, the task of defining initial export schemas for every VE
partnerr can be automated to a great extent in some specific cases. Based on the
functionalityy offered by the ESM of DIMS and on VE contract-related information,
aa specific procedure can be developed that takes advantage of this information and
thatt automatically generates the export schemas for every VE partner. In order to
seee how this could be supported, it is necessary to reference some of the steps involved
inn the VE creation phase, as described in [39].
Pleasee notice that the definition of access rights based on the concept of roles given
inn Section 4.4, corresponds in reality to the definition of the proper export schema set
forr every other partner. Also, notice that the supervision clauses that are distributed
byy the VE coordinator (see Section 4.4.1), can be formally and precisely modeled by
dataa structures, and they can be distributed for example, as a text file that can be
parsedd locally at every node. For instance, the data associated with a supervision

Exportt "clientl")
Schema
InstanceTemplateInstanceTemplate ("TS1", "ve12",
Sett Instance

Exportt Schema Set
Templatee definition
(EXPP Schema template)

/ ( E X PP Schema template) ~\

tableName::
Order
templateName:: T1
selectSpec: :
fromSpec::
Order
whereSpec::
ve=<VEID>
andd clientld = <CLIENTID> / ii

tableName::
Product
templateName:: T2
selectSpec::
*
fromSpec::
Product
whereSpec::
id in
(select productld from T1)

(Singlee Schema Set Template)
Parameters:: <VEID>, <CLIENTID>)
jemplateSetName:: TS1

TT

(EXP Schema)

J ff

(EXP Schema)

tableName:: Order
tableName:: Product
physicalViewName:: tv1
physicalViewName:: tv2
selectSpec:: *
selectSpec:: *
fromSpec:: Order
fromSpec::
Product
whereSpec:: ve='ve12'
whereSpec:: id in (select
andd client = 'clientl'
j V^productldd from tv1)
y

ff
((

(Single Schema S e t T \
PCLViewID: p v l
J

Figuree 4.27: Export Schema Set template instantiation example.
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clausee for a specific production order could indicate the information that needs to be
madee available to the VE coordinator (see also [99]). This information can include
thee identifier of the production order, the real and planned dates for starting and
endingg the production, the delivery date, the status of the order production (e.g. in
progress,, delayed, completed), etc. Therefore, the supervision clause for a production
orderr can be modeled by a C-like structure as shown in Figure 4.28.
Inn general, if the data structures describing the supervision clauses are commonly
definedd in advance and are well-known to all partners of a given VE, it is possible to
createe a set of predefined export schema templates (see previous section) for specific
typess of supervision clauses. These templates can be instantiated with parameters
whichh values are extracted from the supervision clauses' information. For instance,
iff the supervision clause specifications are distributed as a text file, then this file can
bee parsed and processed to determine the parameters for the construction functions
associatedd to specific "export schema templates". Subsequently, when the templates
aree instantiated, the actual export schema sets for every VE partner are created
automatically.. Once the export schema sets are defined, the operation phase of the
VEE can start since the proper visibility levels for information are already properly
definedd according to the contract and supervision clauses. Clearly, if it becomes
necessary,, a human operator can modify the generated export schemas at any time
duringg the VE life cycle. This feature is mandatory to be provided for VE evolution.

4.99

Conclusions

Inn order to support the wide variety of distributed information management requirementss identified after the extensive analysis of the VE paradigm, the federated architecturee of the DIMS has proven to properly support the cooperative information
sharingg and exchange, the enterprise autonomy, and the visibility levels and access
rightss for exchanged data among the VE partners. In this way, the general federated
databasee architecture concepts and principles have been specifically tailored in the
DIMSS design to handle the complex interoperability and information management
requirementss set by industrial manufacturing VEs and their associated SMEs.
Inn this chapter, the major components of the DIMS architecture were described
inn details, namely: the federated VCL integrated schema, the DIMS Export Schema

typedeff struct
{ {
Identifierr VEid;
Identifierr VEPartnerld;
Identt i f ier ident i f ierReques tedOrder ,Booleann requiresDeliveryDate;
Booleann requiresPlannedStartDate;
Booleann requiresRealStartDate;
}} RequestedOrderSupervisionClause;
Figuree 4.28: Partial data structure definitions for requested-order supervision clauses.
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Managerr Tool (ESMT), the Federated Query Processor (FQP) and the DIMS Server
Agentt component. In particular, it was described how these components of DIMS
togetherr support the secured import /export of information among the federated nodes
inn virtual enterprises. Some conclusions about these components follow below:
•• The VCL integrated schema of the DIMS federated architecture properly
achievess the common representation and integration of both local and distributedd VE information, while supporting the expected data location transparencyy for end user, the site autonomy, and the access security among other
requirements. .
Thee Export Schema Manager Tool properly supports the definition of finegrainedd visibility levels and access rights defined locally at every node to determinee which other VE partners are allowed to access which part of the local
information.. The export schema hierarchy used by ESMT adequately supports
thee definition of information access rights based on the partner roles and relationshipss established in the VE through legal contracts or bilateral agreements
amongg VE partner enterprises. In addition, the ESMT incorporates advanced
userr interface graphic elements and provides a comprehensive and friendly environmentt for the end users.
•• The federated query processing mechanism developed for the DIMS provides
controlledd access to data spread over the nodes of the VE network, with proper
respectt of the exported data definitions (export schemas) and the hierarchy
off roles played by each VE node. The FQP is a generic DIMS feature that
provedd to adequately support the complex management of distributed business
processs information involving several VE enterprises, which is required for VE
coordinationn and monitoring purposes.
•• The DIMS Server Agent component defines and implements an interoperability
approach,, which properly supports the interaction between the DIMS kernel and
thee other VCL modules and enterprise internal systems. Since the DIMS Server
Agentt was implemented using Remote Procedure Call capabilities, it provides
aa high degree of flexibility for future extensions, and at the same time it allows
thee invocation of the DIMS services from physically distributed machines.
Thee application of these components in real case scenarios was presented, consideringg the general PRODNET VE demonstration scenario. Please notice that all
thee DIMS components and functionalities presented in this chapter were fully developedd at the CO-IM group of the University of Amsterdam, and were also tested and
successfullyy integrated with the other VCL components.
Itt can also be mentioned that the combination of the approaches for federated/distributedd database information management and workflow management technologyy substantially contributed to tackle the complex interactions among and inside
thee VCL nodes to support the VE functionalities. For example, a few specific scenarioss were described in this chapter, addressing how the implementation of the DIMS
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federatedd architecture can benefit from workflow plan specifications. Conversely,
thee workflow management engine can also benefit from the distributed information
managementt services offered by systems such as the DIMS.
Furthermore,, the current DIMS implementation provides support for a large numberr of services for different VCL components and internal enterprise system. Therefore,, the DIMS acts as a real data backbone supporting the diverse VCL functionalities,
andd ultimately supporting the global VE operation itself.
Inn addition, some directions in terms of future work regarding the ESMT componentt were introduced in this chapter, including the management of export schema
templates,, and the automatic creation of enterprise export schemas. These extensions
wouldd greatly facilitate the task of defining individual export schemas for each VE
partner. .
Finally,, it can be mentioned that the implemented DIMS module satisfies the large
sett of information management requirements that were identified within the context
off the PRODNET project and its target SMEs, and provides a solid platform that
cann also be extended in order to address future VE life-cycle support enhancements
inn addition to the current reference scenarios.

Chapterr 5

Extensionn and Application of
thee DIMS Federated
Architecturee to Support
Service-orientedd VEs
5.11

Introduction

Inn previous chapters of this dissertation, the requirement analysis and internal designn of the Distributed Information Management System (DIMS) to support VEs
havee been presented, and it was demonstrated how the DIMS can properly support
differentt VE collaborative scenarios, with special focus on Small- and Medium-size
Enterprisess (SMEs) in the industrial manufacturing sector. However, other applicationn domains, though may have some commonalities, will certainly pose different
informationn management requirements in terms of for instance, data modeling, data
accesss functionalities, and use of specific IT standards and tools. For instance, some
off the federated information management requirements that have been identified for
thee support of VEs in the manufacturing field, may have different characteristics when
consideringg service-oriented VEs. Furthermore, some kinds of VEs may be best supportedd by the extensive application of Web-based technology and standards in all the
componentss of the VCL infrastructure, including also the DIMS. These considerations
willl have an impact on the potential application of the DIMS architecture to different
VEE environments. Nevertheless, the fundamental need for the federated information
managementt architecture is proven to be present in a large variety of VE applications
withinn both production and service-oriented domains.
Therefore,, the main objective of this chapter is to demonstrate and validate how
thee general DIMS federated architecture and implementation platform that has been
presentedd in Chapters 3 and 4 mainly focused on the industrial manufacturing sector,
149 9
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cann be tailored, extended, and applied in order to cope with the requirements found
inn other VE service-industry application domains, taking as an example the tourism
sector.. Therefore, this chapter focuses on the description of an extended DIMS for
properr support of the tourism service industry. Only partial implementation of the
aspectss introduced in this chapter are achieved within the European 5FP project
FETISH,, as will be described in Section 5.2 of this chapter. Furthermore, it must be
alsoo mentioned that the detailed design and development of some of the extensions
describedd in this chapter is still in progress.
Thee structure of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 focuses on the
descriptionn of the VE paradigm in the tourism sector, and the major structural componentss that are required within a reference VE support platform for this domain.
Furthermore,, Section 5.3 describes the diverse set of information management requirementss that have been identified for VEs in the tourism sector. Section 5.4 shows how
thee design and implementation of the DIMS can be extended and applied to support
VEss in this particular domain. Finally, Section 5.5 summarizes the main conclusions
off this chapter.

5.22

A Reference Infrastructure for Tourism VEs

Thiss section introduces some generalities about the application of the VE paradigm
inn the tourism domain, and proposes a general structure for a VE support platform in
thiss sector. A part of the work described in this chapter has been carried out within
thee EC-funded 5FP project FETISH [8].

5.2.11

T h e V E Paradigm in Tourism

Inn order to remain competitive in the aggressive global market, tourism industries
andd service providers face the need to strongly collaborate and share their expertise
andd resources, as well as their costs and risks. In fact, basic collaborations among
tourismm enterprises based on Web information technologies have taken place for severall years, since many of them already offer different services through individual or
commonn Web sites that allow for instance: gathering of general information about
tourismm facilities, hotel search and room reservations in a certain geographical area,
purchasee of plane tickets, selection of organized excursion packages, etc. Typically,
thee information is presented to end users through static or dynamically generated
HTMLL pages, which interface with the local or remote company systems through
communicationn mechanisms such as CGI, email, fax, etc. In general, although these
servicess are well established and have a wide acceptance among tourists, the level
off integration and interoperability among these services is still quite fragmented and
rigidd [73, 75].
Namely,, even though these Web-enabled tourism services are widely spread and
havee substantially broadened the market-opportunity horizon for these companies,
theree is still a need to support much more advanced collaboration scenarios in which
thesee enterprises can for instance, dynamically look for partners to fulfil new business
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opportunities,, and offer aggregated or value-added services based on a combination
off resources provided by a number of different enterprises.
Inn other words, services offered by these enterprises via Internet are currently providedd on quite independent basis, and there is a poor support for end-user scenarios
involvingg the booking of "complete journeys", in which different tourism services from
variouss companies need to be integrated and monitored along a given period of time.
Forr example, a complete journey for a person attending to a conference in a given
locationn can include booking of flights, different hotel reservations, train ticket reservation,, car rental, local excursions, etc. For this case, a smart tourism agency may
wantt to offer some kind of "generic conference plan" to potential customers, who can
thenn progressively customize this initial plan according to their own itinerary, personal
preferencess and other specific requirements [73]. The customers may be able to define
theirr own instance of this plan by having access to an integrated federation of services
thatt are made available for specific purposes (and under specific circumstances) by
manyy different organizations (see Figure 5.1).
Thiss federation of services logically represents a group of distributed and heterogeneouss tourism services and resources that are presented to end users through a
singlee infrastructure. This infrastructure would provide an easy and common access
too a massive collection of distributed resources and services that would be able to
interoperatee and be combined in order to build new higher-level value-added services.
Clearly,, advanced ICT models and mechanisms must be applied in order to standardizee and integrate the disparate models and service implementations that are internallyy used by the tourism enterprises world-wide, and to allow the flexible con-
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•Wheree to stay
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Figuree 5.1: Federation of heterogenous and distributed tourism services.
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figuration,, execution and follow up of these value-added services involving different
enterprises. .
Therefore,, the concept of Virtual Enterprise can be applied to the tourism domain
inn order to support the proper interaction and cooperation of alliances of existing enterprisess towards the accomplishment of a common goal. In particular, a Virtual
Enterprisee in the tourism sector can be defined as a temporary consortium of differentt service provider organizations (e.g. travel agencies, accommodation providers,
organizerss of leisure programs, public tourism organizations, etc.), that join their skills
andd resources in order to offer an integrated and aggregated service, and whose cooperationn is supported by computer networks [8]. In this way, enterprises can offer new
tourismm services that represent tailored and more specific solutions to customers, and
theyy would also be able to participate more actively in certain business scenarios that
aree currently not well supported by existing information technology infrastructures
inn the tourism area.
Furthermore,, it is clear that the support for this kind of complex VE collaborationss also involves the application of advanced information models and technologies,
includingg distributed business processes, workflow management, ontology definitions,
standardd data models, Internet facilities, middleware components, multi-agent approaches,, and advanced distributed information management techniques among others.. In the next section, a proposed structure for a VE support platform incorporating
somee of these technologies is presented.

5.2.22

A Support Infrastructure for Tourism VEs

Thiss section presents some general design considerations regarding the support of the
VEE paradigm in the tourism sector. Furthermore, this section presents a reference
"systemm structure" for the target VE platform in the tourism domain.
Generall Considerations
Inn order to develop a VE platform supporting the concept of creation and execution of
value-addedd services in the tourism sector, it is necessary to provide the existing enterprisess (e.g. service providers) with a mechanism that allows them to plug/unplug their
actuall service implementations into a global service federation (represented through
forr instance, distributed directory nodes), from where they can be used by other servicee requester enterprises. Here, it is important to clarify the difference between two
mainn kinds of services:
1.. BAsic Services (BASs), represent the basic "atomic" end-point services offeredd by tourism organizations. Examples of services that fall in the BAS categoryy include: hotel-booking, flight-booking, telechecking, car_rental, etc.
2.. Value-Added Services (VASs)t are composed of a set of basic services and/or
otherr value-added services that are interconnected together to offer new higherlevell tourism services. For example, a holiday package service is composed of
aa number of basic services, such as arrangement of flights, accommodations,
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museumm visits, local tours, etc. The event attendance, group tours and general
informationn provision services in Figure 5.1 are also examples of VASs. Please
noticee that the definition and execution of a value-added service itself involves
severall activities, what in fact leads to the definition and execution of a business
processprocess (BP), i.e. a VAS is always implemented as a BP.
Inn order to plug/unplug and use BASs and VASs, the actual tourism services,
whichh can be already implemented in heterogeneous hardware/software platform,
mustt be extended with a common "interoperability layer" to become part of the
generall federation of available services. Following a typical object request broker architecture,, this interoperable layer can be defined as composed of two main parts: the
servicee wrapper and the service proxy (see Figure 5.2). Namely, the actual service
implementationn can be extended with a wrapper that provides a common interface
too it, and processes the requests coming from remote proxies. A proxy represents a
pointerr or a remote reference to a wrapper, and acts as a front-end for other systems
orr applications that ultimately need to access the tourism service implementation. In
thiss way, service requesters must be able to retrieve these proxies and integrate them
intoo their own systems. In other words, the actual tourism services will be accessed
andd executed through proxies (located in other enterprises), via the locally developed
servicee wrappers.
Also,, there are some important considerations that must be taken into account in
thee design and implementation of the common service federation layer above:
•• The common layer must use a common platform-independent interface definition
language.. This is necessary in order to define the wrappers for the heterogeneous
systemss and platforms used in tourism enterprises located worldwide.
•• To become widely accepted, the design of the common federation layer must
followw standardized semantic models regarding the service interface definitions
andd their associated data type structures. Namely, the meaning of the service
//
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Figuree 5.2: Interoperability approach for common access to tourism services.
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interfacee definitions and their parameters must be documented and commonly
agreedd by tourism enterprises in the VE within the target geographical region
off the system. Here, the use of already existing ontologies and data types definitionsnitions in the tourism areas is strongly needed. The standard service interface
definitionss can be made available through a common Service Interface Definitionsnitions Catalogue, which could be accessed via Web interfaces. Similarly, the
dataa type structures needed by the service interfaces, could be made available
throughh an Object Interface Definitions Catalogue. The service and object definitionss catalogues will be further described later in this chapter.
AA service proxy can be submitted by a service provider to be registered in
serviceservice directory nodes, from where other service requesters can search and look
upup proxies that comply with the interfaces and specifications defined in the
ServiceService Interface Definitions Catalogue, and that are suitable for their purpose.
Thee service requester can have access to any of these directory nodes, issue
queriess on the directory information, retrieve a set of proxies that comply with
specifiedd conditions or parameters, and finally, select and fetch the desired BAS
and/orr VAS proxies to be used with its own internal applications or value-added
services. .
Duringg the process of registration of service proxies in the directory nodes, the
submitterr enterprise (service provider) must be able to specify certain access
rightss on its own service wrappers for other enterprises. For instance, some
servicess may be offered to public while the use of other special tourism services
couldd be restricted to certain enterprises or end users depending on criteria
suchh as geographical location, user or enterprise profiles, mutual agreements
andd contracts, etc. This issue will be analyzed later in this chapter.
Thee service proxies must be able to seamlessly interoperate with other proxies in
orderr to support the combination of simple services (BASs) into more complex valueaddedd services (VASs). Namely, some proxies can be embedded in the implementation
off other proxies, and the input/output parameters of a given service must be properly
interpretedd by other services or internal systems that intend to use it.
Inn terms of the computational technology to be used to implement the architecture
supportingg such a service federation, several features of the Java language can be well
exploited,, including platform portability, object orientation, and wide industry acceptancee [27]. Also, Jini connection technology can be conveniently applied as the base
approachh in order to facilitate the construction and deployment of the components
off the interoperable service layer described above [8, 59, 64]. The Jini architecture
hass been specifically designed for deploying and using generic services in a distributed
networkk [24]. These services can be plugged/unplugged into network directories, and
specificc lookup mechanisms allow the retrieval of services to be used and executed by
clientt applications or end users. The system architecture analyzed in this chapter is
actuallyy based on Java/Jini technologies, and its main components are described in
thee next section.
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AA Support Infrastructure for Tourism VEs
Inn order to develop a VE infrastructure in the tourism sector addressing the considerationss introduced in the previous section, a common system "structure" is introduced
heree as a reference model. The diagram presented in Figure 5.3 depicts the main
structurall components of the proposed system. Each component of the figure is
brieflyy described in the paragraphs below.
Lett us first identify the main kinds of end users described in Figure 5.3:
•• Service provider. The service provider represents a tourism enterprise that
offerss a service or resource to the global federation. At the service provider site,
thee actual tourism service implementation is extended by a service wrapper
andd a service proxy, which represent the Java/Jini-based code that needs to be
developedd in order to plug the actual service to the global federation.
•• End user. The end user in the figure represents a person who may interact
directlyy with different system components in order to for instance, browse public
cataloguee information and eventually request a service.
•• Administrator Users. These are authorized system administrators with special
accesss rights, which are able to modify the data objects or internal structures
off the system architectural components.

Figuree 5.3: General architectural components for a VE platform for the tourism sector.
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Pleasee notice that the end users and service providers have access to several systemm toolkit components, which can be downloaded via a Web site. Namely, the systemm toolkit includes all the tools and applications that are made available to service
providerss and end-users in order to facilitate their access to services and/or adaptationn of the basic services (and value-added-services) that they provide in compliance
withh the global federation specifications. The tools and applications in the system
toolkitt include mainly four components:
•• The Service/Object Interface Definitions Catalogue Managers (SERV-CAT/OBTCAT).. The objective of the SERV-CAT and OBT-CAT tools, is to allow service
requesterss and providers to browse the precise service and object definitions for
thee tourism services that are handled within the federation. These tools will be
describedd in details in Section 5.4 of this document.
•• The VAS Process Management System (VAS/BP Manager). This system allows
thee definition and execution of business processes representing value-added servicess in the context of Virtual Enterprises. Within the context of the 5FP
FETISHH project, this component is actually being designed and developed by
thee UNINOVA research center, in Lisbon, Portugal, and is called PROMAN.
Therefore,, in the remaining of this chapter we refer to this toolkit component
ass PROMAN. For example, PROMAN allows the definition of "generic conferencee plans" described in Section 5.2.1, based on a combination of the service
definitionss that are accessed via the SERV-CAT tool. For a specific instance of
thatt generic plan, the end user will be able to select specific service proxies that
wouldd match the service definitions specified in the generic plan. This scenario
willl also be described later in details in Section 5.4 of this chapter.
•• Programming Model (PM). This component represents a set of APIs and documentss that can assist service providers that wish to extend their service implementationss with wrappers and proxies to be plugged into the global service
federation.. For instance, this "model" can include templates to facilitate the
generationn of service wrappers and proxies complying with the Jini technology.
•• Access Manager System (ACMS). This module serves as the entry gateway for
thee end users and service providers to the system, and supports interaction scenarioss in which some kind of "human intervention" may be required. In this
case,, ACMS can present an integrated user interface for certain offered capabilitiess of the system, such as "quality control and service operation maintenance"
requestss by users.
Furthermore,, the set of service proxies that are available within the federation are
organizedd and managed within "Service Directory Nodes" of the system architecture.
Thee main components of this node are described below:
•• Distributed Service Lookup Manager - DSLM. The DSLM component represents
ann advanced look-up service manager facility that extends the basic Jini look-up
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mechanismm in order to allow the distributed access and management of service
proxies,, that are physically distributed and located at different nodes. The
managementt of local proxies at each node is carried out by the SLM (Service
Lookupp Manager) component using built-in Jini look-up services. In general,
thee directory nodes are logically inter-linked following an acyclic graph or a hierarchicall tree-like organization, which represents the distributed service directory
off the global service federation. As will be proposed in Section 5.4, the DSLM
componentt can become an extension to the DIMS introduced in this thesis.
•• Federated Access Rights Manager (FARM). This module allows the definition
andd validation of access rights to services defined at the level of service proxy in
thee general context of the global federation, as well as services defined within
thee Virtual Enterprises. For instance, service providers can specify that their
givenn service proxies can be available for lookup only to certain specific set of
servicee requesters or only to specific VE members. Such access rights provisionn is extremely important for support of the VE infrastructures. Therefore,
thee FARM module must support the proper configuration of the access rights.
Furthermore,, it must work in close cooperation with the SLM (at each DSLM
node),, in order to accomplish the proper filtering and validation of access rights
atat the moment in which the lookup process is being performed.
Besidess the system toolkit, DSLM node and FARM components, there are two
otherr important elements addressing different aspects of the data and meta-data that
needd to be managed in order to support the operation of the tourism VE infrastructure
thatt are described below:
•• Ontology Manager. This component basically represents the knowledge base
repositoryy in which the definition of all concepts belonging to the tourism specific
domainn are represented and stored. New service/object catalogue definitions
thatt are generated here, are pushed into the federation repository
•• Federation Repository. The Federation Repository represents a database containingg all the information that is required to support the operation of the global
servicee federation, and that needs to be accessed by different modules and end
users.. The main components of the repository contain the data related to: servicee interface definitions catalogue, object interface catalogue, service providers'
information,, registered end-users information, and VE-related information.
Finally,, the General Standardization Committee represents a group of people who
mustt decide if a new tourism service-interface definition is accepted to become a
partt of the interface definition specifications for generic federation services. If the
neww service interface is accepted, then the next step is to create the corresponding
knowledgee base entries in the tourism ontology, and then these definitions must be
enteredd into the service and object interface definitions catalogues. Only afterwards,
thee new information can be accessed by end-users and service providers through the
SERV-CATT and OBT-CAT tools.
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Basedd on the system structure defined in Figure 5.3, it is possible to illustrate
differentt use-case scenarios, such as the procedures for definition of a new federation
service,, registration of a basic service in the federation, and user access to an existing
service.. An example of the application of the distributed service look-up facility will
bee given in Section 5.4 of this Chapter. Furthermore, the system structure can also
supportt more complicated cases, such as the definition, registration, and access to
value-addedd services (also using the PROMAN module) within the global federation.
Thee definition of the proposed system structure introduced in this section, is
necessaryy in order to fully understand the analysis and design phases for the extended
DIMSS presented in the next sections of this chapter.

5.33

Federated Information Management Requirementss for Tourism VEs

Thee distributed information management approach to support VEs in the tourism
sectorr shares many common characteristics with the approach in other VE areas,
suchh as the industrial manufacturing. For instance, the fact that enterprises involved
inn different aspects of tourism need to: share/exchange information spread over geographicallyy distributed areas; co-operate in order to perform their specific tasks within
thee general common goal of the VE; and act in a coordinated manner to guarantee
aa consistent global behavior. Furthermore, enterprises involved in tourism businesses
typicallyy employ heterogeneous legacy systems as their internal information systems,
whichh use disparate data models and hardware/software platforms.
Therefore,, any mechanism addressing the management of distributed information
amongg enterprises in tourism must consider the sharing/exchange of distributed informationn in a highly heterogeneous environment. At the same time, it must be taken
intoo account that these enterprises represent autonomous nodes. Namely, these enterprisess run independently of each other, and they may evolve independently in terms
off their applications and data models. Moreover, the level of autonomy in these enterprisess implies that when accessing new distributed services, each enterprise must be
ablee to independently decide to share a part of their local resources or services with
certainn other specific companies, based on their bilateral or VE-related agreements.
Inn this context, the support for protected and selective access to distributed tourism
enterpriseenterprise services and resources must be provided by the corresponding informatio
managementt system of the VE support platform. For instance, when an enterprise
joinss the service federation, the enterprise may decide to make some of its internal
servicess available (or not) to other enterprises based on available enterprise profile
information.. In particular, the use of a specific service provided by a given company
mayy not be valid for other companies or users outside a determined geographical
area,, such as a particular country or even the European union. In other words, the
legislationn of a given country in relation to others may contribute to the validation of
thiss kind of visibility levels in order to either grant or deny access to a given service
orr set of services.
Inn effect, it is clear that the need to support access rights and visibility levels
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onn internal tourism services and resources at every company must be taken carefully
intoo account by the information management system of the VE support platform,
sincee not every company or end-users can have the same kind of access to services or
resourcess that are internally managed by a given company.
Pleasee notice that this sort of visibility levels and access rights defined on distributedd tourism "services" and resources, can be well represented, supported and
reinforcedd by a federated information management system architecture, such as the
DIMSS system architecture introduced in Chapter 4 of this thesis. In fact, the designn and implementation of the FARM module introduced in the system structure
presentedd in Section 5.1, is fully based on the Export Schema Manager (ESM) and
associatedd end-user tool (ESMT) that were described in Chapter 4.
Therefore,, the next subsections describe the particular functional and information
modelingg requirements that have been identified for the DIMS in the tourism sector.

5.3.11

Functional Information Management Requirements

Inn this section, the analysis of the "functional requirements for the DIMS" is presented
inn order to support tourism VEs within the general context described in Section 5.2.
Pleasee notice that the analysis of DIMS information management requirements for
tourismm VEs, is also based on the requirement analysis results described in previous
chapterss of this thesis. Bearing this consideration in mind, the information managementt requirements for VEs in the tourism application domain can be divided in three
categories: :
•• "Generic" fundamental information management support for VEs. This categoryy includes generic functionalities for VE instantiation and operation support
suchh as: VE topology initialization, management of information related to VE
contractt clauses, status monitoring of VE distributed business processes, and
definitionn and maintenance of access rights for each particular VE partner at
everyy VE node. These functionalities were already identified for the DIMS as
describedd in Chapters 3 and 4 within the context of the industrial manufacturing
VEs,, and are generic for VE information management support. In particular,
theyy need to be applied to tourism VEs, taking into account that certain specificc functionalities still need to be developed and adapted to meet the particular
requirementss of tourism enterprises.
•• "Specific" tourism VE requirements. There are certain VE-related information
managementt functionalities that are specific to the tourism domain. As exampless of support functionalities in this category we can mention: catalogues for
tourismm services and service providers; support for tourism value-added services;
andd incorporation and adaptation of existing minimum data sets in the tourism
sectorr that need to be recognized by the tourism VE infrastructure.
•• Advanced VE features and mechanisms. Some of the identified VE information
managementt requirements in the tourism sector represent extended functionalitiess that do not fall under the "fundamental" category and that are not specific
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too tourism sector. Examples here include: automatic definition of information
accesss rights for VE partners based on VE contracts and clauses, as proposed
inn Chapter 4; extended Internet-based access to VE federated database schema;
andd information management support mechanisms for VE dissolution.
Consequently,, the information management requirements described in the next
sub-sectionss do not exclusively belong to the tourism-specific category. Rather, they
alsoo include requirements that have been identified based on previous development
experiencess such as PRODNET, as well as potential advanced extensions associated
withh the VE information management system.
Somee DIMS requirements for the first two categories addressed above are analyzed
inn more details in the next sections below. The DIMS requirements related to the
supportt of other advanced VE features and mechanisms will be addressed in Chapter 6
off this thesis.
"Generic"" fundamental information management support for VEs
Inn order to support a VE environment for tourism enterprises as described in Sectionn 5.2.2, the following "generic" DIMS information management requirements can
bee identified, mostly to support the VE operation, but also some of them can apply
too other specific cases:

1.. Management of information related to tourism company profiles (enterprise
catalogue).catalogue). An enterprise catalogue containing profile (descriptive) informati
aboutt potential and real VE partner companies is an important data repository
thatt has different applications during the entire life cycle of the VE (e.g. creation,, initialization, operation and dissolution phases [42]). This catalogue can
bee used to for instance:
•• Search for best-fit partners for the creation of specific ventures.
•• Keep track and provide the service quality information, related to the
performancee of the services offered by an enterprise.
•• Provide general profile information about the enterprises (name, address,
objectives,, focus areas, location, list of supported services, etc.).
•• Store communication parameters (e.g. network address, contact personnel'ss email addresses, public encryption keys, ftp server addresses, etc.)
forr each given company so that others can communicate with it.
2.. Data management functionalities to support the creation, initialization, and operationeration life-cycle phases of a VE. The information regarding the VE topology,ogy, namely the VE composition in terms of partners and relationships among
thee VE partners, needs to be stored and managed in the DIMS in order to
supportt the operation of the VE itself, and of other functionalities such as the
Distributedd Business Process (DBP) monitoring.
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3.. Information management support for VE agreements/supervision
clauses.
Forr the VE to operate properly, there must be some sort of agreement in terms
off for instance, the contracts among its partners and the VE supervision clauses
forr its coordinator, in which the responsibilities of each partner providing a servicee to another partner are clearly stated, made available for access at any point
off the VE execution phase, and enabled to be monitored. These agreements are
thee on-line counterparts of the other physical legal contract or arrangement that
couldd be settled and signed by the involved companies outside the context of the
VEE support infrastructure. The VE agreement information must be modeled
andd accessed as on-line data in the database. The agreement information will
bee used to both define the proper access rights regarding the exchange of informationn among every two partners in a VE, and to provide a base for monitoring
off task progress status.
4.. Generic federated database management
facilities to support the secure
datadata access/exchange among autonomous VE enterprises. These facilities includee the application of the generic Federated Query Processing (FQP) and the
Exportt Schema Manager (ESM) modules of DIMS described in Chapter 4 (see
forr example [74, 65]). There could be many scenario cases in which the support
forr secure access to distributed/shared information among tourism VE enterprisess is required. For example, let us consider the case where VE enterprises
needd to exchange information related to for example, commonly used Minimum
Dataa Sets (MDS) [91]. In the most general case, enterprises will need to exchangee and share information through any ad-hoc queries about the MDS. For
thiss point, a federated database system based on FQP and ESM components
wouldd support this scenario by providing seamless access to distributed informationn at different sources such as tourism agencies. At the same time, specific
accesss rights bilaterally agreed and defined among companies at different levels
off a VE are preserved and enforced.
Pleasee also notice that this list of generic requirements has been identified based
onn the requirement analysis phase described in Chapter 3, and partially based on the
studiess performed within the 5FP FETISH project.
"Specific"" tourism V E requirements
Thiss section focuses on some DIMS requirements that are specific to the tourism
VEE application domain, including: support for selective access to enterprise services,
managementt of service interface definitions catalogue, management of tourism distributedd business processes, and some general requirements considering the system
platformm described in Section 5.2.
Selectivee access to enterprise services. As described previously in Section 5.3,
whenn an enterprise joins a VE, it must indicate which services it will make available
too which other specific enterprises, based on for instance, the enterprises profile informationn or special agreements. For example, a given service of a company may not
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bee offered to companies outside the European Union. This sort of visibility levels
andd access rights definitions regarding enterprise "services", must be represented and
managedd by the DIMS through the FARM component (see Figure 5.3). Please notice
thatt these access rights need to be supported both within the VE, in order to provide
thee access rights among the partners, but as well for other enterprises that are not
presentlyy involved in a VE. To support the previous point, the proper access rights
needd to be stored, as well as a catalogue of services (proxies) being offered by
everyy service provider in the network. Further information about these proxies can
bee associated to this catalogue in order to be used to keep track of enterprise's service
executionn performance, service quality assurance issues, etc.
D I M SS requirements for Service Interface Definitions Catalogue. An importantt requirement for the DIMS is the need for the design and development of a
"Cataloguee Manager for Services' Definitions" for the tourism VE infrastructure, as
describedd in Section 5.2.1. Typically, when an enterprise in the network wants to
eitherr access an existing service or to provide a new service proxy, that member needs
too know, among many other issues:
•• What are the interfaces being offered for this service?
•• What is the precise functionality required by a specific service interface?
•• What are the parameters (and datatypes) associated with a service?
Thiss information must be handled independently of both the existing service proxiess and the service implementations offered by other VE member enterprises. In other
words,, it is necessary to maintain this Service Interface Definitions Catalogue
ass a data repository containing all the required static information about the "serviceinterfaces"" . As such, this catalogue needs to maintain the different formal descriptions
off the federation services. The end-users of the VE infrastructure should be able to
browsee this information via for instance, a Web interface. This catalogue may also
needd to be accessed by other internal components of the VE infrastructure to perform
somee validation actions, that may be necessary for instance, when a new entry is
addedd in a service directory node.
Thee Service Interface Definitions Catalogue must also contain the precise definition
off the parameters for the listed service interfaces. Namely, the data structures being
usedd for input/output parameters of services need to be described and documented.
Thee parameters will typically correspond to data subsets of different standards, or
commonlyy accepted data definitions handled in the tourism sector.
Pleasee notice that in principle, it is not the aim of the tourism VE member enterprisess to define and propose new data set definitions but rather to support existingg ones. In practice, there exist many tourism standards or initiatives that can
bee considered, including [93]: ETC (European Travel Commission), HEDNA (Hotell Distribution Electronic Network Association), OTA (Open Travel Alliance), TTI
(Travell Technology Initiative), HITIS (Hospitality Industry Technology Integration
Standards),, IATA (International Air Transport Association), UN/EDIFACT TT&L
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(Travell Tourism & Leisure), WATA (World Association of Travel Agencies), and
IFITTT (International Federation for Information Technology and Tourism).
Furthermore,, it may be necessary to manage information about different versions
orr extensions of service interfaces and data types. For instance, it may be useful to
handlee information about the correspondence between different versions of data set
itemss that may be defined in the future as the data standards evolve.
Securityy aspects related to the permissions for special users/administrators to have
read/writee access to different parts of the catalogue also need to be carefully analyzed.
Forr the representation and management of the Object Definitions Catalogue informationn (i.e., the catalogue describing the specification of the parameters and return
typess of the interfaces stored in the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue), the use
off XML and Java type definitions definitely plays an important role. Here we should
considerr that the service requests among VE enterprises can be done by means of
Java/Jinii functions or by means of the exchange of XML messages. This latter possibilityy has the advantage that some end-point users and service requester enterprises
wouldd not necessarily need to rely on Java/Jini technology if they can process XML
documentss representing the service request and its corresponding parameters. Therefore,, it is possible to define an XML representation of a Java object whose structure
iss defined in the Object Interface Definitions Catalogue. In this case, the VE infrastructuree can provide the parsers that convert XML documents to Java objects (and
viceversa),, where both documents and objects comply with the required data structuree definitions (e.g. Java classes and probably XML schemas) that are stored and
managedd by the Object Catalogue associated with the Service Interface Definitions
Catalogue.. For this task, the application of XML Data Binding technology for the
Javaa platform can be applied, as will be explained in Section 5.4.3.
Thee Service Interface Definitions Catalogue information may not only be restricted
strictlyy to the services and parameter descriptions. In general many other kinds of
informationn could be associated to this catalogue. For instance, information about
companiess providing implementations for a given service definition, or the quality
informationn related to the provision of services by those companies, may also be
relatedd with this catalogue.
Besidess the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue described in this point, a Servicee Catalogue representing and describing the actual service proxies (and their behavior)) provided by different companies, is also considered as a requirement for DIMS.
Basedd on this catalogue, it is also necessary to support the selective access to enterprisee services as described previously in Section 5.3.1.
Supportt of Business Process Management. The following information managementt requirements have been identified for the support of the distributed business
processess used for modeling value-added services as explained in Section 5.2. Some
off these functionalities could be carried out in the context of VEs while some others
couldd be conceived outside the VE operation:
1.. Support for data access/storage of templates that precisely define the VErelatedrelated VASs. The VAS definitions used by a tourism company can be expressed
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inn terms of a business process model representing the sequence and dependencies
amongg different sub-processes. For certain business processes used on regular
basis,, a kind of "template" can be defined. The objective of these templates is
too facilitate the creation and instantiation of commonly used business processes,
insidee a given company and within the network of tourism enterprises. These
templatess can be stored and managed by the DIMS database for further usage
andd eventual exchange of templates with other enterprises.
2.. Data management functionality to support the progress status monitoring of activetive DBPs. In the tourism application domain, activities in a running instance
off a given distributed business process take different amounts of time to complete,, ranging from a few seconds to several weeks [8]. For instance, a ticket
reservationn can done several months ahead, but the final insurance of the ticket
forr a package may need to be done four weeks before the trip. Considering the
manyy simultaneous business processes that run at enterprises, and the amount
off data that each business process requires to handle, in order to properly executee and support its progress monitoring, it is therefore convenient to store
suchh associated data about the status of the DBPs in the DIMS. In this way,
thee information can always be dynamically stored, modified, and retrieved at
anyy time for different purposes. This approach has many clear advantages to
thee storage of this data in the main memory or simple file systems.
Somee general system design considerations. There are several requirements
too be considered regarding the adaptations and extensions of the DIMS architecture,
inn relation to the general system structure presented in Section 5.2. For instance:
1.. The facilities and advanced features of the Java/Jini
application
developmentment environments must be used and exploited as much as possible. For example,, the facilities for database management provided by Java should be consideredd within the DIMS implementation, as well as the Jini distributed services
facilitiess (whenever suitable) available within the system infrastructure.
2.. The DIMS architecture must be compatible with the general architecture designed
forfor the tourism VE support infrastructure. Namely, the design and implementationn of the advanced VE coordination mechanisms and the required federated
databasee management services must follow the common "philosophy" defined
inn this case for the global service federation architecture, and use the provided
infrastructuree whenever possible and convenient.

5.3.22

Requirement Analysis for Information Modeling

Consideringg the functional requirement analysis described in the previous section,
severall pieces of information, concepts and/or entities are identified that also need
too be modeled and stored in the DIMS system. Namely, a detailed study of the
applicationn domain needs to be performed in order to define the specific database
schemaa that will ultimately represent and encompass each relevant concept or entity.
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Inn this section, a summarized and simplified list of such data entities is provided, as
ann example of the information modeling requirements that need to be analyzed in
DIMS.. Some of these entities will be further detailed in Section 5.4.
Thee identified entities can be initially categorized as follows:
•• VE kernel specific concepts. This category includes general VE information (VE
id,, VE name, number of partners), the VE Partners (e.g. partner id, name),
VEE agreements or contracts, and general VE DBPs.
•• General information catalogues. This point includes for instance enterprise profilesfiles (service providers and service requesters profiles), Service/Object Interface
Definitionss Catalogues, and the catalogue of enterprise services proxies.
•• DBP-related information, e.g. DBP model for DBP templates, and DBP "instance"" model to support the monitoring of long-term running DBP instances.
Inn the following sections, these information categories are described in more details.
V EE Kernel Information
Ann extensive analysis and design of the detailed information management models that
representt the VE concept has been described in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis (see
alsoo [12, 11, 71]). Please notice that most of these models can be used as a reference
forr designing the corresponding VE-related information management functionality in
thee tourism area.
AA basic set of attributes describing the VE and VE partner entities in the tourism
sector,, is included next based on the DIMS integrated schema described in Chapter 4:
•• For VE-related information: VE identifier, VE description, number of partners,
VEE Coordinator identifier, VE contract number.
•• For VE partner information: Enterprise id, VE id, name, description, business
area,, regular address, fax, telephone, Web homepage, contact persons, Web
serverr address, IP address, hostname, security certificate number, public encryptionn key, pop user account, password, smtp address, etc.
Generall Information Catalogues
Ass mentioned before in this section, the catalogues that need to be modeled and representedd in DIMS include: enterprise profiles, catalogue of service interface definitions,
dataa set (object) definitions catalogue, and the catalogue of service proxies offered
byy enterprises. The complete description of the information modeling requirements
associatedd with these catalogues is outside the scope and the purpose of this chapter.
However,, in Section 5.4 of this chapter, the details of the database design for the
Servicee Interface Definitions Catalogue will be described.
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D B PP related information
Ass mentioned before in Section 5.2, value-added services in tourism can be defined as
DBPss as depicted in Figure 5.4, for a "Booking a Journey" example [8].
Furthermore,, a DBP, can be represented by a workflow plan, as defined by the
Workfloww Management Coalition - WfMC [167]. Therefore, the DBP templates can
bee defined by means of a workflow editor tool, and the corresponding DBP instances
willwill be executed by a workflow management engine module. This engine is responsible
forr the interpretation of the process definition; control of process instances (creation,
activation,, suspension, termination, etc.); maintenance of workflow control data and
workfloww relevant data; and passing workflow relevant data to/from applications or
users,, among other functionalities.
Thee DIMS can model and manage the information which is necessary to support
thee proper operation of the workflow engine [9]. As suggested by the WfMC, an
initiall meta-model for this information is shown in Figure 5.5. This meta-model
cann be further refined and tailored according to the specific requirements of the VE
supportt platform and it can be stored and managed by the DIMS.
Finally,, in [53] an example of a workflow definition to support a trip reservation
scenarioo is provided. However, there the workflow plans are specified in terms of a
firstfirst order predicate logic formalism instead of using the WfMC model.

Figuree 5.4: A workflow plan for the BP template representing a VAS.
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Figuree 5.5: Workflow process definition meta-model.

5.44

Extension and Application of DIMS to Support
Tourismm VEs

Thiss section focuses on the necessary extensions and modifications to the internal
designn and implementation of the DIMS presented in Chapter 4, in order to address
thee information management requirements for VE support identified in Section 5.3. In
particular,, Section 5.4.1 describes the proposed extensions to the architecture of the
DIMSS and its internal components. Furthermore, Section 5.4.2 describes the detailed
designn and implementation of the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue, as one of
thee main functional extensions to DIMS in order to address some of the peculiarities
off the tourism VE in relation to industrial manufacturing VEs. Finally, Section 5.4.3
analyzess in details some of the development standards and tools that have been used
inn the adaptation of the DIMS for the support of tourism VEs.

5.4.11

Extending the DIMS Architecture

Inn order to support the functional requirements identified in Section 5.3, the DIMS
internall design presented in Chapter 4 can be extended and modified as illustrated in
Figuree 5.6. As can be seen in this figure, the general DIMS architecture is maintained
inn this design, although some of the original components need to be modified according
too the specificities of the tourism domain, and some other components need to be
introducedd to cope with new information management functionalities.
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Figuree 5.6: Extended DIMS architecture design.

Pleasee notice that Figure 5.6 is also consistent with the general VE support infrastructuree presented in Figure 5.3. Namely, the extended DIMS architecture encapsulatess and ties together the information management functionalities represented
byy several components in the reference system structure introduced in Section 5.2.
Thee DIMS architecture incorporates these functionalities in such a way that the correspondingg modules can be systematically and incrementally developed during the
implementationn phase. In other words, all the information management requirements
identifiedd and described earlier in this chapter, can be addressed by different modules
alongg the DIMS tiers in a comprehensive manner.
Thee major components that need to be substantially modified or added in relation
too the original DIMS architecture are described next. For a detailed description of
thee other DIMS components, please refer to Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Extendedd DIMS Server Agent
Thee extended Server Agent in Figure 5.6 is composed in turn of a set of specific
Applicationn Servers (ASs) and DIMS client tools/APIs as described below.
Eachh extended DIMS Application Server is designed according to a particular
functionalityy that is needed to be supported for the tourism VE infrastructure, as
describedd in Section 5.3. For instance, the following application servers need to be
developedd as part of this DIMS tier:
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•• SERV-CAT AS: handles the application logic for the client tier components that
havee access to the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue.
•• DBP AS: this server supports the DIMS functionality that is required in order
too support the PROM AN operation.
•• FARM AS: this AS handles the application logic for the corresponding clients,
andd manages the definition of access rights defined on the catalogue of proxies
att a given node. The functionality of this FARM is supported by the ESM
componentt of DIMS.
Eachh of these application servers can interact with other DIMS internal componentss in order to request a generic data management service, such as the evaluation
off a federated query through the FQP component, or the storage of local information
throughh the DIMS Internal Database Manager.
Furthermore,, the extended DIMS client tools and APIs are represented by the Java
componentss that directly interact with either the end users or with other internal VE
infrastructuree components. From a general point of view, these extended DIMS client
componentss consist of:
1.. End-user interfaces. These interfaces include in turn:
•• End-user browser applications, such as the:
—— Service Interface Definitions Catalogue Browser (SERV-BROWSER):
applicationn or applet that is used by service providers and end-users
too browse the content of the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue.
—— FARM Editor (FARM-EDIT): for edition of access rights on service
proxies,, so that each enterprise can determine which other enterprises
willl have access to each specific service that has been plugged into the
globall federation.
•• End-user Administration Tools, such as the:
—— Service Interface Definitions Catalogue Administrator (SERV-ADMIN):
applicationn or applet that supports the maintenance of the information
storedd in the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue.
2.. Java Interfaces. These interfaces represent libraries or packages of high-level informationn management functions specifically developed to support other system
architecturee components such as PROMAN. These interfaces basically include:
•• Java applets (DIMS-APP),
•• and Java packages (DIMS-PACK).
Byy making a clear separation between the client and application server tiers, the
clientt components are designed as relatively light processes, which are mostly concernedd with user-interface details, and with the representation and formatting of the
data.. The functionality itself is supported in the middle tier (Application Server),
whichh in turn gets relieved of all the specific details of the end-user and module
interfaces. .
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Extendedd DIMS "Service-oriented" FQP
Ass mentioned in Section 5.3, the support for protected and selective access to distributedd tourism enterprise services and resources is one of the main requirements
thatt must be addressed by the corresponding information management system of the
tourismm VE support platform.
Consequently,, in the tourism application domain, the functionality of Federated
Queryy Processing described in Chapter 4 can be extended and modified in order to
nott only consider data as the subject that is being queried and manipulated, but also
servicee proxies. In other words, considering the tourism-related scenario described in
Sectionn 5.2, end users and applications interacting with the DIMS need to retrieve
"servicee proxies" that comply with a given service interface definition. To support
thiss functionality, it can be assumed that the DIMS FQP component is extended with
embeddedd Distributed Service Look-Up Manager (DSLM) capabilities that would
allowallow the retrieval of service proxy objects, which can be delivered to end users and
wouldd ultimately execute the actual tourism service. More details about the internal
operationn of the DSLM component of FQP are given next.
Pleasee remember that the DSLM facilities can be built on top of the local service
look-upp management mechanisms already provided by Jini. Namely, the DSLM must
bee able to receive a look-up service request specifying the retrieval of a set of proxies
complyingg with specific conditions, and to evaluate it locally using the Jini-based
SLM,, as described in Section 5.2.2.
Furthermore,, considering the fact that the federation of DSLM nodes is organized
accordingg to a given global structure such as a hierarchical tree or an acyclic graph
off nodes, the initially contacted DSLM must propagate the look-up service request
too other succeeding DSLM nodes, which would recursively process the request in the
samee way, and finally provide the corresponding results. For instance, considering
thee case in which the DSLM nodes are organized following a tree-like structure, the
firstt DSLM node receiving the original look-up service request, must propagate this
requestt to the parent and children nodes, get the result from their corresponding
distributedd look-up service invocations, merge the results obtained from these nodes
withh the results obtained locally, and provide the final list of proxies to the requesting
end-userr or application.
Furthermore,, the DSLM component interacts with the ESM module of each node
inn order to validate the access rights that a given tourism enterprise has defined
onn its own service proxies in relation to other enterprises in the context of existing
VEE collaborations. These access rights must be defined through the FARM-EDIT
applicationn at the moment in which the proxy is registered at a given DSLM node,
andd can be modified later if required.
Ann example of the described scenario involving the ESM and FQP components of
DIMSS is depicted in Figure 5.7. First, let us suppose that a user or service provider
iss using the SERV-CAT browser of DIMS node A, and decides that he/she wants
too search for implementations of a service for the HotelSearch Interface (H). The
SERV-CATT client application will seamlessly communicate with the corresponding
applicationn server of DIMS A, using for instance RMI technology. Then, the SERV-
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CATT application server will in turn contact the FQP/DSLM component of DIMS.
Here,, the DSLM will check if the local SLM contains some proxies for the desired
interface.. Let us suppose that the SLM discovers a list of proxies {HI, H2, H3}
complyingg with the HotelSearch interface H, and passes the list of proxies identifiers,
togetherr with the identifier of the service requester (and eventually a VE identifier),
too its local ESM component. The local ESM component checks the proxies identifiers
againstt its internal access rights definitions for the requester in the specified VE
andd returns to SLM a verified list of proxies identifiers that can be accessed from
thee respective service providers. Let us also assume that the locally verified list is
{Hl,, H3}. At this point, the local processing of the look-up service request has been
completed.. Furthermore, using the service directory information the DSLM at node A
knowss that one or more proxies can be found if the search is propagated to its parent,
DSLMM node B, and to its child, DSLM node C. Thus, at the same time, it propagates
thee search to these nodes. The child and parent DSLM nodes carry out the same
processs recursively and return the lists of proxies {H4} and {H9, H10}, respectively.
Att the end, the partial lists of proxies are merged and the result {HI, H3, H4, H9,
H10}} is returned by the DIMS to the original service requester through the SERVCATT client. The user or service provider may ultimately decide to use one of these
proxiess individually, or to make it part of a VAS.
Pleasee notice that according to the described scenario, the sub-query decompositionn step of the FQP described in Chapter 4, is actually extended and enhanced
byy new distributed service look-up mechanisms at each node. Namely, the initial
distributedd look-up service request is propagated to other nodes in a similar way
inn which typical FQP "sub-queries" are decomposed and sent to the other involved
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nodes.. Similarly, the results of the propagated requests must be merged and returned
too the requesting end user or application. Also, the access rights defined on each proxy
byy its owner enterprise are always validated and reinforced by the FQP mechanism
viaa the ESM components of each node. In this way, the requirement of selective and
securee access to distributed enterprise services described in Section 5.3.1 is properly
addressedd by the DIMS. Even more, through the extended FQP component presented
inn this section, the DIMS is able to support the federation of "services" as well as the
federationn of static data.
D I M SS Internal Database Manager
Ass mentioned in Chapter 4, the DIMS system actually acts as a client of an internal
databasee server. This back-end server is represented by the Oracle DBMS. In the case
off reference infrastructure described in Section 5.2, the DBMS server also needs to
bee extended to store and manage the local part of the tourism Federation Repository
informationn (see Figure 5.8), and to provide the associated data access mechanisms,
includingg OCI, ODBC, JDBC, PL/SQL, necessary database stored procedures, etc.
Pleasee notice that some of the functionalities developed at the server tier, such as
databasee stored procedures and triggers, can be conveniently reused by different applicationss servers in the DIMS Server Agent tier. For example, a given database
storedd procedure to retrieve information about the service definitions catalogue, may
bee reused in the implementation of the SERV-CAT and DBP application servers.
Accordingg to certain access scenarios for the Repository information, it is convenientt to allow that other infrastructure components e.g. PROMAN, can access the
databasee via standards such as JDBC if necessary. In this way, other architectural
componentss can count on a flexible, reliable and generic mechanism for data manipulation.. The basic database access rights and security issues for each components can
stilll be supported by the JDBC connection, preventing for instance, non-authorized
moduless from modifying or deleting service catalogue information, or changing the
databasee schema. By using JDBC, other modules can also develop their own functionalitiess without necessarily waiting or depending on specific DIMS developments.
However,, if requested and if deemed convenient, some of these functionalities can be
encapsulatedd and moved to the DIMS middle tier in order to provide a higher level

Federationn Repository
Servicee Interface
Defs.. Catalogue

Object Interface
Defs. Catalogue

Servicee Provider
Informationn

Registered EndUsers Information

VEE Information

F i g u r ee 5.8: P a r t of t h e i n f o r m a t i o n s t o r e d i n t h e D I M S i n t e r n a l D B M S .
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off abstraction support for the DIMS client components.
Inn this section, the general architecture of the extended DIMS was presented. In
thee next section, the design and implementation of the "Service Interface Definitions
Catalogue"" component is presented in more details.

5.4.22

Design of Service Interface Definitions Catalogue

Thee design of the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue component follows the generall three-tier model considering the DIMS architecture described in Section 5.4.1.
Namely,, the SERV-CAT repository database, application server, and client tools have
beenn developed following this model and are described in the next subsections.
Pleasee notice that the SERV-CAT addresses one of the "specific" tourism VE requirementss described in Section 5.3.1. Namely, the SERV-CAT design and implementationn represents an important extension to the DIMS design presented in Chapter 4.
Forr these reasons, this section introduces several new data structures and objects that
weree not described in Chapters 3 and 4.
SERV-CATT Repository Database
Inn order to develop the SERV-CAT tools, a detailed definition of the data structures
(e.g.. a formal data model) representing the service interfaces and its corresponding
dataa types, must be achieved. The proper data structures that are necessary for the
Servicee Interface Definitions Catalogue were analyzed and defined by the Entity Relationshipp (ER) diagram showed in Figure 5.9. A detailed description of this diagram
iss outside the aim of this chapter; instead, a short characterization of each entity is
describedd below.
Inn brief, the entity TFET_TYPES represents a root class for the main data
typess that are handled in the FETISH project, which has provided an environmentt to test and validate some of the DIMS extensions described in this section.
Thee entity TFET_FET_TYPES is a generalization of the concepts of Java classes
(TFET_CLASSES)) and interfaces (TFETJNTERFACES). Both classes and interfacess can be defined recursively in terms of other types, and that they are encapsulatedd in packages (TFETTRACKAGES). Furthermore, classes and interfaces are associatedd with class members (TFET_MEMBERS), which in turn can be either methods
(TFET_METHOD_MEMBER)) or fields (TFET_FIELD_MEMBER). In general, type
memberss can be associated (through TFET.QUALIFIERS) with zero or more specificc qualifier types (TFET_QUA_TYPES). The qualifiers types represent for instance
private,, public and protected declarations of type members. The method members
aree also associated with certain parameters (TFET_PARAMETERS) of a given type
(thesee parameters provide the link between the Service Interface Definitions Cataloguee and the Object Interface Definitions Catalogue as will be explained later in this
chapter). .
Basedd on the described ER diagram, the corresponding database definitions can
bee generated to create an Oracle database instance within DIMS. However, these
definitionss cannot be directly used by browser or management applications that need
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Figuree 5.9: Entity-Relationship diagram for service interface catalogue definitions.

too manipulate the data. Therefore, it is necessary to create an equivalent model that
cann be used by the DIMS applications, and also by the other system components that
interactt with the DIMS clients. For this purpose, a UML class diagram is depicted
inn Figure 5.10. This diagram is an object-oriented model, which is equivalent to the
ERR diagram described in the previous section.
Basedd on the UML diagram for the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue information,, a Java Package has been created, which contains the set of Java classes
thatt exactly correspond to the UML classes defined in the model in Figure 5.10.
Ass mentioned previously, other system architecture components that need to inter-
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Figuree 5.10: UML class diagram for Service Interface Definitions Catalogue information.
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actt with DIMS will use this package in order to exchange service interface catalogue
informationn in a common format as Java objects.
Thee package is called FetishTypes, and a snapshot of the documentation generated
forr this Java package is presented in Figure 5.11, including some of the main classes
thatt are defined in the package. As can be seen in this figure, the Java classes directly
correspondd to the UML model classes.
Applicationn Server

SERV-CAT AS

Followingg the extended architecture of the DIMS, there are several application server
componentss that need to be developed in order to provide high-level information
managementt functionalities to the client tier applications, and hiding for instance,
low-levell JDBC and database access details. In the case of the Service Interface
Definitionss Catalogue, the application server (SERV-CAT AS) provides functions for
manipulatingg catalogue data using the FETISH Types package described in the previouss section. These functions provided by the application server include for instance:
gett packages, get types information (for a given package identifier), get method informationn (for a given class identifier), etc. A prototype of the SERV-CAT AS providing
thesee functions has been developed, and a part of the HTML documentation generated
forr this server is included in Table 5.1.
SERV-CATT Browser/Administrator Client Applications
Regardingg the DIMS client tier, this section briefly describes the developed prototypes
forr the browser and manager client applications of the Service Interface Definitions
Catalogue,, i.e. the SERV-BROWSER and SERV-ADMIN end-user applications introducedd in Figure 5.6. The SERV-BROWSER client application can be used for instance
0 :: Package FetishTypes
•• le .'M ;'i:Jo.:^:'*etish,'FIV'rL.jycri::iFet!:E:hTv::iei.|,p.sch.iage-suH.,r.arv hitr-l
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Classs representing FETISH interfaces.
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Classs representing the members of a FETISH type
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Classs representing a method member of a FETISH class.
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Classs representing a FETISH package.
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Classs representing the root FETISH class.

Figuree 5.11: Description of FetishTypes

Java package.
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Servicee Catalogue Application Server Functionality
voidd deleteClassf Java.lane.String classld)

Deletess a Class from the service catalogue.
voidd deleteMethod(java.lang.String methodld)

Deletess a Method from the service catalogue.
voidd getClass(java.lang.String classld)

Retrievess the Class with the specified ID from the service catalogue.
ArrayListt getClassMethodsfJava.lang.String classld)

Getss all the methods for a given class ID.
ArrayListt getMethod(java.lang.String methodld)

Getss the method with the specified method ID.
voidd getPackage(java,lang.String packageld)

Retrievess the Package with the specified ID from the service catalogue.
DefaultListModell getPackageTypes{int packageld)

Getss the types (classes, interfaces) for a given package ID.
DefaultListModell getTypeMembers(int typeld)

Getss the members (fields, methods) for a given type ID.
voidd insertClass(TFet-Classes aClass)

Insertss a new Class into the service catalogue.
voidd insertMethodfTFet-Method-Member a Method)

Insertss a new Method into the service catalogue for the specified Class.
Tablee 5.1: Sample function definitions for SERV-CAT Application Server.

byy service providers, and the manager application will be used by the catalogue administratorr according to the general system structure described in Section 5.2.2. A
snapshott of the browsing interface is shown in Figure 5.12. As can be seen in this
figure,, the interface that allows the user to browse the service catalogue information
iss divided in three main areas. In the first area (left), the user can browse the service
packagess that are available. In the second area (middle), the user can see the service
typess e.g. Java classes and interfaces, that are defined within a given package. Finally,, for a given type, the user can see which methods and field members are defined
(rightt area). When the user double-clicks on a selected item, the detailed information
associatedd with that specific item is displayed. For instance, in the case of the methods,, the user can see the parameters, modifiers, return type, etc. that are defined
accordingg to a given method (see Figure 5.13).
Pleasee notice that for the snapshots of the interfaces in this document, only a
feww example data is shown for the sake of simplicity in illustrations of the usage of
thee interfaces. In reality, the data that is actually loaded into the database, will be
generatedd with the help of the expert organizations in tourism.
Furthermore,, through the administration tool (SERV-ADMIN), its end user i.e.
thee catalogue administrator, is able to insert, delete, and modify any data item in the
cataloguee information. These capabilities are not included in the normal browsing
clientt applications that the service providers use.
Thee client application described in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 was developed
entirelyy based on the functionality offered by the application server described in Sectionn 5.4.2. This means that the browser application only needs to access the highlevell functionality of the application server without being concerned about the specific
databasee structures and JDBC access mechanisms.
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Integrationn of Service and Object Interface Definitions Catalogues
Ass mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the data structures for the Object Interface Definitions
Cataloguee take the form of XML Data Type Definitions (DTDs) for different entities
andd concepts in the tourism domain. An example DTD used in DIMS for different
accommodationn facilities such as hotels, is presented in Figure 5.14.
Thee main relationship between the DTDs and the current Service Interface Cataloguee definitions, is realized by analyzing the types of the parameters of the methods
associatedd with specific classes or interfaces defined in the catalogue. Namely, the
typess of the objects passed as parameters of methods defined in classes and interfaces
mustt match with DTDs defined in the Object Interface Definitions Catalogue.
Therefore,, the complete database definitions for the Service Interface Definitions
Cataloguee reflect the link between the two catalogues. Furthermore, the Object In-
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terfacee Definitions Catalogue entries are stored as a set of DTDs represented as XML
schemaa documents, which suggests that the internal representation can be in simple
textt format. However, the definition of the Object Interface Definitions Catalogue
structuress is still being achieved.

5.4.33

Application of Internet Technology for E x t e n d e d DIMS
Implementation n

Besidess the analysis of information management requirements for the tourism sector
describedd in Section 5.3, and after the identification of the main required technology
andd tools to be used, it is necessary to perform a more detailed analysis of the specific
featuress of existing Internet technology and development tools and systems to be
consideredd for the implementation of the extended architecture of the DIMS system.
Basically,, the scope of this analysis of existing technology and development tools and
systemss is delimited by the following points:
•• Java programming language
•• Extensible Markup Language - XML
•• Jini
•• 0racle8i DBMS
Too achieve a complete and exhaustive description of each of these standards and
toolss is not the aim of this chapter. However, in the next sections each of these key
pointss is briefly described and analyzed, given the relevance of their practical applicationn in the information management platform implemented to support a tourism
VEE infrastructure.
<!--DTD of ACCOMODATION
-->
<!--GENERAL
-->
<!ELEMENTT general (id,name+,description*)>
<!ELEMENTT id (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENTT name (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLISTT name language (ESIENIDEIITIELIPTIFR) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENTT description (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLISTT description language (ESIENIDEIITIELIPTIFR) #REQUIRED>
<!--ADDRESS - >
<!ELEMENTT address (area, street+, streetnmbr?, postal-code?, areacitycode?,
phone*,fax?,, email*, url+)>
<!ELEMENTT area (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENTT street (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLISTT street language (ESIENIDEIITIELIPTIFR) #REQUIRED>
<!! ELEMENT streetnmbr (#PCDATA) >
<!! ELEMENT postal-code (#PCDATA) >
<!! ELEMENT areacitycode (#PCDATA) >
<!! ELEMENT phone (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLISTT phone language (ESIENIDEIITIELIPTIFR) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENTfaxx (#PCDATA) >
<!! ELEMENT email (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLISTemaill language (ESIENIDEIITIELIPTIFR) #REQUIRED>
<< 'ELEMENT url («PCDATA) >
<!ATTLISTT url language (ESIENIDEIITIELIPTIFR) #REQU!RED>

Figuree 5.14: Example of partial XML definitions for accommodation data types.
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J a v aa p r o g r a m m i n g language
Thee Java programming language has been the chosen development language for the
extendedd DIMS components. Namely, Java is the best option in order to implement a
federationn of tourism services as a set of Web-based components and applications, for
whichh client interfaces can be executed by tourism service users on a wide diversity of
systemm platforms. The extended DIMS implementation has been therefore carried out
usingg Java, and exploiting the specific features that this language presents in terms
off information management support in a distributed environment (see for instance
[36]).. In this section, some of the particular features that were applied in different
developmentt stages of the DIMS software components, are described.
Thee main Java features and mechanisms that are relevant to the design and implementationn of the extended DIMS are:
Multi-threadd support mechanisms. Java is a language that offers advanced functionalitiess to support the execution of multiple threads and lightweight processes
inn order to handle different jobs at the same time. For a federated information
managementt system such as DIMS, the multithreading facilities are crucial for
thee implementation of different modules. For instance, the advanced multithreadedd functionalities of Java are used in the DIMS application servers and
inn the implementation of the DSLM module.
•• Java Database Connectivity. The Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) API
andd drivers provide application developers with a standard access interface for
aa wide range of databases irrespectively of the system platform and specificitiess of the underlying database management system. For instance, a database
applicationn based on JDBC is able to connect and use any other data source
thatt provides a JDBC driver, such as Oracle, Access, Sybase, etc. Generalizingg this feature, it is also possible by using JDBC, to develop applications
thatt are capable of simultaneously interoperate in the same way with different
databases,, provided that these databases offer a JDBC-compliant driver [36].
JDBCC can also play an important role in the task of integration of information
comingg from external existing legacy systems. JDBC is therefore a powerful tool
too achieve multi-platform database connectivity in a distributed environment.
Thus,, the extended DIMS Application Server prototypes are currently based on
thee JDBC approach to interact with the underlying DBMS. The DIMS clients
interactt with the application servers via RMI or Jini services.
•• Graphical User Interface (GUI). The DIMS implementation should also support
aa user interface through which, for instance, particular kinds of distributed
queriess on VE information can be issued, and the results are presented back to
thee end user. Here, the graphical interface components of the system should be
ablee to run on multiple platforms and to present the data coming from different
distributedd databases. The GUI that is developed for the prototype of the
Servicee Interface Definitions Catalogue of DIMS is based on the Java Foundation
Classess (JFC), which define a complete set of graphic interface components for
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Javaa applications. The Swing classes included in the JFC support GUI elements
suchh as windows and frames, panels, dialog boxes, menus and toolbars, buttons,
sliders,, combo boxes, text components, tables, lists, and trees among other
interfacee elements. The DIMS system implementation uses these facilities for
designingg and implementing the corresponding end-user interfaces.
•• XML processing facilities. Another recognized advantage of Java regarding
thee implementation of the DIMS, resides in the fact that it provides certain
featuress that facilitate the sharing and processing of data and documents using
XMLL [113]. By combining the neutral data definitions of XML with portable
applicationss written in Java, it is therefore possible to develop applications that
cann be downloaded over the Internet on any virtual machine, and that can
alsoo represent and exchange data in an open and language-neutral manner (see
[113]).. In other words, the utilization of Java together with XML, potentially
increasess the degree of interoperability between applications both inside and
outsidee enterprises. Furthermore, the Java platform has been very valuable for
implementingg XML interfaces such as SAX (Simple API for XML). Other points
thatt illustrate the benefits of using Java and XML can be found in [113].
Thee exploitation of these Java facilities has been done during the implementation
off different modules of the extended DIMS.
Extensiblee Markup Language — X M L
XMLL was developed by an XML Working Group formed under the World Wide Web
Consortiumm (W3C) in 1996 [161]. In short, XML is a markup language used to
describee structured documents (see also [162, 163] for a brief description of XML). The
relevancee of XML to support tourism VE infrastructures has been well recognized in
projectss such as FETISH. In the case of the DIMS, different XML data representations
andd tools can be applied to support different functionalities, including for instance,
thee Object Interface Definitions Catalogue Manager, as described in Section 5.3.
Also,, the on-going initiatives regarding implementation of an XML data binding
forr Java promise to be fruitful in the context of future DIMS developments and
extensions.. The main objective of the XML data binding for Java, is to automatically
translatee XML schema definitions into Java classes [23]. These classes will actually
carryy out the work of parsing the XML code, building the internal data structures,
andd validating data contents.
Dataa binding facilities promise to provide a better support for XML data validation
thann other approaches to process XML documents, such as DOM [160] or SAX [66].
Thee idea is that the classes that are automatically generated based on XML schemas,
alreadyy include the code that performs both structure and content validation [137].
Therefore,, the classes can be regenerated at any time that the schema changes, relievingg awkward maintenance tasks. Furthermore, applications using these classes can
havee a similar performance as SAX applications, while having an in-memory data
structuree as with DOM.
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Ass an example, the project "Adelard" (currently known as JABX) was initiated
byy Sun in order to maximize the efficiency of XML-processing applications, based on
thee presented concepts of XML Data Binding [110]. Although this technology is still
evolving,, its application in the DIMS must be considered and evaluated in the future.
Jini i
Ass described previously in Section 5.2.2, the facilities and advanced features of
thee Java/Jini application development environments can be used and exploited for
tourismm VE support infrastructures. In particular, in the case of the DIMS component,, Jini is applied in the design and implementation phases whenever appropriate
and/orr necessary. For example, the implementation of the FQP/DSLM module
off DIMS relies on the Jini approach to implement the distributed look-up service
facilities,, as illustrated in Section 5.4.1.
Oracle8i i
Thee chosen DBMS to implement the extended DIMS architecture is Oracle8i Enterprisee Edition (however, most of the described DIMS functionality described in this
chapterr still needs to be migrated from Oracle version 7.3). In general, this DBMS
offerss a set of functionalities in terms of efficiency, reliability, security, availability, etc.
thatt will support the basic data management facilities of the DIMS. As was mentioned
inn Chapter 4, Oracle 7 has been already successfully used in the implementation of
thee DIMS in PRODNET [77]. Furthermore, the adopted 8i release of Oracle focuses
onn Internet computing and provides additional support for Java, XML, Web browser
applications,, and object-relational data management.
Finally,, it must be mentioned that the use of Oracle products within the DIMS
implementationn has been limited to the database server together with certain generic
interfacess and programming tools (see for instance Figure 4.4), in order to keep the
levell of dependency on a specific DBMS as low as possible. For this reason, advanced
Oraclee products such as automatic form generators, business-to-business development
suits,, and Internet directory components, were not used for the DIMS implementation.
Extendedd DIMS Implementation Environment and Tools
Thee implementation of several extensions to the DIMS component, as presented in
Sectionn 5.4, has been developed within the 5FP FETISH project using the Java 2
platformm version 1.1.2. Furthermore, it can be mentioned that Forte, a Java Integratedd Development Environment provided by Sun on free basis, has been used. As
mentionedd previously, the chosen internal database is Oracle8i (although version 7.3
iss still being used). Also, most data access requests between DIMS client applicationss (or applets) and DIMS application servers are handled through Remote Method
Invocationn (RMI) mechanisms, and the application servers communicate with the internall DBMS mainly through JDBC. A set of public XML document processing and
Javaa binding tools are being evaluated to be used for further implementation of other
DIMSS features.
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Onee of the main conclusions of this chapter is that the DIMS federated information
managementt architecture presented in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis can be successfullyy extended and used to support VE infrastructures in substantially different VE
applicationn domains. Namely, in previous chapters of this thesis it was illustrated
howw the federated DIMS architecture approach can be applied to support VEs in the
production-orientedd industrial manufacturing sector, while in this chapter the DIMS
architecturee was applied to support VEs in the service-oriented sector (more specifically,, in the tourism service industry). In order to further clarify this point, Table 5.2
summarizess and compares the application of the main federated architecture issues
andd components in both VE domains, considering the general federated information
managementt requirements, federated integrated schema, federated query processing,
andd the federated export schema definitions. A more detailed analysis of the integrationn of these two VE application cases is outside the scope of this chapter and is
beingg addressed as part of on-going research projects such as FETISH.
Inn particular, the application of the federated information management architecturee to properly manage distributed service proxies (i.e. active functions) instead of
applyingg it to manage information that traditionally encompasses only "static data
items",, represents one of the distinguishing features of the extended DIMS federated
approachh proposed in this chapter. Please also notice that the the way in which
thee global federation of services is represented as a distributed hierarchy or graph
off service directory nodes from where the service providers and end users must have
protectedd access to specific service proxies, also has an impact in the way in which
differentt federated architecture components need to be designed and implemented
(seee Table 5.2).
Furthermore,, this chapter also presented the way in which several advanced Internett standards and development tools can be applied in the design and implementation
off the extended features of the DIMS components, such as the Service Interface Definitionss Catalogue. For example, the extended DIMS design and implementation
consideredd the application of: Java as programming language and development platform;; XML for data representation and exchange; XML data binding facilities with
Java;; Jini technology to support management of distributed services; and Oracle8i as
thee back end database server of the federated system.
Pleasee also notice that the detailed design and development phases of the extended
DIMSS are still in progress. Thus, there are many other possible directions and extensionss for the work presented in this chapter. For example, the following points can
bee addressed as part of future work:
•• Versioning control mechanisms can be developed to support the evolution of
bothh service and object interface definitions. Proper control of different versions
off service and data type definitions is important in order to reinforce future
compatibilityy and interoperability, specially for the continued use of value-added
servicess among tourism enterprises.
•• "Data/meta-data export" facilities can be added to the service/object interface
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definitionn catalogue applications. Through this mechanism, definitions of cataloguee entries can be exported as Java files, that can be used by service providers
inn order to start the implementation of complying Java/Jini proxies.
•• Advanced query/search facilities on catalogue information can be incorporated
too facilitate the browsing and querying tasks on information related to the servicee interfaces and proxies.
•• The implementation and design of some of the described DIMS functionalities
needd to be further extended and detailed in the future, including the end-user
editorr for setting the access rights through the FARM module, and the support
forr distributed business processes for VASs and for PROMAN.
Ass final remark, it is foreseen that the same general information management
requirementss that identified for the design and implementation of a federated informationn management architecture in two substantially different VE application domainss (i.e. tourism services and industrial manufacturing), will also be identified
inn other kinds of VE domains and collaborative scenarios, such as: concurrent engineering,, agribusiness, agile distributed scheduling, elderly health care, etc. For
example,, the federated information management architecture has been suitable to
supportt distributed manufacturing scheduling for VEs in the context of the INCOKITT MASSYVE project [128, 127].
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Federatedd DBMS
RequirementRequirement
Generall
need
for
distributedd informationn sharing among
autonomouss nodes.
Needd for definition of
accesss rights through
exportt schemas on locall data/services.
Federatedd support for
distributedd coordinationn and monitoring of
VEE tasks.
ArchitecturalArchitectural
Conceptt of federated
architecturee node.

Federatedd Integrated
Schemaa and Associatedd Data.

Federatedd Query Processingg (FQP).

Exportt Schema Managementt (ESM).

| Service-oriented VEs
| Production-oriented VEs
Analysis Issues
Independentt
tourism
service Autonomouss SMEs need to share
providerss need to share internal partt of their local information with
resourcess with service requesters otherr VE partners to achieve the fiandd end-users to achieve the VE nall VE goals (mostly focusing on
goalss (mostly focusing on VASs).
value-addedd products).
Accesss to tourism enterprise services VEE members need support for fineandd resources must be protected and grainedd access rights on shared data
selective,, depending on agreements, inn order to reinforce the trust and
VEE contracts, etc.
collaborationn among enterprises.
VASss are represented as DBPs, for VEE tasks can be modeled as DBPs
whichh information can be managed representingg the distributed probyy the federated system in order to ductionn chain among VE partsupportt VE monitoring and coordi- ners;; federated information managenationn tasks.
mentt can properly support coordination/monitoringg tasks.
Design Components
AA federated node is represented AA federated node is represented by
byy a node in a tree or graph of aa specific VE member enterprise
distributedd service directory nodes; node;; the federated system stores
eachh node stores and manages a set andd manages information that is acoff service proxies that are selectively cessiblee only to the particular enterofferedd to the federation by different prisess associated with the VE node.
servicee provider enterprises.
Partt of the integrated schema is Thee common integrated schema (enrepresentedd by the service and ob- compassingg local, import, export
jectt interface definitions that are andd integrated VE information) is
storedd in distributed service direc- representedd and accessed at each VE
tories.. The service proxies represent enterprisee node. The data associthee "pointers to the data" (i.e. ser- atedd with the integrated schema is
vicee wrappers) complying with the temporarilyy pushed/pulled from inintegratedd schema, which always re- ternall systems into the cooperation
sidee at the service provider site.
layer. .
"service-oriented"" FQP is carried FQPP is carried out to handle the
outt by the distributed look-up locall and federated queries issued
mechanismm implemented on each onn the integrated schema, while renode:: a service requester can issue spectingg the access rights defined
queriess on the service catalogue ask- att each node through the export
ingg for proxies that can be physi- schemas.. Federated queries will be
callyy located at other nodes. The decomposedd into subqueries, that
physicall location of the proxies is willl be in turn sent to other enirrelevantt and at each node access terprisess for execution and the rerightss of the query issuer are vali- trievedd results will be merged to
dated. .
generatee the FQP answer.
ESMM supports the Federated Access ESMM is done through the ESMT,
Rightt Manager (FARM) module at whichh allows each VE member to
eachh directory node, through which createe export schema hierarchies
servicee providers can autonomously thatt implement the proper access
definee the proper access rights for rightss and visibility levels on the
otherr individual (or groups of) en- locall information that needs to be
terprisess or end users.
sharedd with other VE members.

Tablee 5.2: Application of federated architecture approaches in different VE domains.
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6.11

Summary of General Approach

Thee VE paradigm represents an active area of research and technological developments,, in which an extremely wide variety of existing ICT approaches, tools, components,, models and standards can be applied. However, given the extension and
complexityy of the VE application domain, there are still many obstacles and open
issuess that need to be addressed, when supporting advanced collaboration scenarios
amongg enterprises involved in VEs. Here, the proper sharing and exchange of informationn among pre-existing heterogeneous and autonomous enterprises and their internal
systems,, introduces particularly exigent challenges that are faced in the design of
virtuall enterprise support platforms. In this context, the general objective of this
dissertationn is the analysis, design and implementation of a federated Distributed Informationn Management System (DIMS), specifically tailored to properly support the
complexx requirements set forward by Virtual Enterprise collaborative scenarios.
Thee first step towards the accomplishment of this goal involved a detailed analysis
off several related information management techniques and actual VE platforms, that
needd to be evaluated when designing and developing the information management
systemm for a given virtual enterprise support infrastructure. The presented analysis
includedd a survey of generic distributed information management techniques, related
informationn representation models and standards, as well as several relevant informationn management technologies and tools. Furthermore, a representative set of
internationall VE projects were selected, described and classified in terms of the main
featuress applied for integration of the VE distributed information. These projects
weree also analyzed against a given set of criteria that was specifically defined in order
too compare and evaluate their different features. In this way, the results of this analysiss represent a survey of the state-of-the-art regarding the application of information
managementt standards and technologies in existing VE support platforms.
Furthermore,, in order to achieve a complete identification of the information managementt requirements for the target DIMS, a systematic analysis of the VE application
domainn was carried out. Namely, the analysis of the specific VE information man185 5
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agementt requirements for the DIMS was performed considering certain VE life-cycle
scenarioss supported by a reference VE Cooperation Layer, with emphasis on Industriall Manufacturing SMEs. The identified requirements included both the information
modelingg and the functional requirements for the DIMS. In addition, considering the
resultss of the performed analysis, a clear need was identified regarding the applicationn of the federated information management architecture, which in turn represents
thee generic framework proposed in this dissertation to support effective information
sharingg among the VE member enterprises.
Consequently,, based on the identified distributed information management requirementss and the proposed federated approach, the individual components of the
federatedd database architecture were specifically designed and tailored to the VE
applicationn domain. Namely, the main components of the DIMS architecture were
conceptualized,, designed, and implemented, including: the federated VCL integrated
schema,, the DIMS Export Schema Manager Tool (ESMT), the Federated Query Processorr (FQP), and the multi-user interoperable DIMS Server Agent. The export
schemaa hierarchy definitions based on VE member roles and the workflow-driven federatedd query processing mechanisms, represent the features of the DIMS architecture
thatt support the import/export of secure information among the federated nodes in
virtuall enterprises. Furthermore, the DIMS architectural components were applied to
supportt real scenario cases within the industrial manufacturing domain considering
thee general PRODNET VE demonstration environment. For instance, some of the
devisedd DIMS demonstration cases showed how the FQP mechanism works together
withh the ESMT access rights definitions in order to adequately support the managementt of distributed business process information, which becomes crucial for the
properr coordination and monitoring of the tasks assigned to different VE members.
Finally,, it was analyzed how the general DIMS federated approach can be tailored
inn order to cope with specific information management requirements encountered in
differentt VE application domains, taking as an example the tourism sector. For this
purpose,, the presented DIMS requirement analysis, architecture design and system
developmentt phases were revised and adjusted to support Virtual Enterprises in the
tourismm application domain. In addition, it was demonstrated how several advanced
Internett standards and development tools (e.g. Java, Jini, XML among others) can be
incorporatedd in the architectural design and implementation platform of the federated
informationn management system. Furthermore, it is expected that the federated
informationn management architecture approach presented in this dissertation can also
bee applied to other kinds of VE application domains.

6.22

Summary of Achievements

Thee main contribution of this dissertation is the achievement of the design and implementationn of a federated Distributed Information Management System that properly
supportss the cooperative information sharing and exchange, node autonomy, and informationn visibility levels and access rights for exchanged data among the VE nodes.
Furthermore,, other specific DIMS features or achievements regarding the management
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off distributed information for the virtual enterprise domain are enumerated below:
•• The DIMS integrated schema definitions are shared by all VE nodes and the
dataa can be imported/exported from its source at the exact query-evaluation
time,, according to the proper access rights defined in the hierarchy of export
schemass for VE partners. Consequently, distributed up-to-date data can always
bee accessed by the queries. Furthermore, this approach avoids the need for
centralizationn of data and control over the VE nodes.
•• The DIMS integrated schema represents and provides access to all the informationn classes that are necessary to support the operation of the VE Cooperation
Layerr as a whole unit. Different clusters of information required by individual
componentss of this layer are linked together through a coherent and uniform
databasee schema. In this way, the information for the VE Cooperation Layer
componentss is well integrated to support the behavior of the global "VE entity".
•• The general DIMS federated architecture represents a major distinguishing characteristicc in relation to the approach followed in those other VE-related projects.
Inn fact, similar architectures are only identified in other projects in which the
CO-IMM group of the University of Amsterdam has also been in charge of the VE
informationn management system. For example, some of the federated database
architecturee functionalities enumerated in this section, provide particularly attractivee features for handling several open-issues associated with the managementt of information in VEs, that have not been directly incorporated in other
VEE infrastructures and projects (see Chapter 2 for more details).
•• The management of the hierarchy of VE partner roles and export schemas by
DIMS,, supports a flexible and configurable definition of information access rights
amongg VE member enterprises, based on for instance: existing trust levels,
productionn chain relations, legal contracts, and supervision clauses.
•• The federated query processing of DIMS provides simultaneous access to the
particularr VE information for which an enterprise is authorized from several
otherr enterprises, while hiding the physical data location details from the end
userss and client applications. For example, in the PRODNET scenario the
genericc DIMS federated query processor was applied in order to support order
statuss monitoring among VE members from a given VE coordinator node.
•• The DIMS server agent offers a wide variety of specialized high-level information
managementt functionalities to support the VE creation and operation phases.
Thesee functions store and manage enterprise information according to a referencee VE topology model, which is instantiated during the VE creation phase.
Forr example, most of these functions expect both the VE identifier and the VE
partnerr identifier as input parameters, in order to reinforce the consistent applicationn of the VE paradigm concepts within different data sharing and exchange
scenarios,, specially when considering multiple VEs in the network.
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•• The DIMS federated database schema achieves a comprehensive integration of
differentt information representation models and standards to support the VE
operation.. Namely, this integrated schema supports the representation of VErelatedd information in compliance with some of the ICT standards and models
presentedd in Chapter 2, including STEP, EDI and DBP models.
•• The DIMS architecture applies a combination of workflow management technologyogy and federated/distributed database information management approaches,
whichh has substantially contributed to support flexible and configurable interactionn scenarios among both internal and external modules of the VE Cooperationn Layer. For example, some specific interoperation scenarios were described
inn Chapter 4, addressing how the implementation of the DIMS federated architecturee can benefit from workflow plan specifications; and conversely, how the
workfloww management engine can exploit the distributed information managementt services offered by the DIMS.
•• The DIMS architecture also defines an interoperability mechanism to support
dataa exchange functionalities between the VE Cooperation layer and internal
enterprisee systems. Through the proposed interoperability approach, the DIMS
modulee can be dynamically integrated to interoperate with other internal companyy systems, such as ERP/PPCs.
•• The modular development of DIMS within the PRODNET VCL environment
providedd the required level of security and message authentication for data exchangee among enterprises, since it exploits different facilities offered by the specializedd communication module of the VCL, e.g. PCI module in PRODNET.
•• The DIMS implementation exhibits satisfactory levels of both reliability and
efficiency,, which are necessary to adequately support the regular operation of the
VEE Cooperation Layer. Namely, the application of careful design considerations
duringg the entire DIMS software development life-cycle, the exploitation of a
reliablee internal DBMS, and the use of C + + as the development language for
DIMS,, have produced an information management system that satisfies the
reliabilityy and performance requirements of the PRODNET VE cooperation
scenarios.. A more quantitative performance evaluation of the DIMS could not
bee performed because the developed system is still a prototype (i.e. it is not a
finalfinal engineering product that can be fairly tested using standard benchmarking
methodologies).. Furthermore, the performance evaluation of a complex systems
suchh as DIMS, which is highly integrated with other VCL components, may also
requiree to properly adapt traditional performance evaluation methodologies as
mostt components are inter-related (it is not easy to make separate evaluations
off each component per se), and this problem is outside the scope of this thesis.
•• The DIMS federated architecture approach can be extended and adapted to supportt specific information management requirements derived from significantly
differentt VE application domains, ranging from the industrial manufacturing to
tourismm sectors.
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Consideringg the major achievements listed above, we conclude that the proposed
designn and implementation of the DIMS architecture can properly satisfy all the
objectivess and information management requirements for VE support, that were introducedd in Chapter 1 of this thesis. Furthermore, the DIMS architecture represents
aa solid platform that can be extended in many directions, as described next.

6.33

Extensions and Future Work

Thiss section describes a number of future research directions related to certain aspects
off the work presented in this dissertation.

6.3.11

Management of Multiple VE Integrated Schemas

Thee presented DIMS federated approach has mostly focused on the support for VE
collaborationn scenarios in which there are a large number of international SMEs representingg potential partners that can work together to satisfy a given business opportunity.. The best way in which this kind of collaborations among international SMEs
cann be rapidly materialized and operate in an agile and reactive manner, is through
thee application of commonly defined information models and standards that minimize
thee associated semantic and structural heterogeneity that exists among the internal
systemss of these enterprises. This is the main reason for which it is assumed in the
DIMSS design that all the enterprises share the same integrated schema definitions
withinn the VE Cooperation Layer.
However,, in order to support other kinds of VE scenarios, the federated schema
architecturee of the DIMS could be extended to support the negotiation and sharing of
differentt integrated schema definitions among VE enterprise members. For example,
thiss feature would support VE collaborations in the product engineering sector in
whichh small groups of enterprises need to negotiate and agree on the particular schema
definitionss involved in the technical design of a given product. In this case, enterprises
firstfirst need to work together in order to unify their data models towards the definition
off multilaterally agreed integrated schemas.
Too support the definition of multiple integrated schemas among VE members
withinn the federated DIMS architecture, it is necessary to design a data manipulation
languagee that would allow the derivation of export schemas from local schemas, and
thee definition of integrated schemas from export/local schemas. For example, the
definition/derivationn language specifications that have been developed at the COIMM group of the University of Amsterdam for the P E E R federated database system,
couldd be adapted to a federated database architecture for VE support [17, 5, 15, 16].
Alternatively,, a general ODMG-based approach could be followed in which ODL and
OQLL languages are used for the specification of the definition/derivation language
[50].. In this case, different types of federated schemas could be represented in ODL,
andd the derivation language could be based on OQL for data selection/projection
operations. .
Finally,, the application of schema "mediator" components, which can help end
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userss with the definition of the specific VE database schemas, can be evaluated. In
otherr words, intelligent database schema mediators could assist or even automate certainn global schema definition tasks. For example, in the NIIIP project a VE mediated
globall schema is handled, through which conflicts between structural and semantic
representationss are resolved at run time [114].

6.3.22

X M L for V E Federated Information M a n a g e m e n t in VEs

Thee role that XML can play as a standard format to support the sharing and exchange
off data and metadata between the DIMS component and the internal enterprise systemss needs to be further investigated. Furthermore, XML can also be applied to
supportt certain federated information management functionalities. For example:
•• The local schema at every DIMS node could represent and manage XML documentss directly.
•• The definition of DIMS export schemas could be based on XML documents.
•• The export schemas represented as XML may be merged into an integrated
schema,, using some kind of definition/derivation language extensions. For instance,, the use of XML to support database views has been addressed in [1, 2].
•• When an export schema is queried through the federated integrated schema, the
resultt of the subqueries may be represented and sent back as XML documents.
Thiss can facilitate the data processing tasks of Web-based client applications.
•• The XML metadata may be used to cope with some schema integration problems
associatedd with local schema heterogeneity issues, as explained in Section 6.3.1.
Pleasee also notice that the use of XML is complementary to an interoperability
approachh based on schema integration using data definition/derivation languages. In
otherr words, the combination of both approaches could be possible. The advantage of
XMLL is that it does not really make assumptions about database models and it would
properlyy support a "document-based" information management approach, such as the
OO AG proposal described in Chapter 2. In fact, the issue of combining "documentbased"" approaches, with approaches that rely on generic database interoperability
architecturess is also a challenging point. For instance, the application of documentbasedd approaches for enterprise data exchange within the DIMS federated database
architecturee needs to be further studied.

6.3.33

Generic Federated Information M a n a g e m e n t for I D F s

Interchangee Data Formats (IDFs) comprise all those standards aiming at the exchange
off data among different enterprises. For instance, EDI and STEP standards, enterprisee document models, and some XML document definitions could be considered as
IDFs.. Multiple IDFs formats may need to be handled within a given VE platform to
supportt different functionalities in the same way in which for example, PRODNET
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VCLL supports EDI messages and STEP files. It is clear that data associated to differentt IDFs needs to be managed by the DIMS of the VE Cooperation Layer. Here,
thee challenge is to design a common data access mechanism for the DIMS in order
too support as many IDFs as possible in the most flexible and generic way. Many of
thesee formats are based on metadata schema definitions, and on the exchange of data
valuess that comply with a subset of the metadata schema. Therefore, it remains to
bee evaluated if these requirements can be well supported within a general federated
IDFss management framework for the VE Cooperation Layer.
Anotherr important issue is the fact that despite the use of different IDFs, the
accesss rights and visibility levels among the VE member enterprises still need to be
definedd and reinforced, and most of the IDFs management tools do not properly
supportt this feature. Thus, by representing and storing the IDF information within
aa federated database management system, the IDF "documents" that are exchanged
amongg enterprises can be better secured and protected. Finally, considering that most
off the IDFs documents can be represented in XML, the idea of building an XML
databasee with federated capabilities seems attractive, as described in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.44

Other Future Directions

Besidess the main lines of research described in the previous section, there are several
otherr important points for extensions and future directions that are briefly enumerated
beloww (most of them have been addressed in previous chapters of this thesis):
•• Active/federated database capabilities for advanced workflow management support.. The objective of this subject is to analyze the application of active
databasee concepts within a federated database architecture in order to provide
ann elegant and general support for the workflow management component of the
VEE Cooperation Layer. For instance, given the advantages of the definition
off an information management and coordination kernel in PRODNET (constitutedd by the DIMS and LCM modules), the extended support that an "active"
federatedd database management system can provide for workflow management
enginess needs to be further investigated. Namely, rules stored and managed by
ann active database system can be a useful mechanism to support the control and
thee data exchange among workflow management activities. For some examples
off the use of active database rules to support workflow management, see [168].
•• Incorporation of high-performance distributed computing services. As described
inn Chapter 2, some VE collaborative scenarios may demand an information managementt platform able to handle extremely large data collections that need to be
accessedd by geographically distributed users running computationally intensive
processes.. In this kind of scenarios, the incorporation of a high-performance distributedd resource and data management services such as the Data Grid services,
cann be considered for the DIMS [26].
•• Distributed transaction management functionalities. As mentioned in Chapterr 2, for some VE infrastructures, there is a prominent need to support advancedd distributed transaction management mechanisms [176, 114]. This need
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wass not relevant to the kind of VE scenarios addressed in this thesis. However,
thee DIMS architecture could be extended with these functionalities in order to
bee applied in other VE domains such as concurrent engineering, or to support
advancedd distributed workflow management requirements.
•• Further development of Internet directory management functionalities. In
Chapterss 2 and 3, the need for directories of public information related to
VEE collaborations was identified. For example, for every enterprise it would be
convenientt to keep a directory of information describing the company profile
andd the role that it would like to take in potential VEs. This information would
bee made available for all other nodes in the network. The support for this kind
off directories was certainly considered as a functional requirement for DIMS,
althoughh it was not fully included in the final DIMS implementation in PRODNETT (mainly because it was outside the scope of the project). However, several
advancedd directory management functionalities were developed as an extension
too the DIMS architecture, regarding common "interface definitions catalogues"
suchh as the Service Interface Definitions Catalogue for VEs in the tourism sector
(seee Chapter 6). In general, other directory management functionalities can be
incorporatedd into the current DIMS platform implementation.
•• Design and development of generic Internet client applications and tools to supportt federated access to VE-related information. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
thee development of Internet client applications and tools to access data stored
inn the DIMS was not strictly mandatory in PRODNET, mainly because the
referencee VE Cooperation Layer was conceived to be installed locally at each
enterprise,, and therefore the VE information is accessed by end users and applicationss through specific DIMS services installed in the local VE node. However,
inn other VE application domains, Internet technologies and related standards
suchh as Java, Jini, and XML, can be incorporated into the DIMS architecture
too have access to VE-related information, as illustrated in Chapter 6. Other
Web-basedd client applications supporting federated access to VE distributed
information,, can be added to the DIMS architecture in the future.
•• Automatic Creation of Enterprise Export Schemas. In Chapter 4, some research
directionss were described regarding possible extensions to the DIMS Export
Schemaa Management functionalities, such as the introduction of export schema
templatess and the automatic creation of enterprise export schemas. These extensionss would facilitate to a great extent the task of defining individual export
schemass on local enterprise information for every other VE partner.
Finally,, it is foreseen that the research work regarding the federated information
managementt approach presented in this thesis, will be extended and used in the
nearr future to support virtual collaboration scenarios in other application domains,
includingg VEs in agri-business and tourism sectors, virtual scientific laboratories, and
distributedd supply chain management.
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Appendixx B

Comparisonn of VE
Informationn Management
Infrastructures s
Thee tables included in this appendix represent a classification and characterization
off several VE projects based on the criteria defined in Chapter 2. Thus, the tables
includedd in this appendix depict the main features and capabilities that are commonly
providedd by VE information management infrastructures. Conversely, these tables
alsoo identify certain features that are not supported by most of the analyzed systems.
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GeneralGeneral
Organization n
Sector r
Platform m

Comparisonn of VE Information Management Infrastructures

information
EisNet t
TRWW (US company)
Intra/Internett Business Information
Integration n
Serverr on Sun/Solaris

DataData Management
Dataa Models
Internall DBMS
DBB access method

Highh level functions
Transactionss Mgmt.
Middleware e
Externall Systems Integration n

VEE Information
cesss rights

Ac-

Multiplatformm
(Java/CORBAbased) )
Framework for Information
Sharing/Exchange
Proprietaryy organization (hierar- Standardss such as IEC 61360 (for
chy)) and model of data sources
electronicc components); own DTDs
Infoo Web (Illustra and Oracle also Anyy relational DBs can be used
usedd under InfoWeb)
throughh JDBC
Clientt interfaces provide DB ac- Viaa GEN Search/Acquisition/ Excesss through HTML, CGI, and Java; tractionn Clients (WWW interfaces
InfoWebb also supports ODBC and andd other data loading tools)
otherr data access services
High-levell functions for meta-data GENN clients and services (through
generationn are provided (e.g. filters, URLs) )
classifierss and feature extractors)
Noo information available
Noo information available
InfoWebb middleware layer considers Mainlyy CORBA
CORBA,, HTTP, ODBC and others
InfoWebb object server supports GENN clients and services can be
integrationn of legacy databases calledd from company's applications
throughh C-\—\- class definition of suchh as CAD systems; local DB inlogicall DBs
formationn can be retrieved through
CGII services
Accounts/passwordss are issued for Basedd on engineer's access rights
accesss to local DBs; additional layer (account/password);; distinction beoff password protection was used for tweenn company-private and VEcorporatee DB access
publicc data
None e
None e

Federatedd
/
distributedd DB architecture e
SpecificSpecific VE management
functionalities
VEE creation
Noo information available

Noo information available (data can
bee dynamically queried and retrieved,, but there is no description
off special VE operation support)
VEE dissolution
Noo information available
OtherOther characteristics
Directoryy Mgmt.
Noo information available
Workfloww Mgmt.
None e
Safee Comm.
Tech- Webb server firewall (other aspects
niques s
suchh as encryption or secured socketss were not required for prototype)
Netscapee browser/client interfaces
Internett Data Access
usingg HTML, CGI, Java applets
Mainn special features
InfoWebb provides some meta-data
generationn services
VEE operation

GENN

GENN European Organization
Engineeringg Enterprises

Data/metadataa can be registered
whenn an enterprise joins the global
VEE (no information about VE
topologiess definitions)
Noo information available (search
clientss can retrieve distributed VE
dataa but no information on specific
VE-supportt operations is provided)
Noo information available
Noo information available
None e
Noo information available
GENN Client interfaces are WWW
based;; XML is used
Flexiblee integration of distributed
informationn via Internet

Tablee B.l: Evaluation of Internet-based infrastructures for VE information management.

Comparisonn of VE Information Management Infrastructures

VEGA A
GeneralGeneral information
NIIIP P
USS industries/government
Europeann ESPRIT project
Organization n
Industriall enterprises
Largee Scale Engineering
Sector r
Multiplatformm (CORBA-based)
Multi-platformm (CORBA-based)
Platform m
DataData Management Framework for Information
Sharing/Exchange
Mainlyy STEP data models
STEP,, OMG, others
Dataa Models
Implementationss of the architecture Noo information available
Internall DBMS
cann use different DBMSs
Severall components provide differ- COAST-based d
DBB access method
entt DB access methods including
JDBC,, ODBC, ODMG, and SDAI
High-levell application services are COASTT layer defines high-level
Highh level functions
definedd for most NIIIP components dataa functionalities
Objectt services also include transac- Explicitt distributed transactions
Transactionss Mgmt.
functionss are supported
tionn mgmt. services among others
CORBA A
Mainlyy CORBA
Middleware e
Externall Systems Inte- Externall system integration sup- Applicationn services tier integrates
portedd via wrappers according to legacyy systems; based on CORBA
gration n
andd standardized object services
OMGG model
some
VEE Information Ac- Userr ids, passwords, roles, and Userr account/passwords;
groupss are defined for VE informa- partss of enterprise workflows can
cesss rights
bee hidden
tionn access
Federatedd
/
dis- Somee kind of federated DB sup- None e
tributedd DB architec- portt is provided for the VE Global
Schema;; the Mediator component
ture e
specifiess a kind of federated DB
mappingg language
SpecificSpecific VE management
functionalities
VEE installation and setup services Noo information available
VEE creation
aree defined
Protocolss are defined for VE lifecy- Noo information available
VEE operation
clee and monitoring among others
Noo information available
Noo information available
VEE dissolution
OtherOther characteristics
NIIIPP data directory; VE Registry Noo information available
Directoryy Mgmt.
iss a meta-directory of VE resource
servers s
WfMCC models used for VE task WfMCC models for local and global
Workfloww Mgmt.
VEE management support
management t
Safee Comm.
Tech- On-goingg work implementing ad- Mostlyy based on existing company
vancedd security mechanisms at dif- firewalls firewalls
niques s
ferentt levels (e.g. IP, OMG, NIIIP)
Internett services include WWW ac- AA Web-based presentation layer is
Internett Data Access
cess,, client user interfaces, public providedd for end-users
forums,, mailing lists, etc.
Onee of the most representative Stronglyy based on IT standards
Mainn special features
VEE initiatives; advanced run-time (OMG,, CORBA, STEP, Internet)
schemaa mediation approach
Tablee B.2: Evaluation of Object-based infrastructures for VE information management.

Comparisonn of VE Information Management Infrastructures

GeneralGeneral information
X-CITTIC C
PerDiS S
Organization n
Europeann ESPRIT project
Europeann ESPRIT project
Sector r
Microelectronicss Industry
Cooperativee engineering
Platform m
Windowss NT
Unixx / Windows NT
DataData Management Framework for Information
Sharing/Exchange.
Ann Object Model describes the dis- Objectt model (e.g. C + + class inDataa Models
tributedd enterprise and its compo- stances)) and documents (text files)
nents s
Oracle e
Internall DBMS
Nonee (a local file server is used for
dataa storage)
Throughh CORBA-based data man- APII provides specific functions for
DBB access method
agementt services
mgmt.. of shared-memory objects
Internall object servers provide dif- Noo information available; mostly
Highh level functions
ferentt interfaces (static/action/- low-levell access primitives are denotificationn views) with higher-level scribed d
functionss for other X-CITTIC components s
Transactionss Mgmt.
Noo information available
Supportt for optimistic and pessimisticc transaction models, and explicitt data locking
CORBAA for integration and inter- None;; based on TCP/IP comm.
Middleware e
componentt communications
approachh (approaches such as
CORBA,,
DCOM,
RMI
were
avoidedd for the sake of high
performance) )
Externall Systems Inte- Thee info. mgmt. module makes Externall applications use an API
gration n
connectionn to local relational DBs thatt connects with PerDiS Useroff external systems; Interfaces for Levell Library (PULL)
externall systems such as ERP and
MESS have been implemented
VEE Information Ac- Noo information available
Groupware-orientedd access rights
cesss rights
approachh based on task/role model;
accesss rights can be assigned at the
levell of clusters
Federatedd
/
dis- None e
None e
tributedd DB architecture e
SpecificSpecific Vbj management
functionalities
VEE creation
Noo information available
Noo information available
VEE operation
Noo information available
Noo information available
VEE dissolution
Noo information available
Noo information available
OtherOther characteristics
Directoryy Mgmt.
Noo information available
Noo information available
Workfloww Mgmt.
None e
None e
Safee Comm.
Tech- Noo information available
Publicc key schemes for signed data
niques s
accesss requests; shared keys for encryption,, and combination of the
twoo for message authentication
Nonee (addressed as further develop- Programmerss use URLs to refer to
Internett Data Access
ments) )
objectt clusters
Speciall support for production Basedd on efficient, persistent, disMainn special features
planningg in a distributed manufac- tributedd shared-memory approach
turingg environment
Tablee B.3: Evaluation of Object-based infrastructures for VE information management (cont.).

Comparisonn of VE Information Management Infrastructures

GeneralGeneral Info. P R O D N E TT II
MASSYVE E
Europeann ESPRIT
Europeann KIT/INCO
Organization n
Industriall Manufactur- Manufacturingg SchedulSector r
ing g
ing g
Windowss NT
Platform m
Windowss NT
DataData Management Framework for Information
Sharing/Exchange
EDIFACT,, STEP, DBP, DBP,, other models
Dataa Models
otherr models
Oraclee 7.3
Oracle,, PEER
Internall DBMS
DBB access method Clientt library of ser- Clientt library
vices,, ODBC
Highh level functions Specificc high-level func- Advancedd functions for
tionss for VE creation, distributedd info. mgmt.
monitoringg and coordi- regardingg VE manufacnationn support
turingg scheduling
Locall transaction mech- Transactionn
Transactions s
mechanismss are considered in anismss support
the
Mgmt. .
implementationn of high- high-levell
functionalilevell functions
tiess for info, mgmt
RPC C
RPC C
Middleware e
Externall Systems Interoperablee API pro- APII through
which
Integration n
tocol;; online retrieval of informationn from exexternall systems infor- ternall systems can be
mation;; both push/pull dynamicallyy
submitmechanismss supported
ted/extracted d
VEE
Information Definitionss
of
fine- Fine-grainedd
access
Accesss rights
grainedd
VE
access rightss at a given node
rightss and visibility lev- aree defined at every
elss on local information otherr VE members
Federatedd / dis- Federatedd DB architec- Federatedd DB concepts
tributedd DB archi- turee as the main ap- providee the base for setecture e
proachh for sharing and curedd information acexchangee of VE info.
cesss among VE nodes
SpecificSpecific VE management
functionalities
Specificc high-level func- Dataa about new VEs
VEE creation
tionss for loading and in- cann be dynamically
stantiationn of VE topol- loaded d
ogy,, partner profile, and
supervisionn clauses info.
Specificc support for VE Specificc functions for
VEE operation
operationn based on VE VEE scheduling are suptopologyy (use of VE ids portedd based on the VE
andd VE member ids as topology y
parameters) )
No o
No o
VEE dissolution
OtherOther characteristics
No o
No o
Directoryy Mgmt.
Workfloww Mgmt.

Safee Comm. Techniques s
Internett Data Access s
Mainn special features s

Federatedd query processingg and info, pulling
mechanismss are modeledd as workflow plans
Sophisticatedd
encryption,, digital signature,
multi-comm.. protocols
supportt (via PCI)
Noo (future extensions)

Workflowss are used to
retrievee info, from existingg manufacturing and
schedulingg systems
Encryption,,
digital
signature,, and several
communicationn protocolss can be supported

Usee of a VE-tailored
federatedd DB approach

Basedd on mu It i-agent
architecture e

No o
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FETISH H
Europeann 5FP-IST
Tourismm Services
Multi-platt form (Java)
DBP,, several Tourism
Datasetss supported
OracleSi i
JDBC,, client library
High-levell information
managementt
support
functionss for VE service
interfacee catalogues
Informationn
managementt services are
implementedd using local
transactionn facilities
Jini i
Java/Jinii proxies definedfined
for
federated
tourismm services
Accesss rights on shared
VEE information are definedfined at every node of
otherr VE members
Accesss to VE service
interfacess is managed
basedd on a federated
databasee architecture
VEE
enterprises
can
alsoo be instantiated
throughh specific informationn
management
functionalities s
VEE operation support
functionss include retrievall of service proxies
availablee in a given VE
No o

Cataloguess for services
interfacee definitions
Value-addedd services are
seenn as workflow plans
forr which info. mgmt.
functionss are provided
Nott defined yet

Java,, Jini , and XML
technologiess are used
Extensivee
use
of
Java/Jini i

Tablee B.4: Evaluation of Federated Database infrastructures for VE information Management.
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Comparison of VE Information Management Infrastructures

GeneralGeneral information
COWORK K
LOGSME E
Organization n
Europeann ESPRIT project
Europeann ESPRIT project
Sector r
Mechanicall Sector
Foodd supply chain
Platform m
Windows s
Windowss NT
DataData Management Framework for Information
Sharing/Exchange
STEP;; internal models for product, EDII and other common message forDataa Models
designn process and enterprise com- matss are supported and can be flexiblyy configured
petence e
Competencee mgmt. tool is based on Microsoftt Access
Internall DBMS
Lotuss Notes R5 and supports interfacess to MS SQL Server and MS Access;; product manager uses ODBC
Internet,, ODBC (for SCM informa- Gatheredd data can be made availDBB access method
ablee to the applications as a
tion) )
databasee view e.g.
MS-Access
recordd set
Highh level functions
Severall predefined search criteria High-levell services for specific VE
cann be applied supported by a functionalitiess including inventory
stock,, forecast, planning, simulasearchh wizard
tion n
Noo information available
Noo information available
Transactionss Mgmt.
Noo information available (only Basedd on standards such as CORBA
Middleware e
TCP/IPP and email mechanisms andd DCOMM
weree mentioned)
Externall Systems Inte- Competencee model tool allows ex- LOG.Infoo module (composed of
ternall software modules to index aa set of DLLs), ensures local
gration n
andd link repository contents; Prod- andd remote connectivity between
uctt Manager can integrate with LOGSMEE modules and legacy sysCADD tools; users can store some tems s
queryy results as database files
VEE Information Ac- Noo information available, although Noo information available
thee need was identified to protect
cesss rights
know-howw information and to select
publicc data
Federatedd
/
dis- None e
None e
tributedd DB architecture e
SpecificSpecific VE management
functionalities
SCMM tool aims at supporting part- Noo information available
VEE creation
nerss search as a pre-step to the VE
creation n
VEE operation
Noo information available
Noo information available
VEE dissolution
Noo information available
Noo information available
OtherOther characteristics
Competencyy Repository serves as a Noo information available
Directoryy Mgmt.
directoryy of potential partners
WfMCC concepts and models were None e
Workfloww Mgmt.
modifiedd to be applied in the processs model
Safee Comm.
Tech- Encryptionn is supported by Lotus Securityy checks are used for data
niques s
Notes;; internal data exchange based transmissions s
onn e-mail
Internett clients for competence Externall information requests can
Internett Data Access
bee submitted via email or HTTP;
model l
messagess among modules can be
sentt via FTP, HTTP, and SMTP
Supportt for competency repository LOGSMEE tools are easy, reliable
Mainn special features
andd co-design activities in a dis- andd low-cost modules for SMEs;
warehousingg is also considered
tributedd engineering environment
Tablee B.5: Evaluation of Message-passing infrastructures for VE information management.

Appendixx C

Descriptionn of D I M S
Implementedd Services
Thiss appendix contains a brief description of the DIMS services that were developed
too support the PRODNET VE infrastructure, as described in Chapter 4. For a more
detailedd description of the service implementations, please see [76].

C.ll

Support Services for LCM

Servicee DeleteDataElements: the DeleteDataElements service is requested in
orderr to remove data items that have been stored in the DIMS database, along differentt workflow executions. The data items include for instance, purchase orders, blobs,
andd attached file names. This service is invoked at the end of the workflow, once the
dataa items are no longer needed for the VCL modules involved in a given workflow.
Servicee AttachFilesRef: this service is requested by LCM when executing the
workfloww to send an EDI CONDRA message. The purpose of the AttachFilesRef servicee is to attach the physical file names to the CONDRA message that was generated
byy EDI, so that the PCI module is able to send the CONDRA message as a normal
VCLL message together with the attached files.
Servicee G e t D B P : LCM uses this service, in order to access the general information
off the virtual enterprise associated with a given distributed business process.

C.22

Support Services for D B P M S

Servicee GetRequestedOrderTree: the DBPMS module needs to ask distributed
queriess to the DIMS to gather information that is spread over the network, so that
itt can monitor the status and performance of VE nodes. This service is used by
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Descriptionn of DIMS Implemented Services

DBPMSS to get the data key of the most up-to-date information about orders in a tree
structure,, composed of the Requested Order, Requested Items, Production Orders,
andd VE Intra information (see Chapter 4).
Servicee GetRequestedOrder: this service is used by DBPMS to get the data key
off the most recently updated information of requested order from the local or remote
nodee whose identification is given in the input parameters.
Servicee GetRequestedltem: this service is used by DBPMS to get the most
recentlyy updated information of a requested item from the local or remote node whose
identificationn is given in the input parameters.
Servicee GetProductionOrder: this service is used by DBPMS to get the data key
off the most recently updated production order information from the local or remote
nodee whose identification is given as input parameters.
Servicee GetResultRequestedOrderTree: this service receives the data key retrievedd using the GetRequestedOrderTree service, in order to get the actual requested
orderr tree data from DIMS (see Chapter 4).
Servicee GetResultRequestedOrder: this service receives the data key retrieved
usingg GetRequestedOrder, in order to get the actual requested order data from DIMS.
Servicee GetResultRequestedltem: this services receives the data key retrieved
usingg GetRequestedltem in order to get the actual requested item data from DIMS.
Servicee GetResultProductionOrder: this services receives the data key retrievedd using the GetProductionOrder service, in order to get the actual production
orderr data from DIMS.
Servicee GetDBPMSNotification: legacy systems of the VE node may need to
informm the DBPMS when they generate local production information of the VE orders,
soo that DBPMS knows that the information is available for a specific order of this
specificc partner. This service is used by DBPMS to read the DBPMS notification
fromm DIMS so that it can get the information about the available order.
Servicee PutSupClause: DBPMS uses this service to store the information about
aa supervision clause. This information includes the supervision clause itself and the
informationn of the requested order, requested items and the production orders.
Servicee GetResultDpsSupClause: this service is used by DBPMS to access the
informationn of the partner and the supervision clause associated with it.

C.3.. Support Services for PPC Module
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Servicee GetDPId: DBPMS uses this service to get a list of all the partners that
aree participating in the specified virtual enterprise.
Servicee GetDBPId: this service is used by DBPMS, in order to get a list of all
thee virtual enterprises in which the partner is participating.

C.33

Support Services for PPC Module

Servicee PutVclOrder: this service is used by PPC to temporarily store the purchasee order information in the DIMS database before it is sent out to another enterprise.. This information is actually composed of one order definition connected with
severall order lines, and it is deleted from the DIMS later by another DIMS service
whenn the sending order workflow finishes.
Servicee GetVclOrder: this service is used by PPC to read the purchase order
information,, which is received from another enterprise. This received data is kept
temporarilyy in a DIMS table until the receiving order workflow finishes.
Servicee GetPPCMessageContent: this generic service is used by PPC to read
anyy message information received from another enterprise. For instance, in the receivingg delivery record workflow, PPC reads the message blob from DIMS and transforms
itt into delivery record structure. Also, when receiving an order acceptance, the transformationn will be done into an order acceptance structure.
Servicee PutPPCMessageContent: this generic service is used by PPC to store
anyy VCL message information, which will be sent out to another enterprise. Similarly
too the GetPPCMessageContent service, this service is used for instance, when sending
aa delivery record and when sending an order acceptance to another VE partner.
Servicee PutDBPMSNotification: when the PPC generates local production informationn about VE orders, it informs the VE coordinator. Therefore, this service is
usedd by PPC to store the DBPMS notification structure into DIMS and to determine
thee location of VE coordinator.
Servicee PutReqOrdTree: the DIMS services for PPC regarding the storage of
DBPMSS input data are invoked by PPC when it needs to push up-to-date data for
DBPMS.. For instance, this particular service aims at inserting the requested productionn order tree into the DIMS database (see Chapter 4).
Servicee PutRequestedOrder:
Orderr into DIMS.

this service aims at inserting a specific Requested

Descriptionn of DIMS Implemented Services
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Servicee PutRequestedltem:
itemm into DIMS.

this service aims at inserting one specific requested

Servicee PutProductionOrder: this service aims at inserting one specific productionn order into the DIMS database.

C.44

Support Services for EDI Component

Thee services described in this section were actually implemented using database stored
proceduress and functions defined in a DIMS package (see [76] for more details).
Servicee PutOrder: this service is used by the EDI module to store purchase order
dataa into DIMS so that PPC can read the order. This service is called after EDI interpretss the order information contained in the EDI message from another enterprise.
Servicee PutOrderLines: this service is used by EDI to store purchase order lines
dataa into DIMS so that PPC can read the order lines. This service is called after EDI
storess the order in the DIMS and gets the DIMS data key for it.
Servicee GetOrder: this service is used by EDI to read purchase order data from
DIMSS so that it can process the data and build an EDI message. After this service
invocation,, the EDI message is sent to other enterprise.
Servicee GetOrderLines: this service is used by EDI to read purchase order lines
fromm DIMS after it gets the order with the GetOrder service.
Servicee FetchOrderLine: this service is used by EDI to fetch purchase order lines
onee by one from the cursor given in the GetOrderLines Service.
Servicee PutBlob: this service is used by EDI to store and EDI message, which
willl be sent to other enterprise.
Servicee GetBlob:
otherr enterprise.

this service is used by EDI to read EDI message received from

Servicee GetStepDataExchange: some DIMS services for EDI are related to the
exchangee of STEP information using CONDRA messages. This service is used by EDI
too read the STEP data exchange information that was stored in DIMS by the STEP
module.. The STEP data exchange information is basically used by EDI to build the
mainn body of the CONDRA message. This information is common to all the files being
exchangedd (the specific file information is retrieved using GetStepDataElement).

C.5.. Support Services for STEP Component
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Servicee PutStepDataExchange: this service is invoked by EDI when a received
CONDRAA message has been parsed and interpreted, and needs to be stored in a table
inn DIMS so that the STEP module can read it.
Servicee GetStepDataElements: a "step data element" represents the informationn about a specific STEP file that needs to be transferred as part of a "STEP data
exchange".. There can be several STEP data elements per STEP data exchange. This
servicee is used by EDI in order to read all the file information that was stored by
STEP.. This information is used in order to build the EDI CONDRA message.
Servicee PutStepDataElements: this service is called by EDI after parsing the
receivedd CONDRA message. When the specific STEP data elements (file descriptions)
aree decoded from the CONDRA message, they are stored in a DIMS table so that
thee STEP module is able to retrieve the information.

C.55

Support Services for S T E P Component

Thiss section describes the DIMS services that have been developed in order to support
thee workflows for CONDRA messages exchange among two VCL nodes [76]. The
specificc DIMS services for the STEP module involved in these workflow definitions
aree described below.
Servicee PutStepDataExchange: this service is used by the STEP module in
orderr to store in DIMS the information regarding a "STEP data exchange". This
informationn includes all the data items that are required by EDI in order to create a
CONDRAA message, such as sender/receiver node ids, STEP file names, etc.
Servicee GetStepDataExchange: this service is used by the STEP module in
orderr to read the STEP data exchange information (together with the STEP file
descriptions)) after the EDI module has parsed an incoming CONDRA message.
Servicee PutAttachedFileNames: this service is called by the STEP module in
orderr to store in DIMS the physical file names of the STEP files that will be sent as
attachmentss by PCI, together with the CONDRA message that EDI will generate.
Servicee GetAttachedFileNames: this service is used by the STEP module in
orderr to read the local file names of the STEP files attached to the received CONDRA
message.. The PCI module is in charge of transferring the attached files from one node
too another node, and store them in a given directory. The PCI module stores this
informationn into DIMS when saving the VCL message (that contains the embedded
CONDRAA message). The STEP module needs this information in order to process
thee actual STEP files that have been transferred to the receiving node.
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C.66

Descriptionn of DIMS Implemented Services

Support Services for P C I

Servicee PutPciMessageContent: this service is used by PCI when it receives an
incomingg VCL message. The message is then stored in DIMS through this service.
VCLL messages are basically seen as "blobs" that contain the actual information that
willl be interpreted by the appropriate VCL module. For instance, the blob may
representt an EDIFACT order message that will be parsed by the EDI module. The
VCLL messages may have attached files as well.
Servicee GetPciMessageContent: this service is used by PCI in order to read a
VCLL message that has been stored in DIMS by another module. PCI will send the
VCLL message to another node according to the specified parameters. For instance,
whenn EDI builds an EDIFACT message to send an EDI order, the EDIFACT message
itselff will be read by PCI using this service. The message stored in DIMS may contain
attachedd files as well, such as in the case of sending a CONDRA message.
Servicee PutVEPartner: this service is used by PCI in order to store in DIMS the
informationn of the partner and the communication configuration needs.
Servicee GetVEPartner: this service is used by PCI in order to read from DIMS
thee VE Partner general information and its communication configuration information.
Servicee PutPrivateKey: this service is used by PCI in order to store the private
keyy of the partner that is used as an encryption key value.
Servicee GetPrivateKey: PCI uses this service to access the value of the private
encryptionn key of the node.
Servicee PutPublicKey: this service stores the public key of the specified partner.
Thee PCI module uses this public key for data encryption purposes.
Servicee GetPublicKey: the service gets the public key of the specified node for
thee encryption algorithm used by the PCI module.

C.77

Support Services for VE Configuration

Servicee DIMSLoadVEConfiguration: this service is used to load the informationn of the VE and the VE partners in the corresponding database tables. The data
iss loaded from an external file that is generated by the VEND tool. In order to load
thee data, this service uses the Oracle SQL Loader utility.
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Samenvatting* *
Federatieff Informatie Management voor Virtuele Bedrijven
Eenn Virtueel Bedrijf (Virtual Enterprise - VE) is een tijdelijk verbond van bedrijvenn die met behulp van computernetwerken samenwerken om vaardigheden, kern
competentiess en resources te delen waardoor er beter op zakelijke mogelijkheden
gereageerdd kan worden. Het VE paradigma vertegenwoordigt een actief gebied van onderzoekk en technologische ontwikkelingen, waarin een extreem grote verscheidenheid
vann bestaande ICT benaderingen, hulpmiddelen, componenten, modellen en standaardenn kan worden toegepast. Gegeven de uitgebreidheid en complexiteit van het
VEE toepassingsdomein zijn er echter nog steeds vele obstakels en open vragen die
moetenn worden behandeld bij het ondersteunen van geavanceerde draaiboeken tussen
bedrijvenn die zich bezig houden met VE's. Het juist verdelen en uitwisselen van
informatiee onder reeds bestaande heterogene en zelfstandige ondernemingen en hun
internee systemen introduceert veeleisende uitdagingen bij het ontwerpen van ondersteuningsplatformenn voor virtuele ondernemingen. Het algemene doel van deze dissertatiee is de analyse, het ontwerp en de implementatie van een federatief Distributed
Informationn Management System (DIMS), specifiek op maat gemaakt om de complexe
voorwaardenn te ondersteunen die gesteld zijn door VE samenwerkende draaiboeken.
Dee eerste stap om dit doel te bereiken was het maken van een gedetailleerde analysee van verscheidene gerelateerde informatie management technieken en actuele VE
platformen.. Deze moeten geëvalueerd worden bij het ontwerpen en ontwikkelen van
hett Informatie Management systeem voor een gegeven ondersteuningsplatform voor
virtuelee ondernemingen. De gepresenteerde analyse omvat een overzicht van generieke
gedistribueerdee informatie management technieken, gerelateerde representatie modellenn en standaarden, en verscheidene relevante informatie management technieken
enn hulpmiddelen. Verder is er een representatieve verzameling van internationale
VEE projecten geselecteerd, beschreven en geclassificeerd in termen van de hoofdkenmerkenn die zijn toegepast bij de integratie van VE gedistribueerde informatie. Die
projectenn zijn ook getoetst aan een aantal criteria die specifiek zijn gedefinieerd om
dee verschillende kenmerken te vergelijken en te evalueren. Op deze manier vertegenwoordigenn deze analyse resultaten een overzicht van de state of the art betreffende de
toepassingg van informatie management standaarden en technieken in bestaande VE
** Vertaling door Frans Verster en Joost van de Weijer.
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ondersteuningsplatt formen.
Omm de informatie management voorwaarden voor de DIMS compleet vast te
leggen,, wordt een systematische analyse van het VE toepassingsdomein uitgevoerd.
Dezee analyse van de specifieke VE informatie management voorwaarden voor de DIMS
iss uitgevoerd met nadruk op Industrial Manufacturing SMEs. Hierbij werd rekening
gehoudenn met de levenscycli van VE's, die ondersteund worden door een referentie
VEE Cooperation Layer (VCL). De geïdentificeerde voorwaarden bevatten zowel informatiee modelering als functionele voorwaarden voor de DIMS. Bovendien is, gezien
dee resultaten van de uitgevoerde analyse, de toepassing van de federatieve informatie
managementt architectuur noodzakelijk gebleken. Hieruit volgt het in deze dissertatie
voorgesteldee generieke raamwerk, ter ondersteuning van de effectieve verdeling van
informatiee tussen VE deelnemende bedrijven.
Dee individuele componenten van de federatieve database architectuur zijn speciaall ontworpen en aangepast aan het VE toepassingsdomein. Deze aanpassingen
zijnn gebaseerd op de geïdentificeerde gedistribueerde informatie management voorwaardenn en de voorgestelde federatieve aanpak. De hoofdcomponenten van de DIMS
architectuurr zijn geconceptualiseerd, ontworpen, en geïmplementeerd. Waaronder:
hett federatieve VCL Integrated Schema, het DIMS Export Schema Manager Tool
(ESMT),, de Federated Query Processor (FQP), en de multi-user interoperable DIMS
Serverr Agent. De hiërarchische definitie van het export schema, dat is gebaseerd op de
functiee van de VE leden, en de workflow gestuurde FQP mechanismen, representeren
dee karakteristieken van de DIMS architectuur, welke de in- en uitvoer van veilige
informatiee tussen de federatieve knooppunten in de virtuele bedrijven ondersteunen.
Bovendienn worden de DIMS architectuur componenten toegepast om werkelijke draaiboekenn in het industriële fabricage domein te ondersteunen. Hierbij wordt rekening
gehoudenn met de VE demonstratie omgeving van het PRODNET II project. Bijvoorbeeld,, enkele van de DIMS demonstraties lieten zien hoe de FQP samenwerkt met de
ESMTT toegangsrecht definities. Dit is cruciaal voor een goede coördinatie en controle
vann de VE taken, die aan verschillende VE leden zijn toegewezen.
Uiteindelijkk wordt geanalyseerd hoe de algemene DIMS federatieve aanpak kan
wordenn aangepast aan de specifieke informatie management voorwaarden uit verschillendee VE toepassingsdomeinen. Als voorbeeld wordt de toeristen industrie gebruikt.. Hiervoor wordt de DIMS voorwaarden analyse, het architectuur ontwerp
enn de systeem ontwikkelingsfasen aangepast aan de toeristen industrie. Bovendien
wordtt aangetoond hoe verschillende Internet standaarden en ontwikkelingshulpmiddelenn (waaronder Java, Jini, XML) kunnen worden opgenomen in het ontwerp en
implementatiee platform van de federatieve informatie management systemen. Het
wordtt verwacht dat de aanpak van de federatieve informatie management architectuur,, die in deze dissertatie is voorgesteld, ook kan worden toegepast op andere VE
toepassingsgebieden. .
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